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WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

The era spanning the 'ninetVe -seventies through the
nineteen-eighties might at first - suggest revolutionary

'and dynamic 'breakthroughs in the field of language
assessment. Mcinumental capacities' of computer-.;
enriched statistical approaches have seemingly yielded
a plethora of research on the one hand, with veiled ,
inferences of expanding existing knoWledge, ad
infinitum. From another perspective, the metaphorical
geometric rate of amassing this data has perhaps
outdistanced' our arithmetic abilityto process this mass
and' conceptualize adequate frameworks. However, a
cOrollary telt this statement might still be equally argued
and applicable to language assessment, among other
areas, in that a few visionary prophets may have
outdistan'ced the parameters of current technOlogy and
await the time when reifidatiOn of constructs, (sort of
speaking) bridges the gap betWeen the theoretical grid
empirical.

I am 'reminded somewhat of Zeno's paradox presented
by Troike in an earlier volume of. this series (Seidner,
1982). In reaching our hypothetical goals, we appear to
cover ,half the distance, then half cif the remaining
distance, ad infinitum. In essence, all victories:, then,
become partial victories. But what do they mean? It
would seem that this question typifies every, era Of

!lumen endeavor. Think of the immediate sensation°
caused by Fechner, for example, who .converted
Weber's Law into a 'Psychological scale (on this, see
Boring, 1942, 1961). Nevertheless, the ensuing activity
and controversy 'in Germany had prompted William
James (1890) to write:

"ArIttl what good came of it at last?"
Quoth little Peterkin.
"Why that I cannot tell,".said he,
But twas a famous victory!"

' The radical impossibility of disassociating experimental
approaches from a current theoretical farnework
compounds individual attempts to transcend the
figuratively stated arithmetic rate. Here, Claude Bernard
(1865) would also warn of an extreme attachment to
existing frameworks, where men "with excessive faith
in their theories: are ill-disposed toward making new
discoveries and shedding bias if-6m' their recorded
observations:

,I mould suggest here that the lack of consensus in

definitions of terms alternately impedes and accelerates
this arithmetic rate, compared to the current geometric
influx of information. A brilliant exchange between
;John Oiler and John Garroll brought forth the-letter's

claersonal communication on tha, relationship of the "g" .

factor to language prdficiency, and the observation.that 1

Ifinal conclusions would rest upon specific definitions'of
intelligencemend language proficiency (Oiler, 1983).
Traditionally, theoretical frameworks haye, developed
cautiously for the most part undee,the scrutiny of

orthodoxy. However, the existence of varied definsitions
might enhance developments 'in other related areas, If

Conant's (1947) concept of the "horror vacui" dictated,

in turn,. that contradibtory evidence-in itself would not
supplant an established theoretical framework until a
better one arose, a newly formulated framewofk would
have to reflect some elementls 9f estabghed tenet. We
might find then that the definition "of communicative
competence, advanced by Canale and Swain- (Seidner,
1982) illustrates a demarcation, from perspectives of
Munby (1978): Hymes (in Pride and Holmes, 1972) or
Savignon (1972) in some respects; but forms a

consensus of agreement along' other lines. The
operational definition of -comniunicative competence
(arbitrarily labeled Z), viewed here fundamentally as the
Verbal account of ..partictilar manipulations and
computations, becomes suject fo what Carnap viewed
as testability, cOnfimabilitV andNerifiability (i.e. where
verifiability is characterized with an incompleteness in
attaining a definitive ancffinal stablishment of "Vuth").
If we then view a hypottetical ssessment instrument
of communicative competence, associated with our
definition Z, it is the interpretation of the data
emanating from the particular procedure which is
validated,.- as indicated by Cronbach in Thorndike,
1971) in opposition to the viewing of validity, for
example, as a specific characteristic of the test. An..
overall View of progress in tbe,historical development in
language assessment, then, might be likened to the
spiral-like process attributed to Rousseau in the quest
of some absolute truth or perfection (De Balla, 1.973).
Each advancernent is subject to the flat plateau of the
spiral and awaits the processing of data and emergence
of an adequate conceptual framework. The time factor
in proceeding along the plateau and through the spiral
to the next level varies in its .speed and is dependent
upon a myriad of factors which cannot be fully explored
here. In' essence, ,we encounter the transformation.
made by Boring (1936) of Occam's "razor" from "entia.,
non sunt multiplicanda praeter necessitatem" to "entia
sunt multiplicanda propter necessitem.'

If we agree lith Day, McCollum, et al. in Erickson and
Omark (1981) that discrete:point testing emerged as
the natural result of structural linguistic approathes
(influenced by .behavioral psychology) to language
acquisition, the advance along the 'plateau through the
figurative spiral to the next one was relatively a

chronologically shorter one. Perhaps the same may be
true for adberents of 'what Carr011 (1961) termed as
integrative philosophy. An example of this trend may /c

emerge again with some recent .stirrings, associatet
with the reexamination of the so- called unitary .factor
hypothesis by Farhady (1980, and Oiler, 1983) as well
as by Briere '(1981)). among others. If a shortly.
forthconling breakthrough were, per se,. to Occur from
this direction in the design and implementation of new
language assessment instrumentation, would it be
mostly 'attributed to the aforementioned advances, in
computerized statistical applications? Indeed, the
studieS cited in the example appeared to rely upon
sophisticated statistically packaged approaches. First
appearances might suggest that it constitutes a

determining factor in accelerating spiral-like
advaicement. Consider the comParison of approaching
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factor analysis from the actual raw' data or from a
correlation matrix. Statistical progrdrnming affords the
individual 'readily available approaches to address the

." commonalities in the diagonals of correlation matrices.
The inclusion of an oblique (or correlated) method of
rotation to "reconcile" highly loaded factors, or perhaps
the more poPularly used orthogonal', (or uncorrelated),
varimax method (deVelOped by Kaiser, 1958) provide an

'added sophistication in .manageable statistical
calculations. If these and other apprbaches appear to
confirm the hastening' of davelOpments along the spiral,
I would suggest a resistance factor or, perhaps,
check and balance where research, utilizing the
normal`, curve, - conforms to the confines of the
predelerm/ined standard (See Seidner, 1982t).
Returning to Zeno's paradox, the seemingly quickened
advance long the pilliteau which spirals upward might
be ,no ore than illusory, in view of the attainment of
the hal , of the half, of the half, which is perpetual. Given
anoth r perspective, the computerized applications
mig indeed 'prove a quagmire in instances of
statistical applications hindering,:or perhaps shaping,
th- direction of theoretical formulation, detracting from
n cessary foundations of the fields of the origin. Where
o we go from here? '

Papers by John Oiler and Jim Cummins (Part I) offer us
some prospeCtS for new frontiers and breakthroughs.
Oiler presents an intriguing blend of biological,
psychological and linguistic' approaches to the question
of language-based intelligence. Cummins presents us
with a theoretical framework, proposing the
conceptualization of language proficiency along several

' continua. Muriel Saville Troike's study (Part III)

substantially adds to our understanding of
communicatiVe and academic competence in teaching
and testing situations. Benji Wald (alsO Part Ill) offers
important findings on the relationship between
spontaneous and test speech, utilizing a sample of
10-12-year-old Hispanic bilinguals. These and other
contributions are found in'the three categories within
this volume:' Foundations, Assessment Approaches,
Research and Policy. As with Vollime I, it is with the
t4Qught of bringing cur&ei-it issues to the forefront that

the. Second Language Assessment Instltille was
conducted in, Chicago, '111inois. this volume was
conceived .as the second in a series to include deliveries
by participants and invited papers from theoreticians'
and practitioners in the field. Sponsors of the Institute,
which will be repeated annually,, include the National
Clearinghouse ,for Bilingual, Education; Educational
Testing Services the Evaluation, Dissemination Aend
Assessment Center (Dallas, Texas); the Bilingual
Edutation Service. Center (IllirioiS): the Illinois State
Bilingual Office; the Illinoi's Resource Center; and
National College of Education.

Behind the scenes in the' production of any volume of
this nature are the unsung herpes . who, commit
countless hours of toil and dedication. It is with grateful
thanks and appreciation that acknowledgement is

fnade to Jean Honeyman, Manager, Staff Support
Services, Illinois State Board of EduCation; to Delores
Johnson, Word Processing Supervisor; and to Becky
Copelin, Typesetter, Staff Support Services, who so
willingly gave so much time, and expertise in the
typesettOg of this project. Bill Becker, Manager, Illinois
State Bard of Education, Internal Office' Supporting

, and Printing Section, and "Bernie Neff, Assistant
Manager, Printing and Graphics, are invaluable in
pr.oindirig much needed material support and Creative
ideas. Special gratitude goes to Linda McElroy who
spent many hours poring over the manuscripts and is
deserving of the accolade, "an editor's editor," Cornelia
Powell and Steve Rothenberg added their much
app ?eciated talent in helping design the cover and other

*graphics. I would also like to express my indebtedness
to Maria Medina Seidner, Manager, Bilingual Education
Section, for her assistance and support in the
preparation of "this volume. Fir/ally, my appreciation
goes to the contributors' of this volume for their
excellent presentations and paper's.
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CONCEPTUAL AND LINGUISTIC.FOUNDATIONS OF LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT

The Ontaricilnstitute for Studies in Education
Jim Cummins

Many of the most contentious debates in the areas of
psycholinguistics and educational psychology during
the past 20 years have revolved around the issue of how
"language proficiency" is related to academic
achievement. Disagreement about appropriate ways of
conceptualizing the nature of language .proficiency
underlies controversies as diverse as the extent to
which "oral language" is related to the acquisition of
reading (e.g., Wells. 1981), the extent to which learning
disabilities are in reality language disabilities (e.g.,
Vellutino, 1979),, and .the extent to which poor school
achievement of low socioeconomic status (SES) and
minority group students is caused by differences in the
language use patterns of the students in comparison
to middle c)ass students (e.g.. Labov, 1970).

J
The question of what constitutes "la uage profit-
ciency" and the nature of its cross-lingual imensions is
also at the core of many hotly debated issues in the
areas of bilingual education and second language
pedagogy and testing. Researchers have suggested
ways of making second language teaching and testing.
more "communicative" (e.g. Canale & Swain; 1980;
Oiler, 1979) on the grounds that a communicative
approach better reflects Ogle nature of language
proficiency than one which emphasizes the acquisition
of discrete language sidlls. Issues such as the.effects of
bilingual edUcation on achievement, the appropriate
age to begin teaching. L2, and the consequences of

patterns of bilingual language qe/in the home
ity stude,nts' achievement are all intimately

relate. to the broayler issue Of how L1 proficiency is
related to the deVelop'ment of L2 proficiency. This issue,
in turn, clearly cannot be resolved without an adequate
conceptualization of the nature of "language
proficiency."

I shall first briefly review thp ourrent state-of-the-art in
bilingual language proficiency assessment and then
describe some of the detrimental consequences. for
minority students' academic development which derive
from popular assumptions,al/out the nature of "English
proficiency." Finally, I will outline a theoretical
framework for relating ' language proficiency to
academic development and suggest some applications
of the framework for both assessment and pedagogy.)

Language Proficiency Assessment in Bilingual Programs

A cursory examination of the many tests of language
proficiency and dominance currently available for .

1

The need fur a theoretical framework'oxplicitly designed to relate langutige proficiency to academic achievement was brought home to me at the
Language Proficionc:y Assessment Symposium (LPAS) (Rivera, in press) riot Only as a result of criticisms of the distinction which I had introduced
between basic interpersonal communicative skills (BICS) and Cognitive/academic language proficiency (CALF) but, more importantly. by the lack

. Of any resolution of the Issues to which that distinction was addressed. The present theoretical framework is essentially an elaboration end, it is
hoped, a clarification of the BICS-CALF distinction. In addition to the many participants at the LPAS who made valuable suggestions.

- I would like

assessing bilingual students. (see, e.g., DeAvila &
Duncan, 1978; Dieterich, Freeman and Crande1.1, 1979)
reveals enormous variations 1? what they purport to
measure. Of ttje 46 tests examined by DeAvila and
Duncan . (1978). only four included a measure of
phoneme production, 43 claimed to measure various
levels of lexical ability', 34 included items assessing oral
syntax comprehension and nine attempted to assess
pragmatic aspects of language.

This variation in language tests is not surprising in view
of the lack of consensus as to the nature of language
proficiency or communicative competence." For
example, Hernandez-Chavez, Burt and Dulay. (1978)
have outlined a model of language proficiency
comprising 64 Separate components, each of which,
hypotheticallyat least, is independently measurable. By
contrast, 011er and:Perkins (1980) have argued that:

"a single factor of global language proficiency
seems to account for the lion's share of
variance in a wide variety of edpcational tests
including nonverbal and verbal IQ measures,
achievement batteries, and even personality
inventories and affective measures... the result
to date are.,.preponderantly in favor of the
assumption that language skill pervades every
area of the school curriculum even more
strongly than was ever thoUght by curriculum
writers or festers." (p.1).

This global dimension is not regarded by Oiler (in press)
as the only significant factor in language proficiency,
but the amount of additional variance accounted for by
other factors is relatively modest.,

The considerable evidence that Oiler and his colleagues
(e.g. Oiler 84Streiff, in press)' have assembled to show
that academic and cognitive variables are strongly
related to at least some measures of all four general
language skills (listening, speaking,, reading: end
writing) raises an important issue for the assessment ol
entry and exit, criteria in bilingual programsy t what
extent should measures of language proficierky be
related to measures of acadetnic achievement? In other
words, to what extent does the'construct,of language
proficiency overlap with the constructs of "intelligence"
and academic achievement?

This theoretical question has rarely been asked; instead,
researchers have either asked only th empirical

to acknowledge my debt to Johrv011ar Jr. and to Morrill Swan for many useful discussions on those issues.

o



question of how language proficiency is related to
achievement (often expressed in terms of the rblatilln
between "oral language" and 4eacjing) or else ignored
the issce entirely, presumably because they do not
consider it relevant to langdage proficiency assessment
in bilingual education. However, the theoretical issue
cannot be avoided: The relationship of langlnage
pr ficieney to academic achievement must be
co sidered iri4vievArof the_ fact that a central purabse in
ass ssing minority students' language dominance
patterns is to assign students to classes taught through
the language in which it is assumed they are most
capable of learning, and in which they will most readily
acquire academic skills. If measures of language
proficiency bear no relationship to students' acquisition
of academic skills, their relevance in the context of
entry and exit criteria is open to question. This issue
requires theoretical resolution, rather than Jempirical,
because, as will be discussed below, some language.
measures correlate highly with achievement, :while
others show a negligible relationship. Without a
theoretical framework within which language
proficiency can be related to 'the development of

4 ,
academic skills, there is no basis for choosing between
alternative tests which are clearly measuring very
different things under the guise of "lan guage
proficiency."

Essentially, what is at issue are the criteria to be used in
determining the validity .of language proficiency
measures in the specific context of bilingual education.
Whether we are talking about content, criterion-related,
construct, face, or ecological validity, our procedures
for determining validity are always based on'a theory
regarding the nature of the phenomenon being
measured. In many cases, however, this theory has
remained implicit in language test development for
bilinguatstudents, and where the theory has been made
explicit, the construct of language proficiency has
usually been regarded as independent of the constructs
of intellectual and academic abilities.

Thus, it is reported (see Oakland, 1977, p. 199) that on
the Basic La ivuage Competence. Battery there is little
or no increase in scores across the elementary grades

,among native speakers. This is interpreted as evidence
for nee construct validity of the battery in that it is
indeed measuring "language knowledge." rather, glen
intellectual abilities or educational achievement. In
arguing against "language deficit" theories, many
sociolinguists (e.g., Labov, 1970; Shuy, 1077) have
similarly asserted that language proficiency is
independent of cognitive and academic performance.(
Shuy (1977, ti.5), for example, states that "rather
compelling evidence rejects every claim made by those
who attempt to show linguistic correlates of cognitive
deficit."

One apparent implication of` the theoretical .position
that "language proficiency" is independent of
intellectual abilities and academic achievement is that
language measures such as the integrsrve tests (e g
oral doze. dietation, elicited imitation) used in the
research of Oiler and others (see Oiler 8 Perkins, 1980.
011er & Streiff, in press) would have to be rejected as
invalid to assess the construct of language proficiency"
because of their strong relationships to achievement
and 113:f

Many.theonsts would regard any form of contrived test
situation as inadequate to assess language proficiency. -
arguing instead for.procedures which assess children's
language, in naturally occurring cor'nrnunicative
situations (e.g. Cazden, Bond,, Epstein, Matz. &

Savignon, 1977.. Dietench et al., 1979). For example,
Dietench et al. argue in relation to an elicited imitation
task that "it mirrors no real speech situation and is thus
of questionable validity in assessing proficienej." (1977,
p. 5411.

. .

Although the tequirement that proficiency measure.
reflect "naturally occurring speech situations" is a ot-'sic
principle --ofvalidity for Anany theorists, few pursue the
issue to inquire whether or not the communicative
demands of'natural face-tO-face situations are identical
to the communicative demands of classrdom situations.
In classrooms, students' opportunity to negotiate
meaning with the interlocutor (teacher) considerably
reduced aR a restilt of sharihg him or her with about
25-30 othbr students, and there is considerable
emphasis on developing proficiency in -procesing
written text where the meaning is supported largely by
linguistic cues, rather thah the richer "real-life" cues- of
face-to-face communication.

These issues are taping raised not to argue against the
assessment of "langua,ge proficiency:' in naturally
occurring situations., but rather to show the need for a
theoretical framework which would allow the construct
of language proficiency to be conceptualized in'relation
to the -acquisition of academic skills in bilingual
programs. The urgency of this need can be seen from
the fact that the most coremonly'used tests of language
proficiency anddominance for minority students clearly
embody different theoretical assumptions in regard to
the relationship tretween language proficiency arid
achievement. The Language Assessment Scales (LAS)
(DeAvila & Duncan, 1977):.fdr example, are reported to
consistently' show moderate correlations with
academic achievement, whereas the Bilin.oual Syntax
Measure (BMS) (Burt, Dulay, & Hernandez-Chavez,
1975) and the Basic Inventory of Natural Language
WINO (Herbert, 1975) tend to show much lower
correlations with achievement (see Rosansky, 1981 for
a review). All of these tests showed lower correlatiotns

.
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with. achievern.vnt -than teachers' ,ratiniis ,,toilentir'.
Char/...i.:; (fir 1(..1(kvnic .ichioN.,ern.70 ir;,,tru unly irr
EfiglYM (Ulitiarri Spilric or 1980) This ti.iiicher
variable' u, ('oirited for 41 per cent of the variiinc.i'm
r:iaoing achieveinent scores ..uid the BINL. 6SM, .mad
LAS acttled'onh, zero. one and four percent, Ispe4;tn.ely
to the predictioti of reading achievement

.Apart from the issue of their relationship to academic
achievement, the validity of these tests can be

questioned on several other grounds Fur example.
Rosansky 11981) points out that (fall elicited by the
BSM-English were unrelated to data elicited from taped
naturakictic conversation of the same indiylioals The

LAS Spanish language classification is rilrported to
cbniduraply underestimate the Spanish, proficiency of
native Spanish speakers as assessed by i,Liglher teacher
ratings or detailed ethnolaiguistic analysis of children's
speech ip a range of settings (Mace-Matluck, 1980) I

This brief. survey of assessment issues in bilingual
education suggests that a major reason for the
confused. state of the art is that the developmental
relationships between language proficiency (iii .L1 and
L2) and academic performance have scarcely been
considered, lit alone resolved Thfr!.confusion about the
assessmentof -language prOheiency" is iefloctdd in the
varied eaten) used to exit language minority students,
from bilingual programs.

"English Proficiency" and Exit Criteria

Lack of English proficiency is commonly regarded by
policy-makers and educators as the major cause of
language minority students': acadeMic failure
Ehglish-enly programs Thus, it is assumed that
students, require bilingual mstrqction ;only until they
have becOme proficient rni 'English Logically, after
student have become "'proficient in English,' army

difficulties they might encounter in an English-only
program cannot be attributed to lack of English
proficiency.

If we combine this *parent logic with tie i*Tict th:th
immigrant students generally appear to aegurre a
reasonably high level of L2 fluency within about 11/4 ---

2 years of arrival in the host country (Cummins, 1980c;
Snow 8+ troefnac)elliohle, 1978), then one might
assume that Ivy() yeais of bilingual education should he
.suf hcient for students to make the transition to an
EngliSh-only WC/Warn this line 01, reasoning is

frequently invoked to lustily exiting-,students out of
bilingual programs after a relatively short period. It is

assumed that because students can cope adequately
with the communicative dernarads of face to-face
situations; arid appear quite fluent in English, then
English proficiency 'is suffiCiently weltdevoloped lci

cope with the communicative demands of thus regular
Inglislmonly curriculum on an equal base, with native
inilish speaking student!.

them is considemble evidence to i-;iii`Oeiit ih,fl thr.
logic is false Iiihogual oforparn!.. which have boon
!Jur:cos:slut in developing a high evil if I noleili

!)

academic skt'ils in language minority students have
usually maintained . instruction in Ll throughout
elementary school Usually It is only in the latter.grade5
of elementary school Thal. studentS .approach 'grade
norms in English reading skills (see Cummins, 1981 for

review). In a similar way,. It has been Shown
(Cummins..-in press a) that it took immigrant students
who arrived in Canada after 'the age of six, 5-7 yearson
the average. to approach grade, norms in academically
related'as.pects of English proficiency. Thus,it clearly
takes considerably . longer for language minority'
students to develop age appropriate acederhic skills in
English than it does to develop sertairt- aspects of
age-apprbpriate English face-to-face communicative
skills It follows that students exited on- the-basis of
teacher tbdgwents or language tests which primarily
assess face-to-face communicative skills are likely to
experience considerable academic . difficulty in an

-English-only program. aq many will manifest the
well-documented pattern of cumulative.deficitS.

The dangers of unanalyzed notions of what constitutes
"English proficiency" can'be illustrated by an example
from a Canadian study in which the teacher referral
forms and psychologicaLassessrpents of 428 language
minority, students were analyzed' (Cummins,. 1980c).
This particular child (PR) was first referred in grade 1
the school prirroipal ytio noted that

"PR is: experiencing considerable difficulty with
grade 1 work. An intellectual assessment
would help her teacher to set realistie learning
expectations for heriand might provide some
clues as to remedial assistance that might be
offered"

No mention was made of the child's English-as-a-
second-language (ESL) background;, this only emerged
when the child was referred by the grade 2 teacher in
the following year. Thus, the psychologist does not
consider this as a ppsible factor in accounting for the
discrepancy between a_ Verbal 10 of 64 and a

Performance 10 of 108. The assessment report' read as
follows:

"AlthougLi yerall ability level appears to be
within nil low. average range, note . the
significant* fference 'between verbal and
nonverbAl Scores ... It would appear that PR's;
(71evelopment has riot progressed at a normal
rote ant1;qunsequoraly she is, arid will continue
to exPllence much difficulty in school.
Teacher's expectations (at this tune) should be
set accordingly-

What is interesting in this example ;pat the child's.
face-to-face. curritnunicative skills are presumably
,;officHrtitly well developed Oral the psychologist (and
possibly the teacher) r.F not alerted to her
background the; leads. the psychologist to infer from
her low verbal IU. score that "her devOlopment has riot
progressed at 111)111101 1:111!" ;111(1 10 0(.1V1W the teacher

to sot low academic expectations for th4 child since she
"will continue to experience Intich difficulty in school,"



.
There is ample evidence from many contexts (e.g
Mercer, 1973) of how the attribution of deficient
cognitive skills to language minority students can
become self-fulfilling;

In many of the referral forms- and psychological
assessments analyzed in this study the following line of
reasoning was invoked:

Becauselanguage minority students, are fluent
in English, their pool academic performance
and/or test scores cannottelattributed to lack
of -proficiency in Engligh. Therefore, these
.students must' either fibve deficient cognitive
abiltties,or be pobrly motivated ("lazy").

In'a similar way, when 'language minority students are
exited' from bilingual programs on the baSis of fluent
English communicative -.skills:- it appears that their
subsequent academic difficulties cannot logically be
attributed to lack of English proficiency:" .Thus,

....;`° educators are likely to attribute these . difficulties to
fact-Ors within the student such as 'low' 'academic. .

..ability" (IQ).

These misconceptions derive from the fact that the'"
relationships bet(creen language proficiency" and
academic development have not been adequately
considered, Other among native. English-speaking or
language minority students. In .the remainder of this
paper, . a theoretical framework is developed for
conceptualizing these relationships.

A Theoretibal Framework3

,14ri the bdgis'of the forego.ing analysis' Of the confusions
which exist..both ih current language proficiency
assessment techniques and-in..procedures-for.exiting .

studeny from bilingual program, thr9,e minimal
. requirements for a theoretical framework of language

proficiency relevant to bilingual education in the United
States can be outlined: First, such a framework must
incorporate a.,deyelopmental perspective such that
those aspects of language proficiency which .are
mastered early by native speakers and L2 learners can
be distinguished Irorri those that continue to vary
across individuals as development progresses; second,
the framework must bevcapable of allowing differences
between the linguistic demands of the school and those
of interpersonal- contexts outside the school to be
described; third, the, framework must be capable of
'allowing the developmental relationships between L-1
and L2 proficienoy to be described.

Current theoretical frameworkv of "communicative
competence" (e.g. Canale, 1981; Canale & Swain, 1980)
do not (and were not intended to) meet these

requirements. Canale (1581) distingui;hes grammatical,
sociolinguistic, discourse and strategic competencies,
but states that their relationships with eaOh other and
with world knoWledge and academic achievement is an
empirical question of to be addressed.' Although thist\
framework is. extremely useful for some purposes, its
applicability to bilingual ed0CatiOn is limited by its
static nondevelopmental nature and by th*fact that the
relationships b.3tween academic' performance and the
coMponents of corrnmunicative competence in .L1 and
L2 are not considered. For'-exarrfple, both pronunciation
and lexical knowledge would be classified unde
grainmatical competence. Ypt L1 pronunciation
mastered very early by native speakers, whereas rexic I

knoWledg,e continues to deVelop throughout schopli g.
and is strongly related to academic performance.

The framework, outlined below, is an attempt to
Conceptue,"language proficiency" in such a waykthat
the developrnental 'interrelationships between
academic performance and lanOtage 'proficiency in
both L1'and L2 can be conbidefed.lt is proposed only in
relation to the development. of ,academic. skills' in
bilingual pducation andis not neoesearj.ly appropriate or
applicabit to 'other contexts or issues. EssentiallyiNttie
framework tries:. : to integrate the earlier distinction
between basic interpersonal.. communicative skills
(BICS) and cognitive/academic 'language proficiency
(CALF) into 'afettitip: general theoretiCal, model: The
BICS-CALP.distiriCtiOn was intended to make the same .

point' that was made earlier in this paper, namely,'
academic deficits are often Created by teachers and

-psychologists who fail to realize thatsit takes language
-minority students considerably longer to attain
grade/age-apprOpriate levels in' English academid skills
than it doeS in English face:Alb-lace communicative
Skills. However, as is Dsintecl. out in other papers in this
volume, such a dichotomy oversimplifies. the
Phenomena and risks misiriterpretation. It is alai
difficult to discUss the crucial developmental issues in
terms of the BICS:-CALP,dichotomy.

The framework 'presented in Figure 1 proPoSes that in
the context of bilingual education in the United States
"language proficiency" can Ile conceptualized along
two continuums: First is a continuum relating to the
range of contextual support available for expressing or_
receiving meaning. The extremes of this continuum are.
described in terms of :"context-embedded" versus
"context-reduced" "communication. . They.; are distin-,
gulped by the fact that's -"gionteit-erribedded
communication the participanfsL Can 'actively negotiate
meaning (e.g. by providingieed ark that the'rriessage
has not been unclergtoOd) and : .,t1-Se language is

supported.by aWide range of meaningful paralinguistiC
and situational cues; 6on-text-reduced communication,,,
on the other hand, relies primarily (or at the extreme of

'This theoretical framework should be viewed within a social context. The language proficiencies described develop as a result of various types of
communicative interactions in home and school' (see e*. Wells, 1981). The nature of these interactions is, in turn, determined by broader societal
factors (see Cummins, 1981c). In order to emphasize the social nature of language proficiency", this term.will 'be used interchangeably with
communicative proficiency" in describing the framework. .6._
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the continuum, exclusively) on linguisti8 cues to mariipulate) the logic
meanmg,and may in some cases involve suspending appropriately 4

knowleace 9f the "real world: in order to interpret (or

Context -Em bedded,

Rangeof Contextual Support and
Degree of Cognitive Involvement in

Communicative Activities.

of ,tha communication

Li

Cognitively Undemanding

44.

A

Cognitively Demanding -

Context-Reduced/

In general, context-embeddedcoMmunication derkies
from interpersonal involvement in a shared reality_
which, obviates the need ,for explicit linguistic
elaboration of the message. Context-reduced

:communication, on the other hand, derives from the
fact that this shared reality cannot be assumed, and

thus, linguistic messages must b6'elaborated precisely
and explicitly, so that the risk of misinterpretation is

minimized. It is, important to emphasize that this is a
continuum and not ,a dichotom9: Thus, examples of

It is us
contex

ul to distinguish between internal and extern)
ual factors in relation to the horizontal

continu . Ex(ernal context refers to aspects of
language ac9Gities or tasks which are more or less
objectively /specifiable along the embedded-reduced
continuuny Thus, inherent text characteristics make
reading f/and writing less context-embedded than
face-to-face communication. However, the location of/any particular task.on the continuum will also be greatly
influe/ricced by inteznal contextua ctors such as `degree

communicative behaviors going.from left to-right along Ti of Imiliarity and acceptance of e task or activity. In

the continuum might be en a dicussion, this -way, the role of socioli guistic factors can be

writing a letter to a close fr' nd, writing (or reading) an abcornmodated into the frarfiework (see discussion in

academic articte. Clearly, context- embedded
communication is more ty ical of the everyday world

'Rivera. in press).

outside the classroom whfrels many of the linguistic / The vertical continuum is intended ,/o address the

demands, of the Classroom reflect communication developmental aspects of communicative proficiency in

which istcloser to the context-reduced end of the terms of 'the degriee of active cognitive involvement in

continuum. the task or activity. Cognitive involvement can be

4-14 WW1 "context-reduced" is Used rather than' "disembedded" (Donaldson 19781.or "decontextualized" because there is a large variety of

. contexual cues available to carry out tasks even at the cqntext-reduced end of the continuum. The difference, however, is that the cues are

exclusWely linguistic in nature: . .

14
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conceptualized_ in terms of the amount of information
that must' be processed simultaneously or in; close
succession by the individual in order to carry Out the
activity,

How does this continuum incorporate a developmental
perspective? If we return to Ntl4le fourccomponentS Of
communicative competence (grammatical, socio=
linguistic, discourse, and strategic) discussed by Canale
(1981), it is clear that within each one, some subskills
are mastered more rapidly than others. In, other words,'
some subskills (e.g. pronunciation and syntax within Ll
grammatical competence) reach plateau levels at which
there are no longer significant differences in mastery
between individuals (at least in context- embedded
situations). Other sUbskills continue to develop
tfioritighout the school years and beyond, depending.
upOn the individual's 'communicative needs, in
particular, cUltural'and institutional milieux.

.

Thus, the upper parts of the vertical continuum consist
of cbrorndnicative .tasks and activities in which the
linguistic tools have become largely automatized
(mastered), and thus require. little active cognitive
involvement for .appropriate performance. Atthe'rlower
end of the continuum are tasks and activities in which
the communicative toolsThave not become automatized
and thus' require active cognitive involvement.
Persuading another individual thai One's own point of
view, rather than hers/his, is correct or writing an essay
on a complex theme are,examples of such activities. In
these situations, it is necessary to stretch one's
linguistic resources (i.e., grammatical, sbciolinguistic,
discourse and strategic competencies) to the limit in
order to achieve one's communicative goals. Obvioushy,
cognitive involvement, in the, sense of amount of ,

information processing, can be just as intense in
context-embedded as in context-reduced activities.

....
Astriastery is developed, specific linguistic tasks and
skill's travel from the bottom towards the top of the;
vertical,continuum. In other words, there tends to be a
high level of cognitive involvement in task or activity
performance until mastery has been achieved or,
alternatively, until plateau level at less than mastery
levels has been reached (e.g. L2 pronunciation in many
adult immigrants, "fossilization".of certain grammatical
features among French immersion students, etc.). Thus,
learning the7'phonology and syntax of Ll, for example,
requires considerable cognitive involvement for fwo-
and three- year -old children, and therefore .these tasks
would be placed in quadrant B !context- embedded,
cognitively demanding). However, as mastery of these
skills develops, tasks involving them would move from
quadrant B to quadrant A since performance becornes
increasingly autornatized and cognitively undemand-
ing. In a second language context, the same type of
developmental progression occurs.

ti

r
e .third requirement for a theoretical framework,

applicable to bilingual education, is that it permit the
evelopmental interrelationships. etween.,,L 1,, and 'L2 ;

proficiericy'to be con' eptua 'zed. `There is considerable
eyidence that Ll and L ciencwareinterdepeliden:,

manifestaiions of aicommo nderlying proficiertgy
, (see Cummins, 19811:The evidence eviewed in support.
of the interdependence hypothesis primarily Ovolved:
academic or "context-reduced". languag "proficiency
because tine hypothesis was developed explicitly in '
relation to,the.development of bilingual ac dernic skills.
However, any langdage task whiCh" is ,cognitively
demanding for p group of individUals is likery to show a
mogliritte degree of inter pendence across languages.
Also other faotors '(e.g. personality, learning style, etc.)
in additiori to general' cognitive skills are likely to
contribute to the relatibriship between L1 and L2 and
thus some cognitively undemanding aspects of
proficiency (e.g. fluency) may also, be related across
languages.

As far as context-reduced . language proficiency is

concerned, the transferability across languages of many
of the proficiencies involved. in readinp (e.g. inferring
and predicting meaning based on sail-piing from the
text) and writing (e.g. planning large chunks of
discourse) is obvious. 'However, even where the
task-demands are language-specific (e.g. decoding or
spelling), .a strong relationship may be obtained
betweeh' skills in Ll and L2 as a result of a more
generalized proficiency (and motivation) to handle
cognitively demanding contextLreduc61 language
'tasks. Similarly, on .the' context-embedded sid.e, many
sociolinguistic rules of face-tO-face communication.are
language-specific, but Ll and L?.sociolingiiistic skills
may be, related as a result of a possible generalized
sensitivity to sociolinguistic rules of discourse.

In conclusion, the theoretical framework appears to
permit the complexity of. L1 -L2 relationships to be
conceptualized at the same time as'it provides a more
adequate rationale for the essentially simple point that,
academic skills in and L2 are interdependent. The
fravhework also provides the basis for a task-analysis of,
measures of language profibiency" which would allow
the relationships between language measures and
academic performance to be predicted for any
particular group of individuals. In general, the more
context-reduced and cognitively, demanding the
language task, the more it will be related to .
achievement. Howeyer, &though there are intrinsic
characteristics of some language tasks which make
them more :cognitively demanding and context-
reduced, these task characteristics must be considered
in conjunction with the.characteristics of thvarticular
language users (e.g. Ll and/or L2 proficiency, learning
style, etc.). For example, skills that have becarrie
automatized for native speakers of a language may very
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well be highly cognitively demanding for learners of
that, language-as an L2. Thus,,we would expect different
relationships between achievement and certain
language tasks in an L1 asrcompared token L2 context.5,

Assessment of Entry and Exi,t Criteria Revisited,

The theoretica$ framework can readily be applied-to the
issue of the assessment of entry and exit criteria. The
problem highlighted earlier was that if language
minority students i'manifi§st proficiencies in some

:context-embedded aspect Ehglish (quadrant' A),
they .are often regarded as having sufficient "English
proficiency" both to follOw a regular English curriculum
and to take psychological and educational' tests in

English. What is not realized by many educators is that
because of language minority students' ESL

background,. the regular English curriculum and
psychological assessment procedures are considerably
more context-reduced and cognitively demanding than
they are for English-background students. In other
words, 'students' English proficiency' Flay not be
sufficiently . developed to 'cope With communicative
demands which are very diffeYent from those of
face7to-face situations.

What assessment procedures should be used for entry
Ion& exit in rbilirigual programs? Given that the purpose

of language proficiency assessment in bilingual
education is placement of students in classes taught
through the .language which, it is assumed, will best
promote the development of academic skills, it is

necessary that the procedures assess proficiencies
"related to the communicative demands of schooling.
However, in order to .be valid, the procedures should
also reflect children's previous experience with
language. 8ecause the child's language experiences
prior to schoql have been largely in context-embedded
situations, the assessment procedures for entry.

purposes should involve cognitively demanding
context-embedded measures which are fair to the
variety of L1 (and L2) spoken by the child. However, for
exit purposes, it is recommended that cognitively
demanding context-reduced measures be used because
these more accurately reflect the' communicative
demands .of an all-English classroorti. If children are
unable to handle the context-reduced demands of an
English test, there is little reason to believe that they
have developed sufficient "English proficiency" to
compete on an equal Itasis with native English-speaking
children in a regular English classroom.

These suggestions derive from a theoretical analysis of
the relationships between language proficiency and
academic performance 'and clearly require empirical
confirmation. However, without a theoretical framework
for conceptualizing these relationships, legitimate
empirical questions cannot even be asked. An example

5

Of a commonly posed empirical question which is
essentially meaningless when asked in a theoretiCal-
vacu'arn. is.therissue of 'the relationship between "oral
language proficiency" and leading. Within The context
of the present '.framework, "oral language proficiency :'.
Could equally $refek to, .cognqiv.ely undemanding
coNext:embedde d_skills as tq cognitive.ly derrignding.
context-reAced Ville. As one ..wo)1d,-Opedt, .on the-
basis of the present analysis, there is little relationship
between these two 'aspects of "oral language
proficiency''; alsO., reading skills are strongly related to
the latter, but . unrelated 'tp, the former (see e.g,

Cummins, 1981).
0,

Two other applications of the present framework can be
briefly noted. The first relates to language pedagogy. A
major aim of. schooling is to develop students' ability to
manipulate and interpret cognitively demanding
context-reduced text. However, there is considerable
agreement among theorists (e.g., Smith, 1978) that the
more initial reading and writing instruction can be
embedded in a meaningful communicative context (i.e.
related to the child's 'previous experience), the more
successful it is likely to be. The same principle holds for
L2 instruction. The more context-embe,dded the initial
L2 input, the more comprehensible it is,likely to be.and
paradoxically, the more succes'sfuL in . ultimately
developing L2 skills in context- reduced situations. A
major reason why language minority students have
often failed to develop high levels of L2 academic skills
is because their initial instruction ,has emphasized

4. context-reduced communication insofar as instruction
hag been through English and unrelated to their prior
out-of-school experience.

In summary, a major pedagogical principle for both L1
'and L2 teaching is that language skills in
context-reduced situations can be most successfully
developed on the basis of initial instruction which
maximizes the 'degree of context-embeddedness, i.e.
the range of cues to meaning. For language minority
students, this principle implies a language experience,
rather than phonics approach, to initial .reading
instruction (whether L1 or L2).

A third application is related to the influence of home
preschool experiences on children's acquisition of
literacy skills in school. Wells (1981), in a ten-year
longitudinal study, has identified two broad types of
communicative activities in the home which strongly
predict the acquisition of reading skills in school, One is
the extent to which there is "negotiation of meaning"
(i.e. quality of communication) between adults and
children; the other is the extent to which
literacy-related activities are promoted in the home
(e.g., reading to children). There is no clear-cut
relationship between SES and the former, but a strong
relationship between SES and the latter.

It should be pointed out that the framework in no way implies, that language pedgagogy should be context - reduced.. There is considerable
evidence from both first and second language pedgagogy (e.g. Smithr 1978: Swain. 1978) to support the principle that context-reduced language
proficien'cy can be most successfully developed on the basis of initial instruction which maximized the degree of context-embedment. In other
wordS, the more instruction is in tune with the experience .and skills the child brings to school (i.e. themore Meaningful it is), the more learning
will occur. This is one of the reasons that bilingual education is, in general, more successful than English-only programs with language minority

students.
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These results have two clear implications in terms of
the preVnt framework. First, the strong relationship'
observed betweiin bot...h literacy, activities and
ne otiation of metTning' in ,.the, home and the later
ac uisition 'of:readicig in hool Supports the principle
proposed abovetrttpt t-reduced bommUnicative
proficiency cat ''be eSsfully developed on the
basis of prior corn,, e = 'd communication, or to
put it another W6V,..4 'opportunity the child has
to process comprehensible linguistic input (Krashen, .

1981) and to negotiate meaning, the greater the range
of input which will becom comprehensible.

cognitively demanding aspects of language proficiency
are interdependent across languages. Thus, an
immigrant child with well-developed skills in his/her Li -

will likely develop academic skills in L2 to a similar
degree. Assessment of a child's L1 proficiency clearly
has. important implicatidn&for placement.'

,In summary, the enajor reason for the oonfusion
regard to assessment procedures for entry and exit
criteria in bilingual education is that neither the
construct of .language proficiency itself, nor its
relationship to the development of cognitive and
academic 'skills has been adeqUately conceptualized.

The second imjlication of Wells' findings is that many The extreme positions (1), that language proficiency is
lbw SES students experience greater initial difficulties essentially independent of cognitive. and academic
in school literacy acquisition because the school makes skills, implied -by some -sociolinguists, and (2) that
little or no pedagogic adjustments for the fact that language proniaiencyjs largely indistinguishable from
these students may have had relatively few cognitive and academic skills:suggested by much of
literacy-related experiences prior to school. Children the psychometric research reviewed by 011er and hid
who have had extensive prior context-embedded ,.° colleagues, arbitrarily identify particular aspects of-the
literacy-related experiences would ,seem to °be in a construct of language. proficiency with the totality of
better Oosition to handle a more phonically oriented (i.e, the construct. In, the present paper, it has been argued
less meaningful) approach than children who lack such that language proficiency cannot be conceptualized as
experiences. (This, however, is not to imply that such an one static entity or as 64 static entities. It is constantly
approach is desirable for these children.) It would thus developing, . along different dimensions (e.g.
seem especially important to make low SES and/or ESL grammatical, sociolinguistic, disCourse and strategic
students' initial exposure to literacy in school as dimensions) and being Specialized for different contexts
meaningful and context-embedded as possible, perhaps of use among monolingual English-speaking, as well as'
through a language experience or similar approach. language minority:, children. In 'academic contexts,
Although most middle-class children may, be able to certain aspedts of langUage proficiency develop in
handle more context-reduced approaches to teaching specialized ways to"become the major tool for meeting
reading, it is possible as Smith (1978) suggests, that the cognitive and communicative demands . of
this may not be the case for childre who develop 0_ schooling.
learning disabilities. In other.2words, it is/possible that at
least some of these "disabilities" are pedagogidally A major implication of the present framework is that

recognition of the very different communicative
Qroficiencies required of children in school encounters
as compared to the one-to:one, face-to-face interaction
typical of out-of-school contexts is a first step towards
the development of theoretically and empirically viable
entry andlexit procedureb.

induced.

-.The fourth application derives from a large number of
studies showing strong relationships between L1 and
L2 academic skills (e.g., Cummins, 1981). In terms of the
framework, we would say that context-reduced
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ARE WE TESTING FOR INTELLIGENCE OR LANGyAGE?

John W. Olipr, Jr.
University of New Mexicol

.;.!

In the first part of thIedie(ade, at least three books Will
appear whicholeal /Principally with the topic of

language testing i sues. 1 During 1981', the British
CounCil sponsors Issues' in Language Testing 'edited
1y Ji, Charles Al arson and Arthur Hughes, and the U. S.

Department o Education and the Illinois State Board of.

Education ,sponsored Issues Of Language, Assessrhept:
FoundatiOns and Research edited by Stanley S. Seidner
In 19)k yet another volume, Issues in Language'
Testing Research, is slated to . appear under the
ilwbury House imprint. Among the. unresolved

questions in all three volumes, is .the one posed here:
Are we testing for intelligence or language?

What is language? What is intelligence?

On the definitioR of language proficiency, there seems
to have been some progress toward acceptable
theoretical models see Cummins (this volume, and
also in press); Bachman and Palmer (in press); Canale
(in press) and their references. There is some agreement
now that both holistic and analytic models of language
proficiency are useful.

However, on the differentiation of language proficiency
from intelligence, there'seems to be less agreement (see

Carroll; in press). There are at least two aspects to therproblem. On the one hand, there is the t oretical issue
of saying what either of the constructs t stake actually
is and on the other hand, there is the question of what
is measured by tests intended to quantify one or the
other construct. The theoretical and the measurement
aspects of the problem are related, but are not identical.
It is conceivable that intelligence could be distinct from
language proficiency deep within the human psyche;
and- yet, that tests aimed at intelligence might still
largely measure acquired language proficiency.
Another possibility, which seems intriguing, is that
intelligence itself may .be dependent on a kind of
Igrammatical system. a logic of experience. This
system might be ,distinct from any particular language,
and yet, be dependent on the development of
proficiency in some particular language in order to
mature normally. Other possibilities have also been

I

suggested and superior options no doubt remain to be

worked out. As ,Carroll (in press) suggests, there is a
good deal of relevant research, but it does not yet justify
a definitive demarcation pf, Intelligence and language
proficiency.

r-

Therefore, setting' aside the measurement aspect
-momentarily, it may be useful' to consider the
theoretical question. Tp begin With, three.speciiiative
premises are put in the form of "what-if" postulates.
With these premises in mind, some evidence is

considered on the nature of intelligence and its relation
to language processes.

Three What-If's...

(i) What if cognition, itself were dependent on a kind of
language system? Call this system Basic and say it is a
language for representing and interpreting the events,of
experience2 Suppose we assume for e . sake of
argument that Basic is preprogramed an tures on alb .4.

biological schedule along the lines of Chomskian
"innate ideas." Basic might be construed as a grammar
specifying the structure of texts of experience.

;
To illustrate how such a grammatical system might
work, consider the following example. Imagine that you
are in a certain Ameri an embassy in the Mi le East.
You work there. You are aware of the cr at are
milling around outside, The noise and tension is
building. Suddenly, a window. high above your desk
shatters into a spray Of fragments. A bn k hurtles
toward'your head. You duck. The brick clatters to the
floor ,..

It may be argued that various textual struCtu4s are
taken into account in order for yOu to react intelligently
by ducking your head. The imme iate proposition
which preients itself is the brick cras ing thr h the
window and proceeding on a trajector t will pass
through the space now occupied by your head. You are
suddenly aware that the brick (a kind of, grammatical
subject in propositional logic) has. just broken the
window (a direct object) and is proceeding (a transitive'J

This chapter is based on study undertaken during academic 1979-80 while the author was on sabbatical leave from the Department of Linguistics

at-the University of New Mexico. The material contained here has been-used as the basis for several lectures. These included talks at the Annual

Meetings of Colorado TESOL in September, 1980: the New York ESOL and Bilingual Education Associations in October, 1980: the Ontario

Institute for Studies in Education in February, 1981: New Mexico State University in Las Cruces during the mobth of April. 1981: and the

American University in Washington. D. C., as the fourth in the Hugo J. Mueller Lecture 'Series. in April, 1981. Thanks are expressed especially to

Mark Clarke and John Haskell for theircomments and encouragement which spurred the completion ofihe Language Learning (December, 19811

version under the title. "Language as Intelligence?" Other readers or listeners whAet comments have helped toAsshape the final product have

included Jack S. Damico. G. Richard Tucker. Mary.Ann Hood, Frank Smith. and Helga Deljsle. ' g

s..20f course. this is'nol Wser-that the language of experience is basic in the sense of being the lowest order system. Clearly it depends on the

existence of .many lower.'order systems which feed information into it. Basic presupposes the existence of a body and all Of its sensory-Tnotor

. 'systems. It also anticipates a great deal about the nature of event structures external to the organism. It both specifies and takes into account the

knowledge base that is progressively materializing over the temporal course of experience. In this sense. ordinary experience may be construed as

a very linear text, or better, a series of texts. which cbme to the organism over the course o,f time. The interpretation of this series of texts is a sort

of reading process which, however, is not perfectly linear in nature, -
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predicate associated with the Subject) toward your own
head (another 'potential direct object). You anticipate
the consequence that the.brick is about to hit yoU in the
head (an undesirable proposition) which you negate by

removing your head from the trajectory of the brick,

The point of the example is to suggest that perhaps the
meaningfulness of the actions and interpretations of
mundane experience may be contingent depon, a

grammatical system, which utilizes textually complex
relpyons.' Among, them woluld be .subject- predicate
relatioAs, ,negation, and Conjunctior5.'asyvelra,1 textual
operations of inference , concerning antecedent
Propositions (the fact that someone threw the brick)
and consequent propositions (the brick is about to hit
you in the .head,' but if you duck, it will miss).

All of this no doubt could be made much more
elaborate and explicit, but the point is sipply to try to
'show the surprising plausibility of the idea that
cognition may be based on a deep, language system
'not any particular, language (e.g., Chinese, Russian,
English, Nffivajo, or what have you) -/but on a universal
logic of experience which' mat res on a biological
timetable given sufficient utrition and normal
exposure.

A
(ii) What if grammars of particular languages (English,
Spanish, Chi ese, etc.) kere 'mapped into the texts of
Basic (that is the Ian uage of experience) via a kind of
translation prdc s.. Basic would underlie the
intermediate part ular language system and would link
that language t the event structures (i.e., what we have
termed" the "tetts") of experience. In its turn, the-
intermediate particsular language system would underlie
he manifest forms appearing ultimately as utterances

41444,
r,,te)ets in that natural language system (Englis,h, or

.,whatever).3

A.

(iii) What if "non-verbal intelligence" were actually
some aspect of the capacity to negotiate texts in Basic,
while "verbal intelligence" were more closely linked to
the intermediate grammar of a particular language and
its manifest forms (speech, writing, or sign)? Over the
course of development, Basic 'Could be expected to
develop along with the acquisition of proficiency in the
particular language system.

If these three uncommon assumptions were anointed,
just for the sake of argument an act of intelligence
could be defined as a representational problem of. fitting
texts either to the event-structures of experience or to
other texts, For instance, Basic texts are fitted to the
facts of experience, and texts of a particular language

,

are similarly fitted (or in Piaget's term, "equilibrated ") to
Basic. In the case of verbal alts, we might say that the
facts or events manifest in experience are represented
in Basic and then may be translated via a particular
language into manifest forms such as utterances or
written surrogates.

It follows that a criterion of "goodness of fit" is'logically
bOund up- In this definition of. intelligetice. The "
negotiation of event-structures is "intelligent" j,tist to
the extent' that the .im'PliCit and exPlioitpibpositiona1
Values (Wand afe appropriate 76 the lads of'experience.
That ls, action can be'ljudged .to iotelligent cmiY, it '

would seem, in relatiOn,to some notion of truth, validity,
correctness; functionality, or value.'

saw

How Do You Eft an Elephant?

The question that we started out wifh now becomes
more problematic than before. To illustrate how, it may,
be' useful' to consider the riddle pbsed iri the
immediately preceding subhead:' How do you eat an.
elephant? The answer is so-obvious that it may easily
be overlooked: You eat an elephint one bite at a time.

The riddle is instructive in at least two ways. For one
thing. it reveals, something significant al;out .4he
temporal nature of experience/ and language.
Experience comes to us in small bites, moment by
moment, day by day. Language too is highly
sequentialized and broken up into units consisting of
sequences of subunits and' so forth. So, we eat our
respectivelephants just one bite at a time.

However, the riddlecan also be instructive In another
way. Jt illustrates sornethi about the process of fitting ..----..
text to the facts of experience. In it we gain some idea of
what is entailed by the notion "goodness Of fit."

r.

For instance, by did the riddler chdose an' elephant?
Why not a mou ,tain?

The riddle would have lost something. For one thing,
mountains are not normally edible. Besides, the riddler
knew that humans are generally carnivorous, that they
kill for food: He understood that his audience knew
English and knew about elephants being edible. He also

°was aware of the fact that most English speakers,dQn't
usually eat elephants. Thus, they might well be decOyed
away from the correct answer by the problem of how to'
prepare elephant Meat something they would not
likely have ever done. ,

Here and throughout this paper .the term "text" is used in the sense of an "actual" system_. rather than a "virtual" system (see Qe Beaugrande,
1980). A virtual system merely has potential for realization in exverierice, while a text actually occurs in the stream of realiexperience. De
Beaugrande and others (e.g., see John Dewey, 1916) argue that actual systems are interpretable and meaningful in ways that virtual systems
cannot be. Note that this is radically at odds with the earlier claims of some linguists who argued that a sentence, for instance, could not have any
meaning in a context that it did not have in isolation. To the contrary, the argument for viewing texts as actual rather than virtual systems
suggests that temporally progressive experience invests elements of text with meaning that they could not have apart from that particular and

unique realcontext

4The term "nonverbal intelligence" as it is used here is intended to refer to whatexists, without assuming that it can be measured.
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Hmmmmm. So, elephants are not commonly used for
food by the audierjee. Neither are grasshoppers, so why
not a grasshopper?

i ,.

\-1It just wouldn't ako as good a riddle. For one thi )g,
grasshoppers al not lore enough to be a vt ry
challenging query, neither are they a groat challenge
eatat least not because of their size.

.. . . .

Well, "then, why not ask: How do youat a,truckload of
grasshoppers? .., One grasshopper at a time. Gulpl ..

.%

..
It's shocking in a way, but rt..misses the riddler's point
which was something to the effeat that a gigantic
problem can be dealt With in small phases.

A "

Is0 there also some shock value in the idea of eating
an animal that is often used as a beast of burden?, The
riddler could have achieved a similar effect by choosirtg
a horse, but horses seem far less formidable, and to
most English speakers, eating one seems a little too
close to eating a dog or cat. Tfie idea borders on
cannibalism.

Doesn't the choice of. an elephant also bring with 'it a
tl whole mystique that would otherwise be lost? Doesn't

it call to mind scenes of African .lions, dark jungles.
Bengal tigers, and Indian gurus?

1And what about the existing lore concerning
elephants? Consider the expression, "She has'iirnemory
like an elephant." Of wheat about the well-Worn parable
of the blind (nen and the elephant? And doni,forget the
elephant riddles of the last two decades (e.g.. "How do
you hide an elephant in a cherry tree?" Or "How dO you
get four elephants in a Volkswagen ?").

So much to .provide just 9 glimmering of the
significance 6f the notion "goodness of fit."

. Is it possible that intelligence is really a characteristic of
symbol systems capable of generating texts which fit
the -facts of experience? Jean' Piaget observed some
decades ago that "every definition of intelligence comes
sooner 'r later to lean on biology or logic" (1947, p. 3).
The approach here leans heavily on biology and also on
a logic of natural experience the sort that Dewey
(1916) had in mind in his Essays on Experimental Logicl
It is also possible to make a psychometric case for the
definition of intelligence considered here, but this is
attempted in another work (Oiler and Streiff, in press)..
With all of the foregoing, in .mind, some Of the genetiC,
cytological, and neurological evidence bearing on the
proposed definition will first be considered. Then,
having sketched in some of the evidence supporting the
proposed theoretical framework, the measurement
problem will be dealt with briefly through an analysis of
a few sample items drawn from "non-verbal" and
"verbal" 10 test items.

A

Biological Evidence

Accord.ig to a biolbgical approach, perhaps the
.

prirnani characteristic of intelligence is adaptability.
Piaget (who incidentally began his carder as a biologist)
describes the capacity of an organiSm to "assirrffste" its
environment to itself and to 'accommodate" Itself 4o the
environment wherever "chongo is needed and' the
environment itself is unyielding. He refers to the whole
process as "e9illbration."

Nowadays, biologists are turning increasingly to the
texts which make this sort of .intelligent action or
equilibration possible. In 1977.Atie eminent biologist;
Brian Clark, commented that,the*.deCiphering of the
"genetic code" in the mid 196669waS,"one of the most
significant advances in 'this century in the biological
sciences" (p. iii). It had been known for several decades
that protejns played a crucial role in the development of
living ,things, but it was not until the 1960s that the
structure of proteins was systematically linked to the
code written in the DNA eII nuclei. Since
then, biologists "have come' to refer to the
macro-molecules of DNA and also to the proteins as
"texts."

Is it posgible. therefore,' that there might be a language
basis for the existence and structure of organisms?
Could the order we see in living organisms be
dependent on a language system?

Martynas Ycast another eminent biologist, wrote in
1969:

It is now both useful and commonplace to
regard the proteins as a topologically linear
'text' written in a 20-symbol alphabet, the
amino acids. This text, in turn, is specified by
(or encoded in) the nucleic acids (DNA and
RNA), another text whose alphabet has four
symbols, the bases. Some of these nucleic
acids are the self-replicating genetic material,
and thus the information specifying proteins is,
transferred from generation to generation. The
coding problem is to determine how one text
specifies the other (p. 1).

Shortly'after the cracking of the code in 1966. another
notid biologist, Carl Woese. wrote:

The cell has a certain vocabulary of words .

with Which to construct messages in nucleic
acid language` messages are then
translated into amino acid language by means
ol a dictionary or code book ... The cell seems
toi employ a tape-reading process in the
synthesis of protein (his italics; 1967, p. 4).

...



Additional biological evidence Iry some sort of
language syStimi comes from observations of
communications 111111 occur within cells and between
thorn and the external World. How ,are such
ctSmniunications possible? How, for instance, does a
cell know .its functions? 'How is its equilibratlicl
knowledge coded, stored, retreived, and utilized?

For example, consider tho flight of an 111110(41 from light
or heat. When the source of tho disturbance is
introduced into the medium. the amoeba does- not tend

. to mcNo toward it or oven Carrillo' to it,, but away from it., ..
from, it.

so,Me manner, it seems, the amoeba takes'acCount of`
asta,te,of affairs external'to itself, ad lists its internal

5)states. and thus alters its relation to tfillibxternal state
so_ a to rostre a co,ndition ,more favorable to its
continued existence. To describe vv.ti happens inside
the organism in purely mechanical (phYsito-Chemical)
terms does not really do away Withathe most difficult
aspect of tilTT problem. Even if a mechanical basis is
found fOr the movements of the.organism. there is still
the problem of how the internal events are set in
systematic correspondence with external states of
affairs so as to enhance the organism-'s likelihood-of
survival.

Of all people, the author of the precursd$ of the modern
'intelligence tests. Alfred Binet, made an interesting

foray into this area as early as 1888. While looking for
certain of his writings on intelligence, testing. I

stumbled onto a took entitled, The Psychic Life of
Micro-Organisms, published in 1888.5

In that remarkable little book. Binet claimed, among
other things. that single-celled organisms lead a

surprisingly complex Mental life. For instance, he
argued, that they possess mental capabilities that
enaBle them to display emotions such as fe,ar, sexual
arousal, memory. and instinct.,

..
To illustrate the capacity for fear; he wrote:

4

There is not a single ciliate infusory that cannot
be frightened . . If a drop of acetic acid be
introduced beneath the glass- slide, in a

prepara2pn containing quantities of infusoria,
the lett r will at once be seen to flee from all
directions like a flock of frightened sheep (p.-vi).

Perhaps his most interesting argument is found in his
observations about the sexual behavior of micro-
organisms. He described the process of courtship.
pursuit..and union in pararriecia as having all flavor of
similar rituals in higher organisms, including the game
of "hard-to-get: The,chase, as he described ir. ends in a
"blending".of the two orgahismg "at an-important part of
their persons in a very intimate fashion: (p. 69).
Although Binet could not have known it in 1888, the
organisms were actually exchanging their genetic texts.
He did see this process, however, as a microcosm of
what higher organisms perform in their own sphere.

He quoted nehmen (a famed biologist el that era) who
said:

. -I believe that -the snenatoioals (10 nut ottivu
about blindly, but ... act)e obedience to a kind
'o,j, inner inipilsion, to a sort of volition which,,
Directs them te a defeats) object (p. 18)..

If' his is, the case, pro we not moved to ask 011 who
b .iis the sperm cell:\ know whet they are offer? How
the ,plan coded' inside the organism? HOW does the
organisnl take ruccoart of thingpstaxtetrial to itself. so
that it krio:Ws when to Start executInti its plan and when
the plarvhas boon culrhinated? Could the plan of the
sperm dins bo simpler tan the sort of logic underlying .'

priiPositions that relate agerip to. Objeots via, cortdin
intermediate actioris? (Om human goals and plans, soo
Schan,k and Abolsori, 19771\

Bin'et was not .Liaware considerable. problem
which his °AT atio.ns inevitably brought to light.
What. sort of internal mechanism would explain tho
complex communications that 'he was lod4o infer? HI')
put the difficulty like this:

\
Whet would be, necessary to explain. is how
and in consequence of whet mechanism of
structure. one form of molecUlar movement.
corresponding to a given excitation; is follbwed
by a certain other for m of molecUlar movement

. corresponding to an act likewise determined (p.
65).

Binet correctly anticipated the prevailing inclination of
present day theorigts toward a mechanistic explanation.
However, he seemed to be arguing' that such an
explanation would hot succeed in eliminating the need
for a rationalistic account. Why else did he title hisook
The Psychic Life of MicroOrganisms? (See -note 5.)
Binet observed that the nucleus is "an essential factor in
the cell's vitality" (p. 100). a seat of government from
which the protoplasm receives its "delegation of
physiologiCa pOwers" (p. 101). His remarks raise images
of politics as much as of biology, and Niey.suggest that
even the Simplest one-celled organisms are like minia-
ture state's requiring communication, transportation,
and defense.

I
Certainly, some significant governmental problems
exist between the cells of multicellular organisms, How.
do the various types of cells communicate with each
other? For instance. when you cut your finger. how are
the orde)fs issued to recinstruct the damaged tissue?
How dO the cells cocperate in transporting the
necessary materials to tlie.site to' do the reconstruc-
tion? And, in general. how are the differences in
function established and maintained across the

. numerous cells of any complex organism?

In a popular article, "Pattern Formation in Biological
pevelopment: 'Lewis Wolpert noted that "there is a

5Actually, mental would probably be a better moder translation of the French term psychrque. thus changirig.the title to The Mecntal Life o)`.,

Micro-Organisms
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Weltispreitil 1411101 !hilt cell tic t: coinplti I

litif with (tot 11111111U development (111/kt It

1h1) I levvrivei, Ili hastened Itt 1111111 led dial lie his

UWII 1)4111, lit) titilltivid this I (111SitW1(1111110.

brlttl, sled lioitiibly "tinting' NmitittIttitiis. Iltt

adnnflod that "ti lilltjti .11111111,w! (it tixiittrmitildh indicate
th.tt most patterns arise as the !itself of cell to cell

interaction" (p 104)

[hit t-ILligit1011, as VV011)111t Illittitt, 1r, WIltit kIllit of

phytiluil chemical nietchariparei ri emple,iy...1 in 111101

rellulal ciannitinication? Ile, tact that wticli

communication takes place .i'i not quirdiumed One of
the things that most bricotranimicided fiern.ce.11 to cell

during emhiyological isedormation about
lot:anon in the developing oft)i1111:411 Apparunlly
biologists believe i that this sort otioloiniiition 1; crucial
to the diffennitidtion of cells and the lormateet of the
vetiolei organ's of the body.

The mechanism kir intercellular communwahons,
fireaviver, remains a mystery Is it conceivable that any
basis could' exist which will riot entail textual
complexities of the sent which am inferred lor

intracellu it communication? Does the genetic basis of

life swig. t anything other than some sort of
for/inter/ tl communication?.And what MANI( the
of biologi I organization in higher organisms?

MOW specifically, whet about roan ?

At least since the gorneoal work of Karl Lashley (1951),

it has been known that human cerebral tunotions
exhibit certain text-like properties. Lashley pointed out
that a movement. as simple as 'reaching and grasping"
is dependent on the sort of hierarchical organization
characteristic of the intricate structuring of sounds,
syllables, words, phrases, and clauses of discourse. In

his Programs of the Brain 1147.8), the Oxford biologist.
J. Z. Young writes:

To undeirastand the language of the brain It is necessary
to know how the nerve cells combine, like letters or the
phones of speech, to produce units that hale mooning,
like'words . If grammar is the system that regulates
the . . . use of language. we might say that the brain
operates a sort of metalanguage with a metagrammar,
which regulates ... the conduct qf life, including speech

46)..

How is it that the temporal coordination of hierarchical
sequences is accomplished? Even the simplest sorts of

actions e.g., tying shoe laces, buttoning `8 shirt,

opening a door, starting a car all involve delicately
orchestrated sequences of events. Returning to, the
"what-ifs" stated at the outset, it might be proposed
that the ordering of events is accomplished via a kind of
universal language system.. At times there may be
interaction between this universal Basic system and the
grammar of a particular language, but there are good
reasons ttl suppose that this is not always necessary.
The question then is, how does the.brain relate holistic
impressions with highly grammatically t/truchired
sequences of events? Is it possible that the
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011telentialion of lune liens in the two hemispheres of i

i

1

With Ieritee t tii 1eileoplielic biniciiilltiltieli, tiotitill, cl,/

neurosurgeon arid 1'rofed5or of Modicino in Ow/
University 01 Southern California, writes . i

the right: itimispliere is specialized her

twice:sling lime-inderneindeint stimulus
configurations and the 1.111 hemisphere for
ftiO'ier,Oirlettiel stimulus sequencers (19/1, I)

141)

01 i..eiirwi, this does: riot Itlifillt thrtt these functions art, /

completely separated However, the left filimisphetp is /
batter lit organizing and interpreting hierarchicalh,V
arranged sequences of words, numbers, or other
ceitewates, while the right is better at handling Gestalts,

images, or complex totalities It seems thet the left/.
hemisphere excels at taking things apart (analyzing)/

while the right excels at handling global pattern

(synthesizing)
.

the teem may SlItitt some tight till Itii filtj rish

It has become popular to relate the different
specializations Of the two hemispheres to the most
widely attested typos of intelligence "Verbal
intelligence" is assotijated with the left hemisphere,
while "non-verbal intelligence)" is attributed largely to
the right_ hemisphere. Verbal processing is highly
tentboralizee On the other hand. taking account of aI)
Gestalt. or a lobal pattern, seems to require a Certain
simultaneity that must largely disregard the temporal
aspect of elementl within the whole.

The picture is complicated by the fact that both
hemispheres seem Capable of performing both typos of
function to some extent. Also, it seems that the linking
of Gestalts to° temporalized text-like structures is
integral aspect of ordinary experience

Although the notion thatsbrain functions must occur in
particular sites of tissue became popular immediately
after Broca's discovery of the so-called "speech center"
in 1861, more recent research reveals more or less
global brain activity during performance of demanding
tasks.

Based on observations of blood flo to the various
regions of the cortex in both hemisPheres, Lassen.
Ingvar, and Skinhoj (1978) conclude:

It appears that for the brain to 'understand' the I

surrounding world, to perceive its meaning and
to take action in difficult tasks, the cerebral
cortex must be activated not only locally, but
also totally (p. 71).

As Pribram (1971) has observed, there are many brain
functions that seem'to be distributed.globally. He cites
the case of our ability to write with the non-dominant
hand. The question. is, how can the information about
writing which is presumably stored in the left

hemisphere (which controls the right hand) be
transmitted to the right- hemisphere and from there to
the left hand. Or, as Pribram asks, how is it that a



righl-liderter willlbe Wile In Mlle lencrime with his, left
tout in bold h11114.dh uI flid sand at the hicid h11010 How
can bpecialltett tasIo bea "urfniiurniccitetl,.ln tutu.) t iii
one team region tit M1011101?

In dfi attempt hi solve 1111h 111111WIlliti 11111/Id and Ot tiers
associated with it. Putnam f11000hdh that the elusive
011101-1111 (the 111(4111h 111111 of memory) may actually 110 d

Wci VC, 10111 that lies holographic properties It linteam's
idea is correct, the irate Id 111,610111h 11141 'Maki/ .tiLl)
way that its 4.4141041 i111111111/111011 has a holistic
(analogical) correspondence, to 'experience. rather then
II feature) try feature (digital) correshnliddhuu AInt)Ild
other things, Pribram's "Parlour eirhic 1414111101y" W4,41141

help to explain why it is Quit as much es 90'q4 at the
tissue eseociated with a particular loath 14111C11011 may
be destroyed. and yet, the function may still rofIld111
intact

Out YAM then must become of the dictiotorny that
divide's stitellivere ihto the supposed verbal, (unetions
of the left hernisplitne aiiIT-the nonverbal of the net?
The question seems o be whether the brain &vales up
the work in the sup') ism' manner betweim left are.' right
hemispheres, or wh 'thee Ilea is not somewhat ill /111

oveisenplification /-
It seems that many 't .the most common uses of
language require both 'temporal (sequential analytic)
and simultaneous (Gestalt-synthetic) operations Aren't
these logically aspects of tyle same. 10X Wilt processes?
Imagine, for instance, what 'sorts of brain functions
might be involved in docribing how to row a boat Or.
consider what mental processes arm involved in
describing the stars in the sky on a particularly dark and
clear night Don't both of these uses of language require
analytical and synthetic mental functions? They both
seem to require handling of hierarchically
sequenhalized elements of language as well as the
processing of holistic and fluid impressions of

experiences In fact, isn't it the case that the verbal
descriptions rrettst be pragmatically mapped onto the
holistic impressions?

To account for such ,simpIe brain processes as these. it
would seem that a theory is required that *sees both
"verbal" and "nonverbal" aspects of intelligence as parts
of a more inclusive totality It vvasSpparently this sort of
perspective which led 'UCLA brain scientist, Harry
Jenson, to argue that "a nonverbal test of intelligence
may be a contradiction in terms" (1977) In the same
context he said, language and language-related
performances are inevitably dominant in most human
performances" (p 59).

Is it not possible that, rn fact, experience itself may be
essentially textual in nature? That is, in order for it to be
meaningfully processed, could it perhaps be necessary
to perceVe. the complex linkages of events in their
apparent terriporal progressipri through some sort of
propositionally complex language system? Is it posssible
that the translation of nucleic acid language into
protein language might actually provide a useful
analogy for the way experience is interpreted through

A

Ihd Oht1 u1 /Idiot mil IcIllUirckid ih M:00141 4d111,111t)

111/0111 dript:If 10114. he CI 1/4/1)/4111IM/110/11 Ond

IdlitiOdijd 11110 another In 1d4:1 IS II linhhil14111111d1 IdIAtng

(11Amt d/O141mtslit'd ih 111010 111c1 tionslating bplween
language systems than like relating a la/Waage %.4ysterir
10 401110111111U Iltdt is tiShtdipic111y 1401itittlIAIli01141 ui

11d1100

inue ri lot biological evidence on the theoretical
framework to 'elate all feueueerig to the protelerin
of in,telligence testae,) we slaw teen to an eraiii4101iiin
el 5tottie typical 'intollioripce" felt iferfiN .

What Do IQ hums floquito,

A logical andlyrws of the structures required by tasks in
so celled untelligence" tests would 'seine to have
substantial bearing on the determination of What
IfItelltutittco tests measure It a15(t bears heavily on whet
may be called "the language hypothesis" the idea
that nonverbal and verbal intelligence tests probably
measure acquired language sills more than anything
else (el), 011ie and Perkins, 1978) Ow empirical
approach to the testing of this hypirthests would be to
go to the tosttakers themselves and get then) 'to.
intnispect aticiut how' they are able to solve the
pre terns in the tests Roth (19/81 used this-apProach
Anothor method rs to examine the Variance in lestri.by
fin:tonal methods 1Carroll, in press, liachnian and
Palmer. in press).

r.

Still another method is to examine the items e

included In certain so called "intelligence" tests
(Gunnarsson, 1978) The urpose of this sort of analysis
would be to determine what mental operations must
accompany the solution. of commonly used types of
items The question is What sorts of "Internal
representations are essential to the' solution of typical
intelligence test items. and what kinds of operationg
must be performed on those internal representations?.
Possibly such an arls will help to lead us biayond
the claim of Arthur jnseh (1969) that ,intelligence is

, "what intelligence tests measure" (p 8)
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First we will.examine sury of the most commonly used
"intelligence" test items of the nonverbal type. and then
we will have a look at ornr..! 'intelligence- items of the
verpal type

Nonverbal IQ Items g exemplary nonverbal 10
tests are Cattep's C(;Fter e Fair Intelligence Tests and
Raven'. Progressive Matrices Jensen (1980) refers to
these as nearly "pure" measures of "general, intelli-
gence"

Figure 1 contains examples of the four item types that
appear in the Cattell tests. The third row in the figure,
labeled "Matrices," represents the sort of items
appearing the Raven's tests as well Thus. an exami-
nation of these four item types should provide a fairly
representative idea what typical nonverbal items
require. These samples come from'a pamphlet prepared
by the publishers of the Cattell 'tests to inform users
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For each type of item. there is a separate set of

instructions r nstance, in order to solve items of the
'Series' type, it is necessary to select the alternative on
the right that best completes the sequential pattern that
is displayed on the left The examinee must note.
among other things. that the rectangular dashes op the
left become longer as one progresses through the series
from left to right It may also be noted that the increase
in length is constant from one dash to the next

What sorts of mental operations are necessary in order
to solve items of the "Series" type? In addition to
understanding the instructions themselves. whicfr may
preserit some difficulty to the loWer range of examinees.
there are other textual operations that seem logically
indispensable to the solution of such items. Setting
aside the question of how the examinees distinguish
between the lead-in material (the item stem) and the
possible answers (the multiple-choice alternatives)..
may we not infer that they must internally represent the
dashes on the left in some manner or other? Perhaps
the representations remain visual throughout the
solutionof the problem, but can it not be argued even if
this is so that these representations must nonetheless
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serve as propositional subjects with which' certain
predicates must be associated?

For instance, necessary logical predicates cif the second
dash include. tit would seem) the fact that it is the
second ope in the series o, that it rs positioned to the
right of the first), that it is longer than the first dash. that
it is oriented on the horizo'ntal. and that it has the same
width as the first And no doubt other, facts can be
adduced Each of fhe,se facts can be understood z*- a
proposition for which the subject-predicate relation is
an essential ingredient

The question is whether these facts can be "known' in
any sense at all without_some form of propositionally
complex logic in which to represent them. In addition.
there is the implicit proposition (or fact) that the first
and second dashes are objects of the same type, and
that they form a series of similar objects with the third
dash. This requires that the 'series' be treated as a
logical subject which. 11, distinct from its 'individual
elements. Further, there is the proposition. that the
increase in length from dash one to two to three° is
relatively constant. From this fact it may be inferred that
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the next item in the logical' series must have the same 'just what the missing element. must be like. There is in
properties as the preceding ones. In other words, it may fact a progression from left to right in each row, and
be inferred that the same predicates that have applied from -top to bottom in 'each column. There is even a
to precedirig subjects will apply to the next logical "progredsion across the diagonals that' may be of some
subject in the series. (A necessary presupposition for all help. The question, it would seem, is what predicates
of this would be the proposition that things will ba must be associated with each of the elements of the

pattern in order, to uniquely ,.determine the missingorderly; i.e., that there is a logically discoverable answer
to the test item.)

The item solver may rule out choice 2 because it is the
same apprOximate length as the second dash in the undeniable?

- series. He knows from theproposition that the dashes in
the series becdme progressively longer from left to right
that the correct answer must be longer than the third
dash in the series. Choice S may be ruled out bedause
the dash in that alternative is not oriented on the cross-hatched lines, and in the number of those lines.
horizontal. Here it seems that an imblicit negation is '4 From thisi it may. be inferred that the-ones' ort the right
required .(i.e., not horizontal), (Again, it is acknoWledged , must also be similar, and that therefore the correct
that The mentaroperations may, in fact, be perfOrmed choice is the one which matches the pattern. in the too.
on visitel images, but does this eliminate the necessity .right hand corner of the matrix_Thus, choice 1 is the
of deep textual structures?) Choice 4 can be eliminated corrett answer. wOther strategies would lean to the same
because it does not satisfy the preditateof being longer result, but is there, any conceivable strategy.that does
than dash thtee in the 'series, and choice 5 is too narrow. not depend on complex textual operstions? That is is it

element of the whole pattern? The order in which the
progressions are noticed may not be too important, but ,

isn't the fact that at least some of them' myst be noticed
A

In the rather simple problem under consideration, it is
sufficient to notice that the two patterns on the left side
of the matrix are similar both in the direction of thefr

It does not satisfy the predicate of being the same Width
as the other dashes in the series.

While it might be correct to argue. that not all of the

possible to solve such problems without performing
mental operations that set up subject-predicate ,

relations which are true of/the patterns in,question? Or
is it possible to avoid the negation of certain predicates

propositions contained in the preceding remarks are %, ,orthe conjoining of textual meanings in complex ways?
necessary to the solution of the series problem, can it
be artgued that none of them is required? On the In the fourth type of item, "conditions," the task is more
contrary, would it not make sense to suppose that many complicated thah in the previous items. The problem is
textual forms- may be necessary which we. have 'not to-note the Telation(s) between the dot and the various

highlighted in'the previous analysis? Moreover, is it not other elements enclosed in the figure -to the left and
also probable that many if not all of the textual then find the figure on the right where the dot can be
structures illustrated will be required for the solution of placed in ,the, same relatiori(s) to similar elements. In the

any such problem? ,

_ .

The second type of item in Figure, 1. seems to be
somewhat simpler than the first. The directions tell the
eXaminee to indicates which of the pictured elements
does not go with the rest. Which oqe does not fit?
Again, the dashes, it would seem, are logical subjects
with which certain predicates must be associated. in
this example, the predicate of horizontal orientation is-
necessary' to the solution. The propositional operation
of negation is equally essential. The problem is to find
which element does not share, the predicate(s) shared
by all of the others. There, may be some other way to
represen0 the 'problem, but is there any method of
representation which does not implIcitly contain the
propositional complexities of predication and tiedation?

In the third type of problem, labeled 'Matrices", Cana
was obiiouslY influenced by the matrix format of, the
Raven- nonverbal IQ test. The problem is td"select the
element from the several choices that best completes
the matrix' pattern. The matrix type of item is potentially
a much more complex version of the "Series" typed With
a matrix, there are more dimensions of pattern variation '

and-hence a greater number of propositional structures
are possible. In the' item at hand, on the third row oft
Figure 1, the test taker may note that' there are various
progressions in the matrix which may'help to determine

,,aut

exaMple iterni;the dot is inside the circle but outside the
square. The only place where it can be placed in a
similar relatiOnship to a circle and square on the right is

.. in Choice 3. In all of the other cases, the circle is
completely contained within the square, and it is not
possible to place the dot inside th circle without also
placing it inside the square at the same time.

e.
As with previous examples, we set aside the question of
how the e4aminee represents the fact that the larger
square is not to be considered part of the immediate
problem, and all of the other propositions that are
contained implicitly or explicitly in the dristructions to
items 'of this type. Nevertheless, it seems necessary for
the problem solver to employ a vocabulary (perhaps in
Basic) specifying such elements as DOT, CIRCLE, and
SQUARE. It may not be necessary for these elements to
be 'represented in the Words of any particular natural
language, but isn't a verbal representation highly likely?

Roth's research (1978) seems 'to support the conclusion
th,at normal children do R in fact use verbal
'representations for such problems. But what if they did
,not? What if the representations were entirely visual or
in some other mental form, and not in words associated
with a particulai natural language? Would this
eliminate the necessity of textual operations?
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There must also, it-seams, be an implicit (or explicit)
vocabulary to, distinguish the predicates INSIDE, NOT
INSIDE (or OQTS1DE), and no doubt, others as 'the
problems become more complex. Moreover,- there are
implicit superordinate operations such as NQT and
AND. To solve, the problem, theoexaminee, it*ould
seem, must be able in some manner or other to
represent internally propositions' of the form, DOT.

INSIDE CIRCLE, as wekas DOT NOT INSIDE SQUARE.
Moreover, these propositions must, be conjoined by

some sort of AND operator .to create a prdposition that
hasthe rough form, DOI' INSIDE CIRCLE AND DOT. NOT
INSIDE SQUARE.'

Such textual forms have to be fitted' to the visually
presented facts. Can we say that they must be
pragmatically mapped onto those facts? Further, is it
not reasonable to infer that the actual pragmatic
mappings be much more complex than the ones
sketched out here?

Verbal IQ Items. Some may argue that any analysis of
"verbal" IQ 'items, will be trivially relevant to the
hypothesis that intelligence may be based in a kind of
language system. However, there are some good

..feascips for-looking closelyat "verbal". IQ items. For one,
if the language hypothesis is correct, it should be
possible to demonstrate that in important ways "verbal"

problem is a conflict between the necessary
consequence that hanging will kt e prisoner and the
equally necessary fact that arning implies an

opportunity to repeat whatever of nse the prisoner has

cominitted. Most adults imme telit laugh upon
hearing the item. But it costs a little hinkiny to explain
why, and even more effort to see the extensive textual
fabric on which our conclusicin depends. ,

We may differentiate the network of inferentially
related propfisitions into three categories: first, there
are ptesuppaitions related to prior events or states of
affairs which are crucial if we are to associate any
meaning at all with the asserted, propositions; second,
there are associated propositions which aid our
comprehension, but which are neither before nor after
the stated assertibns; and, third, there are implications

high are in some sensesubsequent to (or consequent
on) the, asserted propositions.

For instance, because the judge hands down a death
sentence, we may infer that the prisoner has _keen

convicted of a capital crime. This inference is not a
necessary one, but it is a logical presupposition which
normal adults will accept as relevant and probably
correct. A more obviously necessary presupposition is

that the prisoner has been convictec of committing
some serious crime.

items are similar tono-nverbar-items-in-the-textual--__
operations that they require. For another:1'ft should also
be possible to examine the extent to which such items
are. istinct from so-called "language-proficiency" items.'

"Verbal" IQ items are, as Gunnarsson (1978) showed,
sometimes,_, excessively difficult to distinguish from
items appearing in so-called "Reading" tests, and other
categories of "Achievement" tests. Almost always,
however, IQ items' of the "verbal" type require the
interpretation and/or production of words, 'or

, statements in a partiou/ar /anguage. To this extent; it is
already difficult to follow the logic that Jensen,
Herrnstein, and others do in claiming that such tests

-rifimarily measure innate ability, rather than acquired
ilanguage proficiency. It was the purpose of Language in

Education:. Testing the Tests (Oiler and Perkins, 1978)
to question that logic. In spite of some legitimate
criticisms of the statistical methods used in that work, it
seems that the objections raised there against certain
claims of the IQ testers remain largely unanswerec1.6

At any rate, just what kinds of mental operations are
required by IQ items of the "verbal" type? A typical item,
one which appeared in the original Binet tests, requires
the examinee to say Vat is wrong with a given
statement such as the foll&Ning:

The judge told the prisoner: '7*u are to be hanged
at dawn. Let this be a warning to you."

The correct answer is any statement to the effect that,
"He can't be warned if he is deed." The crux of the

Associated textual meanings would have to include the'
fact that a prisoneris someone who is detained against
his will in a societal institution known as a prison; that a
judge is someone empowered by the society with
certain authorities within its legal system. In fact, the
prersupposed propositions may also have 'associated,
propositions. For instance, the presupposition that the
trial of the prisoner ha; already occurred when the
sentence is being harided 'down is linked to the
presupposition that the trial" occurred in a courtroom,
and that the verdict was probably reached by a jury..

tj "Associated with the sentence of hanging is the
proposition that it involves' placing a .rope around the
victim's neck, with the victim's hands restrained, and
then,susperiding the victirrt.by the rope so that he will
strangle or? die of a broken neck. Implied propositional .

meanings would include the consequence that hanging
kills; the victim and that a warning implies an
opportunity to repeat the previous Offense.

;. No doubt the foregOing analysis leaves out much more
of the textual network of associated meanings than it
makes explicit. However, it does suggest that an IQ item
of the type analyzed involves a good deal of textual
reasoningf of the very sort that goes on in the
interpretation of ordinary discourse ,(for 'more on this
topic, see Rumelhart, 1970-,and SChank and Abelson,
1977). Is it not an open qbestion whether there are 'any
meanings' at all which arwriot linked to the fabric of
experience via the sort of textual network illustrated
with respect to the hanging example ?,,

6For those criticisms, see the various contributions to Issues'in Language Testing Research (Oiler, in press): Also see especially Chapter 22 of that

volume where some of the criticisms are answered and others are accepted as valid. . w °
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Here is another example from the Binet-type verbal IQ
test. What is wrong with the statement?

In a train wreck, the cars at the end are usually the
ones most severely damaged.

Surprisingly, perhaps, most adults not only do not laugh
at this item (in contrast to their reaction to the one
about the hanging), but in fact, they meet it with a sort
of blank stare. Many do not see anything wrong with it
at all on first hearing. However, a bit of thinking will
show what the test authors had in mind.

To solve the puzzle, it is necessary to consider what
usually happens in a train wreck, and then to ask
whether it is likely that the cars in the back will be the
ones to receive most of the damage.

In fact, trains travel on tracks. This is an associated
proposition. That is, it is associated with the assertion
about treins. Ordinarily, they travel in a forward linear
direction. This too is an associated proposition which is
a direct consequence of the linear nature of the tracks.
What is more, it may be helpful in solving the problem.
From this it can be inferred that the cars at the front are
the ones which will logically receive the greater force of
an impact if there is a collision.

This inference is an implication_(by_the_definition given_ _
above) of the nature of trains and their usual linear
motion in a forward direction. A further implication is
that the cars at the back are therefore the least likely to,
be damaged, since they are the ones which are the
most protected due to the cushioning effect of the
intervening cars.

Of course, 'it is true that the bars at the end will receive
the greatest impatt if a stationary train, is struck by
another train from behind. However, the one striking it
will. tend to receive the most damage in its lead cars.
And, in any case, to reason that the statement about
damage to trains is correct or to reason on such a basis
that it is incorrect demonstrates in bot instances tine
need to map propositions into the episo acts of
experience. As in the hanging example, the roblem
solver requires access to much of the textually

',interpreted fabric of. experience. There may be a
multitude of strategies for working out these
relationships, but this does not deny the importance of
inferential access to them.

Here is one final example; In another typical item type,
the examinee is presented with certain asserted
information and then is asked to answer a question
based on that information. For instance, the examinee
might be told:

Mary is taller than George but she is shorter than
sain or Harry. Who is the shortest?

Just what sort of mental computations are necessary to
the solution of this problem? It seems simple enough on
the surface, but there is more to it than immediately
greets the analyst.
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Consider first how a' solution might be achieved
through a visual strategy. Suppose we first imagine a
female named Mary who is visibly taller than some male
named George. (At this point, two propositional
inferences about sex which go beyond the asserted
information have already, been made. We have also
arrived at the that both Mary and George
are humans. (It is di icult to imagine how such
inferential meanings might be derived from a strictly
visual strategy, but let us continue,) Then, we' may
simply add two other m .le persons to our visual image,
namely Sam and Harry. (Again, sex assignment is based
on propositional inferences about file' likely values of
the two names in questions.) It is asserted that they are
both taller than Mary,, (However, a,slight difficulty again
arises for a strictly visual strategy.since Sam and Harry
are not compared with each other. How can we know
for certain what height to assign to either of them?
Though, it makes no difference to the problem at hand,
height assignment to Harry and Sam would seem to be
necessary. to placing them .ip our visual image. Let's .

assume this is accomplished in some manner or other.)
To ,answer the tion, Who is shortest?", we may
rim simply sca image and pick out George.

Or, it would seem, a quicker nonvisual strategy would
be to reason that since George is shorter than Mary and
Mary is shorter than Sam or Harry, George must be
shorter than_Sam_orHarry,_a_ad therefore, the shortest of .

the four. This inference works because height is a
transitive relationship,

No doubt, there are other strategies that will arrive at
the same correct solution, but are there any that do not
rely heavily on inferred propositional meanings? In fact
isn't it helpful (perhaps even necessary for so
problems) to know_ what the question is in advance of
beginning to interpret the relevant facts? Otherwise,
how is it possible to know whet to do with the asserted
propositional meanings? At least some problem solvers
report that they need to have another pass at the
asserted meanings after they know what it is they_are
looking for. For instance, consider how the problem
would be changed if the question were, Who is the
next to the shortest person?", or The third from the
tallest?" Doesn't the need to know what the queition is
suggest that'comprehension itself needs to'be guided
by some sort of propositionally formulated plan? (This
would also appear to hold for the nonverbal item types
discussed above.)

In addition to the yeasoning already sketched out, there
are some other textual inferences that are lurking in the
background just out of view. For instance, we assume
that the measurement of the persons in the given
assertions is done with all of them in a standing
position, legs straight,, head erect, etc. Further, we
assume that hats don't count, that shoes are taken off,
and that it is unfair for anyone to stand on their tip-toes.
We do zot expect the measurement to be done with
some oithe persons in kneeling or sitting position while
others are standing, and so forth. Beyond these
presupposed meanings there must be a great deal of
additional textual structure.'
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In the light of en.ien this brief analysis, does it not seem
clear that the solution of both "verbal" and "nonverbal"
items may be dependent on the :utilization of
propositional meanings of coneiderable complexity? Is
it not clear that presuppositions, associations, and
implications must be supplied ',by the problem solver
through abstract inferentiaLreasoning? Further, doesn't
all of this entail the utilization of some deep language
system which has grammatical capabilities allowing
such operations as predication, negation, conjunction,
modification, and the like?

Educational Implications

With the three "what-if" premises in mind that were
stated earlier, let us return to the questioli in the title.
Are we 'testing for intelligence or for language?
Suppose that some universal Basic language really
were the foundation of intelligence. Further, suppose
that the interaction betweep this system 'and the
progressive acquisition of one or more particular
language system were crucial to the accessibility and
maturation of the deeper Basic system. From such a
vantage point, it might well be that "intelligence" tests
of all sorts are actually measures of the Witty to
equilibrate complex texts in relation to giV'ipn facts.
Human intelligence may achieve its marvelous feats of
understanding by translation back and forth between
the texts of a particular language and representations in
some deeper Basic language system (perhaps-rendered---:

Gestalts at some level). Within this framework,
a aptation, assimilation, and accommodation could all
b defined as processes of fitting potential
p opositional meanings to the facts of experience
( hich themselves are already expressed in a kind of
la guage system).

In (he final chapter bf The Human Brain, Wittrock
(1977) ..contends' that "imagery" is crucial to the
acquisition of "verbally presented" content. He cites the
work of Allen Paivio and others showing that creating a

meaningful image seems to have a direct and highly
positive impact on retention and recall in many types of
learning tasks' Could this be because of the fact that the
creation of, the appropriate sorts of images engages the
main text generating machinery of human intelligence?
According to the framework developed here,
meaningfulness may depend on the linking of
propositional meanings in, one form with similar
meanings expressed in different forms. It suggests that
perhaps consciousness is dependent on translation or
movement from, one language system to another.

Paivio and others have demonstrated that the recall of a
verbally presented form may be enhanced by causing
the subject to link it up 'with a visual image that
somehow expresses the same (or a similar) meaning.
Could it be that the linking itself is the.principal factor?
Moreover, is it possible that this linking facilitates
retention and recall because it requires an active fitting
of textual meanings to each other?

In two dramatic demon'strations, Keislar and McNeil
(1962) and Wittrock (1963) showed that children who
dealt with iconic presentations of various facts of
molecular kinetics succeeded surprisingly, well in

recalling the principles a year later. In Wittrock's study,
two-thirds of the children were able to remember the
criterial concepts a year later. It was surprising that they
were able to do this since they had only received two to

-four weeks-of-insti_uction. Murp-importantlyrthey-were
believed to be too. young to learn the concepts in
question ih {he first place.

Could the translation of texts in one language (Basic) to
texts in another tinguage (e.g., English or whatever) be
the essence pf intelligent action? Is exp-erience textual
in nature?, Can it be understood vyithout inferential
operations that relate incoming facts to precedents and,
consequences? What if intelligence Were language-
based after all?
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ADDITIVE VERSUS SUBTRACTIVE FOR F BILINGUALISM:,
CONFUSION REGARDING PROGRAM IMMERSION*

Wallace E, Lambert
McGill University

Introductory Overview

Immersion programs for teaching second languages
and developing bilingUal skills were initiated in public
schools in Canada some fifteen years ago, Since then
their development, modification and implement
have been described in technical journals along with an
accumulation of evaluative studies of their impact on
pupils who/roceed from one year in the program to
another. information about the programs and their
Siff risingly favorable outcomes have caught the
atte tion of educators in various nations, especially in
the U A. In order to assess their possible applicability
to the USA educational scene, it is important that

ear description of a typical "IMMERSION" program b
widely available, along with differentiations between
"immersion," .:'submersion," and :second-language-
teaching" appioaches. Thislis one aim of the present

Za per.

The second is to highlight the fact that immersion
ro rams. were devised basically for native

English-speaking Pupils in Caneda or in thUTS7A,'Wko
are certain that their development of skills. in the
English language +.yould never'be left in jeopardw, either .

by the educators in charge of the immersiorypregrams
or by the home, community and medialenviironments in

which they lived. With the -assurance' of a solid
English-language linguistic environment the immersion
approach exposes pupils to as much of the second
language as possible (short of living irf a foreign setting)-k
while monitoring its effects and. the effects'of havirt
little or no home-language instruction on children in the
early elementary years of schooling. The programs were
explicitly not meant for Canadian children with some
language other than English as the home language (in
particular not those who hdve French -as the home
language) who, one might expect, could profit as well
from a "reversed immersion".program where they would
encounter only or mainly English language instruction.
This reversal was painstakingly avoided because of a
well-grounded fear on the developers' part that in North
America (Canada and Quebec included), French or any
other home language other than English is vulnerable to
neglect and replacement. Thus, a French-speaking
Canadian in a reversed (i.e., English-based) immersion
program might move towards bilingualism for a short
time, but basically he/she would be starting a slow
"subtraction" of French and its replacement by English
which, in the North American setting, can too easily be
viewed as a more useful, prestigious or otherwise more
"valuable" language. The cognitive and educational

.
difficulties associated with this subtraction/
replacement process need to be understood.

Accordingly, attention will be directed to a distinction
that has been made, on thp basis of available research
studies, between "additive" and "subtractive" forms of
bilingualism andithe confusions that would arise if
immersion programs, which were designed to be
"additive," were reversed and inadvertently made
"subtractive." Potential solutions to the problem of
linguistic' and cultural subtraction, in the case of
ethnolinguistiC minorities, are available.

The Origins, the Nature, and the outcomes of
immersion Programs

Origins. It is important to understand the origins of
immersion programs in. the Canadian setting because
they are much more social-psychological than they are
linguistic or educational at their cores. Basically,,
immersion education started because of the desire on
the part of the original grow of parerkts, educators and
researchers, who got the first experimental rograms
underway, to make Canada a more fair d more
interesting society for both "founding eoples,"
French-speak-ingGanadians and___English,sp aking
Canadians. Although Canadian in content, this
development is pertinent to American society because.,
similar social processes `run their courses in both
settings. In Canada these are more visible because of
socio-political movements towards independence or
+separation on the part of the French .Canadians.

Although there are many Canadian/American parallels,
there are still important differa?ces. For instance,
Canada's constitution has clear provisions for the
protection of the language and culture of both French-
and English-speaking subgroups, and although the
government has a policy 'favoring multiculturalism, it
does not provide extended support for education being
conducted in any of the numerous other home
languages' spoken in Canada. 'Since World War II,

non-English speaking immigrants make up a sizeable
proportion of Canada's popw(ation. To its great credit,
the USA has federal laWs requiring educational help
involving teaching via the home language of pupils
for all non-English speaking ethnic groups who, it is

recognized, are placed at.,a disadvantagein schools and
in occupations that presume native competence in
English.° However,.7 the USA shows no signs of
recognizing or appreciating the de facto bilingual
character of contemporary America which has nearly as
many families +kith Spanish as the home language as
there are people in the total population of Canada. And
the English-Spanish bilingual character of contempo-
rary America is only one strain, r there are various
other equally' vital ethnolin uistic groups; each



coritributibg to a fascinating multicultural American
society. There is, then, much more to be done to
capitalize on this othriolinguistic richness in both

.. America and Canada.

French-speaking Canadians have had a long history of
finding, themselves second-class citizens in a social
world which has reinforced Anglo-American values and
the English language, The second-class status showed
itself in the form of French-speaking Canydians playing
subordinate' roles to English Canadians; the dominant

(subgroup in Canadian society, compkrable to
English-speaking whites in the USA. Not .only have
French Canadians been grossly underrepresented in the

,upper levels of Canada-wide status hierarchies, but
even in the Province of Quebec, whey they constitute
some 80 percent of the population, ench Canadians
have not, telative to English Ca dians, made it
occupationally or economically, and their style of life
has been ignored, ridiculed and bla d as the cause of
their social and economic position he trouble is that
this type of thinking becomes contagious ali,c1 over time
even members of the marked minority group begin to
believe they are inferior in some sense and blame
themselves for their inferiority (see Lambert, 1967). It
takes much reflecti.on in frustrating situations of this
sort to see throubh the sophistry and realize that one's
ethnic or social-class group is in no way inherently
inferior, but simply that those with the power
advantages have learned well how to keep the
adyantages and that their social-class cushion- makes
keeping:power relatively easy for them. Stereotyping or
otherWise marking minority groups people they
really know very little about becomes an effective
way for the majority group to keep others out of the
power sphere.

As social psychologists, we began to study this state of
affairs in Canada some 25 years ago just as two extreme
solutions to -the "French Canadian problem" were
coming into vogue: 1) French Canadians should pull up
their socks and compete meaning they should
master English end Anglo-American ways while
toning down their _French Canadian-ness; 2) French
Canadians should pull apart or separate meaning
they should form a new independent nation where they
could be masters of their own fate and where the
French Canadian language and culture could be
protected. Both alternatives worried us because one
meant giving up a' style of life that was precious, and
the other.$)leant closing a society through separation,
"closing" iri the sense that Karl Popper (1966) uses the
term in describing socio-political attempts to create a
conflict-free subworld where the "gobd old ways" will
be protected. Instead we viewed the French Canadian
way of life as something valuable for Canada as a whole

a nation whose potential and fascination rest in its
multicultural/multilingual makeup whether or not it
was appreciated as such by the majority of English or
French Canadians.

The Nature .of Immersion Schooling So we became
interested in reducing, if possible, the ignorance of
French Canadian-ness and in enhancing an appre-

ciation for it among Anglo-Canadian children This then
became the guiding purpose for the resdarch initiated at
McGill on "early immersion " schooling (see Lambert &
Tucker, 1972; Swain, 1974; Genesee, 1978-79),
wherein English-speaking children, with no French-
language experience in their homes and little if any in
their communities, enter public school kindergarten or
grade 1 classes that are conducted by a monolingual
French-speaking teacher. This "early immersion" (itir
"home-to-school language-switch" program 'as we call
it, is kept exclusively French through grade 2 and only
at grade 2 or $ in English introduced, in the form of a
language arts program, for one period a day. By grade 4,
particular subject matters 'are taught in English (by a
separate English-speaking teacher) so that by grade 5
and 6, some 6 o'of instruction is conducted in English
(see Lambert, 1979).

The concept of immersion schooling was baseon a

very important ancrfundamental premise that people
learn a second or third language in the same way they
learn their first and that languages are best learned in
contexts where the person is socially stimulated to
learn the language and is exposed to it in its natural
form.

From the first encounter, the immersion teacher used
only the target language. She clearly, patiently and
repetitively focuses on the development of a basic
vocabulary in the new language, relying, with young
children, on plastic art materials, songs and animated
stories. But from the start, the learning of language per
se is made qiiite incidental to learning how to do new
and interesting things, with the new language as the
verbal accompaniment. Later, new ideas of a scientific,
mathematical or problem-solving nature are given the
main focus, and again the amassment of skill in the new
Zang t e appears to be incidental, except for short daily
perio of language arts which focus on the new
language itself (see Lambert & Tucker, 1972). The
teachers' aim is to Cover fully the content matters
expected of any child in a conventional prOgram at that
grade level.

ersion classes normally comprise only Anglophone
ils; thus, the whole class experiences immersion as

a group. In some cases, a few children who are native offs,
speakers of the target language are introduced into the
otherwise Anglophone class, and their presence can be
useful in -many ways. However, one has to choose
carefully those who are to represent the other ethnic
group; a biased selection could easily upset the
development of positive attitudes toward the other
group (see Lambert, 1982).

We refer to situations where a very few Anglophone
children are placed in an otherwise all. French language
class (one comprisedrof Francophone pupils only., as
"submersi 4 n" instead of immersion. The chances for
more rapi development ofxpressive language skills in
the forei n language are obvious in submersion in
compan n to immersion programs, but being few and
bei different might present. social adjustment
problems no\ encountered in immersion classes.
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Immersion and submersion programs both locus on
subject,,matter mastery and make langUage learning
incidental, and this similarity makes both'quite different
from second-language- loathing programs (e.g., French-.

as-a-second-langtiago) where the new language is the

focus, where content-matter mastery is not iimain goal
and where only small amounts of time are devoted to
the second-language component. That component is
also usually covered by a spelalist,' rather than the
grade teacher. Thus, immersion programs are much

more intense and comprehensive than .second
language programs, and since no specialists are

involved, the costs of immersion programs are hardly
any different from normal costs since the class teacher
is also the language specialist and the class size (e.g.,
30-32 pupils to a teacher in Canada) is ,usually kept
normal.

Immersion differs from typical "bilingual education"
programs (.is these are conducted in North America)
because no bilingual.skills ate required -of the teacher
(who presents herself as a monolingual in the target
language) and who, therefore, never switches
languages, reviews materials in the other language, or
otherwise encourages bilingualism in the teacher-pupil
interactions. In immersion programs, bilingualism is
therefore develtped through monolingual instructional
routes.

Outcomes: Educational and Cognitive. The consistent
findings from fifteen years of careful research on
children in immersion programs permit several
conclusions which bear not only on the linguistic
consequences of these programs, but the psychological
and social consequences as well. 1) Immersion pupils
are taken along by monolingual teachers to a level, of
functional bilingualism that could not be duplted in
any other fashion short of living and being schooled in a
foreign setting. Furthermore, pupils arrive at that level
of competence 2) without detriment to ome- language
skill development; 3) without- falli behind in the
all-important content areas o the curriculum,
indicating that the incidental acq sition of French does

not diskict the students fr.m learning new and

complex ideas; 4) without a form of mental confusion
or' loss of normal cogniti growth; and 5) without a
loss of identity or appre' ation for their own ethnicity.
Mo'st important of all i the present context, 6) they also
develop a deeper preciation for French Canadians
and a more balan d outlobk towards them by having
learned about em and their culture through their
teachers and t rough their developing skill with the
language of Bench Canadians.

Instructive illustrations of the effect of immersion
schooling on students' cognitive developmentore now
available, even though, because their sample sizes are
small, they should be viewed as suggestive, rather than
definitive at this point. One is a study by Scott (1973) in

ontreal who compared two subgroupings'of children
who were in all respects a single hornageneous group
until grade 1,, at which time one subgroup entered an
immersion program, while the second subgroup of
closely comparable youngsters had not been given the
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immersion opportunity. Scott workdd with data
collected over a seven-year period from two groups of
English-Canadian children, one which had become
functionally bilingual in French during the time period
thypugli immersion schooling" in French, while the
second gro/up had followed a-. conventional
English-la4uage education program, Scott fQcusod on
the posSible effects that becoming bilingual might have
on ,"divergent thinking," a(special type of cognitive
flexibility (see Guilford, 1950, 1956), Measures of
divergent thinking provide subjects (in this case,

children) with a starting point, for thdught "think of a

paper clip" and then ask them to generate a whole.
series of 'permissible solutions 'tell me all the things
one could do° with it." Stine researchers have
considered divergent thinking as an index of creativity
(e.g., Getzels and Jackson, 1962), ortat least an index of

a rich imagination and an ability to scan rapidly a host_
of possible solutions. Whatever the term should be, the
results, based on a multivariate analysis, showed that
the functionally bilingual immersion pupils, as of grades
5 ant 6, were substantially higher scorers than the
nonimersion controls with whom they,. h.ad been
equated for IC) and social class background at the
first-grade 'level. AlthouCh the numbers of children in

each. group are small, this study 6upports'a causal link
between bilingualism' and flexibility, with bilingualism
one of the factors that seem to enhanite flexibility.

-4
Supportive evidence is also found in quite irideWc11-en-t

studies of 'the cognitive effects of immersion programs
on Anglophone Canadian children in other areas of
Canada, namely the work of Barik and Swain (1976) in
Ottawa and Toronto and Cummins (1975, 1976) in
Edmonton, Alberta. Both of these studies show
increases in IC) or in divergent thinking scores that can
be attributed to the development of bilingual skills
transpiring in immersion s io ling.

t There is, then, an impreSsive -array of evidence
accumulating that argues plainly against the common
sense notion' that becoming bilingual having two
linguistic systems within one's brain naturally
divides a person's cognifte resources and reduces
his/her efficiency of thought and/or language. Instead,
one can now put forth a very strong argument that
there are definite cognitive, educational and social
advantages to being bilingual. These. advantages are
experiencetd as much by. children from working class
socioecorIbmic bacfgrounds as the more advantaged'
and for children with v nous levels of measured IC),

including childrenoith is osed learning difficulties.

Outcomes: Sociocultural Awareness. What is exciting
about this program, over apd, above its educational and
cognitive impact, is that it opens crlildren's minds to an
otherwise forgign and Possibly threatening.outgroup. It

also provides certain sociopolitical ins#ghts that
" monolingual mainstreamers -would likely, never have.

cFor example, the immersion children come to the
realization that peaceful democratic coexistence among
members of distinctive ethnolinguistic groups calls for
something more than simply learning one another's
languages (see Blake, Lambert, Sidoti, & Wolfe, 1981;

3u
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Cziko, Lambert, Sidoti, & Tucker, 1979). Having learned
the other language well and having learned to
ailipreciate the other cultural group, children with
immersion experience, compared to control, realize that
effective and peaceful coexistence calls as well for
opportunities for both ethnic groups of young people to
interact socially on an equitable basis. This is a very
sophisticated insight.

Immersion Programs in the USA

Thus, a new approach to bilingual education is now
available, and since it works as well in other parts of
Canada where few if any French Canadians are
encountered in social life (see Swain, 1974). it or some
variation of it can be expected to work equally weil in
the USA. In fact, there are currently some ten or more

immersion

in the USA where comparable early
immersion prograins for mainstream English-speaking
children are underway (in Spanish, French and German,
so far), and from all available accounts, they are working
splendidly (see Cohen. 1976; SaMuels & Griffore, 1979;
Montgomery-County-Public-Schools. 1976;- Der)-ick,
1980; Grittner, 1981; O'Connell, 1981; Sidoti, 1981).
Part of the reason for their success is that school
administrators and principals, after an initial period of
skepticism and wariness, become extremely pleased
and proud of the outcomes. Furthermore, the costs of
the programs are surprisingly low compared to
second-language-teaching programs because the
regular teachers' salaries go to the new "foreign
speaking" teachers.

But what really counts as success is the pride and
progress reflected by teachers. parents and pupils. For
example. Frank Grittner. the Supervisor of ,Second
Language Education for The State of Wisconsin, has
collected data on third grade English-speaking children
(few with German ethnic backgrounds) in a German
immersion program where they were taught through
German for three years. That particular immersion
program was related to a plan for desegregation, Sand
thus, some 40% of the pupils involved were black. At,
the end of grade 3, 100 percent of the German
immersion pupils scored in the average to aboye
average rave on the Metropolitian Achievement Test'
for Reading (in English) compared to 70, percerft for
Milwaukee schools in general and 77 percent for U.S.
norm groups. Likewise for Mathematics Test scores
(also tested through English), the respective averages
were 92, 71 and 77 percent. Similar outcomes are
available far English-speaking American children in a
French,immeriion program in Hollistoh, Massachusetts.
as of the end of grade 2 (O'Connell, 1981): In New York
City where an interesting program of partial immersion
in Spanish for English-speaking pupils sties been tried
out, the end-of-year parentalzesponses and evaluations
are extremely favorable. What characterizes the
_parents' reaction is the delight they show that their
children- are learning about Spanish-speaking people
and developing an appreciation for them at the same
time as they acquire the basics of the language. They
are pleased not for "instrumental" reasons but for
"integrative" ones. i[e.. intergroup harmony is initiated.

not that their children can Ilrofit in the business world
by knowing Spanish ($idoti,/1981).

Furithermore, there is strong evidence to show that
mdnolingual Anglo-Canadian children can handle easily
a "double immersion" program wherein two totally
unknown languages (in this case French and Hebrew)
are used as the main languages of ;instruction from
kindergarten through the elementary grades (se
Genesee & Lambert, 1982). Incidentally, the stri
success of these double-immersion programs in
Montreal schools make one think twice about Caned n
policy makers who give verbal support to promote
multiculturalism, but stop short-of providing at least
some instruction via home languages. The point is that
ethnic minorities in Canada might easily handle and
enjoy education that is trilyigual - French, English and
home languages - just as the Jewish children in the
double immersion programs not 'only manage, but also
enjoy education that is French, Hebrew and English.

The variants of the immersion program that might be
valuable and relevant when applied in the USA .are
limited only by one's imagination. For instance, the New
York City variant is a partial immersion program that
can be increased io time devoted and in scope to satisfy
large numbers of -pupils with a variety of language,
optiqns (see Sidoti, 1981). Then there is an extremely
interesting "Language to Share" program, wherein
e nit-minority--adolescenta_ars trained to be Junior
teachers of their home language to pupils two or three
years younger than themselves. Similarly. there are
posSibilities fpr "language exchange" programs
(Lambert, 1978b), wherein speakers of English, for
example, who )are interested in learning particular
foreign languages are paired up with peers who have
those foreign languages as their home languages and
who exchange two or so hours per week in teaching
their home language informally while receiving English
instruction in return. The exchanges are coordinated by
a small group of master teachers.

What, this all means is that there is now available an
effective means of developing a functionally bilingual

, citizenry. The evidence, both scientific and anecdotal, is
enough that many of us are confident that

'rams will slowly but surely be implementid in
and other major sites. Our concerns now shift

er domain, i.e.. that immersion programs will be
instigated without sufficient attention given to certain
social-psychological processes that come into play
simultaneously with language learning. Such processes
are at the base of what we refer to as "additive versus
subtractive" forms of bilingualism.

Additive Versus Subtractive Forms of Bilingualism

In the descriptions just given, it is important to keep in
mind which segments of the Canadian and American
societies have played the major role in immersion
programs. In each setting, it has been the
English-speaking Canadian and the English-speaking
American mainstream families - those segments of
the respective societies that are most secure in their
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own ethnic and linguistic identity, but the ones most In
need of knowledge about and appreciation for other
ethnic and linguistic group. To the extent that
mainstream children are sensitized to and educated in
other languages and cultures, the bettor the chances
are of developing a rich, harmonious, pluralistic society.
The better too are the chances of improving the
self-views of othnolinguistic minority children who 'are
immensely heartened and complimented when they
realize that mainstream children are making, sincere
gestures to learn about them, their language, and their
ways of life.

We have referred to this process of developing the
bilingual and bicultural Skills of English-speaking
Canadian or American ohildren as an "additive" form of
bilingualism, implying.that these children, with no fear
of ethnic/linguistic erosion, can add one or more foreign
languages to 'their accumulating skills and profit
immensely from the experiences cognitively,
Socially, educationally, and even economically (see

Lambert & Tucker, 1972: Lambert. 1978a). Developing
strong skill in a second. socially relevant language
would enlarge these pupils' repertory of. skills, and
rather than. detracting from their English home-
language base, their skill with English appears to be
enhanced. For these children and it
becomes clear that the learning of the seco language
in no way portends the slow replacement of the first or
",.homeLl" anguage,-as wouldbethecasefarmost
linguistic minority groups in North America who are
pressured to .develop high-level skills in English at the
expense of their, home languages. Thus, we refer to
these experiences as examples of "additive"
bilingualism, and we draw a sharp contrast with the

"subtractive" form of bilingualism experienced by

ethnolinguistic minority groups, whoa because of
natidlnal educatiOnal policies and/or saial pressures of
various sorts. feel forced to put aside or subtract out
their ethnic languages for a'more necessary, useful and,
prestigious national language (Lambert. 1974).,

In the subtractive case, ones degree of bilinguality at
any point in time would likely reflect a stage in the
gradual disuse of the ethnic home language and a
fading of that language's associated cultural
accompanimenti and their replacerpant- with another
more "necessary" language and a new cultural
accompaniment. This form of bilingualism can be
devastating because it gradually makes the child's
basic conceptual thinking to the extent that .it is

linked with or colored brthe home language no
longer relevant or functional. In a sense. the child is
expected to redevelop basic concepts with a new
linguistic accompaniment, while trying to keep up with
native, English-speaking peers. In? other words, these
youngsters are placed in 'a psycholinguistic limbo
where neither language is useful as a tool of thought
and nd expression, a type of "semi-lingualism: as

Skutnabb-Kangas & Toukomaa (1976rput it. Although
not yet fully understcrod, this subtractive phenomenon
could become a central issue in the psychology of
bilingualism.

The ct(e of French lied English in Montreal is

m interesting because both additive anti subtractive
features are involved For Anglophone Quebecers,
learning French is.clearly additive in nature, with no fear

'of a loss of identity or of French eradicating
English-language competence. Since Francophone
Quebecers comprise Some 80 portent of the population
and have their own French-language school system
from kindergarten to the most advanced professional
institutions, learning English might also be thought of
as additive. From a North__American perspective,
however, Quebec is a small Frehch-speaking enclave
that is continuously bombarded by English language

media, with pressures on its children to prepare

themselves for life in an otherwise English-speaking
semi-continent. for. Francophone Canadians outside
Quebec, the chances of keeping French alive as a home,
school and work language are slim. This fear of a
subtractive loss of Frenchness is real for many
French-speaking Quebecers as well; a too ardent move
toward Englishness might well subtract out Frenchness.

.'"
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The research of Taylor, Meynard, & pheault (1977)

indicates how sensitive.. certain French- speaking
Canadian subgroups are to a possible loss of ethnic
identity when they are either forced or enticed to use
English instead of French as a language of work and/or
a language of .thought. Thus it becomes clear how
learning the other group's language through immersion

means hnically and
linguistically comfortable Anglophone Caadian, but a
ouitedifterent thing for the ethnically and linguistically
insecure Francophone Canadian. In one case,
immersion-in-French offers numerous advantages to
Anglophones, through an additive process. while in the
other case. immersion-in-English would be'a menacing
reversal of immersiog schooling, which, through a'
subtractive process, could place a social minority
group's language and cultural identity in jeopardy.

It was the
worries to b
communitie

e examples of different expectations and
found in Francophone versus Anglophone
in Canada that led Lambert and Tucker

(1972) to prdpose a "general guiding principle: In any
community where there is a widespread desire or need
for a bilingual or multicultural citizenry, priority in early
years of schooling should be given to the language or
languages least likely to be developed otherwise, in
other words, the language(s) most likely to be

neglected" (1972, p. 216). This would mean having both
French- and English-speaking Canadian children start
their schooling in French in Canada, the language more
likely to be neglected or bypassed; this would provide
an additive immersion program for Anglophone
children while protecting Francophone children from
the -subtractive drift to English.. Once their home
language is established as an active language of
thought and expression, the Francophone children
could gradually start a part7time.immersion-ip-English
program to assure them an eventual bilinguality,
comparable to that of the young Anglophones learning
French through immersion. LaInbert. acid Tucker believe
that this principle holds for any setting; it is a matter of .



determining which language(s) have high status and
utility and whir h low in the given community, and then
substituting new languages tor trnglish and I rene:n rn
the Canadian examplvt

41

Tranformlnu Subtractive Bilingualism into Additive
Bilingualism

The guiding principle just mentioned can be applied in
another manner. Ono starts with the reasonable
proposition that the major aim of education inf North
America should be to brighten the outlak for
ethnolinguistic minority-group children by preparing
them to compete fairly with mainstream children in
educational and occupational pursuits. As potential
bilinguals, they certainly have the cognitive and
linguistic potential as the research already mentioned
shows. The best way I can see to release that potential
is by transforming their subtractive experiences with
bilingualism and bicutturalism into additive ones. .4

We already have a few research-based examples of
how-thiStranstOrmaTion mightwork., Zhelirst is the
case of Franco,Americans in northern New England
who recently were given a chance to be schooled 'partly
in Weir home language (Dube and Herbert, 1975a and
1975b: Lambert. Giles and Picard, 1975: Lambert, Giles
and Albert. 19761. Some 85% of families in the northern
regidas_aLMairea_have_kept_french_alive,,, as the home
language or .as one of the two home languages, even
though traditionally all schooling has been conducted
in English. We participated in an experiment wherein a
random selection of Sotrouts and of classes,' in the area
Were permitted to-offer* about a third of the elementary
curriculum in French and a -second sample of schools.
with children of comparable intelligence scores and
socioeconomic backgrounds. served as a control or
comparison in that all their instruction was in English.
After a five-year run, the children in the "partial French"
classes clearly outperformed thdse in the control
classes in various aspects of English language skills and
in academic content. such as math, leariied partly via
French.. At the same-time, French had become for them
something more than an audio - lingual language
because of the reading and writing requirements of the
French schooling. These results mean that the
French-trained Franco-American children were given a
chance to be fully bilingual and this had repercussions
on their cognitive abilities and bettered their
opportunities to compete in occupations or professions
that call for high-level 'educational training. They had
been lifted from the typical low standing on scholastic
achievement measures that characterizes so many
ethnolinguistic groups in North America.

An important element in this transformation was the
change` in the self-views of the French-trained
youngsters who, we found, began to reflect a deep pride
in being French and a realization that their language
was as important a medium. for education as English
(Lambert. Giles and Picard, 19751. Similar
community-based studies are underway in the
American Southwest, and these, too, are based on the
belief that ethnolinguistic minorities need a strong
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aduraUunal eXtlefielieti in their (mil lorivoues and
traditions before they e an cope in an all Amen( air"
society or Won) they will want to copee such a
society.

A second example of a liansformation ul subtractive to
additive) hilllipitliS111 is provided by Carolyn Kessler hind
Mary Guinn (19801. In their study, Spanish-speaking
Texas grade CI students Were given the opportunity in
elementary - school to learn subject matters via Spanish
white learning Inglish, that in, like the Franco-
Americans in the first example, to use their home
language the language through which their basic
cotteptual thinking developed in infancy -: as one of
the linguistic media for further conceptual growth. The
Hispanic-American, students were compared with a
much more privileged sample of middle class, white
monolingual English-speaking American pupils of the
same age. 86th groups wore given an extensive training.
program in "science inquiry" through films and
discussion of physical science problems and hypothesis
testing. In tests given after the training, it was found
that the S Pa n ing uats_gen era
hypotheses of a much higher quality and complexity
than did the monolinguals. This problem-solving quqiley
was also reflected in the language used, as indexed by a
"syntactic complexity" measure, so that the bilingbals
were clearly using more complex linguistic structures
as well. They also found subStantial correlations
between their measures of hypothesis quality and
syntactic complexity, providing thereby an important
link between problem-solving capacity and linguisticw
skills.

The research by Kessler and Guinn jibes nicely with
Other findings. For example, Padilla and Long (1969)
found that Spanish-American children and adolescents
can acquire English better and adjust more e'ffectively
to the educational and occupational demands of
American society if their linguistic and cultural ties with
the Spanish-speaking world are kept alive and active
from infancy on. There are in fact numerous recent
examples (Hanson, 1979: McCcrnnell, 980(RoSler &
Holm, 1980; Troike. 1978) that int in the same
directi4i. G.R. Tucker (1980) recently summarized these
studies and concluded that there is "a cumulative .and
positive impact of bilingual education on all youngsters
when they are allowed to remain in bilingual programs
for a period of time greater than two or three or even
five years and when there is an active -attempt to
provide nurturarice and sustenance of their mother
tongue in- addition to introducing teaching via the
language of wider communication" (pp. 5-61.

Conclusions

A new form of education is, developing around
immersion programs, already well knOwn in
Anglophone communities across Canada and,, now
being scrutinized carefully for possible adoptiar by
educators, parents and researchers in the USA. The
innovative feature is that we now realize that solid
education and better-than-normal cognitive
development can take place in classes where a second

j 6



tot ally turveIrl language I used its the iti-sior or only
medium id nadir. bon and le-awing hum the, eerie-1-d
school wade', on only gradually giving mey to
curiventiurutl t tigli ie language' titan glade :1
Of 50Oft. hug nunulheleaes kept as an at.hve alleflutliVt1

language of 111511ot:um and leallong thiuugh high
schuul

1 1 test) c :tint.Iti on y hold, welkinit eneception els tar es wet

can dale mine. only lilt I nulisti-speaking children in
Canada and the llSA, the segments of Anima:an society
fur whom uninersierrin another language programs
were developed 11 is now clear that Anglophone'
youngsters can keep tip With or surpass control children'

in conventional classes in their performance on
curriculum content, eyed there owspo heuittive ettecty, ern
U.riglish language development, cognitive+ development
or geyerral educational attainment Instead, their English
skills riled cognitive growth are strengthened, relatively
and thou ethnic identity is likewise better ooted and
made open to other othniCitieS

All of these advantages are seen as a form of
enrichment- derived horn the "addition" of highly
advanced skills with a now language and a deep
understanding of a different ethnolinguistic group The.,

enrichment is additive because these children have no
fear or worry in North Arenica of losing English as their.
basic language .uf thinking., 'expressing and preplan)
solving. Nor need they have.worries that they will lose

their American identity in the process-

In contrast, immersion programs were not designed or
meant for ethnoleiguistic minority groups in North
America who have some language other than English
as the main home language To place these children in
an all-English instructional program would be to reverse

the 1111111e151011 in a 11;111'00 al11111M111113 wqy lhtiir
-personal identities thou early tent aphid( thlyclotittlaftl
(hell t'llant.eh tit rtenbelifig Of htlt7ecitling anti !hell
Inftifeat In trying to succeed) would all he hampered by a
reversed intniernitsn urFnglisM program

1 urUUlalely, there We practical , cint111114Valtlable

alhilltallvei now available to help these children
trapsforneiiii f iuteeitinlly ertnitrat2tiVe loon cs1 bilingual
tleveloiantell to an additive One. with advantages
similar to those enjoyed by the mainstream AnglOblIfille
iii normal immersion piograuts These transfountstions
are not based on typical "bilingual education° modols,
but 'ether On 4 dual-treck education model that
omphasiitis the use of the non-Inglish borne language
as the I-mien instructional language in the early grades
and, where the time is right, introducers ...a separate
Lnglish-language instructional cumponent when it is

.certain that the child's home language has taken.roots
and is a socket" base for adding the now language This
stage.may not be reached until grade two or three This

alternative brings two traditionally disparate social
groupings Anglophone rnainstreamers and

_ethnolinguiStic Minorities .- together around an

exciting new 101111 of bilingualism and biculturalism

For some, especially the older generations, such an
emphasis on bilingual or .multilingual/multicultural

. development may seem un-American or socially
dySfunc4nal and impractical. Fot others, especially the
yOunn- -spirrf.--rtmayrepretseri-ttheemer f a
/he* copi4g style that is taking shape in c9r mporary
North' America whom sizeable subgroups of young
people- are not only inquisitive about the . rich
multiethnic societies they find themselves in, whether
in Canada or the USA. but also anxious to become
actively involved in this ethnic richness.
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IMAGE PRODUCTION IN TWO LANGUAGES:
ITS IMPLICATIONS IN TESTING THE BILINGUAL CHILD

Introduction in the First Person

As my hand pushes this pen, and my hand puts
movements into words, and the words are develo ed
into concepts and images, my values are in most lays
written down. These thoughts can be transformed into
imageS and are legitimated by some sort of logical

'. process. My universe of knowledge is applied by
language, thought, and action because what I do is
"truth" that is known to me. But Lam not alone on this
earth, and I must live with other human beings Whose
images are' similar to my own. Many times we, as

-historical living creatures, must get together and agree

Antonio SimoRs, Jr:
New York University

on our value systems in an organized way. Simply; and
accepting all the complexities involved, we can call this
union of agreement the institutions of our society.
These entities cannot" exist without human beings,
human beings with feelings, human beings with
collective histories, human beings with individual
biographies, human beings with certain traditions. With
these common agreements of what is and what should
be, we as part of the human ,erdeavor must rationalize
our actions by creating a norm. Our logic seems correct
and when drastic change is implied, change that may
destroy our universe of thought, we resist. If it is change
that "fits" somewhere into our existing schema, if it is
change that can be legitimated in our domain, we
accept it, sometimes with reluctance, and then we
develop a "new" norm or universe of knowledge, but we
forget one thing: We are creatures tied to a history, a
`language system, a social milieu, a culture which we
cannot deny. But what happens if one possesses two
cultures and one knows that the two values may be.
images associated with the same word? Let us explore
some of these issues in what, I call thei Image
Production in Two Languages: Its Implications in
Testing the Bilingual Child."

For a decade I have talked about the concept of image
production and language use to my colleagues, to my
students, and to my friends with no real satisfactory
in -depth determination of what my field (curriculum
theory-bilingual education) had to offer as it related 11)
knowledge-learning, knowledge-knowing, and thought.,
I knew that" eventually a' more adequate conceptual
schema defining the relationship of language use and
image production would be developed, but until this
happened, I continued to read in the social sciences for
a satisfactory answer. It did not come.

As a curriculum theorist with an interest in phenome-
nology as it relates to !engage education, I have

,,always been interested by how society distributes
knowledge and how knowledge is valued or prescribed.
Reading Ponte, Shutz, Heidegger, Camus, Sartre,
Witgenstein, and others gave me a clue of what

knowledge is and how it relates to how one functions in
the world thrOugh language and thought, but I was
never satisfied with the personal dilemma of "talking-
about" image production in more than one language..

Linguistics helped me to look-at" the structure of
language; sociolingdist ks. attended to the interpre-
tatilin of language, and the use of it in social situations;
Berger and Luckmann (1'967) in. the Social Construction
of Reality helped me to interpret the distribution of
knowledge from the,viewpOint of sociology; psycho-
logy attempted to describe and analyze from both a
descriptive and statistical paradigm of language and
behavior; anthropology looked at the' nature of
humanity and how it functions in different societies;
and yet, this corpus of knowledge, as well as knowledge
from the other social disciplines, failed .to satisfy a
definition, of image production in more than one
language.

Eleven years ago while working at Hunter College of the
City University of New York in the Department' of
Curriculurn and Teaching, I met a faculty member who
was in a field called bilingual education. Although I was
interested in.cross-cultural studies, I read superficially
in bilingual educ ion. At that time, I was interested in
cujture and va ed knowledge and I thought that the
field of biling al education could be seen as another
perspective in cross-cultural studies in the bilingual
situation. I never directly dealt with a teaching concept,
which assumed that the social environment had to be
viewed-from a multilingual/multicultural perspective. I
pondered the idea with some interest and finally
accepted the challenge. At about the same time, I was
invited to speak at a Portuguese conference in
Massachusetts-about Portuguese children who 'had
entered a new culture. At that conference, I met a futtire
friend who was interested in linguistics, especially in
the area of language and thought in bilinpual situations.
This second encounter transformed my interest in

bilingual education into a serious inqulry. as I started to
realize that this area, of study had something new to
offer in the curriculum, field. What it was, !did not know,
but I had an urge to- find out. Finally, I immersed myself
in the literature. I learned that some of it was sheer
nonsense, but some of it opened the doors to a new
paradigm; a paradigm that, for me at least, could
possibly describe. the relationship between language
and thought in the domain 'of the' distribution of
knoWledge, especially in the area of image' production
and testing.

One day in my office, I was reflecting about language
and culture and I started to compare my cognitive
systems in such a way that I could view the world or
valued knowledge(s) from two different perspectives. I



was feeling through Cognition and language-meaning
and how it shifted from one culture to another To say
this was my first experience would be false. Most
bilingu3j- bicultural individuals knbw this phenomena
by early adulthood, but it was the fiisttime in my life
that I new that I was onto something new. For me, at
least, hisklisv I could seriously think out (or think through) -,
the phenomena of being bilinguaUl t? encounter made.
me realize that it was possible to have different images
for the-same words in different I guages. I realized that

.'norms were based, on a collec ive agreement of a
specific distribution of knowle ge legitimated in a

statistical, paradigm. Lenguageand thought could be
combined into images. jmages-that represent.,a collec-
tive agreement df what is a "co?reot- esponse.

The purpose of this present s >t hen to ekplore the
issue of language an thought, through image
production in testing the bilingual child. For this paper,
image production is defined,as verbal expressions,' or
explanations, that are 'used to describe or explain a
specific concept of behavior. In addition, using the
concept of image production, using the concept of the
conipound/coordinatt paradigm, and combining ,these
mentioned notions in the .domain of language usage
and (cultural) behayior, this paper will attempt to
explore assessment and 'testing issues in the field of
bilingual educatiori. The following assumptions will be
analyzed for the Ourpose of investigation:

1) A .one-lo-one correspondence in language
translation does not always take place
especially whey( one uses images for the
purpose of test construction.

Language assessment in a-particular language
may necessitate the "proper" images that are
socially constructed frOm a particular language
group or social class.

3) Image production may be a new way of
analyzing language, bilingualism, 'assessment
and testing.

4) The Hidden Curriculum and Political Ideology.

As noted in the introduction, the methodology for this
paper will be borrowed from the reconceptualist
movement in curriculum' theory where most of the
paper written in the first per This allows the
author/researcher to explore and combine the existing
data in research with a personal or biased point of view.
This methodology, also allows one to explore the
affective, as well as the cognitive, domain in the field.of
language assessment. The theorelical framework of the
chapter will be from the poirit of view that all language
and knowledge is socially constructed. I will not
attempt to dwell on the politidal aspeCts of language
policy and testing in the schools. Howeier, many of my
examples may e interpreted as a political expression.
Also; I will not attempt to dwell on ethnicity, but I

cannot "lock myself out" of this,, process of thinking
when one describes language, images through
'language and the relationship-of language and cultural

behavior or cultural reproduction-What I will attempt to
do is to "flow, through and around" possible ways of
explaining what it.is to be a "balanced! bilingual and
how this phenomena could be used to analyze image
production and knowledge use in testing theobilingual
child,

What is important is to discuss the concept, of valued
knowledge and how valtied knoWledge affects the
individual when he/she is aware that one concept used
in two different _language systems is valued (felt) in
different fundamental ways. Let us now explore some of
these issues from the point of view that image
production may be a new way of developing a paradigm
for further research in assessment and test construction
for the bilingual child.

.A One-to-One Correspondence in Language Translation
Does Not Always Take Place Especially When One Uses
Imbges for the Purpose of Translating.

Appl a d King (1979) hint at the problem of valued
ledge through the definition of the hidden

curriculum, but they limit their hypothesis to language
control in a monolingdal situation vis -a -vis social class.'
a fact of which many bilingual educators are well
aware. They State: 'Just as there is a social distribution
of cultural capital; in society, so
distritiution of knowledge wit
-txampie, different 'kinds' of
'kinds' of knOwledge." For the

ere is - a social
classrooms. For

tudents get different
urriculum theorist who is

in the bilingual field, the above assum tion is a

self-evident political reality. It is known that knowledge
and how it is used relates directly to pedagogical
principles in a multilingual, multicultural school
experience. In the field of bilingual education and in
testing the bilingual child, the prOblem is the
distribution of knowledge of the two cultures' or two
cognitive styles and how the educator can treat
different value structures in an educational setting.
Curriculum theorists must confront this issue so they
can develop a viable resolution in the area , of
pedagogical methOds and the area of two languages in
the classroom, i.e., the relationshipbf language and the
social distribution of language.

Why .is . the above . discussion . important?, If th
curriculum theorist examines, schooling from
monoculturel point of view, based on the premise t
language distribution exists only in one social conte
she/he is in a poor methodological and epistemologic
position.to exani'ine the meaning of how one can mo
in, out, and around, under or over a concept as it relate
to myltidimensional meankng in a social context. The
assumption here is that all nowledge is socially
constructed and, hence, all nowledge is valued in
society. This also includes the physical sciences. Kuhn

. (1962) presents this problem through paradigmatic'
, construction in the so-called "hard sciences." His basic

contention is that all "scientific knowledge" is
developed through social paradigms vis-avis language.
If this line of thought is accepted, then one may be able
to compare values from different phenomenolingual
paradigms in the distribution of the social sciences.
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Bilingual educators may have the bicognitive "tools" to
analyze and implement interrelationships between and

among the social and physical sciences. I realize that

one may. argue the point that one has to be

knowledgeable in each discipline to take on such a task,

a fact thbt is impossible. Yet, one can still be. a

generalist in the curriculum field and develop several

modelt relating to . testing in. a multilingual and
multicultural situation.

The question basically is the following: If a person is a

"baler-iced" bilingual. and, ',therefore; "bicultural: does
langugge shift involve' a different social view of the
world? For example, as a balanced bilingual possessing
nativeebility in twb languages, I can conceptualize and
commiserate with the ,many faceted functions of. two
different types of "family." When I use the term "family"
in English, posbibly in an industrial context, the term
implies. specific values that may or may not fit the
Portuguese rural term "farnilia: In. English, family is
usually synonymous with the notion of nuclear family,
i.e., the inclusion of only parents and siblings. In this
technological-industrial context, I can extend this
concept toe political level where family may be defined

'as tbe single parent family, married people without
children, the homosexual family, and other concepts
that do not fit ate Portuguese concept of "familia: Other
valued aspects of "family" are the divisio s of labor
between men and women, the use and ,res ect of one's

private psychological space, and the sharing of

decisions in terms of money, buying a home, the
relationships with the children and so on The nuclear
family values independent behavior from other people,
especially when such behavior involves discussing
personal and financial problems with people outsidethe
clan.

The Portiiguese. term "familia: however, recon-
textualizes my value image system. My images and
feelings about the "familia" now focus on an 'extended

- relationship. Although my immediate ,family is still .a
Spouse and children, my parents are also considered a
part of the "familia: My aunts, cousins, and godparents
are seen as part..of the "familia: Decision making does
not necessarily belong to the father, but to the person
who is "older and wise" and who is more influential in
the clan. Children's roles are strictly "defined, and there-
is rarely a distinction among childhoodadolescence,
and adulthood. You are either a child or an adult.
Womem,and Men have different roles as to the division
of labor in and outside of the home. "Para' ajudar a
familia: (to help the family) is such a strong commit-
ment to the clan that any family member who fails to
take on responsibility for helping out in a crisis is looked
down upon. Another term that may seem like a simple

analysis until examined further is the concept of
automobile. When I say "Cerro" in Portuguese, my
thought processes or cognitive style perceives Fiats,

VW's, Toyota's, etc; but when I shift my language to
English, I automatically think Of Fords, Chevrolets.
Plymouths,' etc. Further, if I think of luxury cars in both

1 Since the gasoline crisis, there has been a shift in my own value distribution of, knowledge.

languages, something similar happens In Portuguese,
Mercedes Benz,and BMW's become a part of my
social-cognitive style; and in English, Oldsmobile Model
98's and Buick Electra 225's become a part of my
phenomena of everyday life as it relates to luxury
,autorriles.

The phenomenon of operating in two cultural cognitive
stYles makes me aware of the multitude of cultural.
variables that affect my behavior. When I attempt to

apply these givens in the pedagogical field, I must think

about the images in valuing .,the two different
environments. Another example of bicognition may be

seen in participation in a New Year's gathering: In the
Portuguese working-class society, one way to
participate in the ritual of leaving the old yea behind is
to attend a local social club. I am expected t bring my

children along so the community may celebrate
together by dancing and talking about the past year
The important aspect is that children do participate in
all events. In contrast, my Anglo friendsview this ritual
in a difffpnt way. Usually, the children are not allowed
to be part of this event, especially if the group decides
to go put for dinner end dancing.

A final exaple, of. many, -4$ that of couples walking
down the street together. For the last several years, I

have observed language use and hbw language
/functions in a social encounter within cultural norms.
1 For example, when American. English-speaking

monolinguals socialize with, another couple, the way
they walk together gives some interesting clues to
language and /culture. In this case,. most American
English speakers walking down the street together as
couples; ill condrse as a foursome. Very rarely will the
males and females segregate themselves in a

one -to -one conversation, male-female, but the
will tend to center itself back tdttie group. Whe two
Portuguese couples get together and walk down the

the e phenomena of social relationships/or social
talk generally will change. In most cases, the males will
talk to each other and the females wilVdo the same.
What is more fascinating is that usually the males will
walk in front of the females and they/will segregate the
conversation. Although this behaviOr has many political
and sexist implications, the reality is that language use
and social relationships have a direct involvement in

the reality of everyday life.

As Berger and Luckmann state:

"Language forces me .into patterns . . .

Language provides me with a ready-made
possibility for the ongoing objectification of my
unfolding experience. Put differently, language
is pliantly expansive so as to allow me to

Whatever the psychological and sociological analysis is
for the valued behavior, it is not relevant for this paper.

What is important is that I can "know" and "feel" the
two events as different ways of vi

example,

wing.the world.
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objectify a great variety of experiences coming
my way in the course of my life, Language -Also
typifies experiences, allowing me to subsume
them under broad categories in terms of which
they have meaning not only to myself but also
to my fellowmen." (1967)

This analysis, although limited in scope, providgs the
curriculum theorist with a clue on how rage
production, assessment, and test construction via the
role of language relates to the social environment..
When two or more languages are used,.it is possible to
contrast and tow-through" tha use of two or more sets
of valued knowledge. What is more important is that
the curriculum theorist cannot talk /about knowledge
and learning until she/he is able td specify what is
considered "worthwhile" in the context of a: specific
culture.

Using the above 'examples, one may note separate
image production is closely reljted to coordinate
bilingualism, rather than compound bilingualism
(Weinrich, 1953; Ervin and Gsgood, 1954; Lambert,
1958). Lambert (1958) popularized the compound-
coordinate paradigm through the use of mediation
theory of semantics. If the person is a 000rdrnate
bilingual, his/her mediating semantic responses will
elicit differing responses based on the language of the
SIGN. Likewite, if the person is a compOund bilingual,
the mediating, semantic responses will be the same
regardless of theSIGN language of the responSe. For
coordinates, the corresponding pairs of terths in two
language signify one "semantene." Compound
bilinguals' are for those . when corresponding terms
signify a single semantene regardless of the language
itself (Martinez-Boyd).

Image production becomes a useful tool in testing
situations to reproduce items that are both valid and
reliable. If one is in a coordinate situation where
differing situations exist, the images of each sign
(usually called .cultural variables) may be identified for
further test construction. If only one sign is` in use (a
comprtund .situation), the vari, may be explored
for further analysis: 1) That the. sp cific sign is not
known and an item may be develO ed in a test for
discrimination; 2) The item (image) b omes a problem
of cultural capital or distribution of kn ledge where
the bell-shaped curve may bias a specific s cial class. In
either case, compound or coordinate, image roduction
may be the avenue for further test production.

Language Assessment in a Particular Language May
Necessitate the Proper Iniages That are Socially
Constructed From a Particular Language Group.

=.? The question is then, what is the proper -rlage that may
be reproduced for test or assessment proCedure? It
seems that image production is directly related to
language production and valued knowledge of a

specific culture. That is, each culture has its own
collective agreement of what is "correct" and what are
the "proper" responses for individuals in an assessment
or ,testing situation. My examples of the family/faniilia
or code switching in Portuguese and in English are
perfect illustrations of different but "correct" images of
two different cultural behaviors..

What this means is that educators. must approach
testing and image production by two sets of factors, or
what I term system and context. In the system
approach, the theorist will apply general theories of
learning or general theories of behavior to a specific
situation. For example, one may select and develop a
curriculum around programmed instruction. Then the
theorist must apply the CONTEXT (cultural variables)
that will fit the valued knowledge within the specific
culture (Simoes, 1979). Another model, of many, would
be the use of Freud's exploration of human behavior
vis-a-vis the superego, ego, and the id. Here the system
is the conflict between the superego and the id which
results in an outward behavior called the ego. Applying
this system to context, however, is crucial for positive
and negative learning prescriptions. Again, when two or
more contexts are functioning within . one logical
system, the theorist has different ways of analyzing a
paradigm. Another way 'to look at this issue is as
Christian states that the child develops, between the "I"
and the ."me," a system of communication that is

normally monolingual, representing a relative coherent
consistent system of concepts, but this situation

may change rapidly when the "me" 'starts speaking
another language. This change implies a new set of
social rules for the "I," a new and different type of.
conversation between the "I" and the "me," a new
self-concept for thOterson (Sim6es, 1976). This implies
that educational theorists must be knowledgeable
about the differences of image production and how this
process is directly related to' knowledge use and
knowledge learning. When the theorists can be aware
and know two or more contexts within one system,
then there is a possibility of understanding the nature of
assessment in testing in the bilingual child. The field of
bilingual education may supply new inform ration in this
domain.

Image Production May be a New Way of Analyzing
Language, Bilingualism, Assessment and Testing.

As noted, being a balanced bilingual gives the viewer of
the world two st 'ructured valued knowledge systems
and the feeling of what is different in two languages. To
"feel different, words," to "feel diffqent domains of
language," to "feel different social 't onstructions of
reality, to "feel different senses of touch," as they
relate to cultural forms, to "feel or see different
perspectivesEof the world, ". to "feel different forms of
mathematics as the,world is divided through language
and signs vis-a-vis culture," and so on, gives the
bilingual/bicultural person a way of analyzing the world

21 have used the term "reality" in the singular but used the term constructions in the plural. Either use of these terms could be-analyzed from
different perspectives.
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through a feeling of relativity and how a//knowledge is
based on valued assumptions

Now I ask: Can a monolingual person view the world
from different perspectives and analyze and construct.a
world view from the point of view of interdisciplinary
studies? Contrary to what one might expect. the answer
seems to be affrrmative. There are many ways to view

---fanguag e.-Everr within -Ione-language.systern....there..,are,
varied styles and dialects, and these dialects are us Ily
divided along social class lines. A word in one s cial
context may have a different meaning in another so
context. Unfortunately, most educational institutions
,promote only one type of language system, called
standard language, and other dialects are usually seen
as an inferior language system which is frowned upon,
Valued knowledge, 'language and the interrelationship
of both domains cannot be talked about or be
implemented as interrelated phenomena. unless specific
interrelationships are known by the theorist, be it from
one language or phenomenon borrowed from one social
class to another, In other words, language cannot
divorce itself from the phenomena ofreality or everyday
life and different forms of language, be it a dialect or
not, and cannot be imposed upon a single set of criteria

in pedagogical situations,

What becomes a more important %problem is the
concept of compound bilingualisM in .the area of

testing, assessment and image production. I do realize
that there are problems with the use of the distinction
of the compound/coordinate paradigm and there is

extensive literature since the early days. of Weinrich
(1953), Ervin and Osgood (1954), Lambert (1958), and
MacNamara (1970). One also has to realize that there
are other schools of thought "regal-ding language irt a
one-to-one correspondence or the "mixed language
theory" (Huerta. 1977; Chimombo, 1978; Martinez-
Boyd. 1978). One may use the. concept of "additive"
versus "subtractive" environments (Cummins, 1976) as
a reference for the coordinate and compound distinc-
tion. The literature is rich indeed of- how bilinguals
perform on certain tasks in a continuum of language
development (for example: Sienkiewicz, 1974; SimOes,

1976; Hoffmann and Ariza, 1978; Redlinger, '1979;
BenZeev, '1977; and Doyle, 1977). the problem in our
research data base is that we still do not know,,where
the semantic system changes to different signs for the
same concept or test item. Hence, there really is no
distinction between a compound bilingual and a
coordinate bilingual. It is really a continuum in language
.developmenf in that "bilingualism" is only produced
when two or more images are produced by the same
sign. It is in ,this context where image production
becomes a viable methodology for further research in
language assessment and test construction. Language

is in some aspects an acquisition of knowledge by a

specific social class. Language does distribute,
knowledge and images or behavior. When two or more
languages are acquired, the same priricipal still remains
in effect. That is, language(s) are produced by a social
distribution of knowledge.

The Hidden Curriculum and Political Ideology

Before closing, I think it is important to make/reference
to what I term the hidden curriculum and political
ideology with reference to language use. It is a known
reality that schools still seek to maintain' a specific
cultural capital through.each social class.

-...34-at.IQMPlio...iMpO.S.e..a_language on_ ,stigtentswho do
not speak it or to impose a specific valued knowledge
system implicitly violates the civil rights of every child
who is linguistically or socially different. The so-called

accepted knowledge norm of the educational
establishment may be hazardous to the children's right
to futlY participate in an integrated society. Haugen
develops this theme when he talks about language. He

states:
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The concept of 'norm' in reference to language
is highly ambiguous and slippery. It may refer
to a standardized language like French. codified
in grammars and sanctified by an Academy,
taught,in schools, and written by authors.'but
spoken by no one, except under duress. Any
deviation from such a norm is deemed to reveal
one's lack of .a proper education, and is.
regarded as barbarism if it is unintentional. But
it may be acceptable if it is an intentional
stylistic variation, either. as a mockery of the
lOwerClassesOr as a relaxation of standards ...
(1977)

nfortunately, most curriculum theorists, if not all;

cannot divorce themselves from political ideology and
hence it is sometimes difficult to separate an

educational or a language analysis from political
thought, The use of image production in the analysis of
bilingualism and .biculturalism may suggest a .new
restructuring of political ideology as it relates to

curriculum theory. It suggests that no curriculum
theorist .can "objectify" an educational process without
knowing the cultural variable's of the learner.

I believe that it is legitimate to state that the schools
have locked out cultural, differences, which of 'course,

are language and dialectical differences, in the racial ..
and language minority communities. Educators have,

not, until recently, looked at this process as a

pedagogical force that may create new ways of looking ."

at cognitive differences and how these .differences-
relate to knowing more than one way of viewing the
world. When I hear the Black community stating that
most Blacks know how to "play the White man's game,"
or when I hear abilingual state that she/he can move in
and outof one culture to another, it suggests to me that
many social science skills have been developed by the
voices of minority groups. More importantly, it strongly
suggests that curriculum makers have not seriously

looked 'at cultural differenceS as a 'possible way. to
shape school. programs around meaningful experiences
for children. What has happened is that a political .
model has superceded the pedagogical/language
model and, consequently, most schools were based on

a monosocial-class paradigm that fits only the "selected
few" in-our society.
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Abstract t.

THE PARADOX OF THE PROPER NORM FOR ESL EVALUATION

Gerald E. De Mauro ,

New Jersey Stat Department of Education

The question of what are appropriate norm groups for '
E-nglish4 n gua g e.prof n S _ _ .

English skills growth is critical. Because all students
who are identified as limited in English proficiencies
must be served by programs, Control ',groups from
whom treatment is withheld are usually not available.
Typically, the test norms are .used as proxy comparison

_groups to circumvent these problems. However,
instruments of this type are generally normed on
monolingual or mainstream English populations, who
may not be. appropriate standards to measure pretest to
posttest growth. They have had') greater exposure to

. English at the time of pretest: To achieve the same
score, their rate of skills acquisition must therefore be
different. A possible solution may be to norm these
tests on lirnited-English-proficient students. However,
since these students must receive supplemental
English intervention, they cannot constitute an
expectation of how' much students would have gained
without the program. Abetter solution is derived from
the concept of discriminant validity. A totally
discriminant test completely separates limited-English
and English-proficient students, while a nondiscrimi- A
nant test fails to separate these populations. Analyses
of these two extremes suggest strategiei for using
English norms developed from mainstream ,students as
'proxy evaluation comparison groups. Examples of these
strategies and data generated from their use in New
Jersey studies are presented.

N'.0very,iew

In New Jersey, English language proficiency is defined
in normative terms. Students who speak other
languages at home are placed into English as a Second
Language (ESL) or bilingual education programs which
have ESL components if their English 'language 'skills
are poorer than those of their grade peers. This
judgment is made by assessing student performance on
placement tests normed on monolingual English,.
students, Because ESL and full bilingual ,.education
programs receive state funds, they must be evaluated.
All limited-English-proficient (LEP) students must be
served by these programs. Therefore, evaluation
designs cannot use control or comparison groups in the
usual sense because treatment may not be withheld
from any students with similar needs.

The instrument' programs use for placement should be
sensitive to differences in English skills and also to
changes_ in students' English proficiencies. It might also
serve to evaluate the impact of state programs on

English skills by using the normative sample as a proxy
comparisor,group. Such a solution would greatly
economize testing in bilingual education ptograms.

This solUfion is similar to that employed by the Title I

, (now Chapter 1) Model Al (Tallmadge and Wood,
1976). As in bilingual/ESL programs all students with
identified needs receive treatment. Pretests and

posttests are analyzed in norm-referenced scores,
usually Normal Curve Equivalents (NCEs). When
students score the same NCE on an April posttest as
they had on an October pretest, they have gained
approximately as much as students in the test norms
over these six months. Increases in NCEs mean that

. program students have gained more during some
specified period (usually a school year) than might have
been expected from the scores of students in the
.normative samples (Tallmadge, 1976).

On the surface, this solution offers bilingual and ESL
programs a means .of using test norms as proxy
comparison groups. Students could be administered an
instrument normed on monolingual English students.
Their NCE scores could be used both as one criterion for
program entry,' n

Such a model ce inly economizes the testing program.
(14 d as a pretest for program evaluatibn.

Unfortunately, this model assumes that growth in
English skills made by 'the monolingual English
normative sample is a'reasonable expectation of growth
for limited-English-proficient students.

k For example, third grade Title I students are probably
homogenous' .in both Title I and school experience.
Students in the test's norm samples for -that grade. rare
similar in sthool experience and have had similar
exposij're as the Title I students to the area being
measured. Bilingual education classes are not as
homogenous. Moreover, their exposure to the skill
bein9 ,measured by an English proficiency test is

different from the:,English .exposure of the normative
sample: .

Clearly, use of monolingual English norms for
evaluation purposes is not a simple issue. This paper
explores various applications of these norms,
considerations that must be made in their use and some
alternate approaches to the evaluation issue. The first
question a test user must ask is whether one instrument
may be valid for placement and evaluation.

Validity of Measures

In this instance, the construct being measured is

English proficiency in the academic setting. Placement

'If it were the sole criterion, it could not be used as a pretest. Student scores might regress to the mean and show spurious gains (see Tallmadge

and Wood, 1976).
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and eveJuation are related because both are concerned
with demonstrating differences in proficiency,

Te6ts which serve both funclions should be sensitive at
and below the cutoff (scoring criterion for program
eligibility). This is insured during the item selection
process. Less difficult items increase the test's
sensitivity in this range. One means of determining if
the test may serve both functions is reviewing item p-
values to determine if they are not inordinately difficult
for LEP students.

Validity and Cutoffs. Validity in placement instruments
is determined by how well the cutoff is set. 4s it
changes, the validity coefficient varies.

Crehan (1974) examines this relationship. He defines
the 'validity of a mastery test as its ability to make
correct decisions about students. In proficiency testing,
the instrument should . place LEP students into
bilingual/ESL programs and English proficient students,
into the regular school curriculum. If two samples, LEP
and English-proficientstudents, are tested, then validity
is operationalized as the ratio of the number of students
correctly placed to the total number of students teste..

Hambleton and Eignor (1980) provide two means of
setting cutoffs which should maximize test validity. In
the contrasting group method, plots of monolingual and
LEP students scores are made. The intersection of the
scores is the first estimate'of the cutoff, It is adjusted
upward or downward to maximize' the validity
coefficient defined above.

The borderline group meth9d uses teacher judgMent to
identify students who are at the borderline, in terms of
being acadeMically proficient in English. Their median
score becomes the cutoff.

A similar method involves testing LEP and English-
proficient students and analyzing group. membership
via discriminant analysis. The highest score for
membership in the LEP group and the lowest score for
membership in the English-proficient group should be
averaged to yield the cutoff.

Ulibarri, Spencer and Riyas (1981) claim that variation
in cutoffs causes disagreement between instruments
on placement deciSions. The cutoff' eterMines if a child
is proficient enough to be placed monolingual
English classroom. Agreement between the test
decision and the child's proficiency determines validity.
Thus, the instruments vary in validity to the extent that
they vary in how they would place a child.

Thorndike (1982) defines taxonomic validity in a similar
manner. The validity to make placement decisions is the
ratio of variance between gropis to total variance. The
square root of this is a. poipft biserial coefficient. The
coefficient is more informative than the proportion of
correct placement decisions because it accounts for
scoring variation on the test within groups:

Evaluation Test Validity. Validity of evaluation
instruments depends on their sensitivity to the course
curriculum, This is assessed by matching test
objectives to course objectives,

The. objective of ESL programs, as part of bilingual
education or as independent programs, is to bring the
English skills of participants to the levels

.English-proficient age' peers. Evaluation instrume is
should reflect initial deficits and increases in Ens ish
skills,

Finally, the validity of both placement and e aluation
instruments depends on tlieir capacity t measure
proficiencies relevant , to English classroom
performance. Test items should 'be Imbedded in
academic materials, or what Cummin (1981) called
"context-reduced," if they are to p edict classroom
proficiencies..

Homogeneity (Un,idimensionali . The sensitivity of
both types f instruments to dif trances in English skills
can be maximized through t item-selection process.
Samples of varying Eng h skills, including LEP
students (Angof, 1971),s Auld be tested.

Homogeneity, of the instrument' over the domain is
central to the validity* both types of tests and to the
validity of multiple uses ona lest. Unfortunately,
technical manuals larelv coillan information related to
this issue. Yet, under the common underlying
proficiency model (Cummins, 1981), the 'English
language skills of LEP' students are predicted bY an
underlying linguistic construct (Cumrn. s, 1981). This
construct is manifest in language ski a II ra es of
development. In placement tests, homo en allows
comparison of the skills of English-profici and LEP .

' students because it assures the instrument is focused
on the proficiency variable. (See Hambleton 'and Cook, ,

1977 for a. review of this 'assumption.) In evaluation
instruments, homogeneity guarantees that scoring
differences are related to skills differences.

The test may be shown to be homogenous 'Over the
domain ttwough factor-analytic or other scaling
techniques. This also may be determined if the items
retain their ranks in difficulty over populations of,
Varying English. skills. The hardest items for .1.1,Eri"
students should also be hardest for English-proficient
students. Variation in 'the difficulty ranks would occur if
the test is measuring different skills in each group.
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If the test is not homogenous, it may separate children
on other skills besides proficiency. Moreover, ittsuchol,
test measures different variables as studer4s'
proficiencies increase, it will be of little evaluation
utility.

Reliability

Both placement and evaluation tests should be



internally consistent within areas (reading, speaking,
etc.) and over time (test-retest reliability)

Tests that are particularly sensitive to surface skills (see

Dieterich, Freeman and Crandall, 1979 for review) may
show large student improvements over time by virtue of
repeated exatsure to its written and .oral vocabulary.
Tests like the 1982 edition of the Nevy York, Language
Assessment Battery (LAB) offer alternate forms to

avoid this\ familiarity. When multiple forms are used,

e.g., one A a pretest and another as a posttest, the

instrument should demonstrate alternate-form
reliability. Horizontal (across fop) equating is also
needed tb permit comparisons across levels.

Equating

Placement tests are used..for pr gram entrance and exit.
During the intervening years, tudents change grades
and, often, test levelChanges in scores may reflect
variation in the objectives of these levels or in the
abilities of the normative samples. Placement tests
should be,equated vertically, across levels.

Use of Norms

The instrument's ability to interpret English skills may
be increasedor reduced by' the choiCe of scoring
metrics. The current LAB. (Riversjde Publishing
Company, 1976) is normed on monolingual English
students. ESL evaluations using norm-referenced
scores use NCEs or other standard scores which refer to
these students.

Angoff (1971) and others argue that reference to a
particular norms group imposes a meaning on results

that is not only inaccurate at times, but is always
bedbming obsolete, since the norms are based on .the
distribution of'skills at one point in time.

This argument applies to proficiency tests normed on
monolingual English samtples. Although the
norm- referenced scores provide comparative
standard of skills of LEP students to .monolingual
English peers, this standard may be dated.

.Moreover, test norms may not be as useful for ESL
evaluation as they are' for Title I. The Title I model
assumes that, at he time of pretest, the normative
sample for any grade had as much exposure to the skills
being measured as he Title I group. This assumpticin
permits an expectation for posttest scores to be derived
from the performance of the normative sample. The
expectation is compared, to actual student posttest
scores.

This assumption cannot be made in evaluating ESL

performance .because at the time of pretest, ESL
students have had fess exposure to English than their
monolingual English grade peers.' Consequently, a LEP

student scoring the same on the pretest as monolingual
English students in the test norms may well score
higher on the posttest. The LEP student scored as well
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on pretests after less exposure. Wtth an equal time of
exposure between pretest and posttest and a structured
curriculum, the LEP student should perform better.

It seems more appropriate to use students with similar
exposure to English to norm evaluation tests. For
example, fall performticeeof LEP students, could be
'referred to LEP fall norms, and spring posttest
performance might becompared.to-spriAg-LEP.norins-in------.
each grade.

Unfortunately, this model is controlled too well..
Between the pretest and posttest, LEP students
comprising the norms will have received ,ESL
instruction (by law). The normative sample cannot serve
as a proxy comparison group because its performance
will not represent "no-intervention" achieverrient.

This froblem can be avoided by norming tests on
students who have not yet had ESL instruction. For

most districts, indeed most states, this would require
large constant flows of immigrants.

Even if this were possible, in states like New Jersey,
such norms would be decidedly .unrepresentative of the.
current LEP population in sociocultural factors. Angoff's
(1971) covent on norms obsoleScence would be
most meaningful if immigration patterns continue to
vary.

Also, the normative sample might not be anappropriate
comparison group for second. year, third year or more
experienced ESL students. The problem is similar to
that involved in using-monolingual English norms. Such
students have had more English exposure at the pretest
than normative sample - students. They should. be

gaining Engligh more slowly ..than immigrants who have
scored as well without as much exposure.

The final general consideration regarding the use of
normative samples °as proxy comparison groups is
statistical power. LEP students should perform poorer
than the monolingual normative sample, and the
distribution of their scores should be confined to lower
score ranges. However, unless the distribution is fairly
normal, the statistical tests may lapk sensitivity to
student growth or to diffef nces in group abilities.

Nt.
For example, suppose eves EP student scores lawer
than the monolingual English normative group 'and
received an NCE'of 1. If the lowest ability student scores
as well (in raw scores) on the posttest as the highest

'ability student did on the pretest.that student will still
have an NCE of 1 on the posttest. The instrument would
not have been sensitive to the student's growth. Such
scores, in themselves, are meaningless for the teacher.

New Jersey StUdy,

This difficulty is illustrated with scores from 731 New
Jersey bilingual education students, who were
cluster-sampled for, a study of English language
acquisition (DeMaUro, 1981). They represented state
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i
bilingual educatio4,students in socioeconomic status, The score distributions were compared to notmat
program types, region of state and program experience, distributions via goodness of fit tests, Frequencies of
Students in grades 1.12 were tested. This sample is - scores were computed in intervals representing one
currently in its third, year of assessment. (See Appendix tenth of the range of score's. Chi-squares were
A for a summary of the first year) computed,.for both raw scores and NCEs, for each year

. of program experience. Large numbers of first and
.

The New Y'rk City Language Assessment Bartow second graders permitted separate statistical analyses
(Cumbo, (Neill, Tilis and Weichyn, 1976) was in these grades. For other grades, the statistics were

--adnilhiSteriid` iri-Oddblif,"1"979 A hti-dgArrilh-May;1'98e-------cornputect-over. leyels, of °the test (grades 3-6 d 7-12),
Scores were Converted to NCEs based o sp g norms1 because fewer students were tested in each gr de.
available in the technical manual (Rivers' lishing.
1976) and fall norms available from the rk City
Office of Testing. Both norms were dev ed from
monolingual English samples.

Table 1

The results (Tables 1 and 2) reveal positive s ws in the
NCE distributions, except for second- and hird-year
second graders on the posttest. In these grades, the
distributions are negatively skewed. 4,

Distribution of LEP Scores on the LAB
Goodness of Fit Statistics
and Standard Deviations

Goodness of Fit
NCE Chi Squares'

Grade Year Pre Post

1 1 (5)71.541*" (5)37.963- 26.845
2 (2)19.955" (5)39.601- 26.000

Standard
Deviations

Pre Post

3-6

7-12

RAW

1

3-6

15.298
2. . (4)13.953" (4)15.920" 26.189
3 (4) 9.867* (4)22.447- 24.092

1

2.

3

1

2
3

1

2
3

2
3

2

(1)16.920*"
(2)45.684*
(3)20.524***

(1)47.806'
(1)19.616""
(1)28.910."

(2)15.027***
(4) 16.349***,
(3) 30.538*:*

(1)30.638-*
(2)17.277-
(3)11,900"

(3) 5.650 (4)13.538-
(2) 1.133 (4) 0.586

(4)21.220*** (2)30.397***
(4).86.321*** (1)31.920*"

(2) 8.218* (3) 6.282
(3) 6.635 (3) 8.975*
'(4) 1.051 (3)10,031*

(3) 4.714 (3) 3.598
(3) 4.287 (2) 1,766
(2) 1.455 (2) 1.787

Degrees of freedom are in parentheses

p < 05
"p< 01
p< 001

8.939
17.134
13.838

10.040
13.594
14.751

24.077
'23.719

20.364
29.266
30.99

14.661
17.184
15.791

10.948
12,699
13.879

8.060 8.217
6.291. 6.525

8.094
8.475
5.708

17.352
19.207

-17.961

15.688
15.039
13,568

6.297
5.640'
4.711

17.340
17.505
16.703

4

15.045
13.657
13.333
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Table 2

Percentages of LEP Students
Scoring Lowest (Floor) and Highest (Ceiling)

Possible Scores on LAB

NCE RAW NCE RAW

Scores Scores Scores Scores

Grade Year Percentage at Floor Percentage at Ceiling

2

3-6

7-12

1 34.85 1.52 1.52

24.66 1,37 *. 1.37 1.37

1 63.64 4.55 9.09 9.09

2 25.00 1.92 5.77 5.77

3 12.p0 2.00 6.00 6.00

1 43.75 3.13 6.67 6.67

2 27.85 1.27 1.27 '1.27

3 16,8t2 0,93 0.93 0.93

1 62,33 1,30 1.30 1.30.

2 30.65 1.61 1.61 1.61

3 30.99 1.41 1.41 1.41

;1' 4
24.24

. 16.44

2 1 22.Z3
2 7.69
3 2.00

1' 28.56
2 '13.92
3 . 7.48

. 7-12 1 45.45
2 32.26
3 19.72

In fact, although there were too few students (22) to
test the distributiuon, 22.7 pkcent of first-year second
graders scored the two highest posttest scores. Among
third-year second graders, 52 percent scored at least 39
on the 40-item test. Second graders' scores ptobably
reflect the ease of thip test level, which must also be

sensitive to reading and writing skills of kindergarteners.

In a test that totally discriminates LEP from-
English-proficient students, all enteriry (first-year) LEP

students would score an NCE of 1 because the highest
LEP sXtdents would score lower than the lowest
monotiergual English student. This is an outcome of a
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1.52
1.37

9.09
1.92
2.00 -

1.56
1.27
0.93

1.30
1.61
1.41

4.55
2.74

4.55'
2.74

4.55 4.55
15.39 17.31
28.00 28.00

3.13
1.27
0.93.

1.30
T.61

1.41

3.13
1.27
1.87

1.30
1.61
2.82

very skilled norms group, rather than of an overly
difficult test. An overly difficult test would result in
positively skewed raw scores, but the raw scores of
bilingual education students on the LAB are normally
distributed, while the NCE scores are not. If the variation
in raw scores of LEP students is meaningful in.terms of
abilities, then the 'conversion to NCEs sacrifices this
information.

In the case of a totally discriminant test, a linear
transformation of the raw scores based on LEP student
scores would provide the evaluator with more
information concerning student gains. With such a



transformation, a totally discriminant test' would
separate these LEP students whose scores were most
similar to English:proficient students. Providing the
instrument wore rneasurinothe same trait-across ability
levels, this transformati n would enable piograms to
use the' instrument to placement and evaluation
purposes.

--Thii --conditionwould befnet the, -orders of it em
difficulties were the same for LEP and English-proficient
students If the order, varies with increasing
profiducies, the test is not measuring the common
'underlying proficiency. Separate analyses would be
necessary for various proficiency levels, and the
instrument would be of questionable utility for,
evaluation.

Even more homogenous tests may be better analyzed
by blocking (partitioning) groups according to program
experience. As Myers (1972) points out, such a design:
(a) makes. groups more homogenous regarding a

variable that affects scoring; (b) yields meaningful
interactions (as we shall see); and (c) is more efficient
than a one-factor design. Cummins (1979) agreeS and
arguesrthat ignored (not partitioned) sociocultural and
linguistic factors often reduce the power of evaluations
of bilingual education.

Within a grade (or test level, if the student sample is
small) and language group. three LEP groups might be
designated. The firt has one or less years of experience
in .ESL. The second 'has 'two and the .third has three
years experience. Two empirical result's recommend
partitioning years of experience: (a) the proportions of
students on the test floor (Table 2) rise as afunction of
years' in program: (b) in New Jersey, students who have
more program) experience outscore those with, less
experience in English with! reference, to monolingual
English norms. All groups are tested in October and
again in April.

.

Such a design may be analyzed via ANOVA or a general
linear model performed on NCEs derived from
monolingual English norrhs. If one uses the norms of a
language proficiency test, the pricey control )group is
probably a monolingual Erfglish sample. A
between-subjects variable is program experience,
which we will call Factor A. The effect of ESL

/experience estimates discriminant validity of the test, in
the sense of Thorndikes formulation of variance

between groups defined by English proficiencies,

All possible outcomes of this analysis are considered In
terms of significant effects. A discriminant test will
yield significant differenCes among groups based on
program experience. A nondiscriminant test will not be
sensitive to group proficiency differences.

Two models-of ou tcomes,aro investigated:. res.ults of the
totally nondiscriminant test and resultS of the totally
discriminant test. The utility of placement tests normed
on monolingual English samples for evaluation
purposes will be examined under these extreme
models. Considerations for the evaluation utility of the
instrument under) both extremes will apply to the
evaluation utility of placement tests currently used by
programs.

The criterion for utility under the extreme cases is
whether.or not the outcomes are meaningful in terms of
second-language acquisition theory. If the theoreal
factors which determine these outcomes are consonant
with the ESL r5rbgram.),Ken the test is probably
sensitive to the intervention. If they are not, then the
instrument may be measuring extraneous variables.

For example, students may regress in English skills,
relative to the monolingual English norms. if intensive
English is introducdd before the students have
developed first-language competencies (Cummins,
1981). If. first-language skills are assessed and
strengthened and precautions are made against this.
then the test may be measuring other extraneous
factors. and its utility for evaluation must be questioned.

Finally the totally discriminant test is one in which
there is, no overlap in scores on the pretest between
English-proficient and first-year ESL students. A totally
nondiscriminant test cannot distinguish these two
groups.

Definition of Possible OutcOmes

Table 3 and Figure 1 show thepossible outcomes of the
evaluation design described above. The four conditions
represent variations of significant effects for totally
nondiscriminant and totally discriminant instruments.
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Table 3

Significant Effects in
Illustrative Evaluation Model

Condit on

.

Test Type

_
Significant

within
Subjects
Effect.

..<

Possibletxplinaffon

1 Totally tIondiscriminant I Pre-post Large between-subjects error
Totally Discriminant' Program effectiveness

2 Totally Nondiscriminant , 'Pre -post x
Experience

First language deficiencies
inyounger group

, Totally Discriminant '''. 11 SaMe

3 Totally Nondiscriminant Pre-post,
Pre-post x

Individual differences in
growth patterns offered by

Experience ESL experience
Totally Discriminant Course of curriculum

4 Totally Nondiscriminant None Instrument failure
Totally Discriminant. None Instrument failure

Totally nondiscriminant tests do not distinguish groups by years of program experience.

2 Totally discriminant tests yield significant program experience effects.

Pre
Condition 1

Post

Pre
Condition 1

Post

Figure 1-

Possible Evaluation Outcomes of
a Proficiencly Test in a Mixed Design

(Pretest-Posttest X Program Experience),

Pre Post
Condition

Pre Post Pre Post
Condition 3 Condition 4

Totally Nondisclininant Test

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post
Condition 3. Condition 4Condition 2

Totally Discriminant Test
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It 14 titistan Me)(ti experienced 1St students will
scorn higher 0 highly discriiiiiiiaill tests AS stutiunts
OM ESL exPerience, the distribution of thee Fnghah
proficiencies has wean,' overlap with the seines id
,monolingual English students

Condition 1

Totally Nondiscriminant Casa. Only litotest to postlaSt
-411400t6 Ilittit.,,AuUld..be _on _unlikely

outcome lor an instrtunont that coUld not ditittngui5h
Sloth-trim of different proficiencies A large between-
subiects error (S/A), but relatively small within-subjects
error (51)/A). could accoircir for Ow; result

Factors that a e riot par hpojetd could contribute to the
betweensubi is error Ties agrees with Cummins'
(1979) behel t t subject factors influence language
proficiency. For example, socioeconomic status
significantly predicted English acquisition among
students in New Jersey MeMauro, 1981) Another
source of unmeasured variance, especially among
younger students is whether or not they have

developed requisite linguistic skills in their first
language. Such unmeasured sources may inflate error
and cause underestimates of program effects

Totally Discriminant Case. This occurrence is very
plausible. Each group makes about equivalent pretest to
posttest gains. and the more experienced groups score
higher than the less experienced gr ups

In the New Jersey study, Level ll (gra s 3-6) scores
yielded results similar to tpese. Although other
variables (language. socioeconomic status and grade
level) were partitioned. there were significant pretest to
posttest gains and students With more prbgram
experience outscored students with less program
experience.

Condition 2
. ,

Totally Nondiscriminant_Case.-The amount of gain, here.
der3ends upon program experience. A clear example of
such an outcome is a crossover effect (See Figure 1). A
loss in NCEs represents less growth than could be
expected from the growth of the monolingual English
normative sample. Such an unlikely interaction might
occur if English skills development actually regresses
relatively, given certain sociocultural or cognitive
factors.

Cummins (1979) accounts for such cases in his

developmental interdependence hypothesis. He

believes that second language competence depends on
first-language competence at the time of intensive
exposure to the second language.

If the group being evaluated is from one early grade, the
pretest to posttest relative loSs may result from
intensive English exposure before the child had

52

tollticient first-language (Third year
inay have been exposed in preschool I Snow

and lioatlidutd-litinia (WM) it)port that Iiiat-lanouaua
fluency decreases in young whim:lb un Intartslyti
moosutu to the second language) Culotte-nu/wet In
bacon(' language would than 4140 Minor if the two are
intaidepentlent

It the group which Itiiretzl5ct5 Vi the rest year group. the
results might explain program effects Perhaps this is a

hiltngual program which stresses initial strengthening
of lirst-languaga 4ktys. and the test measures English
surface skills there may be an initial relative loss in
those skills (first year), fullo'wed by small' Increases or
decrements during° the second year: and a growth spurt
during the third year as students begin developing
deep structure competencies. Cummins (1981) claims
that hinguitgo-nuitOnly students approach reruns more
easily..in ;wince proficiencies than in -context-reduced"
or academic proficiencies. Such an outcome would
indicate sensitivity of the instrument to surface skills,
but not necessarily academic proficiencies, The
instrument should be used if these skills are of interest,
but academic performance in English will probably not
be predicted by these surface skills.

Totally Discriminant Case. Significant between-groups
arid interaction effects would appear as a fanning (See
Figure 1). The developmental interdependence
hypothesis might explain these. Students with poor'
first-language skills might continue to fall further
behind rnonolingUal English peers, while those with
better first, language skills would grow quickly. If all
students were in the same grade. those with more
program experience may not have had the opportunity
to develop requisite first-language skills.

One must be cautious that the instrument is measuring
language proficiency over the full scoring range. For
example, among higher ability students, the instrument
should not measure another Construct like creativity.

Condition 3

Totally Nondiscriminant Case. There are significant
pretest posttest and interaction effects. Although there
is significant groWth relative to monolingual English
norms, there is no between-groups effect. Large
between-subjects error variance would explain -this.
Snow and Hoefnagel-Hohle (1978) have 'reported the
possibility that although second-language acquisition is
predicted by patterns of first-language acquisition,
there are large individual differences in these patterns.
The interaction effect would indicate that such patterns
are mediated by amount of ESL experience.

If there are growth types that characterize groups of
children, then these groups should be analyzed
separately. Results from tests that are sensitive to
varied growth patterns may be difficult to analyze. A
structured, sequenced ESL curriculum may reduce this
individual variation. Caution should be taken that the
instrumerais,sensitive to the curriculum.



Totally Discriminant Case. There are many explanations
for all effects being significant' Some are appropriate to
specific age groups.

VValberg, Hase and Rasher (1978) present, results that
would explain the circumstance in which the most
experienced group is gaining least. -They report that
rapid gains dr) -teacher ratings of the English skills of
Japanese children often diminish over time. This occurs
when the children are place in a "homogenous"
seconb-language environment, imilar to how Cummiris
(1979) describes submersion pr gfams.

.e . .

If thq smallest gains are associated with less program
experience, the outcome may reflect. a curriculum
'which strengthens the native. language skills of younger
students, in the. first program year(s) before English is
introduced lothe classroom. More experienced children

would appear to gain more during the same

pretest-posttest interveF

If the largest gains are made by the middle experience
group, it may be that the more experienced students
have attained a ceiling 'on the test which has not yet
been reached by the middle experienced students.
Alternately, less experienced , students may have
initially shown Eqglish growth during a period of
first-language strengthehing. After a growth spurt in a
later year, the students may begin to approach the test
ceiling.

These explanations depend on English growth being
curvilinear. Sampling students with different years of
experience approximates sampling different points of
the grdwth curve. Figure 2 illustrates this:

Figure 2

Hypothesized Curvilinear Functions
of English Growth

Pretest

Third Year

Second Year

First Year

Posttest

One last explanation .for the phenomena is that all
program students in a grade received the same
curriculum, regardless of program experience. This
curriculum would have differential utility to the
students, depending on their experience. An instrument
sensitive to these effects would provide useful
evaluation information and should be used.

Condition4

Totally Nondiscriminant Case. Condition 4 could result
from large individual variations in growth, which result
in violation of the Statiskeal .additivity model for
repeated measures (Myers, 1972). Perhaps the
instrument measures skills that' are unrelated to
program exposure. If there are no systematic factors of
interest to be partitionedAsociocultural factors, sex,
etc.), the test should not be used for evaluation
purposes. Alternately, the curriculum may not be

helping students learn English.
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Longitudinal Results

Totally Discriminant Case. If the test is sensitive to
differences related to program experience, it is not likely
to be insensitive to. growth within a year. Large
within-subject ,error variance might account for this.
Again, individual differences in growth rates may make
the statistical model very conservative. If there are
effects of interest that can be partitioned, this may
reduce error variance. If not, the test is probably not
very valuable for evaluation.

In the New Jersey study, significant effects were
attributed to program experience in LeveiS I and Ill,
without significant pretest to posttest effectS. In Level I
(grades K -2); grade level interacted with pretest to
posttest growth. Second graders made significant gains
relative to monolingual English norms, while first
graders did not. In Level 3 (grades 7-12), the LAB did
not reveal any patterns of interest in pretest to,posttest
growth.



Interpretation

The first deckbn to be made is whether the
instrument's discriminant validity Warrants its use for
placement) Some manuals (for example. Language
Assessment Scales,. 'DeAvila and Duncan, 1975;
Miranda Test of English Proficiency. Miranda and
Associates, Inc., 1980), address this issue. Instruments
that are Valid for placement might then be considered
for evaluation uses.

In the examples above, discriminant validity is
estimated by how weNnore experienced ESL students
are statistically, sepadtad from less experienced ESL
studentvffilative to 'monolingual English norms. By
current fa % uage acquisition theory, more experienced
students would only score lower relative to these norms
if they have been exposed-Ito ,English before they were
sufficiently competent in their native languages. When
the level of linguistic competence is controlled, a test
tha.t is homogenous over the domain should, by the
linguistic interdependence theory, yield, higher scores
for more experienced students.

One ,solution for using monolingual English norms to
evaluate ESL programs is. to partition groups by
program experience. In this way, the standard for each
group is not the performance of monolingual English
peers, but rather, the relative performance of other
program students. as they gain academic experience in
English.

The evaluation hypothesis, is that students'in their last
program year(s) will outscore students in their first
program year(s). relative to monolingual English peers.
By looking at pretest to posttest growth within
experience cohorts. observations may be made about
rates of growth, as well.

One final caution in using the monolingual English
norms deals with the violation of the statistical
assumption of 'normal distribution. These data will
almost always be positively skewed. Table 1 shows the
skews for pretest and posttests are homogenous within
grades and experience levels. Such violations of the
assumption slightly reduce the probability of
computing large F-ratios (Myers. 1972).

Of course. the benefit of. using NCES based on'
Monolingual English norms is that they have intrinsic
meaning. These scores estimate student performance in
English relative to that of mainstream students.

The following checklist provides a review sheet fcir/
programs to use in estimating whether a placement
instrument will be useful "for evaluation purposes.

o.
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Assurances

it. 'Content validity. ho ogeneity over
domain'

Table 4

Checklist for Test Use
in ESL Evaluation

Related Condition

2. Measure and/quaftition'related
sociocultural and other student
factors

3

)

Meaffure first language, competencies

4 Measure "context-reduced" language
skills.

Totally Discriminant Test-Failure to Discriminate
Experience Groups

The above conditions assume that totally discriminant
tests would distinguish more-experienced from
less-experienced groups. This assumption implies that
there were monolingual. English students in the
normative sample who scored lower on the instrument
than some of the LEP students. If there were no Overlap
in scores. LEP students of all levels of program
experience would score an NCE of 1.

When floor effects are extreme; the, monolingual
English norms should be abandoned. A scale derived
from LEP student scores would better serve evaluation.
This should certainly be done if the high proportion of
LEP students scoring a 1 does not improve with
increases in program experience.

MI

1, 2, S

2

Raw pretest scores for each grade, within years of
.experience, should undergo normal transformation.
Posttest scores,could be converted to the same scale by
subtracting each from the pretest mean and dividing by
some function of the pretest standard deviation.

For each grade, a spring scale could be developed for
eactt of. three (or more) years of program experience.
TranSformations of scores for students entering in the
fall could be interpolated. The interpolated value would
fall between one transformation using the mean and
standard deviatioriof first-year students in the students'
current grade levels and another transformation using
the mean and standard deviation of first-year students
in the previous grade level.

This is a once-a-year testing model. except for two
groups: 1) first year fall entrants who would be Jested
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on entrance and etested in the spring, 2) students
who change test levels and would have to be pretested
in the fall'of dm year of change. The fall score would bp
an interpolated transformation similar to that used for
fall entrant's.

Each sprihg's scores would serve as a posttest for the
concluding year and. pretest for the coming year. These
two func.tioris could be served Using, two
transformations. As a posttest, scores would be
transformed based on'lhe statistics of the previous year
of experience/and as a pretest for-the coming year, the
transformation would use statistics for the coming year
of experience. For example, spring pretest scores'for
first-year students would be transformed based on
means and standard deviations for first-year students.
Their posttest scores the following sPring would be
transformed using first-year mean and standard
deviation for the next grade level. This same score could
be used as a pretest for the coming year by
transforming it based on the second -year mean and
standard deviation in that grade level.

In this manner, the normalized scores would always
control for., grade progression without being
confounded by identical, program interventions (as with
LEP norms) between treatment group and normative
samples. Separate statistics for transformations need
not end at three years of experience, but large enough
samples with more experience may not be available to.
yield stable means and standard deviations. Table 5
shows this.

Table 5

Choice of Appropriate Scales
(Example)

Scale

Grade Experience Group Test Experience Grade

1 Group 1. pretest. first year first grade

2 Group 2, pretest, second yearfirst grade .

3 Group 3, pretest, third yearfirst grade

1. Grot.ip 1. posttest.' first year second grade

Group 2, posttest, second year (second grade
Group 1, pretest, second year secend grade

3 Group 3, Posttest. third yearsecond grade
Group 2. pretest, second year.second grade

New Jersey data suggest that growth is a function of
grade level. In high schoo*-the gains made in different
grades are small and alSproximatefy 'equal. It may be
more efficient to develop- norms for, whole grade
clusters, e.g., 10-12, rather than within separate grades
for these students.

Finally, the suggested scales are not without problems.
They do not control for cultural exposure to English
from the media, friends, etc.* However, this propedure,
especially for more experienced students, may be the
best approximation of English-skills growth as a
function of program exposure.

Nonnormative Meanings of Test Results

Some available proficiency instruments, e.g., the
Bilingual Syntax Measure (Burt, Dulaw-and Hernandez,
1975) and the IDEA Oral Language Proficiency Test .

(Ballard and Tighe, Inc. 1979), provide results that are
meaningful in terms of linguistic theory. These
instruments hypothesize taxonomies of language skills
and plot student progress along these theoretical.
structures (levels, etc.).

Meaning of results from normed tests usually comes
from the norms, but other meanings might be given,by
relating student skills to the test results (Angoff,1971).
For example, teacherscould group test scores (every
five points) and recordraport card. grades in ESL. For
each student achievint the scores within every group,
abilities associated with the modal course grades for
each group of scores would be associated with the test 11
scores. .

. .0

Similarly, Findley. and Nathan (1979) propose methods
of evaluating ESL programs from a performance
perspeCtive. Teachers could rate whether or not
students have mastered various performance, objectives
at the. time of testing. Again, test scores might be
blocked' into five -point intervals, and 'an .assessment
may be made of whether or not most students scoring
in each interval have mastered each objective. Lists
may be made of mastered objectives associated with'
each scoring range.

Angoff also suggests that such . methcids may be
reversed. Mastery of performanCe objectives 'and/or
course grades could be standardized by showing the
distribution of test scores associated with each
objective mastered or different course grades'. The
Modal test score (blocked in small intervals) .would
represent the score asseciated with ,each mastery or
course level..

Hambleton and.Cook (1977) explain that an ability scale
could be determined using latent trait models. Scores
on this scale are related to the probability of passing
each test item and, therefore, have meaning in terms of
test content.- Programs .with large populations might .
consider similar applications of latent trait models.

This option might also be used in reference to
monolingual English ' norms. The test could be
calibrated to describe proficiencies of monolingual

. .

Programs concerned withthese factors might employ three -point models in which intervals spanning academic years are compared with summer
intervafs.spanning vacation periods. ° # .

5
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English students at each ability score'LEP students
attaining various ability scores would have
proficiencies similar to those of the normative student.

Finally, item calibration may be used both 'in'
criterion-referenCe testing and normative testing
(Wright, 1977). IterAs may be drawn from banks that are
tailored to students' proficiencies and referenced either

. to norm or performance criteria.

Summary and Conclusions

Placement tests and ESL evaluation tests both measure.
English proficiencies. The placement tests .must
determine how well students could perform in English
in the. academic setting. Since monolingual English
students are normally instructed in this environment,
placement instruments are reasonably normed on
monolingual English school populations. /

It is also reasonable that these instruments might be
used to evaluate the ESL instruction, either as a
component of bilingual education or as a program itself.
uch use of these tests raises the question of whether
test norms may be used as proxy comparison groups.
The growth of monolingual English students_however,
may not be an appropriate standard to gauge the
groWth of LEP studen/: Other norms based on LEP
students are also proble ttic.

The .placement and evaluation uses of these norms may
not have different meanings. The placement test tells
how far a student must go in the ESL program. The'
evaluation test marks his/her progress on the route. The
placeifnent test is merely prie point along the route.'
Moreover, each test should have a meaning in terms of
curriculum. The placement test should prescribe areas
of particular linguiStic need, and the evaluation test
should mark student improvement in those areas. Both
of these functions demand.instrUmept sensitivity to the
same student capacities.

Finally, we have discussed these instruments as though
they yield a single score for normative comparisons:
Actually instruments may provide separate reading,
Writing, speaking and listening norms. In this case, the
arguments would apply to each of these areas
separately. Each subtest should be homogenous, etc.,
placement could be accomplished through profiles
across the four areas.. This would help target curriculum
to a particular:student's needs. Separately normed
subtests would also enable teachers to evaluate a
specific student's improvements in the targeted needs
areas.

Appendix A

Gains in NCEs on the Language Assessment Battery
by Bilingual Education Students in New Jersey

A proposal for using monolipgual English norms, in
which LEP students are grouped by program .

Test Level
Years of

Experience
Pretest
Mean

Posttest
Mean

experience, is offered. The scores of each group relative,
to the monOlingual English norms are compared. Such

1

(grades K-2)
1

2
25.5.
31,6

29.2
36.3

S analyses are somewhat conservative. This use of
monolingdal English norms relies heavily on a control
(or at least, measurement) of first-language skills before 2

3

1

36.6

8.8

54.3

18.0

intensive introductio.n to English and a review of the (grades 3-6) 2 17.2 24.2

homogeneity of ttie test. 3 19.1 27.6'

Finally, Angoff (.1971) observes that norms acquire 3 7.9 10.1

meaning through familiarity: In this sense, monolingual (grades 7-12) 2 14.3 14.5

English norms are valuable because their meaning is
immediate. They are used in placement to define how

3 15.7 18.8

LEP students would perform in monolingual classrooms.
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LANGUAGE AND COGNITION: A VIEW OF THE CONTROVERSY.
FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF BILINGUALISM ,

Neal Kirschenbaum, Ph.D.
Program Coordinator-Special Education

National College of Education

The multifaceted multidimensional fabric which
comprises the individual and shared domains of
language and cognition give rise to a complexity that
beckons the researcher to investigation. Language and
cognition, as well as their interaction, have been
intensely examined by the research community. In spite
of this vigorous investigation, many issues still warrant
clarification. What role does language play . in
cognition? How do language and thought interact?
These questions have created major controversies and
resulted in voluminous reports, yet the controversies
and questions still remain. The focus of this paper is on
the. interaction of language and thought more
specifically the role thaelanguage plays in the human
thought process as seen from the perspective of
bilingualism.

Theoretical Backgrotand

What role does language play in thinking? Is language a
mandatory prerequisite for logical thought? These
questions -have been intensely debated and the
opposing views of Bruner and Piaget regarding the
interrelationship of language and thought have
emerged and dominated the arena of psycholinguistics.

Piaget (1967) views language as an important facilitator
of_ thought, but not as a foundation or a necessary
prerequisite to cognition. Cognitidn, in general, and
higher level logical thinking, in paiIicular, do not have
their roots in a linguistic base, but rather in the sensory
interaction with the environment. As Inhelder and
Piaget (1964, p.293) note,

Whether a child understands words like "air
and "same" or any other form of words used to
refer to the concept of class inclusion and
similarity, whether he understands the 'sort of
language we use to refer to the asymmetrical
and transitive relation of a series, these are
questions that are mainly dependent on the
level which he has'reached in the development
of operational behavior and that develop-
ment is. relatively independent of any other,
beCause it is governed by its own laws of
equilibration. We, therefore, say that language
is not a sufficient and necessary reason for the
process.

Thus, language is clearly not giVen the status of a
mandatory requirement of thinking. Even abstract
logical thinking developing in the formal operational
stage of cognition. which is viewed by many as being
synonymous with or at least embodied in languagt, is a
view clearly rejected by Piaget. Piaget clearly states,

in spite of appearances and current opinion,
the essential characteristic of propositional
logic is not that it is verbal logic. First and
foremost, it is a logic of all possible
combinations, whether these combinations
arise in relation to experimental problems of
purely verbal, questions . . . the real power
propositional logic lies not in this (verbal)
support, but rather in the combinational power
which makes it possible for reality to be fed
into the, set of possible hypotheses compatible
with the data (Inhelder and Piaget, 1958, p.253).

In contrast, Bruner (1964; 1966) opposes Piaget's
model of the independence of thought and language.
Bruner perceives language to be closely intertwined
with cognition and As an underlying requisite to logical
thinking. , Bruner (1964) postulates that intellectual
growth in man can only occur as a result of his
representational and integrative abilities. In sustaining
cognitive growth, one must be able to represent in an
understandable fashion recurring events and
regularities within his environment, as well as integrate
past events with present. Bruner (1964) further
hypdthesizes three developmental stages of cognitive
growth which are in fact developmental technologies or
modes of internal representation of the complex
environment which defines the existence and
parameters of cognition. The first means of
representation of which the child avails himself is the
enactive representation which embodies a motoric
representation of past events. Bruner (1964), p.2) cites
the following exampiptit
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We cannot, for example, give an adequate
description of familiar sidewalks or floors okfer
which we habitually walk, nor do we have
much of an image of what they are like. Yet we
get about them without tripping or even
looking much. Such Segments of oUr
environment bicycle riding. tying knots.
aspects of driving get represented in our'
muscles, so to speak.

This is followed by an iconic representation where the
individual can represent events via perceptual imagery
and the selective organization of these images. The
most advanced representational technique is a

symbolic representation of events. It is in this stage that
Bruner postulates language to be the means enabling
the formation of symbolic representations_and to be the
primary force propelling th child from the static iconic
stage to the more flexible gy6tholic representation.

Thus, it is via language that we form symbols, and
language and cognition become inseparably,



intertwined, with the latter's very existence dependent
on the former. Bruner. (1864, p 4) claims,

Once the child has succeeded in internalizing
language as a cognitive instrument, it becomes
possible for him to represent and systemati-
cally transform the regularities of experience
with far greater fleidbility and poWer than
before.

He continues,

In children between 4 and 12, language comes
to play an increasingly powerful role as an
implement of knowing. Through simple
experiments, I have tried to show how
language shapes, augments, and even super-
cedes the child's earlier modes of processing
information. Translation of experience into
symbolic form, with its attendant means of
achieving remote reference, transformation,
and combination, opens up realms of intellec-
tual possibility that are orders of magnitude
beyond the most powerful' image-forming
system. (Bruner, 1964, p.13)

Research evidence has been presented in support of
both sides of this theoretical controversy. Bruner (1964)
gives evidence that language can enable the
transitional child to conserve if initially shielded from
the perceptual. distortion and allowed to verballf
represent the situation prior to visually perceiving the
event. ThuS, the symbolic representation of language
allows the child to surmount his being perceptually
bound to the situation giving credence to the critical
role of language in thinking. However, when Bruner's
concept that, thought has 'a linguistic base was
extended to suggest that language training can develop
conservation ability, the results of a study by
Sinclair-de,Zwart did not support this hypothesis. It was
determined that cognitively advanced children who
demonstrated conservation ability did.in.faet possess a
linguistic sophistication employing more' relational
terms, more highly differentiated terms and coordinated
descriptions. However, training children to' use these,
linguistic expressions did .not improve their'N
conservation ability, which bolsters .Piaget's view of
language as a reflection of thinking, rather than the
basis for it.

Similarly, Furth (1966) compared the cognitive
'development of 'hearing children and deaf children who
have no linguistic input and who develop no, or limited,
lingUistic ability.. Bruner's theoretical perspective would
dictate that deaf, linguistically limited children should
display deficient cognitive 'growth; yet no substantive
differences were noted supporting Piaget's contention
that thought is not founded in language.

'ln this paper, similar to Furth (1966), the ongoing
controversy of the role of language in agnition will be

-;.' examined by investigating the cognitive development
of a special population bilinguals. The theoretical
premise the reader is asked to accept is as follows: if
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Piaget's theoretical perspective regarding the
independence of language and thought is correct, one
would expect that bilinguals and monolinguals, despite
their different linguistic development, should not
display cognitive differences since language is not the
basis for thought and even complex logical processes
have their roots in environmental interaction as
opposed to language, If, however, Bruner's theoretical
stand on this issue is correct, and in fact, language and
thought are synonymously inseparable with language
being the core of the symbolic mode of representatipn,
then the wider linguistic range and more diversified
linguistic structures of the bilingual child should have
an enhancing effect on hi cognitive development. The
bilingual child should isplay a qualitative or
quantitative cognitive difference compared to
Monolinguals in the embedment of more advanced
abstract or symbolic thought forms or in the display of a
more rapid cognitive development.

Research Evidence

If intelligence tests are valid, research relating IQ scores
and bilingualism can be brought to bear on this
controversy. Piaget would maintain the expectation of
no significant difference in 10, while Bruner would
expect bilinguals to attain higher 10's because of their
advanced linguistic and cognitive development.
However, as was noted in a previous paper
(Kirschenbaum, 1982) the results of °correlational
studies -of bilingualism and .10 range the gamut from
intellectual deficiencies to intellectual enhancement.
The contradictory fi dings as well as the very limited
generalizability the results of 'most studies
investigating If) and bilingualism were largely
attributed to gr.ss methodological inadequacies which
were outlined in a previous paper. (The reader desirous
of a comprehensive critical analysis of this area should
see Kirschenbaum,.1982).

The study by Peal and Lambert (1962) is one -.that does
warrant further discussion because of its distinctive
status of being methodologically rigorous employing
balanced bilinguals, adequate controls, and appropriate
standardized verbal and nonverbal intelligence tests in
the proficiency language of the bilingual. (The only
methodological criticism that is applicable is the lack of
longitutional data). This study engaged 10-year-old
monolingual and balanced bilingual French-Canadians
and . measured intelligence . on both, verbal and
nonverbal IQ tests. Moreover, this study n
quantitativek,/ computed the 10's, it also qualit ly
compared the intelligence of monolingUals and

bilinguals finding several qualitative differences. In
analyzing the performance subtests, it was determined
that more than simple visual motor activity was
involved in those subtests in which . bilinguals
surpassed monolinguals. These subtests required a
symbolic reorganization involving abstract concept.
formation and an ability for quick 'cognitive
reorganization and flex;bility. Peal and Lambert (1962)
hypothesized that because bilinguals have Two words
for each referent, i.e., two symbolg for each object,
bilinguals must conceptualize their envisonment in
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terms of abstract, general qualities. This is especially
true for the compound bilingual who learns both
languages in the same setting artl, therefore, with the
same referents, Peal and Lambert (1962, p.14) state:

This ability to -think in terms of, abstract
concepts and relations, independent of the
actual word, apparently is required in the
symbolic reorganization type tests. The
monolinguals ITI ay have been forced to form
'concepts or abstract ideas of things and may
be more likely to think in terms of concretes.
They could not be expected, therefore, to be as
agile at concept formation as the bilinguals,
and they might appear handicapped
comparatively.

Additionally, the increased cognitive flexibility noted in
bilinguals may be rooted in their consistant alternating
from one language to the other. Similarly in the`
performance tests`' administered in this study, a

cognitive flexibility is required since symbolic
reorganization often calls for substituting one concept
for the other.

A factor analysis of the bilingual and monolingual
performance on the intelligence test also revealed that
the bilinguals developed more independent abilities and
a more diversified structure than monolinguals. This
fact takes on extreme significance in light of Guilford's
(1959; 1967) definition of intelligence as a- general
factor composed of smaller specific factors based on
the person's experience. Thus, not only does the
bilingual's cognitive structure differ, but this difference
engenders an intellectual superiority when compared to
the monolingual.

.How does one explain these cognitive advantages
observed in the bilingual child? Bruner can explain
them easily citing language as underlying thought, and
the wider linguistic range and structure of the bilingual
enhances his use of the symbolic representational
mode. However, how do Piagetians deal with these
results? In attempting to reconcile these results with
Piaget's theory one cannot quickly dismiss the criticism
that this study is not longitudinal. Since this research is
not longitudinal and represents correlation at a

particular isolated moment, one cannot assume
trausality. Thus, we cannot determine if bilinguals are
more intelligent because of their bilingual nature, or
whether more intelligen,t, cognitively flexible people
with a greater abstract con'tept formation ability tend to
become bilingual.

There is, however, additional experimental evidence
supporting the hypothesis that the cognitive
development in the bilingual child is different from that
of the monoliagual child. Leopold (1971, p.14) found a
"notice=', ^Oo' oseness of the link between the phonetic
word and its meaning: Leopold (1939) conducted a
longitudinal observation of his German-English
bilingual daughter from the time she exhibited speech.
Leopold observed that unlike monolingual children his
daughter did not insist on stereotyped wording in
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stories, often substituting words in songs or rhymes.
This represented a distinction between words and
meanings, and thus, Ireopold (1939; 1971) claimed that
the bilingual developed an early, premature ability to
form concepts and a realization that words are not fixed
and concrete, Apparently bilinguals, as opposed to.,
monolinguals, do not have a concrete attachment to
words, but they do have an advanced ability to form
abstract concepts, a finding supported in Pe') and.
Lambert (1962).

This finding receives further support from lanco-Worral
(1970). This study attempted to test Leopold's
hypothesis of an accelerated cognitive development in
bilinguals, as specifically observed in the looseness
between words and meaning. A total of 30
Afrikaan-English bilinguals (froma one-language home
environment) divided in two age groups, 4-0 and 7-9,
were tested in a series of two experiments. An
equivalent group of Englidh and Afrikaan monolinguals
were also tested. A multifactor determination of
bilingualism was conducted via mother interviews, a
test of bilingualism, and teacher reports.

The first experiment tested the seinantic-phonetic
preference in the bilinguals and monolinguals. Each
child was given a set of three words: a standard word
and two choices, one which was semantically similar,
and one which was phonetically. similar (but
semantically different). It was found that young
bilinguals could semantically match Words to a

significantly higher degree than Voung (4-6)
monolinguals. Both groups of older children (7-9)
indicated semantic preference and chose to match
words on a semantic rather than a phonetic basis.

The second experiment tested the bilin uals' and
monolinguals' recognition of the arbitranry° ature of
names and their ability to separate names and eaning.
In this experiment a questioning method of ygotsky
was used. The following are sample questions.

1. "Why is a cow called a 'cow?'" For all groups,
bilingual and monolingual, the responses were
largely in terms of attributed qualities. For
example, "a 'cow is a cow' beca e you milk it:

2. "If we were making up names, c Uld we calla
dog a cow?" The results indicate that in both
the younger and older groups, a .greater
number of bilingual children agreed in principle
the names could be changed, while a majority
of monolinguals said they could not.

3. -Let's call a dog, a cow -- does this cow have
horns?" The response to . this question
improved with age, but there was no
significant difference between monolinguals
and bilinguals.

It is concluded from the results of this study that
Leopold's observation was valid, and the bilinguals'
development indicates a two- to three-year
advancement over monolinguals. This also points to a
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superior ability to form abstract concepts and
conceptual relationship because on a continuum of
concrete-- abstract, word meanings aro more abstract
than word sounds. The bilinguals' ability to substitute

, names in principle, as opposed to the monolinguals
also exemplifies their cognitive flexibility and advanced
conceptual development.

Another study (Feldman & Shen, no date) supporting
the hypothesis that bilinguals have a different cognitive
development than monolinguals, tested five-year-old
bilinguals' and monolinguals' ability in tasks involving
object constancy, naming, and the use of names in
sentences. It was assumed that since bilinguals have
two codes for all referents, thi's would facilitate their
awareness of the arbitrary nature of .names. It was,
therefore, hypothesized, that in the aforementioned
tasks, a bilingual child would display advanced
cognitive development, as opposed to a monolingual
child.

The object constancy task entailed showing an'object
to the child and physically transforming it while viewed
by him/her (eg, a match burned, a cup crushed). It was
then placed with an identical.pre-transformed object,
and 'the child was directed to pick up the object he was
previously. shown. The naming task consisted of the
child's ability to call objects by their common names
(call a cup, a 'cup"); to learn nonsense names, (call a
cup, a "wig"); and to switch common names (call a cup,
a "plate"), In the sentence task, the child had to use
these three labels (common, nonsense, switched
common) in various sentences.

The results indicate that bilinguals had -done
significantly better on all three tasks, with the sharpest
disparity in comprehension measures akopposed to
production. (See Seidner, 1982.) A further N analysis
reveals that bilinguals were equivalent to monolinguals
in their facility to acquire new names (nonsense labels)
and their general knowledge of common, names.
However, bilinguals surpassed monolinguals in all other
areas of naming, using names in sentences, as well as
object constancy. Thus, it appears that bilinguals have a
superior cognitive structure in these areas of

development.

Further support for cognitive development differences
between bilinguals and monolinguals is derived from
the fact that bilinguals use more divergent thinking
than monolinguals (Scott, 1973), which is considered
an indication of creativity by several authors (Wallach &
Kogan, 1965). In this study (Scott, 1973), divergent
thinking was taken to be synonymous with a unique
cognitive style, rather than a creativity predictor. Early
divergent thinking was measured by the unusual uses
subtests and late divergent thinking. by the lines and
patterns subtests of the Wallach and Kogan tests.

The 'results of this study indicated more divergent
thinking in bilingital subjects;than monolinguals. Scott
(1973, p.10) .states, The results of this study seem to
indicate that bilingualism can _both influence and be
influenced by divergent thinking which operates as

both cause and effect." The author discusses the results
in terms of supporting the hypothesis that bilinguals
have greater cognitive flexibility than monolinguals,

However, not all the evidence points to this differential
development in bilinguals. Burling (1971), in observing
hiS bilingual son, claims he did not find the looseness of
linking words and moaning that Leopold 11971)
discussed. In the longitudinal observation of his son, he
claims:

There can never have been a child more
obsessional in this respect than Stephen. When
we read to him he insistently protested the
slightest alteration in any familiar text. This
was true even though we read to him in his

second language, English, where he would
suppose the form and meaning to be the least
rigidly identified. It must have been an

idiosyncratic trait rather than bilinqualism that-
freed Leopold's daughter from insistence upon
stereotyped wording (Burling, 1971, p.185).

Another longitudinal study concerns the St. Lambert
experimental school. This experimental school was
designed to foster bilingualism by primarily instructing
children in the second language. This experiment
involves the experimental ? bilingual school, as well as
English and French instruction schools used as controls.
The control and experimental group were matched on a
number of variables. However, the basic design of this
study was to examine the feasibility of this
experimental school in fostering bilingualism, not to
examine cognitive differences of bilinguals and
monolinguals: Therefore, there may have been .some
children who were to some extent bilingual in the
control groups, thus limiting the applicability of this
study. However, if bilingualism causes a differential
development, one may expect some cognitive
differences in children attending a school promoting
bilingualism.

In examining the cognitive development of children
after grades one and two, no cognitive inferiority or
superiority over controls was reported. In a more
conaprehensiye report (Bruck, Lambert, & Tucker, 1973)
noting the scholastic and cognitive development over
six years, no cognitive advantage or disadvantage was
found after grades four, five. end six. (lt<should be noted
that on a test of cognitive flexibility in.grades three, five
and six, the pilot experimental Class performed
significantly better than controls. HoWever, the authors
do not relate this superior performarice to their bilingual
schooling because they did not obtain similar results for
follow-up classes.)

Conclusion, Summary and Implications

In conclusion, refocusing on the previous theoretical
discussidn, Bruner's theory is bolsterer by those studies
showing bilingualism to have an enhancing effect on
intelligence. In addTtion, there are many studies that go
beyond a mere correlation with intelligence and,
examine the qualitative cognitive development of the



bilingual child The bulk of these studies lodicates
differential cognitive development in the bilingual child
as opposed to the monolingual, These studios worn
discussed in terms viewing the bilingual child as-having
greater cognitive flexibility, Superior ability to form
abstract concepts, a more highly diversified cognitive
structure, greater divorgdnt thinking ability, a loss
concrete attachment to words, an earlier object
constancy development and less egocentricity, These
findings were anticipated according to Bruner's theory,
and therefore lend support to it.

Tho final remaining question is if the Piagetian can
expl4in the recent evidence indicating bilingual
children have numerous cognitive advantages? There
are some indications, as noted, that these advantages
,do not exist, and the bilingual's and monolingual's
'cognitive -development do not significantly vary.
However, the bulk of the evidence presented in the
latter part of this paper, seriously questions Piaget's
view on language and cognition.

Tho final point which I wish to address to the rtader Is a
practical implication of the theoretical premise
presented in this paper, Sike the nature of this paper
.was theoretical, I will not delve into this point in-depth,
however, its importance bears mentioning. II the reader
has at the 4yery least accepted a possibility that
bilingualism dlgenders an advanced cognition, then we
are compelled to reexamine our educational approach
in the American school system. Second- language
learning, in general, and bilingualism, in particular,
appear to A approached from an'xtreme xenophobic
and national chauvinistic vantage with the major
educational thrust being to assimilate and accelerate
EnUlish language learning and to .simultaneously'ignore
and de-emphasize non-English language learning. The
implication of this paper is that we are clearly charting
an educatiOnally counterproductive course in terms of
the cognitive development, ot. children. If bilingualism
enhances cognition, then we should be promoting
bilingualism and second langua e learning from, thet
inception of a child's educational c reer. ,
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THE USE AND MISUSE OF INSTRUMENTS

Dr, Susan Duren
Illinois State Board of Education

Introduction

Rotberg (1982) states that there ere 3.0 million
school aged children in the United States with a limited
ability in English. It is reasonable to assume that within
any given population there exists &normal distribution
of both giftedness and handicapping situations,
Assessment for giftedness, general achievement,
behavior disorders, and language or learning handicaps
is complicated when students come from homes in
which a language other than English is spoken.
Achieving an adequate assessment off bilingual
students has been and continues to be an area of
concern for educators. The limitations of existing
instrumentation have been discussed in terms of
cultural bias (James, 1981; Bernal, 1975), Worming or
standardization procedures (Hilliard, 1981; Pletcher,
1978) and validity (Law 1977; SWRL, 1980). Because
the topic of this paper deals with the use and misuse of
instruments, those particular issues of concern to
educators and practitioners will be addressed.

This paper will discuss twurs: A) the purpose of
student assessment in ter the referral question
based on the various kinds of testing including
screening, identification, student/program evaluation,
and exit or reclassification, and B) problems that exist
resulting in test'misuse. For the purposes of this paper,
language proficiency testing will be emphasized
because it is within the framework of language testing
that most programmatic decisions are made.

Purpose of Student Assessment

Important to consider in any discussion of testing is the
function of tests. Unless the end result of testing is to
improve the quality of educational service, the overall
value is questionable. Aran-Mendez (1975) states that
the most important function of the test is to obtain all

possible information about the student so his/her
learning could be guided and his/her growth promoted"
(p. 86).

Educators often ask experts to identify which is the
"best" test. There exists a fallacy regarding the inherent.
goodness or badness, of a test. A test's goodness or
badness can only be cOnSidered in relation to two
overlapping domains: logical and ethical. The logical
domain deals with test appropriateness. A "good" test is
one that is considered appropriate' as it relateS to the
assessment need juxtaposed with the referral question.
Invariably, students are referred for testing without an
adequate problern statement accompanying the
referral. It.* essential for the evaluator to ask the
individual 'making the referral to articulate the variables.
that 'led to the request that an assessment be
conducted. Such questions to ask the teacher are:.Was

there a question regarding language interferencei
Would testing facilitate program entry or exit decision
making? Should the relationship be explored between
the child's first artd second language proficiency? Is

testing; necessary to aid in curriculum planning? Those
and other questions are logical extensions rising out of
a clearly articulated ired. There aro literally hundreds of
good tests that are available for use. Any test, however,
is only as good as the information that it yields in
response to a pre-specified referral question.

The second domain to consider regarding test
goodness or badness deals with the technical aspects
of tests. A deliberate simplification of these aspects
fojlows in order to demystify certain concepts
surrounding psychometrics. Figure 1 addresses test
reliability and validity. A test is valid if it measures what
it claims to/measure.. This concept is of partioular
interest to bilingual educators because of the potential
hazard surrounding tests that are constructed specific
to one single reference group. For example, a test of
auditory phonemic discrimination' in English would not
be valid for students who speak little or no English.

A test may be considered reliable if the results are
consistent, that is, if the same student under similar
testing conditiOns receives the same score repeatedly.
For example, a child who is a native English speaker
should repeatedly receive a high score on an English
language proficiency test. Figure 1 illustrates how a test
may be reliable but not valid, valid but not reliable, and
both valid and reliable. These are but a few of the
technical aspects of test construction. For further
discussion, see TenBrink (1974). Borg (1974), Glass and
Stanley (1970). The necessity of the demystification of
tests is paramount: Too often teachers ignore their
intuitive judgment regarding student performance in
deference to test results. Tests should be considered
tools which, in the hands of a good craftsman, can be
helpful in achieving the desired results.

There are a variety of uses for testing which can be
grouped into two interrelated categories: Student
Assessment and Program Evaluation. One of the types
of student assessment is identification and screening
instruments targeting students for possible inclusion
into bilingual programs. Language dominance tests,
home. language questionnaires, teacher observation
surveys, etc., are useful for identification and screening.
The key factor in this type of assessment is the focus on
those variables which can determine program eligibility
as quickly as possible. * .

The next type of student assessment is diagnostic.
testing whose purpose is for curriculum placement,_
program placement or prescriptive teaching. Diagnostic
tests are instruments which yield analytical information
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VALID BUT NOT RELIABLE

Fiore 1

RELIABLE BUT NOT VALID

BOTH VALID ANDRELIABLE

often identifying students' strengths and weaknesses.,
The emphasis of diagnbstic tests is on gathering

specific information on what the child does or does not
know and why, not just how many answers the child
has correct" & Kerins 1982, p.49). Diagnostic
tests can be language proficiency.- 'norm- or
criterion-referencAd tests.

A final kind of student assessment instrument is used
for exit/reclassification purpoSes. This type of test is
also diagnostic in scope allowing evaluators to
determine which students previously identified as
being limited-English proficient . would be able to
successfully compete in an all-English classroom.
Language proficiency and achievement tests are most
often used as exit/reclassification tools to assess the
lis.ianing, speaking, reading and writing skills of
students enrolled in bilingual. programs.

Program evaluation occurs in a response to a need to
demonstrate program efficacy to parents and
community members, local and state decision makers
and those individuals interested in bilingual education.
Often programevaluation, particularly in light of Title
VII, is only designed to meet the reporting rtquirements
set forth by the federal government. Program evaluation

, should encompass a variety of data sources including
interviews with bilingual program and general staff;
questionnaires to students, staff and parents; review of
student test results, grades, evaluations; and other
information such as proposals, class list, meeting
minutes, etc.
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Law (1977) in his article entitled "Evaluating Bilingual
Programs" states that the nature of bilingual/bicultural
education goes against evaluation using a vigorous
experimental control. He goes on to' say that the
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rnealsUr einem( prolddllis are diAlte 1,a1 Moe the
1,01)0411mi is unotua Iuiguistlt.ally and uullurally The
lad that all modest* who ale 011111110 for leugldhl
par licipatioe 5huuhl he honied dames an Nithifilhatitol
demon with sampling dlid control gluups COnSitlefilig
that ION alone, If Is nu wonder That lilted is d paucity of
experimental research in the field of bilingual education

Problems and Mawr) of Inetrunients

1he Pr OhlellIS and nest" Sit 0111411MM,, dh will he diVitled
into IWO areas those contolliti related to all foenal
testing sittatiens and those concerns i(lit syncretiii to
tests designed for a hiliegatil population A dirii!oriSioti
of the 'no 'd Col ',Mimi armies ill 'de) adlIhniShriliiin of
Stand/edited lusts is !Wind in Derrel Koons (1982)
These abuses include nonstarelardielp
ignoring time limitations, incorrect scoring, and
misinterpretation of the standard error of measurement

Standardized test ildherliStrat Ion is necessary in order
to make comparisons between students' test results
and those of the nprlii group. Each test provides 'a
technical manual containing standard instructions
which need lo be carefully followed to 'insure
comparability among scores An example of
nonstandard test administration is when a bilingual
teacher translates items from a standardized vocabulary
test into the borne language Another error,
ignonl time limitations, can greatly influence test
results Norms or. other performance standards are
invalid when time sequence has been modified An
excellent test can be rendered useless if it is scored
incorrectly. Simple things such as careless arithmetic
errors or incorrectly reading of the norm table can
drastically change the, total score of the test. Scores
should be checked and rechecked to avoid these types
of errors

The final problem of standardized tests is related to the
standard terror of measurement. This refers to an
estimate of the range* of scores that would be found for
a specified person if that person were to tested-again
and again on the same test" (Duron & Kerins, 1982). The
-confidence lever of the score depends upon the test
reliability and standard deviation. Scores-on tests with
low reliability and a high standard deviation would be
questionable and should be substantiated through

t further testingOr other non-testdata..

The problems and misuseof instrument's designed for
bilingual populations are acute. In the final. report on the
"Development of Entry/Exit Criteria and Associated
Procedures for Bilingual Education" (1981), the authors
are critical, in their discussion of language' proficiency
instruments. Reporting on the discouraging experiences
of teachers and other test users, they state that,
generally, users felt that teacher judgment was more
likely to . be a valid measure of both language
proficiency and capability of succeeding in an

all-English-medium classroom jest they had
been using- (pp. 2-10).

JJ
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A prohleni exiblb III that FIlubl IcIligUdge fetifir.lefiCy
(oath tied, with oral language only While linguists
disagree en how language etieulti be eatieSSed. 11 IS

W:11400141 agreed that the institimentotiori should
consist of venous components including receptive and

,twiesslye language There Is need for global
instruments that address the child's listening, speaking,
reading and writing skills Most language, proficiency
teslb collently en the Markel are designed IO maasula
receptive language 'there are few Itiet11111 diagnostic
Ili Scope and eveiefeWer ditieriostic/proscriptive tests
that would he useful to classroom teachers in
nlotlityinu thou instructional strategies

Because the field of bilingual education is relatively
lieW, teeny ulstlumants were poorly designed or
cciestructtel in order to capitalize on an emerging
marked Normative data are lacking or poorly
documented, and often toot reliability is not established.
These factors considered, it is still encouraging to note
that great strides have been made in the area of
language assessment as awareness and psychoifiinric
sophistication ate continually augmented. As more and
more language groups are .represented, however,
additional tests need to be -developed to assess
students' native language skills and to compare their
relative proficiency between languages

The reality that tests are not perfect measures of
student achievement must frame any discussion of
their use find misuse. As such, tests can be used
constructively if they are considered as aides or tools to
be interpreted carefully. The end results of a good
testing program will be within reach if the following
occurs:

(1) 'Testing needs and purposes are specified.
,(2) School personnel are sensitized to interpret

test results:
(3) Local norms are developed.
(4) Tests are used diagnostically.
(5) The reporting plan is specified in advance.

The importance of specification of testing needs and
purposes was articulated in tf
As stated, formulation of the
facilitated if the evaluator an

e first part of this paper.
referral question can be
school personnel work

t6getper. Al this time. problems and shortcomings
surrounding tests can be mutually considered. Test
scores too often become "magic. numbers" to teachers
who do not look beyond the score and fail to interpret
the results. .

Essential to a good testing program is development of
local norms. The following section on developing local
norms is, reprinted from the Handbook on Special
Education (1982) with permission of the Illind§ State
Board of Education.



How to Establish Local Norms
4E

The first step in establishing local norms is to identify'
the data base which will be used in the process The
a a base. might be; (1) a set of scores of ell target

. students attained during the current academic year; (2).
scores of students participating in the program during
the .past years; or (3) scores of students currently
participating in the program, as well as those of
students who will participate in the program in the,
future. In the latter case, the test is actually re-normed
each. year by including additional data. Changes in the
norms might be moderate, with no more,than five years
of data collection needed to established state norms.

A decision about which of.the three methods to use
depends on the' partipular situation of. the local district.
A limited number of students participating in the
program during -the current year may weaken the
validityof the norms used through the first method. The
second method may be used only if the same
instrument has been used in the past. Also:changes in
curriculum or redistricting might not make this option
feasible, The third method requires more time and work
than the others. .

Once the data base has been identified, raw scores are
converted into metrics useful and neccessary for
making comparisons among the scores. Percentiles,
stanines or grade equivalents can be established with
data from each age or grade level.

Percentiles

. Perpentiles maybe used to compare the performance of
.individual students with the performance of other
individuals or e group of students.. Use of percentiles
helps answer the often-asked question: How well is this
student doing in coniparsion with other students?

. Performance of any group of students may be also be
.compared to the-norms by calculating the median (the
raw score at the '50th percentile) of the group and
determining the relationship between the raw score and
the 4te:porrespondence to the 50th percentilegon the

0"blished norms. ) ,

Cait be taken when,. Using percentile, ranks
beCaus a scele of equal intervals is not obtained. For
example, a percentile rank of 5() cannot be assumed to.
be twice as good as a percentile rank of 25 or the
difference between percentiles of 20 and .10 (20-10
10) i Cannot be assumed to/be equal to a differenCe
betweenipercentiles of,-,5P..,0d 40 (50-40 '10).

:Therefore, percentile ranks cannot be used to compute
means, standard deviations, correlation coefficients or
'other statistics for which equal interval scales are
required.

Sanines

After attaining percentile ra s for .each score,,it is
possible to convert percentile to stanines which are

standard scores consisting of nine possible val
one (fowl" to nine (high) , For each of the nine
stanine scores, flee perCentage of scores is dis
as follows

- Percentage of Scores

4
2 ,- 7
3 12
4 - 17

6 17
7'
8 7
9 4

,100%

es from
ossible
nbuted

Therefore, the lowest 4% of the scores are assigned to
stanine of 1; the next 7% of,the scores, are assigned to
stanine 2, etc. While stkines provide a relatively sirhple
way of explaining test results to parents or individuals
not sophisticated about testing, stanine values do not
allow for precise interpretation of a particular score. -

Grade Equivalents

Grade-equivalent ho.res represent an estimated
average (median) performance level achieved by a
sample of students if they_were tested each month of
the school year. For purposes of computing grade
equivalents, the school year is divided into 10 months.
Grade °equivalents are expressed in tertns of a year and'
a decimal fraction of a year For example, if a median
raw score of a sample of thrrd graders' in the 5th month
of the school year (grade 3.5) is 40.' then the grade
equivalent for a w score of 40 is 3.5 (3rd grade, 5th,-
month).

Grade equivalents shot terpreteci with
considerable cautron.''Grade ts are useful as
rough indicators of the performaribe of
students at particular grade s. For example, a .

grade-equivalent score of 8.6 Obtained by a sixth grade
student on a math test does'not necessarily mean that
this student knows rnath at the 8th or 'gth gre'de level.
The 8.6 grade equivalent m2n,s,the'iixth gcade student
performed as vielt on the test ase "typical" student in
grade 8.6 perform on the sape

4 4,-0

Another in ntrbreting grade-equivalent
Scores is .t n equal interval gcale fp. not obtained,For

r.
;example, the . difference between grade-equivalent.:!

sodlee*. of 8.6 and 746 IS not equal to the '`differeeiCe,-;:
between-grliide-equiValent SCC)f0 of 3.6 and 2.6. For this
reason, grade-equiv nt scores7pannot be averaged, It
shoUld be ernphasiz, fitat interpretation of test scores
using grade aquival 'n't is useituffif the user rermimbers
that a grade-equi t score Simply. indicates 4hat
student performs ell as the typical student at the
Particular grade ile er indicated by the grade-eqivalent
score.
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Drasgnostic Use of Tests

A good testing program should include .the diagnostic
use of tests. For example, certain language proficiency
tests contain various subtests that can be compared to
analyze the child's rstrengths. and weaknesses. This
information can be useful in structuring instruction
based on pre-established objectives. In addition, if a
language assessment instrument ,. is given in both
languages, the. child's relative language proficiency can
be estimated so that decisions are facilitated. regardipg
the language of instruction. Finally; test-item analysis
on tests like the Boehm Test of Basic Concepts can
address specific conceptual deficiencies in the child.
Categories or clusters of items can be identified .in

. terms of strengths and weaknesses for each child.

The evaluator must ask him/herself questions regarding
the diagnostic use of tests. These questions deal with 1)
pattern interaction variables (Is there a pattern to the
student's responsesns there evidende that the errors
occurring, are particular to the home. language? To

English? To both languageS?); 2) student comfort-level
variables (Is this the level of performance that would be

expected from this child? If 'not, has.. rapport been
established appropriately?); and* 3) linguistic/Cultural
variables (Do the items that are missed reflect Jinguistic
bias? Cultur4I bias?).

The final consideration of a good testing program to be

discussed in this' paper is the reporting plan. Important
to. consider is how test .results are going to be

disseminated' to whom. Audiences such _Qs
teachers, parents, the school board, etc., are possible
recipients. The kinds of reports that.Will result from data
aggregation should be planned and decided upon.
Details such as the type of graphics and narratives

should be considered Figure 2 represents a form that
can be adapted for local test coordinators, teachers or
evaluators

In conclusion, knowledge of the use and misuse of tests
is something 'that enlightened educators must address.
Familiarity with sources of measurement bias,. which
exists in the testing situation itself, is necessary. Bernal
,(1975) contends that lower test'. scores *for bilingual
children result from those biases mentioned in this
paper. He recorrimeridS%the following procedures for
improving test results; ,

1. Organizing students into small groups for

testing and warmup;
2 Matching the examiner with the student. for

ethnicity; .1,

B. Having the ex.arniner-sp.end-a few minutes with;
the student speaking the home language;

4. Preparing similar items for the . student to
practice, ..giving him/her an opportunity. to
artieufate why they answered in certain ways
and giving them feedback on these items (p.

51).

Bernal's procedures and other testing considerations
discussed in this paper should, not be thought of as
stacking the deck in favor of bilingual students.
Conversely, these- procedures should take educators
one step closer to describing the child's realistic

achievement level, often wrongly reflected by
inadequate or misinterpreted test scores. Keeping this
in mind, the assessment instruments can be useful tools .
in the hands of a thoughtful, astute evaluator.

Figure 2

Rurpose of Testing

Client or Student.

Test ,Disiemit-iation Plan
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HOW CAN SECOND-LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT
CAPTURE COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE?

Margo H. Gottlieb
University of Illinois at Chicago Circle

School District U-46

Cornmunicative competence is a multidimensional
construct with broad social, cultUral, and .linguistic
parameters. Hymes (1,971) first recognized the effect of
conte4 on cognition, noting that specific social
Situations dictate the selection of grammatical
structures in language production. Within the last
decade, other second . language .,theorists have
expanded this concept to include the, knowledge-cfrihe
psychological and social customs of one's community
(Weininger, 1978), expression of interlanguage
(Selinker, 1974) or approximativ,e systems (Nemser:.
1974), and pragmatics (Chomsky, 1972; 011er, 1978).

If oral language proficiency is a manifestation of
linguistic competence, then functional language use
reflects communicative competence. Whereas
linguistic competence is equated with the mastery of
the phonological, morphological, and syntactic systems
of a languages communicative competence assigns
priority to semantics. The emphasis pn meaning is not
restricted, however, to- the relationship of lexemes
within an utterance:. it encompasses .. all the,
supralinguistic featureS of discourse. Therefore,
communicative competence can. be considered an
added dimensiOn of linguistic competence; not an
autonomous and distinct entity, but an integrated and
homogenized expression of language in cultural
contact. The adaptation of linguistic competence to the
total 'informational input of the situation is the essence
of communicative competence (SavignOn, 1972). The
critical adjunct of context involves all the macroenviron-.
mental factors that affect the communication act (Burt:,
Dulay, and Krashen, 1982).

Second-language assessment of communicative
competence should ideally reflect:. ,1) a theoretic
'framework, 2) a functional language system, and 3) a
model of bilingual education (Erickson, 1981). The field
of 'linguistics impacts second-language methodology
Which, in turn, influences test construction (Upshur,
1973). The linear trend, however, .moves in a step-like
progression. Although Carroll proposed the idea of
integrative tests as early as 1952, second-language
instructors, for the most part, have remained faithful to
structuralistic teaching and testing techniques. Even in
today's English as a Second. Language. (ESL) end
Bilingual- Education instructional settings, discrete-
point tests, are the most prominent (Day. 1981). If the
development of communication skills is indeed a

programmatic goal of ESL and Bilingual Education, then
language instruments must be constructed that can
validate this claim.

The integratPb testing movement is directed towards
this end. Itis unified in its, holistic view towards
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language and its attempt to evaluate the use of natural
language in social/cultural interaction. It is divergent in
its methods of measurement: Three methodological
orientations have emerged within the last decade:

1. Direct the replication or use of a naturalistic
setting as a backdrop to language interaction
as seen in the Ilyin' Oral Interview (1976), the
Savignon Communicative Competence Tests
(1972), and the Foreign.Seryice Institute Oral
Interview.

2. Indirect the use of simulated or quasi-
realistic activities to promote language
production as illustrated by the cloze
procedure (Taylor, 1953) and the noise test
(Spolsky, 1968).

Mixed the use of spontaneous language
sampling techniques coupled with a discrete-
point scoring system as evidenced in the Basic
Inventory of Natural Language (Herbert, 1977)
and the Bilingual Syntax Measure (Burt, Dulay,
and Hernandez-Chavez, 1976). McCollum and.
Day (1981) refer to this category as quasi-
integrative.

Noa, Russe/41, and Silverman (1976) depict three
domains of language assessment: the social, the
linguistic, and. the communicative. Each facet' of a
representational dub& is quartered so that communi-
cation skills reflect listening, speaking', reading, and
writing; linguistic structures denote. phonolOgy,
vocabulary, syntax; and semantics; and social settings
represent the home, school, peers, and community. An
ideal model of communicative competence should
embrace all .these defined areas; an ideal language
assessment instrument should explain the model.

The global nature of communicative competence
makes language .testing very 'cumbersome. No one
measure can effectively capture, all the' intricacies of
lanOuage nor should it. try. Absent. is a filtering
mechanism that 'retains those elements critical to
successful languagpl learning. Language assessment
should be basedon specific, redesignated needs of the
population. Communicative mp'etence testing should
demonstrate a student's Wily to use, language in a
variety of commonplace setti gs (Morrow, 1979). The
remaining section of this pap will be devoted to how
an Illinois school district has face this issue.

9

The Measure of ,,English Cdmcnunicative and Concep-
tual Achievement (MECCA) was devbloped to provide

fEsL and Bilingual Ed.ucation administrators and



practitioners with reliable data for instructional decision
making It is a comprehensive assessment system
'designed for the. K-12 Limited-English-Proficient (LEP).
student. Communicative competence is one of four
sections; the composite score yields a profile of English
competencies..

For the sake of praCticality and feasibility, the
perspective of communicative competence had to be
narrowed. Considering the social factors affecting
sedond-language acquisition; it was decided that input
from the home, peers, and community could be
obtained through parent and student interviews. Thus,
the sociolinguistic variables related to language usage
have come to be identified under three major headings:

. student information, parent information, and interaction
of student with others. A code sheet was devised to
systematize the process of data.colrection.

The :focus for assessing communicative competence
thereby became the school environment. More
specifically, it centered on collateral learning (Dewey,
1938) or the hidden curriculum (Jackson, 1968), those
aspects of school life that are essential for survival
within the institution, but are outside the realm of
academic learning. This covert curriculum includes the
rules, norms, and values that are internalized by the
student in the culture-bound. atmosphere of school
(A pple,.1979).

'e%
Applying this notionto language learning, the hidden
curriculum can be equated with the context-embedded
'situations (Cummins, 1981a, 1981b) with which a
student must cope within the school milieu. Thus, for
the native English speaker who has had no experience
outside an American classroom, communicative
competence would be cognitively undemanding; for
the LEP student, whose language and culture are not
consonant with that of the school's functional language
use in English (L9) would be cognitively demanding
(Cummins, 1981a,1981b).

To accomplish the goal of measuring communicative
. competence, a list was generated of all the situational

contexts a student encounters during the course of a
typical school day. Each idea was categorized as an
example of school ,procedures, classroom practices, or

,interaction with school persOnnell'Objectives were then
formuhated for a task-based performance test of
listening and speaking comprehension (see appendix).

As almost all language tests seem to consist of
randomly selected items of nonspecified content
(Farhady, 1982), planning for. content validity was
deliberately incorporated into every phase. Preparation
of a specification table was necessary to ensure the
proportionate representation, of product and proCess
objectives (Thorndike and Hagen, 1977). A 2X3 matrix
was created whereby the columns represented
receptive, and expressive language, respectively, and
the rows, the contextual categories. For each cell, six
items were constructed: two,lor the primary elementary
grades. two common" to ,bothi the elementary and

,

secondary levels, and two unique to the junior high and
high school

A pool of receptive and expressive language questions
was formed, revised, edited, and checked against the
original objectives. All items were then rank ordered in
a logical sequence from the most simplistic to the most
linguistically complex. Illustrations for the receptive
subsection were incorporated as needed.

Second - language- acquisition research has confirmed
that a silent period devoted to one-way communication
precedes responsiVe oral language production (Burt,
Dulay, and 'Krashen, 1982). In defining a developmental
sequence .for communicative competence, it is
necessary, therefore, to proceed from receptive to
expressive behavior. In the MECCA, for example, for
receptive competence, a student is required to identify
the illustration that shows "What do you use to write
with?" For the expressive counterpart, he/she is

requested to respond to this situation: "It's time to take
a math test. You take out your pencil and, it has no point.
What would you ask your teacher?"

Learner verification was conducted with both LEP's and
native English speakers. The Educational Products.
Information Exchange (EPIE) Institute's format for the
analysis of instructional materials was adapted to
assessment instruments. After taping and transcribing
the session, th9, data was transposed onto this form.
Based on the information gained during this phase, test
items and illustrations were clarified.

To facilitate the ease of scoring and to guide
interpretation, a multiple-choice format was adopted as
the scoring method. A four-point scale was developed
that would accurately reflect a student's competence
for the given situation:

1. no response,
2. inappropriate or incorrect' responSe,
3. partially acceptable or incomplete response,
'4. appropriate and meaningful response.

As a varying. range. of potentially, plausible responses
was acceptable, students could draw from. their
personal linguistic and experiential repertoires in
answering the questions.,The problem posed in this .

item, for example, lends 'itself to a variety of 'possible
alternative solutions.

A st week ,yOU' didn't go to school. When you
come back, your acher wants to know your
excuse. Why were yo absent?"

The issue raised for discussion How can second
language assessment capture communicative compe-
tence? -- can now be approached More definitively.
,Applying Erickson's (1981) criteria to the
Communicative competence section of the MECCA, it
can be stated that: .

1. Psycholinguistic and sociolinguistic theory
underlie the development of the instrument.



2. The hidden agenda of the'schools offers el rich
array of interpersonal commuliication context
for assessing functional language usage.

3 Modification of the bilingual curriculum and
the establishment of entry/exit criteria for the
bilingual program will evolve from the pilot and
field-test findings of Ihe,composite syStem.

Provision for social and cultural adaptability is as

necessary to the LEP student as the promotion of
academic achievement. Communicative competence
demonstrates the ability of a student to respond to a
wide range of linguistically diverse situations. However,
it is merely one aspect of the complex language
development process.

Within the school domain, .second- language assess-.,
ment needs to address total language usage-
communicative proficiency in conjunction with concep-
tual achievement. Communicative competence alone
cannot adequately determine a student's academic
performance in a second-language classroom.
Comprehensive evaluation measures a e requisite for
the provision of appropriate an meaningful
educational experiences for all LEP studs ts.

Appendix.

Language Contexts in the School main: Communi-
cative Objectives for a Task-Bas Performance Test of
Listening and Speaking Comprehension

School procedures

1, evacuate the buildingduring a fire drill
2, require an.pxcused absence
3. ask for early dismissal
4. explain tardiness
5. relate playground (campus) rules
6. line up for entrance/exit
7, respond to schedule of in-service days and

'vacations

8
.9

open your locker
use the telephone

"10r describe your schedule
"11, argue against study hall in favor of an open

campus

II. Classroom practices

1. follow oral directions (simple to multiple)
2. sharpen a pencil
3, request supplies (paper, scissors, crayons,

ruler)
4. ask for a pass to the washroom or.for a

drink of water
5. apologize to a teacher or peer
6. use polite phrases and greetings
7. paraphrase the principal's directive over

the intercom
8. explain the reason for no homework
9. tecall class behavior code

10. argue With a peer
11. salute the flag

"12. explain 'cutting class'

III. Interaction with school personnel

nurse explain what's wrong (injury or
illness)
counselor react to a job interview
librarian or resource teacher tell about a
lost book
office secretary explain a fight or incident

5. lunchroom attendant pay for a meal or
obtain a ticket

6. custodian relay a message from the
teacher

7. bus driver give your new address oLthe
route to a friend's

8. principal supply requested information
"9. dean respond to a suspension for

smoking
"10. P.E. teacher react to taking a shower
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A MODEL FOR ASSESSING COMMUNICATIVE PROFICIENCY
IN A SECOND LANGUAGE

Else V. Hamiyan
Bilingual Education Service Center

Arlington Heights, Illinois

The field of language assessment has witnessed much
advancement in the last decade. Practitioners involved
in teaching a second language are developing an
increasingly accurate view of° what constitutes
proficiency or competence in a target language. Despite
these developments, however, we lack consistency in
both the approaches taken to second language
assessment and in the actulpsts that are available
through the market. One the reasons for this
inconsistency in how second language proficiency is
assessed may well be the lack of a conceptual
framework that integrates a definition of language
proficiency with pedagogy and assessment.

The above considerations necessitate a system of
communicative proficiency assessment that takes into
account the initial steps before assessment begins and
the steps to be taken after assessment is completed. A
system of communicative proficiency assessment
should have as its basis a description of what
constitutes successful communication in a given
situation (see Figure 1). For example, what characterizes
successful language use for a teacher in a bilingual
classroom, for a student in a target-language classroom,
or for an adult in a specific work situation? Questions
such as these should form . the basic premise of
communicative proficiency assessment.

Figure 1:

A Model of Communication Proficiency Assessment

C

Assessment
of proficiency
in necessary

skills

Characteristics
(linguistic and
sociolinguistic)

. of language
IN USE

Teaching the skills that are
essential for successful

-.communication

Standards for
minimum level
of proficiency

needed to:
1) survive

2) be accepted
in a language
environment

The first section of this paper is an attempt .to identify
characteristics of language in use (the top box in Figure
1). This will serve as the foundation on which an
assessment system may be built.

CHARACTERISTICS OF LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY

To begin, we need a comprehensive description of
,language proficiency itself. As. Brown (1980) indicates,
developMent of a valid assessment system.first requires
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a good definition of language proficiency and how.. it is
acquired. The latter area has received ample attention
in the field of second language research. Extensive
research in first and second language learning has
indicated that we learn language,by a process of
creative cons ruction through Which we formulate
hypotheses4about the language being learned and we
apply and modify those hypotheses on the basis of
interaction with the linguistic environment that
provides the context for learning (Brown, 1980;

"6



McLaughlin, 1978). By a series of hypothesis building
and testing in the context of communicating in tho
target language, Second language learners are said to
pass through systematic stages, or interlanguages
(Selinker, 1972), that progreesively approximate fluent
"native-speaker" language.

Although the second language learning process has
been fairly elaborately desbribed, it is not clear what
constitutes proficiency in a language. Two major
aspects of language proficiency have been identified
and-discuSsed in the literature. Although diffetent labels
have been used to refer to these two aspects, the basic
notion of linguistic proficiency, on the one hand, and
sociolinguistic proficiency, on the other, emerges. Many
writers (See for example, Canale and Swain, 1980,
Erickson, 1981) have referred to the two aspects as
fdrm and funCtion. Others (Bachman and Palmer, Note
1) have referred to grammatical competence and
sociolinguistic :corririetence as two constituents of the
larger concept of communicative competence. In this
paper, I willi.adopt (with modifications) the terms used
by Bachman and Palmer and refer to the general
proficiency in language as communicative proficiency

and to the two components as linguistic proficiency
(form) and sociolinguistic prof`ciency (function).

The history of the development of a conception of
communicative proficiency has been marked by the
continuing debate between proponents of a model
Which emphasizes a general factor of language
proficiency (see for example, Oiler and Hinofotis, 1980)
and those . who maintain that communicative
proficiency consists of a number of distinct
components (such as Canale and Swain, 1980). While,
the dichotomy between the single-underlying factor
model and the multiple-component model may exist at

, the theoretical level, one view need not preclude the
other. The separate components of comm nicative
proficiency may be seen, as feeding into one generkl
underlying language ability. In fact, there see s to be
empirical evidence supporting both views: Oiler
maintains that one general factor accounts for the
greatest proportion of reliable variance in language test
scores, but in addition, other researchers (Carroll 1980;
Bachman and Palmer, Note 1) have shown that more of
the variance in language test data can be accounted for
when information from specific language traits is taken
into account.

Figure 2:

A Model of Communicative Proficiency
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A framework of a general cdrnmunicative proficiency,
consisting of two components, is illustrated in Figure 2.
Thu conceptual framework presented in this paper
'borrows' from the Bachman and Palmer model, as well
as that of Cana le, and Swain. In both models, it is

hypothesized that communicative competence consists
of several components which measure distinct
underlying abilities, In an attempt to avoid any overlap
between the components of communicative proficiency
and in order to illustrate the relationship between those
components, the framework in Figure. 2 has been
modified from the original prose ion (Bachman and
Palmer, Note 1). The term "proficie y" is used in the
present paper instead of "competence' in order to avoid
the possibly confusing distinction between compe-
tence and performance. Proficiency will hencefOrth be
used to indicate mastery as it surfaces via performance
on a given task. Secondly, the various components of
communicative proficiency are categorized into the two
major aspects, linguistic and sociolinguistic, corre-
sponding to Erickson's form and.function, respectively.
This is a departure from Canale and Swain's model
whith includes: 1) grammatical competence (our
linguistic proficiency), 2) sociolinguistic competence
(our sociolinguistic proficiency), and 3) strategic
competence. The last component has been excluded in
the present paper as a separate- component and is
rather seen as part of amore general communicative
ability. As Bachma9 and Palmer argue, strategic
competence comprisds an ability which affects,all the
components of communicative proficiency that are
actually put to use. The present conceptualization of the
two aspects of communicative proficiency also departs
from Bachman and Palmer by classifying pragmatic
ability as a component and not as one of the major traits.

Linguistic Proficiency

This aspect of communicative proficiency, which has
been the focus of much of the earlier writings on
language proficiency, includes mastery of the sound
system, the grammar, and the pragmatics of a language.

The first component, the sound system, includes the
mastery of the phondlogical system as well as the
prosodic features of a language. The latter are important
features of language that are frequently neglected.
Non-fluent speech is often characterized by the use of
inappropriate 'intonation or stress which may have a
strOng negative impact on communication. Bachman
and Palmer exclude phonology from their model,
arguing that it acts rale as a channel than a

component of ,competence. However, second language.
users clearly develop varyinglevels of proficiency in the
sound system. Consequently, the effectiveness of a
message both connotatively and denotatively
would vary as a function of that level of proficienCY.

The second component of linguistic proficiency is

grammar. vyhich includes mastery of tie morphology as
well as the syntax of a language. This component has
been the focus of many tests of second language
proficiency and has received ample attention in the field
of language testing.
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The third component is pragmatic competence which
Bachman and Palmer associate with the ability to
express and comprehend messages, included In this
component are mastery of vocabulary (hence, the
placement of the component under the linguistic
aspect) and th6 ability tb procesS cohesively organized
utterances. Although this set of abilities hes been
included in the linguistic component, it is nevertheless
very closely related to the sociolinguistic component.
This interrelation of linguistic components and the
sociolinguistic aspects is to be emphasized and will be
discussed later.

The relation among the three linguistic componer is
also needs to be discussed. Proficiency levels in t e

three components the sound system, the grammar,
and pragmatics are generally highly correlated.
However, as Cziko (Note 2) has pointed out, most
research in this area has used correlation coe nts
between pairs of language measures; thus, indi
performance 'is compared to a group. as in a

norm-referenced approach. A person's proficiency
relative to meaningful "absolute" criteria has not been
measured. Thus, a non-native speaker. may have
native-like proficiency in grammar, but may have a very
low level of proficiency in the sound system of a target
language. In fact, informal observation of many ethnic
communities in the United States leads me to believe
that the aboVe description accurately fits a significant
number of second language users. This could result in a
high positive correlation between the two language
measures, grammar and sound, which will not reflect in
any way, the (possibly significant) difference between
the absolute levels of proficiency in the two measures.

Linguistic proficiency has received most of the
attention in the area of language assessment. Most
language tests on the market focus° solely on
components of linguistic proficiency, with 'disregard to
the other, the sociolinguistic aspect of communicative
proficiency. However, even within this restricted arena,
the method of assessment varies dramatically. Two key
issues in language assessment are whether language
should be tested by discrete-point versus integrative
tests and secondly, whether language should be tested
directly versus indirectly (see Cohen, 1980).

Concerning the first issue, most marketed tests have
traditionally taken a discrete-point approach, where
language (or, in this case; linguistic proficiency) is

broken down into its component parts an each one of
those parts is tested separately. Thu the ability' to
process subject-verb plural agreemen (the sheep is
jumping vs. the sheep are jumping) or the ability to
discriminate between:. minimal pairs (ship:sheep) is

tested. It has been suggested. (Brown, 1980; Erickson,
1981) that the rationale for this. approach is baseq on
structuralist and behavioral psychological theories that
view language as the sum of its parts. The
discrete -point approach has met with criticism,
particularly in light of the view that language is a
synergistic phenomenon and that 4pplication of
linguistic skill requires integration for its pragmatic use
(Brown, 1980). In view of the lattr formulations, we



need to refocus methods o14 assessment from the
exclusive sampling of discrete-points within language
to the inclusion of integration of different skills. We are
witnessing such a change in current testing practices.
such that integrative ways of assessing' linguistic
proficiency are being added to an increasing number of
tests (for example, the Woodcock LeRiguage Proficiency
Battery).

The second issue in language assessment method has
concerned the dichotomy between the direct and
indirect ways of testing linguistic proficiency. A direct
test of linguistic proficiency samples the actual
behavior being evaluated, while an indirect test
samples behavior through a task that is different from a
normal language-using task (Stoltz and Bruck, 1976).
For example, if a student's ability to use the past tense
in speech is to be assessed, a direct way of assessment
would be to ask the student to give a talk in front of the,
class; an indirect ..way would" be to give him/her a
multiple-choice grammar test with specific items on the
past tense. Traditionally, tests have taken an indirect
approach to assessing oral language proficiency,
usually, in multiple-choice formats. Possibly, this is due
to 'paper-and-pencil" tests being easier to control,
administer, and validate. However, there may be a basic
problem with assessing oral language through indirect
means since oral language is a chameleon-like
phenomenon, in constant change (Tarone, Note 3).
l'fferent types of speech elicitation methodS produce
ifferent types of errors in second language users

(LoCoco, 1976). For example, translation into the
second language leads to a higher frequency of errors of
interference from the native language than does
spontaneous speech. There is an increasing tirdency

, for language testers, then, to assess oral language
proficiency in as direct a method as possible. Cohen
(1980) has observed that tests lie on two continua, the
first from the most discrete-point to the most
integrative and the second from the most indirect to the
most direct. Research suggests that test makers should
adopt the latter extremes of each dichotomy.

Sociolinguistic Proficiency

This aspect of communicative proficiency concerns the
social aspect of language use. Use of languaige, or
communication, is very strongly affected by social
constraints. Language is always used in a context, and
consequently, oral language must be assessed within
its appropriate contextual framework. Hence, this
aspect of communication should be included within a
model of language assessment.

There is ample evidence in the literature that language
use varies as a function of various social and conte)ytual
factors: .Fergusiiin. (1959) identified twelve diffeent
speech functions related to the setting of the
interaction, the topic under discussion, and the
participants involved in the communication act.
Fish,ran (1965) discussed the .domains in which the
form of language use varies. Bilingual persons often
report an inability to convey messages effectively in.
certain topics (for example discussing psychology VS,

'discussing the weathar), or to certain people (talking to
one's parents vs. talking to one's colleagues) even in a
language in whiclik flqey are generally very fluent.
Morrow (1977) defined receptive sociolinguistic
proficiency as being the ability to gauge speech in
terms of:

1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

7)
B)

the setting to which an utterance is appropriate,
the topic being discussed,
the function of the utterance,
the attitudes conveyed by the speaker,
the presuppositions behind the utterance,
the role or the status thatl,.ige speaker is
adopting,
the level of formality of th utterance,
the mood of the speaker.

The same skills listed above for the reception of oral
messages should also apply to the production of oral
expressions. Basically, we are concerned with the'use of
the contextually appropriate' register or code. These
skills are probably very much affected by cultural

(constraints or cultural norms of acceptable behavior.
The register that is used in Arabic, for example, to
address the elderly is slightly more formal than the one
used with younger peers.. This reflects the deference
that is accorded to the elderly in the Arabic culture
(Berger, 1962). Bachman and Palmer (Note 1) include in
the category of sociolinguistic competence the
following sub-traits: the ability to distinguish registers,
mastery of nonliteral figurative language, and use of
relevant cultural allusions.
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IN sum, oral communicative proficiency consists of a
Conglomeration of skills, both Thguistic and
sociolinguistic in natm. These two components of
communication have been discussed separately, and
the skills that constitute each type of proficiency haVe
also been singularly identified, Nevertheless, the
interdependency of these separate skills cannot be
sufficiently stressed. The potency of a message
depends on the interlocutor's- linguistic proficiency,
which itself would determine and, in turn, be

determined by the interlocutor's sociolinguistic
proficiency. For -example, a persdn's pragmatic skills,
the ability to use target 'language vocabulary (a

linguistic skill), would constrain the appropriateness of
the register used (a sociolinguistic skill) and in turn,
knowledge of the norms for appropriate language use in
a specific social context (a sociolinguistic skill) 'would
determine the choice of one set of words over another
(vocabulary, is linguistic- skill). The effectiveness of
communication, then, may have to be judged relative to
the function that language is supposed to 'serve in a
particular context. An analogy comes to mind: if you are
asked to leave on a long trip with only three; items as
luggage, where you are to go and what yew are to do
there would determine .to a large extent what those
items are to be. A fishing trip Would ,require a very
different set of clothing than, for example, a formal
business trip. We need to know how the target
language is to be used, in order to be able to, first, teach
it, and second, to assess proficiency in it. Thus, we
return to the question asked at the beginning of this

7



paper: what linguistic Arid sociolinguistic skills are

needed in order for a person to survive, be accefflod,
and perhaps excel III it given Hittlat1011?

SETTING STANDARDS FOR LEVELS OF PROFICIENCY

The question remains as to what characterizes
successful use of a language. When a person does not
possess native-like fluency, as may be thercese for most
second-language users, the need arises to identify
those skills that are most important for successful
communication; that is, we need to know how
proficient is proficient enough. Further, since verbal
interaction takes many forens and shapes,.we need to
know what it is that allows a second-language user to
survive in a specific verbal interaction or a specific
linguistic environment. The following questions seem
appropriate.

1) How proficient must a limited-English-
proficient student be to survive in an

all-English classroom?

2) How proficient must a bilingual teacher be in
order to teach in a classroom where the target
language is used as the medium of instruction?

Questions similar to the above may be asked for the
whole gamut of language environments and
communication acts in which language users engage.
For instance, how proficient must a limited-English-
proficient person be to work at a hospital where English
is the common language of communication, or to
become an effective salesperson?

The answers to the above and other similar questions
should then be used as guidelines for setting standards
for minimum levels of proficiency in a language. This is
the second step in establishing a language assessment
system (right-hand-side box in Figure 1).

When standards or criteria for proficiency in a language
are being established, the issue of levels or degrees of
"success" needs to be addressed. At a minimal level,
successful language use may refer to simply getting a
message or an idea across. At a more exigent level,
successful language use, in addition to getting the
message across, may refer to being accepted or
positively regarded by the. interlocutor(s); this becomes
especially pertinent far a non-native 'speaker from a
linguistic minority inter g with a native speaker
from the majority populate

To arrive at standards for a minimal level of proficiency,
it would be helpful to examine the research that is
currently being carried out on language as it is used in a
specific context.

Standards for a Minimal Level of Proficiency

Although research is currently being done on language
use in different situations, very few such studies have
assessment as thrfr stated goal. Research in
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spcond-language .learning and use and research in
second-language assessment have been developing
indepenclonl1V from one another. Classroom- centered
research is a good example of this autonomy: the
questions being asked in that area of research
regarding the type of language that is used in the
classroom or the type of teaching strategies used by
teachers have not been concerned with. setting
standards for survival in those particular environments,
although as Allwright (Note 4) has pointed out, the view
that the classroom is a setting for language acquisition
has brought the field closer to second-language
acquisition studies. The research findings in those areas
can still be' useful. and it woul.d behoove researchers in
assessment to examine that body of literature to obtain
descriptions of language used by different types of
interlocutors in different language environments. The
following areas of research may provide useful sources
of information for researchers in assessment.

u

1) For students who have a limited proficiency in
the language of instruction, the question to be
asked regards the type of language that is used
in the classroom by the teacher as well as in
native- speaker peers. It has been suggested
(Cummins, 1980) that for limited-English-
proficient students, some type of formal
academic language skills what 'Cummins
has called Cognitive Academic Language
Proficiency (CALP) is needed in order for a
minority child with limited profiCiency, in the..
majority language to survive in a majority
classroom setting. CALP skills have been
defined as being context-free or context-
reduced. Empirical work is needed to identify,
test, and further characterize what those
particular skills might be. Standardized tests,
normed on native speakers of English, are not
suitable for limited-English-proficient students
because we do not know for a fact that a
non-native speaker needs to be as proficient as
a native speaker in order to be an effective
language user within the classroom. We return
to the initial question set forth in this paper:
what is the smallest amount of linguistic and
sociolinguistic baggage that a child requires for
a given "trip"? In effect.what type of language
is used among peers in the classroom; what
kind of student-teacher and teacher-student
interactions take place: beyond the-s.lassroom,
what language does a child need in the
playground? Classroom-centered research pro-

, vides a first step in answering these questions;
Cathcart (Note 5). Lightbown -(Note 6). and
Schinke (Note 7) have examined the language
that students are exposed to in a classroom
where a language other than their dominant
one is used.

2) For bilingual teachers who will be teaching in a
nondominant language, it is essential to know
what type of language and what type of
teaching strategies are needed to convey
information to students at different grade



levels, The resenich by All right (1980),
Cathcartand Olsen (1976), Ch. talron (19771,
-Hamayan and Tucker (I 9801, and Johnsen
Mote 81 should be helpful in delineating those
skills. (tor a review of this literature, see Long,
1980)

31' For adults learning a second language, we
must know the specific language skills that are
needed to function in different 'language
contexts. For the non-native speaker who will
be attending a university in a nondominant
language, the question is: what ( typos of
language skills are needed in order for a

student to survive in a university setting where
his/her nondominant language is used as the
medium of instruction? Tho work of Allwright
(19E30), Bailey (Note 91. Gaies (1977), and Long
and Sato (in press) would help provide answ6rs
to 'this question. For the non-native speaker
who, for example, will be working in a hospital,
the question regards the types of language
skills that are needed to carry out tasks
involved in the job.. Educators involved in
English for Special Purposes curricula and in
notional syllabi took this approach, many years
before language assessment researchers got
involved in it. (However, as Widdowson (1978)
notes, while the notional syllabus claims to
develop communicative competence within
the design of the syllabus, this goal is not
always achieved: the notional syllabus still
takes the approach that language is a

conglomeration of units.) It would be beneficial
to those of us involved in language assessment
to examine those syllabi and the tests that
accompany them.

SOCIAL STANDARDS FOR LEVELS OF PROFICIENCY.

Social aspects of language use are crucial for a

comprehensive system of communicative proficiency
assessment. Lambert and Others (see for . example,
Gardner and Lambert, 197?) have pointed out the
importance of language as -a variable that interfaces
with attitudes: attitudes are crucial in language learning
processes; and language use, in turn, is important in the
formation of attitudes. To date, there is ample evidence
concerning, the facilitative role that positive altitudes
play in second-language learning (Tucker. Hamayan
and Genesee, 1976). More recently, there i a growing
body of evidence fog speech, or language use, as.a
strong marker for group identity and for ttie formation of
.value judgments. The way you speak marks you as
belonging to one ethnic group .or another. as coming
from one social class or another, pnd as having one
educational background or another (Hymes. 1972).
There is evidence (Giles, Bourhis and Taylor, 1977) that,
people use speech to form attitudes toward others and
they depend on' speech' as a marker to such an extent
that it may.even supercede information regarding the
other person's race (McKirnan, Smith and Hamayan,
'Note 10).

These findings are important to take into considOration
both in teaching the various aspects of language that
are deemed necessary for successful communication in

a Specific Sitio:Hien find in assessing the readiness of a
non-rfative speaker to plunge into those situations
where the target language is the medium 01

communication. Those social issues must then be taken
into account in establishing the criteria for successful
use of a larigu7fikdrY this case, success may be defined
in terms of getting a message across and in terms of
being accepted' by members of a group who are
proficient in that, target language. In a recent study,
Bailey (Note 9). found that non-native-speaking
university teaching ., assistants' accents, to a large
oxtent, accounted for native-speaking students'
evaluations of their. effectiveness as teaching
assistants, It is important, then, to train our language
students to sound native enough and prestigious
enough whether that be linguistically (sound,
grammer, pragmatics) or- sociplinguisticaly so that
not only does the message get across, btrt the speaker
is actually accepted and evaluated positively by others
in his/her immediate environment.

.! SUMMARY

IThis far, language assessment procedures fall short a

comprehensive model that takes into account the
nature of communicative proficiency, including both
linguistic and sociolinguistic aspects, There seems to
be a need to describe successful' communication in
different language environments and to set up criteria
for needed linguistic and sociolinguistic skills,
considering the social implications of speech thatfalls
below the proficiency levels of a native-speaker.
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THE IDEA ORAL LANey OE PROFICIENCY TEST:'A CRITICAL REVIEW,

Painela A. McCollum
The University of Texas at Austin

The purpose of this artida is to analyze:the IDEA Oral
Language Proficiency Test (IPT) which is published by
Ballard and Tighe. IricorPOrated of Whittier, California.
The IPT is part Of the IDEA program which consists of
the IDEA Oral Language,froficiency,lest and the IDEA,
Oral Language Manageffient Program of Developmeritar,
Engiish Activities. This Program is innovation in that
it is the first language proficiencyEst which press bet
a specific language "development, prograrn, for
Limited-English-Proficient; (LEP) students based on its
results.

Results. from the IDEA'Oral Language Prof icienCy Test
are used to place LEF.' students into a language
development program which is purported to
correspond to their appropriate leVel of language
proficiency and which will provide them with the,skills
which are necessary for reading, The IDEA'prograin has
been state-adopted in California and Texas. and is

widely used in:Colorado, NeW York, Arizona; Oregon,
Washington and,,,,HaVvaii While the appeal of ;such. a
self-contained program to teachers and adminiitrators
is obvibus, closeexaminatiOn of the program:reveals,:
that both. its claims and the theoretical _base, upon
which it is founded must call its use as an oral langtage
proficiency measure for limited-Engliefi-eProfioient
students into question.

Development

The .authors- state that the IDEA Oral Language
Management Program 'was:developed in response to
need for a developmentallsequenced approach ro qtal
'language skills for first tind, second language IrrArs
which would prepare them for reading. As a 'result,
Wanda Ballard and :Phyllis Tighe, two experieilced

et, California classroom teachers, develoned a sequential r,

program of English activitiee'Which would, give
students a:strong base,in oral language prior to reading.
Ballard and Tighe. found that L2 learners at,. well as
,SOrna:.L1-!'etudents,")needed instruction in oral English

prior,to rOkigg. :Their.,,Program is sail tof; 8chryitfes.
dress the n o0'.bOth groups of students by

instructicit in the 'areas of vocabulary,
cornPrehension,'syritak and verbal RkpressiOn at .seven
language skill levels.'

The IPT was develoPed after the IDEA. Language.
Management Program was implemented, The authors,

,,Wa .a ,Ballard, Phyllis Tighe and Dr. Enrique F, Dalton.
ted as the technical advisor, state that the
of he. IPT is "to-determine the level of oral

languag
,

sten/ as it ,.;relates to the IDEA Oral
Langua an'sgeme4 Program and to-accepted levels
oi NE 1 /fEP (non-English-prOficierit/limited-

cient/ and fully English-proficient)
classifications" (Dalton, '1980; p. 5). The IPT is available

. 4.

in Spanish, Portuguese, and English and is to be used in
kindergarten through eighth grade.

Test Format
1.1

The English version of the test has 'two forme, A and Bi.
which consist of eighty-three items which are said tp ,
measure proficiency ih the areas of vocabulary, SyntaX,k:
comprehension and,Verbal expression. Thirty. five of the
test items require 'students to respond to qUestio0..,
related to cartoon drawings in the test booklet..: T{
remainder of the iteims require students to peilornsach
tasks as resPonding to commands to in,di te',,,f,

cOmprehension, discriminating between minirhal. irs,

retellirt a 'short story, describing an oblecf,;-and
selecting the main ideas from a short passage which is
read to them, The Spanish version of the.IPT is not a
translation equivalent' of the English version and Ihnly
available in one form. .

,1%

The IPT divides :language proficiency. 'into seven
developmental levels A-F M. The content
knOwledge and language skills which students are to
posseSst'eaplor level are specified andcorres,p4d to

in,;the-,IDEAtOral Language 'Management,:
ipsrdlitaosts,e,1,49*;ifabie' 1). The, test.)tarns-at each'

,Jevel...:itr4gilf!40Jriaasure, the ttudente' ability in

4, , cvocabularw, .ciTyiptehension, eyntaic and Verbal
.expres'sion.' t4P
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7 The IRT differtifrom'Other language proficiency tests in
, &far- it :.diVices ' language proficiency into seven
deVelOprriental ;levels, It also differs in that :A posits
Verbal expression as one of the dimensions of language
proficiency. The authors n n sr actually state hich

'language 'skills comprise al expression altho
articulation .skills are said be included in it An
examination of the types of items,which.ere included in
the verbal expression category in the Rationale of. Test
Items (see Table 2) shoWs that this.categorY contains a
nurtjper of different types 6 items": q'hey "include..
sentence rmetiticiriathe pi. ductiOn of th)future.and
paeftenseirdiscrirnination Oily-lirlimal. pairs dereCiiptive .,

,,,

oneskills (where one is 'required to describe a encil), and ,,
the identiliCation and retelling of main id as from a

spoken paragraph. It is not clear why these terns' were,
not placedin one of the three dategories- ocabulary,
comprehension or syntax:or howthe IPT scor ng system
reflects one's articulation skills.

The choice and assignment of test items by kill area
and, developmental level at limes seems illogical (see
Tablei2). Test items across a skill area do not
consiltently reflect a progression from less to more
complex in terms of the type of tasks which students
are asked to perform. For example.. in the verbal

oexpression skill area, students have to perform sentence

8,1



theyrepetition tasks4t while they are required to
discriminate between mlninial pairs'. .*,',the following
two higher. levels of langtiage proficie0cY. At Level F,
whth is the-highest level which containb test items
(LeVel M has no items but indiCateS a student

rc-

ler; Table 1

'444.1%

Summary of the IDEA Pi-oficiency Test Content

responded correctly to 80% of the items on Levels B-F)
in the verbal expression category, students are asked to
discriminate b6tW'een minimal parrs and select and
retell thernain ideas from an orally read paragraph.

A LEVEL A student knows less than 50% of skills listed in LEVkL B.

A LEVEL B student can:

1. tell his nameandage.
2. identify family and common school personnel, classroom objects, basic body parts, common pets and fruits:

4. ..t.se regularpluf:,
3. use sib "to be".

answer yiiiino" questions appropriately.
6. follow simple directiOns involving basic positions in space.

...A LEVEL C student can:

1. identify cornmen occupations, clothing, farm animals, and foods.
express himself using the present progressive tense (he is working) of common verbs.
useconjunctions.and negatives correctly.

4. follow the teachers directions related to identifying positions on a page.
repeat simple sentences COrreatly.'

6. .'comprehend and remember major facts of a simple story.
4

. 0

AlEVEL D student can.:

1. identifycommon modesAtrarisportation and
2. name the day$ of theweek.'
3. describe common weather conditions.
4. use irregular blurals and possessqe pronouns c
5.' ask simple futu,re tense questions.
6. understand and express comparative and quantitative concepts,

widerstand and name opposites of key words,
8. follow directions of teacher irrvolviffg movement in space.
P. repeat complex sentences correctly.

10. understand and identify moods in a simple story.
11. expresS himself using the present and future tense.

A LEVEL E student can:.
.,,

identify money,04,r,ineenimals, and common tools
usesuperlatiieeiltt04rtenSe correctly
understand.and100.1,14iffbOsites of key words.
ask past tense
discriMinate differetias in closely paired wordS.
describe and organize the main properties of common objedts.

A LEVEL F student can:

1.' identify the seasons and unusual occupations and animals.
2. use conditional and past perfect tenses of verbs.
3. discriminate fine differences in closely paired words.
4. express himself using past tense correctly.
5. comprehend and predict the outcome of a story.
6. recall and retell the main facts of a story.

Dalton, EnriqUe, F. The IPT Oral Language Proficiency Technical Manul. Whittier, Cal'a.: Ballard & Tighe, In&1979.
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Table 2

IPT Test Items by Skill Area and DeveIopment Level

LEVEL B LEVEL C LEVEL 0
r LEVEL F

>-
3 People 13.

4 School :'. .14.
S Body Parts
8

.1,5.

Animals Pets ..
.0 7 Fooç Fruit and'Vegitab1V.i'i
>

People: Occupations 30, Transportation 68. PeopIeÔccupaiions

Clothing and Accessories 31. )-Iousehold Items 50. Animals: Marine .
&?. çalerar: Holidays

Animals: Farm 32. Adjectives: Weather 51. Misceliaqeous items .. .. Festivals. Seasons

FoodCommon 38. Calendar: DaVsolWeek 52.. Tools . -6. 'Animals

z 21 SpatiaLConcepts 34 ComparativeConcepts

8 Spatial Concepts Directionality on Page 37 Opposite Conceits
Space Preposiiions .' 22 Commands 38 55 Opposite Conceits 781 Story Predicting

9 Comri'rands S, J .261
' '.,

.
39. . Spatial Concepts: 56. ,..' 79.J Outàome

21.
21'

Story Factual Recall
. 43.1

Directionality in Space 57. Time Concepts
Story: Determining Mood .

29] 44J

17 Pronouns Sublect 33 Verbs Habitual Presept 53 Superlatives

10 Yo4Notsponse 18 Verbs Present Progressive 35 Comparatives 54 Verbs Irregular 69 Verbs Conditional

11. 9oilgrPIurals 19 Nouns 40. Future Tense Past 70. Verbs: Past Perfect
. / p.'iass

12. Verb 'to be 20:' Conjunctions
Ouestions: . Tense

Plurals 58 Questiçns: Past Tçnse
.

.
. 45.

,

3. NegativeStatements
Irregular .

. I 46. Pronouns:Possessive .

- '. 71.1

/ 59 72 Auditory Discrimination
60 Auditory Discrimination 73

24
411

Senfes,c petitlon 42 J
Sentence Repetition 61

62 J
J

74J

1 Su(vl ponss 25 i'
" i 471 Use of Future Tense 63 76 Use of Past Tense

2 J
48 J

''35'

64
65.J

I Descriptive Skills 77 J

:
.

.80.1
81 Story Retelling

> '_ '
I / )

82
83J

I Main Ideas

-I

LEVEL A Placement is iridicateci by Iss than 04r0ficiencyon LEVEL 8
Inciude Articulation Skills

197gB.lI.,d&Tth. lnc

DaIto Enrique F TheIPOraftan9J ef'rofic)erzcy Test lèchn,ca/ Manual Whittier CaIVBaIIard &Tighe Inc 1979

The Jux'ta,positlon 6et items thrciugh language SkIll to a picture of cake and ice cream She SYS See the
areas at eacp l,j9uagë proficiency level is aJs? cake and ice cream? These go together at a party On

inconSiSten A'1!e1I1D proficiency Students are aSkeq my birthday I have cake and ice cream Then the
to repeat the 1àyI of fhe week tctest vocabulary to teacher points to a picture of a table and chair and says

tpeat Sentenc4 measure of verbal epression and These go together at School Tell me what you have at
to determine rttooçl from an orally read paragraph to test school I The language in many of the test items
comprhenSior' While the first two tasks may be of needs to be more direct briefer and made more
equal lifficuf'y dqterminin the mood of a passage is a appropriate to the language proficiency level which is
mor diffic1,tlt taSk an. one wt,ch is of a different being ted cA child at Levej C proficiency could
magtitude In ddition/xn order to perform such a task conceivably be able to correctly respond with I 'tave a

a tudefl1 ist understand and be able tp make table. and a chair1'
but be unable to get past the

tnferentes fror1,1 ia,huage Inferential skills are generally language which was designed to elicit it
acquired 1througt' instruction and are not related to (

ne s ability to mmunicate in a langage Since some Scoring
native speakers- of English who are uducated would
have difficulty i performing Such a task it should not Responses toqest items are scored for appropriateness

be expected f L2 learners It is better suited for a and completeness This means that with the exception
reading achievement test rather than test of language of items which cequire the identification of lexical items

proficieiicy: '.
.'

questions must"bé answered with full sentences in
orderto receive credit. In some cases, if the child fails to

There also problems with the language which is respond tp an item, a paraphase of the item which
used inthe IPT test items. Many tirrTeS, the directions or apears on the exrnner's score sheet should begiven.
cues w'hich acccmpany a test item are too difficult for If the child lails to respond to the initial item and its
the level tj,çtguage proficiency whIch is being tested paraphrase the item is scored as incorrect and the
For examp on Level C of form A as the teacher points examiner is to proceed to the next item
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Testing continues thrsought successive leVels
child fails pi5:answer 50% of the items at a p
level ,q,'Orrectty. When this occurs.' testi
discontinued.: and -the child is diagnosed
reached,. his /her'` instructional level for the.
Language Management Program which
appropriate English language activi- nit
correspond to the child's level of English mastely. For
example. if a child has prOgressed through levers B.arid
C Of theIPT by answering 80% 'Of the items corleCtly.r.

,failS, te. answer 50% of the items on Q

correctly. testing is stoaed, She/he would ,be classified
as haVing Level C mastery-of English and would begin
receiving instructioil at-Level D. his/her instructional
lever. in the language management'program.

There are no items "fol. -Level's A or M. The former
classification indicates that a student failed to respond

'GradEr,
Level

K

correctly to 50% of thitems on B. The Level M
classification indicates jihat.80% of the items on the test
(Levels..,B-F) were, ans,wd c,orrectly, Students who
pl e at Level M. the mastepf level, are said to have

hieved mastery of the test and are therefore not In.
-nee.d tOf instruction in the oral language ,management

gram.

ea

5core Conversion

A conversion table is provided to derive the
corresponding NEP/LEP/FEP clafsifications .from the
IPT .scores to aid teachers in mgking decisions abolit
placement or exit from the Bilingual program. The IF'T..
score and its NEP /LEP /FEP equivalent are on a sliding .
gale which corresponds to the students' grade level.
(See Figure 1).

Figure 1

Correlation between IPT Test Levels and NEP/LEP/FEP Designations'

NEP

F M"

Exit Criteria From

NEP.

When levels overlapu e teecher ju gment for designations.
NEP: Non-English Proficiendy Limited English Proficiency")

LEP. FEP

LEP

Bilingual

PEP I Program

"Mastery of Test

:FEP:. Fluent EngliA,Proficiency

'Dalton. Enrique '07:)The /PT Tedlinical A;Idoual. Whittier. California: Ballard and Tighe. Inc:. 1979, P. 23.
Itie. , ".!'

Kindergarten students who, score at teyel or D on the.
IPT rare classified as fully E

C
English proficient. while fiiSt

graders must score at 'Level D or E to beclassified as
FEP. Students in grades 2.-8 must scqreet Level E Qr F to
be classified as fully English proficient: ExaminatiOn of
Figure 1 shows that with the exCeption of LleYel A and
Level F for children in grades 2-8. all. of the language
clessifitations overlap with another category. In, these
cases. leachers are advised to *teacher judgment to
deterMine in which of the two Caeg'ories a child should

-.be placed. Q.

.

The IPT Technical Manual states that these correlations
were determi,ned 'by a research 'study. but it is not

.described in the. manual. There. are several problems
With this scoring system.First Of all. correlating L2
learners' language proficiency with grade in school. is

,

un cceptablAs year in school doest*indicate the
sahie amount of exposure to fhe.6iguage ethe.case of
L2. learners. Secondly. due .toy -the .oveflapping of
categaries within grade leyels..ftind,' reliance upon
teacher judgmerilvto classif studentsx one has to
question the instrument's ,relitibiltly. Final( at all grade
leyels studentsare claSsified as Lull rsh proficientt
brit are riot eligible for exit from the 1 ingualprograrn
until they, reach the next lig.hest level. of profitency. In
summary, the. IPT scoring system which assigns
children to one of seven developmental levels of
proficiency corresponding to grade level and then.
converts that score to an, NEP/LEP/FEP classification
upon :which to make judgments about. bilingual
program placement. does not follow common
procedures, and the rationale,for this departure is not
presented.

8



Field Testing

The IPT was nermed on' 2,061 identified NEP/LEP
-students in grades K-8 p,ilib were enrolled in bilingual
classes in rural, urban. and suburban schools in'.

California. The authors:do not state how the students
were originally identified as NEP/LEP, nor do they
provide information regarding their ethnicity or the

.variety of Spanish which was spoken by., them. The
examiners who/ conduCted the field testing were all
bilingual/bicultural certified teachers who received a
ten-hour training 'session on the proper administration
of the IPT. While the IPT Technical Manual reports high
reliability and validity figure's, close examination of the
test's. .theoretical base, its explanation of w.hat
Constitutes language performance and its failure to
recognize some fundamental differences in Li and L2
learners must call the use of this test as a language
proficienby measure for L2 learners into question.

,Perhaps the most glaring flaw in the IPT is its failure to
aa;t ng uish between the L1 and L2 language acquisition
Probess and characteristics of L1 and L2 learners. In the
technical manual, Dalton describes the following stages
of language development in language .acquisition:
babbling, echolalic,.telegraphic and syntactic. He states,

ts
The child finds that language is a valuablatO4''

and uses it more extensively in daily social ..
situations. Frequent opportunities to use the f:,

janguage tenclil to nurture, and expand
groWth in the child. This is to be encouraged
that oral language skills, both receptiVe
'expressive, are the foundatiort of initial readirtitt
'and, eventually, literacy.-. (DaltoriT.I980, p

acquisition in twenty -one preschool-age children who
were learning English as a first language (de Villiers
and de. Villiers, 1973). The morpheme sequence which
was obtained, to) tnefde study was not identical,
but correspOn'dedAciselY. to Brown's results,

Brown's work served as the impetus for many
.subsequent,studies of Morpheme.sequencing in the
area of. second language4cq Dulayuieition, Dula and Burt.
conducted a series of st1Mies on children of different
language backgrounds who were learning English as.a
seCondlanguage.(Dulay end Burt; 1973, 1974a, .1974b).
In these studies, the Bilingual Syntax Measure was used
to elicit speech' from children ages 5-B who were
learning English as a second language. Analysis of the
children's responses, for the, presence or absence of
grammatical Morphemes,,, shOwed. that L2' learners of
English, regardlestiot their language background
demonstrated the ffrne Order of morpheme acquisition'
in. English. Fromihis,.Dulay and Burt conclude that the
strategies'of secOnd-language acquisition are universals
(1973, p,266):- It should be noted that the morpheme

.sequence which was found by Dulay and Burt was not
identical to Brown's or to that of de Villiers. ancl.
Villiers. Dulay and Burt feel that the differenCes w
appeared in their data are due to the greater lingui
and cognitive Maturity of the L2 learner.

Other studies which examined the issue of the order of
m.orpheme acquisition in L2 learners of English and

ich produced similar results were Fathrhan (1975)
Kras hen, Sfgrlazza Feldman & Fathman ,(t976).-

h *es e . studies used a different speiph.
itation test, the SLOPE, the former found thatrbo,th-,'
flier' and Korean children exhibited a sirrillar

.. ii.ijiberne acquisition order while learning English. Thy`
latter -replicated. the study with adult L2 learners, and
obtained asihiilar:.acquisition. sequence. These studies
suggest that they order of morpheme acguisition, ir,i

English by L2 leafriers,:ik invariant regardldt of one's`
native language or age:'While, this group of studies:has
been criticized on several 'grounds by larsen-Freeman, -,
(1975), 'Fiosansky (1 970) ancl": Hakuta (1976), the::
similarities among the data are impressive and bear
further research.

In the presentation of the rationale for the IPT, Dalton
mentions the 'Original Brown study on L1 learners, of
English only Jr) passfrig. He fails to explain how the
study:relates' to the construction of the IPT or the items
which were chosen to measure syntax at 9

F

h of its
levels, which contain items B-. The issue o ossible
differences.or similarities in the L1 and t2 acquisition
process is never raised. Furthermore;-the,ordering of the
items which measure one's control of syntax according
to proficiency levels is illogical and does not follow a
progression from simple:structUres at low proficiency

..,
I.

levels to complek it higher levels. Examination of the
IPT shows that the material tested at each proficiencY .`''
level corresPonds to the material presented in the IDEA
Oral Language Management Program, levels, rather than
to levels of difficulty in language structure or to
morpheme acquisition sequences in English byll and
L2 leainers.

It is not clear- w
language develop
have to L2 learners alb
of English who' nee4furt
prior to reading: G'
possessing nearly.. f

ticebilit,y stages Hof
..-tangliage- acquisition
veryo native speakers

y:_t
66,aqklf144Y e I Op m ent

hterto:fibi?.t.already
ist Cornpete 666'417 the i r

native language. Cructs% .tipR,s;'sqlichlkere ignored
prior to the developiterit' of tfilt-teS1,--Which:purpoitt to
rrieastire"the language proficiency of both L1 and L2

leamers of English, are a), Does a child learning English
as a'second language progress through, the same stages
in the language acquisition prOces.soS4 fiL1 learner? b)
If the .L2 learner does not pas ,?t ^ the same
developmental stages as an Li rear at are The
characteristics of the L2 acquisiti ess? and c)
Which elements of the lexicon, synlalkhoriplogy. and
functional language are acquired at ea .stag'b by both
the L1 and the L2 learner?

tgir
There is a considerable body,of research related to the
similarities between the L:1 and L2 language acquisition

,process. Brown'e study-:(1973) was an observational,
longitudinal .study of English acquisition of three
children. The itudy.,jOurld that children:learning English
progress througirrae'ries of stages where. they acquire
a set of fourteen .grammatical morphemes in roughly

mthe sae order. These results'were Maher validated by
a cross -seal al etudy on the order of Morpheme

Ntsw
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Another indication that the IPT ignore's characteristics Dalton concludes that those data' validate the
of L2 learners is the fact that language proficiency constructs which state that language is developmental,
levels correlated ti, wal° levels. While it is possible incremental and systematic. In addition, f he data are
to correlate ii chili.!; LI language development with also said to validate the use:of,,the IPT as'a method of
his/her grade in school, such a correlation inthe case of assessing oral language proficiency through linguistic.
the.. L2 learner does not reflect. the same amount. of performance. ,i

eXposure to the language. A child who is a new arrival
and who is beginning to learn. Eriglish.in the 6th grade The fact that there is a$strong positive correlation
can not be expected to have the same languAbe skills as between the age and grade in school of native Speakers
a .native, English7speaking child who is .iVr 1.00 same of. English hardly seems to be a worthy subject for
grade. Furthermore, such a syst4m .failOO' accurately research. Furthermore, one has to wonder' why the.
distinguish among L2 learners in the same grade who construct validity stud'y was conducted and what its .-
may have differing-amounts of exposure to English due appliCability .ag a -ratiOnale for al, In ,anguage-prOficiency

dto theirateof arrival in the United States in the case of measure,,for L2 learners is. An even more basidproblem'
.

older immigrant children, or due to, sporadic school ., with the study is its definition of linguistioperforrnance
attendance in the.case of migrant children. -

which.. is coMposed of vague generalities which are not
._ ..accurate. While language ritiv.,be said to be systematic

ConstruCt Validity. . and incremental 'in its development, one's linguistic
, . performance is not. Linguistic performance is a

The IPT haS even More seriousproblems of a theoretical speaker's. -use' of his/her linguistic competence
.betuie..ib,that ttAikkic...construct whi0 it purports-..to ,(ui251erlyjag knowledge orChe syStem of a language) at
neasUre is not:clearly defined. the)Pri;ldbereir any one time.' In a native" tDeakerof -a language. -.

as an oral language -proficien0 test, the word mastery linguistic performance marvary 'from one occasion to .
is used interchangeably with proficiency throughout.. the next due. to such factors as memory, Oislractions,
The point -is made that linguistic competence must be . shifts of attention, etc. (fV1 a-c I a y & Osgood, 1959,41;24)
inferred from 'linguistic performance data and that the
-constructs which underlie linguistic performance. and Language profiCiencymeasures#atteppt to accurately,
upon which the PT is baSed are the following: a)- measure one's linguistic competencen.li!i'tivrferenc0;frorr0:- '''''''
language is .developmental; b) Os incremental: c) it is linguistic performance data whicV:is'irdriable. Duej¢,...
systematic; d) it is used to cOrnmunicate in a social. this fact, a more germane conswict upon whiaktei....;::.
context;' and e) it involves both'' receptive and measure a test for L2 learners is whdt is the hature of
prOductive skills (Dalton, 1Q79, p'.'A-3). It is implied that gerrim,uniCative competence? What knowledge must.
some.: of the.° constructs which underlie linguistic -:.'One posseSt iftiprder to produce.trammatically correct ..: ..,., ,_-

..Perfarmance, as described by the author, are inherent in -, speech in- situationOilyappropriate contexts? Such an ' 7-

the IPT due to its format. which places the chfild in a approach requires the!articulatiOn and validation of the
dyadic social situation with the examiner W -*.-the learnerfe,,stadlanguageof lanage acquisition iry the-areas of
child Must comprehend arid Produce p '' .'-''i,91 syntax morphology, lexicon, phonologY, functional

more difficult languege..:Frorn the child's 0Ohses, - language and sociolinguistic 'skills. A compete
. ...

his/her linguistic perforrriance is evalOated an e level -.- '.;...o.V. commUnicative..compelence would /.alsb have tco
of language . proficiency is. determine417-bal .tatit,t.7...;. Orclet-and weight items 1p,indicate whidh are the most .s.

'Validation of the above constructs can be in*rred if -',',---'brudial.:forachieving integibibility in a 'language.- While.,-;.:.
the data generated through the (construct validity) §'t.lei-T''a theory has not been fully developed to date,.
Study demonstrate positive correlation with the age and -researchers. in theareasof language testing are working
grade Offthe student and the IPT. level rest s, (Dalton, toward fl at end., Federal and state regulations which
10792p. A-4); r tr&Atinguage - proficiency testing far children in

;.:.
bi,t. i progra
the" n.recent
ref Ittfige60' 6
field -.:.-,..:i;

Contetityalidit

°

The cont uct validity -study was conducted oh" 364
Students in a suburban school district in California. An
analysis' was made of the correlatiOn between age and
IPT results on forM Aand B of the English version of the
lest: The data were fUrther analyzed after excluding the
scores otNEP/LEP'Utlents which res ted in a sample
Which was/cornprised of native spea s of English or.
L2 learners Who were fluent speaker nglish. The

.Same procedures were'folloWed to de a correlation
.

between IPT resultS and lf*.,)tudents"grade leYel. Not
-':surprisingly, 'the study Obtained high positive

Correlations- between IPT .results and. wand_ grade
level .with high= levels-.of significarZd on both forrnsOf
.the,test..

;Having shown that a strong positive correlation existed.
between the age and grade of native speakers.. of

English d language proficiency in their own language.

have caused great strides to occur in
ars. UnfortunatetY, the IPT doeshot

ry and sugg0fed,practices in the

Content validity is the e4tgotlo :Which a test'cil'I-iers a,
remesentative sample of behavior in the domain
measui;e2f.)'..The IPT purports to measure'. 146.414
Mastery ift the areas of syntax, lexicon, phondfogyy,
morphology, comprehension an'thoral expression
:reports extremely. high percentages of items which"4'.::
correspond to and measure each one. This stems from
the fact .that test items were scored for all of the al?ova
categories-which could possibly pertain to a resPOn
and not to those which are reflected in the liPT scoAng
system, Eor example, tbe.:item; 'Who is this"? which'
requireslhe student to supply the lexical item, teadiAkv
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is said to measure lexicon, phonology WA, nrphology
OM, comprehension and oral expression. In reality, the
itom only miwsures the production of a lexical iterii, as
the IPT.scoring system duos riot provide for the scCring
of Pronunciation, coMprehension or oral expression.
The technical manual reports that 100% of the items
measure comprehension, but this is not so. In the above
example, the student could have understood the
question perfectly Well; but might not have known the
word teacher and supplied another word. From such a
situation, one would be mistaken in concluding that the
child. did not comprehend the language in the question.

Within proficiency levels, the IPT has a very restricted
range of items which measure each area of language.
Form A' of the English version of the test has an average
of 16 items in LevelS B-F. An. analysis of the test items
showed that over half of the items at each leVel (Wit
the exception of Level F) call for the student to'produce
isolated vocabulary words in response to questions

721; Form B, Pearson's R .59 at the .00001
Significance level, n 492).

These data Are interesting when viewed in light of a
preVious study conducted by. Ulibarri, Spencer and
Rivas (1981) which examined the comparability' of
language proficiency classifications produced by the
LAS, the BSM and the BINL. The test scores of over
1,100 students in first, third and fifth "grades were
compared. The study showed that the proportions of
students who were classified as NEP/LEP/FEP by each
test were highly disparate. They concluded that since
the three tests did not assign approximately the same

,percentages of 'students to the three language
.,...Proficiency classifications, they were not comparable.

They also warned that if different tests were used for
reclassification of stu nts, it would bp possiblp,. for a
student to enter. and e a bilingual program oh the

., same day (p: 79),

abouta picture (Level B = 58%; Level C = Given the fact that three of the language proficiency
.33%;. Level F Of the twelve items onlSkec1.:i'',.t.i.1.1tests used in the IPT criterion validity. study were those

only three measure the child's knowledge of syrifax.an8 .
examined in the Ulibarri, et al. study and found to be

each tests a different structure. Due to the manner. incomparable in assigning students to the same

which test items were classified by the areas. .of language proficiency. classifications, the criterion

language they purport to measure and also the validity figures which were stated for the IPT seem
:restricted range of items tested at each level: the IPT's implausible. If three of. the tests which were used as

content validity is suspect criteria against which to measure the predictive validity.
of the IPT do not show agreement among themselves in

Criterion Validity

.The'IPTtest results were checked against three criteria
to determine theirtriterion- validity. Cross tabulations of
students' scores-on the English version of the IPT, forms
A and B, were made- with a) teachers' 'prediction of
stUdents. IPT -.scores, b) students... previous, scores ons,
state-adopted language proficiency tests arit,d: c)

teachers' .predictions of students' NEP/LEP/FEP

'clasSifi'catioris, The technical manual reports. higl'f'
Validity figures and levels of sigr2ificapce for all three
analyses and concludes that the IPT has criterion and
predictive validity as a . Measure of language
proficiency.

Alteresting result was the correlation of
scores with their NEP /LEP /FEP

.;-'deSSifl;eaticms as determined by one of four C.41ffernia
."tate2164tOVed oral language. .proficiency -:test-:: the

LAB,- the LAS, the BINL, and the BSM.? The statistical
analySis correlated the students' scores on the- IPT,
Which.couldbe one of the seven possible levelg A-F and
M, with their NEP/LEP/FEP scores as determined by one
of the. -state:appreved tests. High positive correlations
betWeen IPT scores and the classifications reported by.
the stete-approyed

the
were 7obtained--.(Forrn. A.

--Pearson's R =.75 the.00001 level of significance, n

assigning students to language-proficiency levels, how
could they show a high positive correlation with the IPT
when a fourth test, the LAB, was adde'd?

While the IPT 'reports high construct, content and
criterion validity,slose examination of the studies casts
shadows on its. validity sas ah. accurate measure of oral
language prdficieri'dy for L2 'learners: For that reason,
the question of its reli'ability will not be addressed.

Conclu'sion

There has been a renewed inte.-est in the subject of
language-proficiancy testirfq in recent years largely, due
to mandated language-proficiency testing of students
participating,,. in bilingual education programs The
original im'petus for mandated testing resulted from the
Aspira Consent Decree of 1973. The majority of state
and federally funded bilingual programs are transitional
in scope and are aimed at bringing the
limited-English-proficient (LEP) child to the point where

. she/he can exit the bilingual program and begin
instruction in the all-English classroom. Although
language-proficiency testing in bilingual programs was
mandated in order to identify both students who were
eligible for program participation and those who had
acquired sufficient English. language proficiency to

1. .

./
Correlation of Teachers' Prediction of Students' IPT Scores and IPT Results Form A. Pearson's R .79 at the .00001 significance level:Form B. .

Pearson's R = 66 at the 00001 sigtillicancrAevel. 'Students',Previous Scores onStateAdopted Language Proficiency Tests and IPT Results'.

Form A. Pearson's R .75 at the 00001 significance level: Form B. Pearson's R 59 at the .00001 significance level: Teachers' Predictions of
Students' NEP/LEP/PEP Classifications with IPT Results Form A. Pearson's R = .71 at the .00001 significance level; Form B. Pearson's R .63

at the 00001 significance level
2The abbreviaiions refer to the following Commonly used proficiency tests: LAB Language Assessment Battery. LAS Language Assessment

BINL Basic Inventoryofpatural Language. BSM Bilingual Syntax Measure.
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warrant their exit frorn the program, virtually none
existed at the time.

Previous languagoproficiency testing was rnostlx,done
within the area of foreign language pedagogy, With the
exception of the Foreign Service Interview (FS1)*Vhich
was used 'by the State Department, the
language-proficiency tests which were used in foreign

"language classrooms were paper and pencil tests which
emphasized receptive, rather. than productive, language
skills. Furthermore, due to the influence of structural
linguisti they were. discrete. point in nature and
tested nly one specific language kill in one
comp ent of language at a time, e.g., .the ability to
co prehend elements of the phOnologicalsystem, etc.

ese typos of measures were unsatisfactory for they
did not always positively correlate with one's ability to
communicate in a language and did not satisfy, the
requirement of the Aspira Consent Decree which
stipulated that "the placement of children in

. ,educational programs using English or Spanish as the
medium of instruction be determined by their ability tq
'effectively' participate. in instruction" (Shuy, 1977, p.
79). When viewed in the light of prevailing linguistic
theory, their definition of language proficiency as
control of the syntax, lexicon and phonology of a

`language is toonarrow and ignores a native speaker's
knowledge regarding functional language and the rules
which govern language use...

Stey :$077) defies functio2a1 language competence
knowled:ee thatallows,people to use

. their langu 'tornake utterances to others in terms of
their goals!.it fricliideS'a knowledge of what kinds of
goals language can accomplish. .(the functions of
language) and of what are permissible utterances to
accomplish each function" (language strategies) (p. 81)-

.
Examples of language functions would .be giving an
order, making promises or apologies,. etc. Operating
from this position, more integrative or global language
proficiency measures.are called for which 'more cloSely

approximate the process which speakers of a language
go through when communicating in a language,

While proficiency measures todapty do stress productive
skills, they are still for the most part discrete-point or at
best quasi-integrative Itests which employ
discrete-point scoring of speech samples). They still
focus mainly on measuring thoSeelements of language
which are the most testable and most easily quantified

phonology and lexicon, Their focus is. narrowed
.further in that the language used in the tests is

generally restricted to the school domain.

Language-proficien4testing is poorly understood and
approached with dread by teachers and administrators
who feel that language-proficiency test results provide
no answers for them at the instructional level. They see
it as a time-consuming activity which impinges upon
instructional time and yields no useful information

.regarding how one should instruct the child
Subsequently.They- want to know, given the
NEP/LEP/FEP classification of a student, what kind of
instructional program should be provided* e child
to help him/her achieve English proficiency.,.

The IPT Oral Language Proficiency Test is a response to
this very real concern of teachers and administrators in
that it provides an Oral language-Management program,
tyf developmental activities purporting to enhance a
,Nudent's language proficiency based on its results; It
also claims to prepare L2 learners, as well as L1 learners"1".-
who have languag2,which is not fully developed. to"'
reading instructioci'XIOSer-examination of the IPT has
shown that it has such theoretical and technitliVr
Problems that one must question whether it a
measures language proficiency or simply a ti's.
progression through the IDEA Oral Language
Management Program. As it is doubtful that the
theoretical construct language proficiency the IPT
purports to. measure really is being, measured, both its
clainis and the advisability of its use for L2 learners are
questioned.
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A SUGGESTED CUBIC RUBRIC FOR JUDGING THE ADEQUACY
OF LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

Calvin K. Claus
National College of Education

Introduction

Over the past quarter century various classification
schemes, taxonomies or rubrics hallo boon proposed for
use in analyzing the adequacy of educational tests. The
Taxonomy of Educational Object(ves: Cognitive
Domain, edited by .Bloom (1956). had its origins
primarily in general, college-level, achievement testing.
Neither this classification scheme nor the subsequent
one by Krathwohl, Bloom and Massie (1964) focused
specifically on langbagejSsessmenti However; the
applications in this area, particularly. of the'Cognitive
Domain Handboo(. are many,iOffnore dired relevance,
though, is a rubric suggestedty;Stansfield (1982):1-le
has proposed a three-dimengienal .design which
incorporates linguistic components (phonology, syntax,
lexicon), the traditional communication skills (listening,
speaking, reading, writing) and a sociolinguistic domain
(home, neighborhood, school): This 3 x 3 x 4 matrix of
thirty-six cells d with such a wide array of language
assessment possib sties' that it would be beyond
practicality to tap I of these aspects with one tint
instrument. "Noneth less, the matrix is useful in judging
the validity of an inst ment. Thus, as a general rule, the
more cells we find i cluded in a test, the greater its
validity" (Standsfield. 19B1. p. 236),

AAR. .

With validity as a mmer focar-pdint' then,it would' be
well to cite the Standards for Educationaltland
Psychological Tests (1974) as another approach to
analyzing test adequacy. Under the heading of Content.
Validity. standard E12 states::-If test performance,, is to
be interpreted as a representative sample of
performance in a universe of situations, the test manual

,.:should give a clear definition. of the universe
represented . It comments further: The definition
should be operational, rather th. n . theoretical,
containing spedifications regarding ctiees'af stimuli,
tasks to be performed and.observations to be scored" (p.
45). An exploration of how some test makers have
defined specifications regarding classes of stimuli and
tasks to be performed has led this writer to the
conclusion that another supplementary rubric is needed
to judge the adequacy of language assessment
procedures:

_Basis for Another Rubric

BeftSre proceeding further, a few definitions may be in
_order. A remark by FOster.(1974) can serve as a biSiS for
"clarifying what is meant by.correct Standard English or
correct Standard Polish or correct Standard (any
language you can name). it is unfortunate that school
personnel. too. often are rigidly bound and limited b
therconcept of correct Standard English. In-the reek
of the life. outside, the, school, however the pyoper,_ .-..

language is the. language that brings people together

and succeeds In accomplishing an objective" (p. 163).
01,

Another term requiring clarifibeticrn is asse ent. A.
definition which this writer has, found usefu 41uns as
follows: assessment sydfolgp..orecorelitlg
reporting pit;,f(,bc.thavior cliengirkAhlth' ir'46nsidered
des iratiletiiiritlititiOrute ti.previbu'ely'stated objective.

An obvious common thread running through both
definitions is the necessit for having an objective. But
how can pre get a Kan le on the vast number of
educational., objeetives th would constitute a "well
rounded" curriculum? The- National College Verb List
shown in Figure 1 has been f some help In this regard.
An earlier edition of this list as published by Gronlund
(1970). The list as shown h re appears in Pucel and
Knaak (1975).

The 455 verbs have been found to be useful in
generating statements of educational objectives and for
developing assessment procedures to measure whether
or not a learner has accomplished them: Clearly, it
would not be possible to assess a person in all these
behaviors at one timeAlfbWever, as shown in Figure 1,
the verbs and associated' behaviors can be grouped in a
number of ways. Further examination of the list reveals
that additional classifications arepossible.

One of these other ways of classification is related to
the traditional dichoforny of testing techniques:
Recognition test items vs. Recall (Mitchell, no 'date).
more functional;description of these two could be.

respectively: Selected Response items of the
multiple-choice type. and Supplied Response items

which involve single Oral or written answers, as well as
ded discourse both in writing and speaking along
II other remaining types of responding. Mother

tomous grouping whidltfollows from this, reflects
2 Dimensional. silent, pencil-and-paper behavior vs. 3.
Dimensional ,.Iqehavior 1,alivirbal,!production-

or interactions: blatV4en pe anclVetVeen people
and things. Thus, the 2 x 2 scheme or rubric shown. in
Figure 2 can be generated.

When we attempt to apply this 2 x 2 rubric in the
specific area of language assessment, however,
something seems to be missing. The missing facet
emerges when referring to the admonition in the
Standards for Educational and Psychological Tests
about "specifications regardifig classes of stimuli."
What has peen...left out is the medium or channel

. presented' to an

Si d. leads to a thjrd dichotomy: oral
;./ printed stimuli. Figure 3 shows

tine contains when all three-.
birted. Altogether, eight cells
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s A

ri, .

Alter
Ask
Change
Design

Analyze
Appraise
Assess

Choose
Collect
Define

Accept
Admit
Agree
Aid
Allow

Abbreviate
Accent,
Alphabetize
Articulate

angp
Cat ize
Chart
Cite

Blow
Bow

'Arph
Bat
Bend
Carry
Catch
Chase

Generalize)
Modify
Paraphrase
Predict

Combine
Compare
Conclude

Describe
Detect
Differentiate

Answer
Argue
Communicate
Compliment
Contribute

Call
Capitalize
Edit
Hyphenate

Circle
Classify.
Compile
Copy

'Float: ""

Grab
'Grasp
Grip

Figure 1

Indsx.Verborum PerMissorUm

The Functional, Forceful Four Hundred Fifty-Five

1. "Creative'Behaviori

Rogibup
',Rename
Reorder
Reorganize

Question
Rearrange
Recombine
Reconstruct

Rephrase
Restate
Restructure
Retell
Revise

2. Complex, Logical, Judgmental Behaviors

Contrast Disignate Formulate
Criticize Determine Generate
Deduce Discover . Anduce
Defend Evaluate Infer

3. General Discriminative Behaviors

Discriminate
Distinguish
Identify

Indicate**
Isolate
List

4.4SOcial Behaviors

Cooperate.
Dance

'bisagree
Discuss
Excuse

Forgive
Greet
Help
Interact
Invite
Join

5; Language Behaviors

Indent
Outline
Print r.,
Pronnce

Diagram
Find
Follow
Gather

Punctuate
Read
Recite
Say
Sign

6. "Study.' Behaviors

Itemize
Label.
Locate
Look
Map

7. Music Behaviors

Finger .

Harmonize

Hit
Hop
Jump
Kick
Knock
Lift

Hum
vleflute

Play

8. Physical Behaviors

March
Pitch
Pull
Push
Run
Skate
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Match
Ornit,
Order
Pick

Laugh
Meet
Participate
Permit
Praise

'React

e.
ummartze

Syllabicate

Mark
Name
Note
Orgar*e.":
Quote'

Pluck
Practice
Sing

Ski
Skip
Somersault
Stand
Step
Stretch

Rewrite
Simplify
Synthesize
Systematize
Vary,.

Plan
Structure
Suggest
Substitute

Place
.PoInt
Select

-Separate

Reply
Smile
Talk
Thank
Visit
Volunteer

Tell
Translate
Verbalize
Whisrer
Write

'Record
Reproduce
Search
Sort
Underline

Strum .

Tap
Whistle

Swim
Swing
Throw
Toss
Walk



Atiatentile
liked
Brush
Build
Carve
Color
Construct

Act.-
Clasp
Cross

Dot
Draw
Drill
Fold
Form

Direct
Display
Emit

Add Compute
Bisect Count
Calculate Cumulate
Check Derive
Circumscribe Divide

Align
Apply
Attach
Balance
Calibrate

Button
Clean
Clear
Close

Conduct
Connect
Convert
Decrease
Demonstrate

Comb
Cover
Dress
Drink

1I.',.." 'Aim , Erase
Attempt Expand
Attend Extend
Begin Feel
Bring Finish
Buy . ,- Fit

'i -.Come Fi/c

Complete Flip
Cslfrect Get
Crease Give'
Crush Grind
Develop Guide
Distribute Hand
Do Hang;'

HoldDrop,.
:, End Hook

. -

()Arts Behavior

IMMO
Hammer
Handle
Heat
Illustrate
Melt
Mix

Mold.
Nail
Paint
Paste..,

Pn

Pour

10. Drama Behaviors

Irritate
Leave

.. Move

Enter
Exit /4'
Express

11. Mathematical Behaviors

Estimate
Extrapolate
Extract
Graph
Grbup

12. Laboratory

Dissect
Feed
Grow
Increase
Insert

Integlate
Interpolate
Measure
Multiply
Number

Science Behaviors

Keep
Lengthen
Limit
Manipulate
Operate

Roll
Rub
Send
Saw
Sculpt
Shake
Sketch
SMooth

. Stamp_

Sty.
Trace
Trim
Varnish
Wipe
VVrtip

, .
Pantomime Respond
Pass O'Show
Perform Sit
Proceed Turn

Plot
Prove
Reduce
Solve
Square

---,Subatract
SuM
Tabulite

ally
Iffy

Plant
P re parev..417..-Specify
Remove. Straighten

Repeit .= Transfer
Weigh

13. General Appearance, Health and Safety Behafikirs

Eat
Eliminate
Empty
Fasten

Fill
Go
Lace
Stack
Stop

Taste
Tie
Unbutton,
Uncover
Untie

Unzip
, Wait

Wash
Wear
Zip

14. Miscellaneous

Hunt Peel Scratch Store
Include Pin Send Strike
Inform Serve Supply
Knee'

Position
Present Sew Support

Lay., Produce Share Switall
Lead Propose Sharpen Take
Le Provide Shoot Tear
Let Put Shorten Touch
Light. Raise Shove Try
Make Relate . Twist
Mend Repair pigrlify, Type
Miss Repeat SJip Use
Offer Return Slide Vote
Open Ride Spread Watch
Pack Rip Stake , Weave
Pay Saxe Start Work

".1Votehataf1iot_.,tfie4,,./bs4n this entire list could be subsumed under either Showor
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Figure 2 .

Examples of Verbs Classified According to A 2 x 2 Schema t
:

.....
Selected Response

. .
Supplied Response .

1

.t

a
("8

Choose
Detect

.D.ifferentiate
Discriminate
Dittinguish .

: 'Identify
indicate
Match
Omit
order
Pick.
Select

. .

.. 'Arrange
"Categorize
Circle
Classify
Find
Locate
Mark

.. .

°.

,

.

Ak-e-,'
Or'.
.

DeWitt in writmg,
Describe, in writing, , .

List ,
-,,

fall but two or three of the "creative" behaviors)..
(elf of complex, logical, judgmental behaViors)
(alMostall the mathematical behaviors)

Chart, .Diagram Map, Quote

Cite Follov Name ..

Compile Itemize Note

. .. ......Ceriv- Label Qrganizo
.

..

P..

.

.

,

.

6r
a
a.
(-1

Choose. , .

Detect _g

Differentiate
DiScriminate
Distinguish
Identify
Indicate
Isolate
Match
Order
Pick
Place
Point
Select
Separate

Arrange .

Categorize
Classify
Find
Gather
Locate

.

,

4

.

..

Define, orally.... .

Describe, orally, .. , 1.1
List ,

.tall .but two or threo of the "creative" behaviors)

.: (all of the coMplex;:logical, judgmental behaviors)

-loll of the social behaviors)
fall of the music behaviors) ,

(all of the physical behaviors)
(almost all of the arts behaviors)

.

(all of the drama behaqiors)
.

,, .-;.
(almost all the laboratory science behavior's);.....-

(all of the general appearance. health,
4.

.. . behaviors)

.0

Follow
.

. .

Label, orally ...
Name, orally ... ,,.)

Organize
Quote

,

.

,

safety
,
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Selepted Response

Application of the Cubic Rubric to a Sample of
Language Tests

Figure 4 and ,Figure 5 illustrate -how well two language
tests fill the Oells in the proposed classificAtion scheme.
A preliminary step was to phrase a statement, an
educational objective, for each identifiable part of the
test being analyzed. In Figure 4 the parts of the Illinois
Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities (Kirk, McCarthy and.
Kirk, 1968) are checked against the rubric. All sections
of the Short Tests of Linguistic Skills (Frederickson,
1976) are the ones shown in Figure 5.

In Figure 4 the ITPA touches all but .three cells,
heavy representation in the 2D, Selected Response,
Printed Stimuli and the 3D, Supplied OResponse, Oral
Stimuli categories. A better balance and more complete
coverage of cells is evident, in Figure 5. Here the STLS
missed only in two categories. When gaps appear it
now is possible to generate a set of statements and
rela ed 'test situations to increase the coverage. For
example, on the STLS in the 30, Selected Response,
Printed Stimuli Cell, an objective such as the following

Supplied Response

-99

orb

T.

might fit: Pick out, froM each of six groups of four
objects, the One specified by a set of printed directions.
For the missing 3D, .Supplied Response, Printed Stimuli
Cell, a statement such as this might suffice: Ask
someone for help as if being in the position of a. person
in three different situations described in writing.

In additron to the two tests analyzed here in some
detail, a quick, summary check was made on-seventeen
other tests taken *in a sampling of the ETS iTest
C9Ilection: Tests in Mibrofiche (1975 through 1981).
Figure 6 shows how broadly or narrowly each test
matches up, to the facets of the cubic rubric. It becomes
quite clear, here, that-several tests barely tap into the
total number of possibilities for assessing language
competence. This serves as.' a caution, rather than a
value judgment for test 'users as well as test authors. If
factors of time, money and energy loom large, then
some aspects of linguisitic performance will' not be
assessed. Stensfield 11982), after developing a

forty-eight cell, 4 x 4 x 3 matrix, said "... test authors
must make choices as to which cells will be included
and which will be left out (p. 237).

9?



Figure 4

.

Selected Response .
.

Supplied Response
. v

°tic;

-a
I'.
a.
r...

',5

co
.c
a)

co

t.,1(3*.

' / .

Select, from 4 different pictures, the one which
/islike another picture previously exp1sed for

only 3 secs, -.

. . ., ., .
.

Select, frorri 4 different pictures, the one which
has a functional relationship to,another, 7.
picVe,

Select, from 4 different pictures, the onewhich
has a relationship to a fifth picture which is
analogous to the relationship between two
other separate pictureS. .

Locate. T 30 seconds, as many designated, 1.

pictured objects as possible which have'
been embedded or camouflaged within each
of 4 designs.

.

. -
.

k 1

.
.

. .

R

8

2
a)

co

M

.
Rearrange three or more pidtured orths

according to a pre-arranged. model
sequence after a 5-second exposure of the
model to be copied. ,

..
.

Panfomime how.each of ten piCtured 'common.
objects is used.

t
1

=
E.
.r..-

(4 -.
76

, ,...0

C1'5
8

IN .0r0
0)

co

. .

t

\
, '5

cot
.0
v.)

.

Agree or disagree, by word or gesture, with
assertions that particular named animals,
plants, people or things respond in certain

`ways.

.

,

..,

-,

.

Complete, with one spoken word in each case.
short sentences presented orally involving
analogies some of which incorporate
opposites.

.
Repeat; orally, spoken digit sequences

.involving from 2 to 9 digits, presented at a
rate of two digits-per second.

.

Describe, orally,ea.ch of five real common ,
''., 'objects in terms of multi gii cFe.ajaoteristics

such as name. color, shape, composition,
fUnOtion, parts, numerosity, simile,
metmetaphor, or relationship to other persons,
places or things.

0 ,,. % .

**Complete short spoken and illi.istrated .

..
sentences, orally, with orie word which, in
each case, follows a rule of grammatical .
usage, number, tense, or a
corlrparatiCre-superlative relationship.

Say,the complete word foe each of 30, 2 to 5
syllable words when. presented orally with
some syllables missing.

Pronounce real and nonsense words composed
of two to seven sounds when presented -.
orally in serrated phonetic units.
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4

.

Selected Response
1

.

Supplied Res-ponse

"
E
..r.--

. cp
-o

..7.4.

')

-8

co
.0
wto .

,c9,

Chos,s1sramorig give printed ements, the
beSt response to uestions about l'he., I

content in ea oftwo written paragraphs.

Identify w h of four printed words best
.

co etes each of ten statements.
, , .

..

Diffe entiate which.of three worlds, if any, is
. mis pelted 4 each of five examples.

.
.

.

Complete, in writing, each of five sentences
containing a missing word suggested by.a..,

.pictorial prompt.
.

Write-in an appropriate-word or short phrase
that completes each of five.printed
sentences in answer to a.written question.

. . .

Answer, in writing, five printed questions about
. a given picture!

'5
CO

w
co.4
C:l
P)

.

,
,

X .

,

.

Cn

113-

0

'

o
,..

5
2
w

co
cl:)
CV

. , . " ,

Pick, from three printed words, the one which is
spoken in each of five examples.

, ." . .
.

Select a printed YES or NO anSwer,to eacKoi
five spoke'n questionSabout everyday
objects or events. '

. -
.

Write, fromtlictation. each of five eakamples
40

containing from one to five words. .

. f.
. . .

Respond, in writing, to five simple. spoken ..
imperatives involving common, everyday,
wbrds and relationships.

A

'
t-o

'5
co
.0
w

co
cl:)
m

.

Verbalize which step on a four-point scale
represents personal competence in four
types of communication described orally.

) ° ,.

.

.
Reply. orally,to five simple sPoken questions '

iabout everyday events.
.. .

Respond, orally, to qUestions about simple
things or actions which are shoWn..

1

.A

rr,
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0

..

--,
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Printed stimuli oral stimuli

w
-,

cn

o. Ca.
CI)

F2

V
Q)
' ;
CU

Tv
CI)

d
N

cp.
Cn

0
0.
Cn

F2

V
Q)a
ca.
m .
CI)

0N

w
V)

0
Ca.
CI)

F2

V
w
t 3
CU

53
CI)

0
co

ci.)
Cn

0
0.
Cn

F2

V
..wa

ca.
m
CI)

0
CO

.-
GU
C/)

0
0.
CI)

I.-
Q)

V
w
t.n) .

W
.713

Cl, .

ciN

Q)
., CI3 .

0
Ca.
CI)
W6-
V
waa
m
CI)

ci .N

GU
tr)

0
0. ,
cn

,_Q)

-Cs
kw

ti
W

TD
CI)

ci
CO

W
CI)

0
Ca.
CI)

Q)L..

V'
.Q.,

-a
ca.

m
CI)

ci
CO

.

Test Reviewed

Shorffests of Linguistic Skills (Fredericksbn, 1976) * *
, ,

* *
. _.

. Illinois Test of Psycho/ingtlistic Abilities (Kirk, et al., . .
19 ,,1968)

. .
*n

.

*
..

* *,
..

Spanish-English Dominance Assessment Scale
(Spolsky, 1972),

* *
Intermediate Reading ComprehensiA.Test in Modern

'Chinese (Chou, et al., 3964)

Pictorial Auditory Comprehension Test (Carroll.and Ho,
1959)

*''

Flexibility Test to Measure DOminance in
-Spanish-English Bilinguals (Keller, 1974)

A

Ambiguous Verbal Stim'ulus Test to Measure
. ,

Dominance in Spanish-English Bilinguals (Keller
,1974),

,

....

I

.
`)

Navajo-P-iglish Language Dominance Interviewil
. (Spolsky, 1974) .

.

,

Test of Language Judgement (Kahn, 1971) , , * ,

Test of Grammatically Correct Spanish and English (de
Mestan, 19761

, 4

*
.

Ott Test of Oral Language: English and Spanish (Ott,
1970) ..

n

I

French Achievement Test: Language Arts.; K through 5
(DelahoussaVe, 1973)

.

'*
.

French FLES Test. (Barry et al., no date) * . *
West Hartford Public 8

Hartford, 1976)
ools Spanish FLES Test (West

. ,
..*

-

1 *
English as a Second La gUage Assessment Battery

(ESLAB) (Rivera & L friberdo.: 1979) ' c

. .

* * *

Language Dominance. Survey: Grades K-1 (Language
Dominance & urvey, 1974) .

N .

'
I

*
I

Language Domina e'Suryey: Grades 2-4 * _*
Language Dominance Survey: Grades 5-7 * * *
Language Dominance Survey: Grades 8-12 . i * *

"Discrete classification within the rubric is 'complicated in these two instances;
pictures, but the directions on how to respond to them are presented orally.

"
-102- U
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Deciding Ho Many Cells of the Cubic Rubric
Should Be F Iled

SinCe the S LS has been shown to assess. 75% of the
types of pe formances outlined in the proposed cubic
rubric, som might say this is sufficient: Certainly, it is
the most .c mplete of those analyzed ere. With the
addition o wf wo more sets of tasks, it would give 100%
coverage. hile this might be an ideal goal to be
reached, th re are empirical studies that remain to be
done before a definitive statement can be made. There
is some e idence that if we , rely on competence
measures in one cell to predict competence in Another
without directly measuring it, gross errors can bevrnade.
Moss, Cole hand Khampajkit (1982) found a correletion
of only .12 between a 2D, Selected Response, Printed
Stimuli 0/pc test and a 2D, Supplied Response, Printed
Stimuli Test. In more traditional turfs, this is a
correlation study between scores on an essay test and
scores on a multiple-choice tanguage usage test. This
low correlation was for fourth graders. At the seventh
grade, the correlation went to .39 and to .47 at the tenth
grade.

The ease, with ,which a multiple-choice language test
can be aaministered and scored is frequently the basis
for a decision that only this 2D, Selected Resp8nse,
Printed. Stimuji typ, examination be given. However, to

Frederickson, C. Short Tests of 'Linguistic Skills.
Chicago:. Board of Education, Department of
Reseacdh and Evaluation, 1976.

make sure that ,a just judgment is made of a person's
language competence, more, muchrnore is needed, At
the mornent it might be best to. aim at constructing a
test which touches most if not all eight cells 'of ,the
cubic rubric.

Conclusion.

Several classification sch taxonomies or .rubrics
. have been proposed ,analyzing the. adequbcy of
.language assessmen procedure's. The proposed cubic
rubric presented in is paper is not meant to supplant,
but rather to augln nt, those other sctiemes which deal
with linguistic Specifics such as phonology, syntax,'
lexicon, pragmatics, and sociang istic variables.
When a test is placed against tije ght:fold matrix.
suggested here, a few more que's ns boul adequacy
of the test can be answered. Since is 2 x 2 x 2
classification scheme 'is baSed only uppn a logical
analysis of test performances, much empirical work
remains to be done.- Some data are available on'
correlatio-Its between a couple of the facets of the Pubic
rubric. Other intercorrehations are as yet unknown. As
for integrating the cubic rubric with other classification
schemes, it seems that the most likely application to
start with is in the area of expanding and clarifying the
traditional variables of listening, speaking, reading and
writing.
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FIFTH INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON EDUCATIONAL TgSTING
UNIVERSITY OF STIRLING, SCOTLAND,-JULY 2, 1982

Protase E. Woodford
Educational Testin6 Service

At ETS,,sinCe our founding in 1947. we have developed
foreign languaJe tests. It was pd urttir the 1960%2

however, that we attempted to assess speaking ability.
The Modern Language Association of Americareceived
a grant frdm the U.S. Office of Education for
development of listening, speaking, reading and writing
tests in French, German, Italian, Russian and Spanish.
These monies become available through, the NDEA.
Sputnik had frightened Jegislatori into providing funds
for the improvpment of instruction in mathematics,
science' and foreign languages. Foreign langu
teachirig methodologies and materials underWen a

radical, transformation. The model for much of this
change was the old 'Army Language School in
Monterey, California. (now DLI). Among the consultants

A

4,

for the 'speaking test were representatives of the
Foreign Service Institute of the U.S. Department of State.

FSI, in the late 1950's, was faced with the problem of
both describing and evaluating the face -to -face

communication skills of foreign services. officers in

dozens of languages. It did not enjoy the internal
accountability system of the academic foreign langUage
teaching community. g

The quality of its program was judged by ambassadors,
spies, heads of missions and others. If the "product" was
not of quality, congress Vvould soon hear of it

16 and tile marvelous money well would soon dry up.

Level 1

The FSl Proficiency Rating Scalp

Able to satisfy routine travel.. needs and minimum
courtesy requirements. Can ask and answer questions
on topics very familiar to him within the scope of his
very liTited language experience; can understand
simple,questions and statements, allowing for slowed
speech, repetition or paraphrase: speaking vocabulary
inadequate to express anything,. but .the most
elementary needs; errors in pronunciation and grammar

, are frequent. but can be understood by a native speaker
used to dealing with fojeigners attempting to speak his
language, While eler4ntary needs vary cd?nsiderably
from irrdividual to indjvidual, any pe'rson at level 1

should be able to order a simple meal. ask for shelter or
lodging,.; ask and give simple directions, make

, purchases:and tell time.

Level 2

Able to satisfy routine social demands and limited work
requirements:Cah handle with confidence"but not with

ituattons.. \ facility most 'social i rncluding introductions
and .casual conversa .. ns about current events, as well
as work family, and autobiographical-information;information; can
handle limited work requiremerv, needing help in
'hodling any cctrnplications of diffitulties; can get the
gist of most con'versations'on nontechnical subjects (i.e.
topics which require no speclaliied knowledge) and has
a speaking vocabulary sufficient to express himself
simply with some circumlocutkoks: accent, though
often quiet'faulty, is intelligible an usually handle
elementary cohstructions quite accurately. but does not
have thorough or confident control of the grammar.

/

Level 3

Able to speak' the language with sufficient structural
accuracy and vocabulary to p§rtiaipate effectively in
mast formal and informal conbrsations on practical,
social, and professional topics. Can discuss particular
interests and special fields of competfince with
reasonable easerdomprehension is quite complete for a
normal rate of speech; vocabulary is broad enough that
he rarely has to grope fgr a word; accent may.. be
obviously foreign; control *of- grammar good; errors
never interfere with understanding and rarely diSturb
the native speaker.

Level 4

Able to use the language fluently. and accurately on all
levels normally, pertinent to 'professional needs. Can
understand and participate in any conversation within
the range of .his, experience With a high degree of
fluency and precision of vocabulary: would rarely be
taken for a native speaker, but can respond
appropriately even in unfamiliar situations; errors of
pronunciation -and grammar quite rare; can handle
informal interpreting from and into the language.

Level 5

Speaking proficiency equivalent to that of an educated
native, speaker. Has complete Tluerity ih theolanguage
such that his speech on all levels is fully accepted by
educated native speakers in all of its features. including .
breadth of vocabula y and -idibm, colloquialisms, and
pertinerit cultural grences.
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The Y0::---;Telb-rt- language tests that we had been
developing at ETS over the.years were limited to skills .

of reception listening comprehension and reading.
They were objective tests . multiple choice. and
very reliable.

We know that prodUctive skills correlate highly with '
their corresponding receptive skills,. speaking- listening,
reading-writing, for relatively large groups, but thpre are
always exceptions.' A tongueless examinee might
understand Portuguese perfectly.

The objective, multiple choice tests might be extremely
reliable, but they were, obviously not valid measures of
face-to-face communication skills. The Foreign Sercive`
would sacrifiCe high reliability for validity..The first task
'was to develop a scale or series-of descriptors. The FSI
Sdale .ranged from 0 no functional ability in the
language, to 5 -- ability equivalent to that of an
educated nativespeaker.

The problem with a numerical scale, particularly for
pedagogs, is the tendency to corMder the points
equidistant. A 3 should represent the same
improvement over a 2 as a 2 over a 1. A cone, however;
illustrates better than a line, the properties of the scale.

The Foreign` Service developed expectations for
. attainment of different levels, by, language, according to
hours of instructibn.

S

Once the Foreign Serviett had the scale in place, the
next task was to develop a procedure whereby people
could be put on the scale. The. LPI. dr language
proficiency interview, was the result. The LPI is in a
sense, an endless series of parsallel tests, each urlqiue to
the examinee. The interview lasts from 3'to 20 minutes,
approximately.

Structure of the Interview
1

Every oral interview follows the same generestructore.
This general structure, guides the interiewer by
diredting his or her attention to certain mandatory
aspects of the test. An interview may be divided int'd
four phases: warm-up, level check, probes, and
wind-up. The level check and the prObes take more time
than the warm-up and the wind-ub.,,At the very lowest
levels, the limitations orthe candidate's language may
be such that the four phases will be indistinguishable
from each other At thltery highest levels, neither
warm -up nor wind-up be necessary unless the

°candidate has not been speaking the language recently.

The WarM-up. The warm-up consists of social
amenities and simple conversation at a level that is very
easy for the candidate. (At the lowest levels, this may
not be possible.) There are three purposes to this phase
of, the interview: (1) putting the candidate at ease: (2)

reacquainting the candidate with the language if
necessary: and (3) giving the interviewer a preliminary
indication of the candidatp'S level. For candidates, the
main purpose of thewarrn-up is toput them. at ease
with the testing situation and to reintroduce them to

the language. The length of the warm-up will depend on
the ) circumstances; ,candfdetes who have n spoken
the language for some time may need to get ba nto it
gradully, while- others may themselves ialm ietely
shift he conversation to a higher level.Testers should
never 'skip this phase, but they may shorten it
bonsiderably if tAe candidate does not seem to need it.

One good way' to begin the warm-up is forhe tester to
introduce himself or herself to the candidate in the
target language.,Since introductions are usually learned
early in foreign language classes, it is easy for most
candidates to respont, openihg the. way for .further
conversational exchanges.

For the interviewer, the warm-up serves the important
function of giving a preliminary indication ,of the
candidate's lever. This preliminary indication 'must be
confirmed because about a third of candiates answer
questions at the level and in the style in which they are
asked. The best approach is for a tester to assume that
the preliminary indication is to be checked in'the next
phase, the level check. In fact, the rest of the interview
will be devoted to ascertaining whether this preliminary --
indication is'accurate or not.

9.

The Level check. The purpose of this phase is to find
the highest level at which the candidate can sustain a
speaking perforrhance. To find the level, the interviewer
must` test the breadth and 'depth of the candidate's
ability in the language.

How fluent ins the candidate? H w well does he or she
pronounce tfie langliage? Ho accurate is the
grammar? How wide is the vocabulary? How correct is
the syntax? How native is the expreSsion tf ideas and
concepts in tile language?

Sometimes the level indication given by the warm-up is
misleading, and the interviewer cap begin the level
chedk too low or too high. If the test begins at too low a
level, the interviewer can simply raise the. level of the
questions and begin the leyel check over again. If the
test begins at too high a level ,(This problem can be
caused by either the tester's questionS or the
candidate's answerk). the interviewer must bring the
level down. Stetting at too high a level is to be avoided,
sincebringing the level of an interview down is difficult
to do without giving the candidate a sense of failure.

In the level check, testers should check a nuOber of
topics (both interest and noninterest areas) to spe if the
candidate can perform consistently at the Level in
question. Can the candidate accomplish the functions
with suitable content and accuracy? When the
candidate successfiflly passes the level check, his or her
performance 'provides a floor to the rating.The next
phase aims afinding the ceiling.

The Probes. The purpose of this phase is to make sur4
that the level the interviewer has beep checking is the
candidate's highest sustained level..To probe, the tester ;*

should take the candidate above the previous level
several times in different ways: an involved question, a
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situation, a conversation between two testers into
which the carldidate is then drawn, etc. The interviewer
may alsoivant the candidate to ask some questions. If

this ph6se has been successful. no candidate should
leave .the testing room feeling that he or she has not

'been tested to the limit of his or her

This' phase is purposely in the. plural because there
'should be several probes, at least three or four. Probes'
shosuld furnish clear examples of linguistic breakdown.
Sometimes the candidate actually tells the interviewer 4
that the limit has been reached by saying, "1 don't knew
how to say that in your language," or "I know what I
want to say 'b'ut I can't say it." In other cases, a sharp

. drop in fluency, a sudden groping for words, or a
dramatic increase in grammatical errors give evidence
Of the linguistic breakdown. .

If the interviewer haS carried out the level check at too
low ',a I lvel, the candidate will probably be able to'
respOyd o the probes consistently well. If this happens,
then tke interviewer must recommence the process of
level cre k and probes and continue until the ceiling of
the cand date's proficiency is found.

While
candida
they ca

he level check gives evidence of what
es can do, the probes show candidates what
not .do. Without this phase of the interview,

candidates may appear to.be more proficient than they
really ape. The\probes allow a tester to explain why a
caridid4e's -sr eech is not at a higher level, prbviding'
diagnostic inforrnation.with specific examples.

Experienced tester's learn how to interweave the level
check and the probes, so That the candidate is allowed
to return to a level Where,..performance can.be sustained
before being asked anther higher-level question.

The Wind-up, The purpose of this phase is to leave
candidtes with a' feeling of accomplishment after
stretching their speaking ability to the limit. It is disci the
tester's last .chance to check' out any aspect of the
wandidate'S speaking ability that may still be unclear.
Normally, the'wind-tVsfiDuld return to the highest level
that the candidate was able lo %sustain during the
interview. It may epen be hqlpful, particulaFty at the
lowest levels, to end the test by returning briefly to a
'topic discussed previously. It is,- of course, always
appropriate to close by thanking candidates for the
interview,

ETS was asked by the Peace Corps in 1970 to take over
Peace, Corps Foreign 'Langbage Testing from FSI

becau the Peace Corps was overtaxing FSI resources.
ETS was requested to consider alternatives to ,the FSI
interview. After two years of exploration., we decided
that what they had, with some refinements, suited them
very well.

and in response to expressioos of interest from the
British Council, the English Speaking Union, and

.German and Japanese agencies, ETS, in June 1979.
sponsored a small conference to discuss the possibility
and desirability of establishing a "common yardstick"
(or yardsticks) to describe performance in one or more
language skills. 9

At the conference, descriptiNie scales. of lafiguage
proficiency developed in various' countries and by :

international agencies such as the Council of Europe
were distribUted. Both theoretical and practical issues.
in the development and use of a single set of descriptive
scales on an international basis were discussed.

41 Background papers developed_ from prior work in this
area were presented by ETS and by British council staff.
and other participants contributed information from the
perspective of theirpwn organizations.

There was unanimous agreement among the
participants that development, of descriptive scales for
all language skill areas should be attempted. It was also
recommended that a small working group from among
the conference participants be designated to begin
work on the scale development.

In November, 1979. a working group consisting of John
Clark and Prot6se Woodford of ETS; Brendan J. Carroll,
British Council; David Hicks, English Speaking Union;
and Anthony Fitzpatriek, Deutscher Volkshockschul
Verband met in London. The outcome of this meeting
was the preparation, in rough draft form, of descriptive
scales for oral interaction and writing and a general
outlining of scale characteristics for- listening
con/prehension and reading. Following the November
meeting, draft scale descriptions-for 'passive" li§tening
comprehension (excluding oral interaction) and for
reading comprehension were prepared.

On the b-a-sis of these initial activities and the positive
general response obtained, ETS requested and received j

funding from the foreign langu'age area studies research
program (U.S.O.E./D.E.) for the current project to
continue work on a common metric for language
proficiency.

Brief Description of Project Tasks
-

Proposed further activities for this project included thp

1

followingNkhree tasks:

(1)

(2)

The Common Yardstick

As an outgrowth of the lo g-Standing involverr4nt of
Educational Testing Servi e s language staff with the
Foreign Service Institute (FSI) proficiency rating scale

0
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Distribution of the draft scaj,e4 to recognized
foreign languagq msurement specialists for
their ,critique, commentary, and any sugges-
tions for revision. `.

Convening of a small group of measurement
specialists to synthesize the recommendations
of the reviewers and collaborAe in the revision
of the scales. The senior British member of the
international work group would be invited to
attend This meeting to provide a summary of
similar, inputs by measurement specialists in
Europe.



(3) Assuming a generally positive outcome for
zrctivities Cl) 'arki (2), presentation and
discussion of the language assessment scales
and recommendations for future development
activities to implement the use of these scales
to executive officers of foreign language.
associations, government- agency ,representa-
lives. and representatives of the international
business commu.niti.

Project Outcomes

Task Cl): Review by Measurement Specialilsts

In December, 1980, . selected foreign language
measurement experts were sent project information
and draft, scales fdr their review and comment.
Individuals requested to partiipaje in this review
included:

Dr. Lyle Bachman
University of Illinois . University of Minnesota

Dr. Helen Jorstad

Dr Michael Canale
Ontano,Institute of Studies

in Education.

Dr. Pardee'Lo e

Central Intel ence Agency

Dr. Adrian Palmer
Dr. James Child 7 University of Utah
National Security Agency

Dr. Ray CliffOrd
Central Intelligence Agency

and Defense Language
Institute

Dr. Howard Nostrand
University of VVash.ington

Dr. G. Richard Tucker
Center for Applied

Linguistics
Dr James R. Frith
Foreign Service Institute Dr. Barbara Freed

University of PennSylvania

Reviewers were asked to give (1) their apprpisal of the
overall,ment of the project from both psychometric and
practical standpoints, and-12) specifiggestions for
the revisions of the draft scales with the rationale for
such revision,

Task (2); /1/7easu*nent Specialist Working Group
Meeting

From the origin-ai group of revieyver!s listed above/ a
smaller working group was selected to participate in on
intensive two-day meeting at .ETS to consider the
comments of all reviewers .and to colla.borate with ETS
staff on the revision of each of the four language scales.
The following individuals participated in the February
24-25, 1981 meeting-ht EIS:

Protase Woodford, Project Director
John Clark, Principal Investigator
Judith Liskin-Gasparro, Associate Examiner
Marianne Adams, Foreign Service Institute
Lyle Bachman, University of Illinois
Michael Cana le, 'Ontario Institute
.1 Education
James Child, Natippal Security Agency
Ray Clifford, Defense Language Institute
Barbara Freed, University of Pennsylvania

for St Odiesici`-

1
Pardee Lowe, Central Intelligence-Agency
Howard Nostrand, University of Washington

At _the Eybruary 24-25 meeting, the partiCipants
discussed in detail the following issue.

1. Skills,Represented by Scales

It was. suggested that the traditional four skills
listening, speaking, reading 'band writingbe modified
to include ''reading, writing and "pure" listening
comprehension as discrete, me5sura*: skills, and that
"oral interaction" be used to replace "sjkaking". because
of the listening skill required in real-life speech contexts.

The Number of Scale Divisions

The scales reviewed in conneet-ioni with thq project
came from a variety of U.S., British, and European
sources. The 0.5-Foreign Service scale wasthe most
familiar to the participants.'The utility of the various
scales was discussed as well as a proposed' 8 -level
scale (0-7) for oral interaction.

3. FSI Scale/Oral Interaction Scale Comparison

The relationship of the proposed 0-7 oral interaction
scale to theFSI 0-5 (with -F's) scale was cc\nsidered. -

4. Scale Progressioil

Participants were also asked to consider whether the
.proposed scales provided for a smooth progression
from-one level to the next and whether any pair of level~
descriptions was too close, to allow for a meaningful
distinction between levels. .

;08,

5. Intra-level Consistency

Participants were asked to consider vAether the
descriptive statements within each level would apply to
most persons within the ability group, i.e. to make sure
that there, wouldy be no descriptions of tasks or
behaviors "too easy" or "too difficult" for" people within
the level.

6. Interseale Comparability

Discussion centered ott the degree to which the scales
for the four skills were consistent with regard to detail
of descrihtion.

7. Individual Scale Aspebts

Participants were -asked' to rank each of the lour draft
scales on the following riteria:

A. "understanfability,"

B. :'real.-life refertincing,"
1'

_ d

C. (live and Straightforwardness of use for.rating
examinee port orinance,

D. priority for development..



The participants wer.e also asked to consider the scales
presented to them in light of the "ideal"- scale, that is,
one' that would include all of the features of
interaction that they considered important

/
As the meeting developed, rt became apparent that the
task at hand Was dxtoemely complex( Consequently, it
was decided that a major part of the effort would be!
devotod'to oral interaction

.
The fo.149vving were major outcomes of the meeting

(1),A commitment to some form o,f the 0-5 government
scale. The deliberations of the.group dem)ristrated that
all of the members were some sense basing their
reactions to the 'draft scales on the relationships of
the ?e newer sales to the government scale developed
by the FSI. Since the government scale rS relatiVely
better knoWn and since it has a long and respected
history, it seemed most reasonable to tiein. with, it as a
base, making adjustments to it that vv-!)uld not alter the
accepted understanding of the significance of Level 1

proficiency, Level 2 proficiency, etc.

(2) The 'realization that no scale currently in existence or
under consideration does as complete a job of
evaluating oral proficiency as the participants in the
February meeting would like. Particular concern{ was
focused on such aspects of ,language dbi-city as register.
cultural sensitivity, and, in general, the relationship
between linguistic ability and \he larger area of
interpersonal communication. While these issues arise
mostly at the upper proficiency levels, there are some
languages for which they, emerge as low on the
government scale as Level 2. Time was. also spent
discussing and coming to a common understanding of
the term "fluency."

(3) The decision that further work is most essential at
the 0-2 range. This is. the area in- which most
second-language speakers can expect to fall otter
taking advantage of the range of acadeM,ic courses and
extracurricular activities usually offered in secondary
schools and colleges. Level .p proficiency is usually
attained only after extended residence in a country
where the target language is spoken and/or through
intensive or immersion-type language study. It was
'recommended that Levels 0, 1, and perhaps 2 further
subdivided to provide finer distinctions.

Given the outcomes of the February Meeting. it became

apparent that further refinement of the scale
descriptions was needed before proceeding to the
expected next step of the project, the convening of a
meetin9 with executive cifficers of foreign languaNe
associations, government agency representatives., and
representatives of the international business. -com-
munity. The intended focus cif a meeting with theseo "user groups" was planned to he a presentation of die
revised scales and a discussion of whether to:what
extent the scares) met their speeiliV geed iii the n're;i of
language prollmenelevaluation

109

Since the group at the February 24-25 meeting had.

recommended that 'further work be done-on the Jower
.levels of the oral interaction scale arid, further, that
.work. on the other skills be postponed while effdrts were
focused on the oral interaction scale, it was decided not
to hold the meetingfor language association officers.
government agency representatives,' and representa-
tives of the international business community as

planned. Instead, further work was done at ETS. on the
expansion of the lower end of the Oral irrteraction scale.

Task (3): Final Scale gevisionis

On October 6, 1981; the final Greeting of- the Common
Yardstick Project Was held at the.CIA Language School,
Noted by Dr. Pardee Lowe. The purpose of the meeting
was to disceAs and. if possible, reach consensus on the
revisions to the oral interaction scale and to agree on
fu'ture plans. 'The participants at the meeting were as
follows: Protase E. Woodford, Judith ELiskin-Gasparro.
and !hot Vynnytsky from ETS: Prbfassor Barbara Freed,

Assistant D,,eaq for Languages, University of
Pennsylvania; Dr. Ray Clifford, Academic bean, Defense
Language Institute; Dr. Pardee Lowe, CIA Language
School: Dr. rvonne Escoli, teacher of French in

Montgcimery County. Maryland and program officer,
National Endowrri,ent For the Humanities. and Dr. John
L.D. Clark, Center forApplied Linguistics.

The discussion at the meeting focused okt the needs of

the government' language schools and the acaderntc

community in the area of the evaluatin of oral
proficiency. The expanded lower end of the government
scale was presented for discussion, and both Dr. Clifford
and Dr. EsCold agreed that, it would provide valelable
information for stctdents as well as teachers of language
programs. At' the CIA Language School.. language
testers often offer finer descriptive distinctions. beyond

the official ratings, in their evaluations of. student.
examinees Dr. Lowe reported that the informal
descriptions were very similar to the expanded
"intro-level" descriptions prepared fity ETS, This'

congruence in the independently developed
descriptions was an encouraging sign, and it was
agreed that further work in this area would benefit from
the experience) of the CIA Language School.

The group discovered a second area orcongruence
between acadelnic and government language
assessment needs in the discussion,p1 the value Of a
bileveLsystern of oral proficiency assessment' It Was
agreed that for other than a low very specialized uses,'
there is little need to discriminate between levels of
proficiency at the 3 to 5 range. Most.academic arid
Professiorizr4ieeds will be satisfied by proficierNy at the
3 level or lower, so it is at this lower end orthe scale
that (110Si attention needs to be fecusd. The group
agreed <that the following labels for raliges of

proficiency repro:im! reale;riewtiorp;.

() elomeri4iV
I intermediate
2 asivonCed
3 h ..,:uperior

o
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'

ki):tol:ti.,rp an.). air( (,-..iithat
the riatit tr.t. k. arkl

that' en then) v),"(iuld lie a anti

\Joinable next step

12) Agnoternerit en hit, ustifulney, of a bilevel system
according to which further develeprnent efforts would
be concentrated in the 0 :3 rangy, Individuals about
e\.(il 3 would tii idesignated as superior:* If a precise
level were desired. it could be provided via the

traditional race to foce interview

131 Arcernent that coordinancin of efforts among the-

agencie's i....oncerrwd with language proficiency
testing is a major concern that must be addressed As of

this date, a fl7arif CLAVerallVe veQture, stemming from
the Common ,Yardstick Project. has been launched that
includes ACITL. EIS. and the CIA Language SchOol

In addition, an invpational -conference on language
proficiency testing 'was hosted by Ray Clifford and the
Defense Language Institute November 30-9ecember 1.

1981 in order to discuss the currervneeds and projects
ok,agencres rnsid/ and outside the government and to
decide on areas of future development.

Summary. and Further Planned Development Work

Alth.ough the final stage of the project. i e the meeting
with representatives of language associations.
government agencies.. and The International business
cbrnmunIty did not take place as proposed. the new
direction undertaken by the project will serve to build a
strorigef foundation to ,, serve these constituencies
better in.the long rura. The contributions of the language
professionals and linguists were valuable in defining
art)as of strength and weakness in the existing scales.
and especially in recommending that now efforts be
based on the government definitions and scale. The
decision to concentrate on the lower(erid of the oral
interaction scale'resulted in the creation of intermediate
working definitions For several years, language
professionals in academe have recognized that the
absence of these expanded desCriptions has severely

the applicability cal the gOV0ftlf/Mtll and
IllteraCtIOn !Wale to college. and high school StildtlfltS

Further d(ivel(ipment work, stemming from the
Common Yardstick project. is already underway by
ACTFL. ETS. and the CIA Language School After the
October 6 meeting, Mr Woodford turriiqd over to ACTFL
the.expanded-dericriPtions of Oral proficiency for level 0

1and Rt. VI_ which is working on the development of,'
profteier),Ly levels as (wait; of instruction, undo, a grant'
from the International Resilient' ;111(1 Studios of the If `:
Department of I ducati(rn, in turn, ,'Iskeil Dr I ()w! of MT!

CIA language rii-hool arid

accuracy of the f IS desur whore; (lr I owe, nii:seited by
imit prole);;;Iorial limit, I I ;.

(11;1(11i0( I a research prunict to determine (1) wbuther

1 10

the expandiV intra lever di,m:riptiori correspond to
real life larigifage and (2).whether the intra level

and iridtj,i.nderit rater!, will rank a grOup of
tape', known P tie within .1 given level in thc',,arne
order The .,cale with frit, ,ex.panded rower 'cru.'1' will to

taught to college foAlty members If? Spafvsh and
F.rench at the workshop sponsored b-y AC Ti L at'ld

cm,nducted by LTStinder, a grand to ACTFL by the US
Department of Education r
For, the lung range. development work sum:ato that
which has been accomplished for oral interaction mtgtit
be undertaken for the other language skills. Although
further development work beyond the scale definition
and review stage would require additional .financial

support and would, also, vf course. depend on the
psychwnetrir itppropnattlness and anticipated practical
Litifity of the final scale descriptions, a fairly large-scale
test development /validation project could be
envisioned as a possible outcome of the initial work
This larger study could include each of -hie following"
activities

(1) .Development of comprehensive measures of

language skills' dncornpassing and operationally
defining the descriptive scales 'These would be very
exhaustive and lengthy direct measures of each of the
skills in question, requiring perhaps two full days of

testing on the part of,each examinee. It is recognized
that these criterion tests would not be practical for
regular measurement purposes,- but would be used as
comprehensive "benchmark" instruments exemplifying
the scaledescriptions and against which presently
available,' more easily administered tests for

smaller-scope. tests yet to be developed) could be
compared and validated

(2) Development of validation measures external to
both the large-scale' "benchmark" tests and any
smaller-scope tests. These external measures would be
expected ,to include both examinee sblf-appraisal and
-second-party- g classroom teacher, work
supervisor) evaluation of the e'xaminee's proficiency in
the language skill areas. at issue. These evaluations
could take the forM both of (a) direct utilization of the
common yardstick scales (i.e., examinees and
second-p*tAtobservers would be asked to rate the
performa4q vis -a -vis the common Yardstick
descriptors) `rind (b) use of more detailed ,end more
"ati2rnistic" descriptions of particular, language-use
functions . "say the days of the week," "buy clothet;
in a depeArnent store," "talk about your favorite hobby
at some 4ength, using appropriate vocabulary"), which
would be rated on a dichotomous (can do/cannot do)

basis t

I:11- Large scale administration of the comprehensive
"benchmark" rrivaitires. smaller-scoPe measures, and
external criterion Itioasure!; to a large and varied uroup
of examinees, for ',purpose"; .of both eosistruct/
concurrent volidatiOn of the instruments m question
011(1 4!!;111)1.1!111111't It of 13qtrating chit:) relating examinee
performance on the 'smaller scope tests to both the
"benchmark" test iesulh arid to the'commoti yardstick
desc.riptors



The exaot natke and operational details of the activities
outlined in 1-3 above. would; of course, have to be
spelled out much more comprehensively at a later date.
The .intent at this point is simply to give a general
overview of tPTe kinds of development, work that would
seem to be logical, and, we hope, practically useful in
extensions of the initial development of the common
yardstick descriptors.

Conclusion

At the time that the cu rent study was proposed, the
idea of e.:commonya stick"or uniform descriptors of
language proficienc was being considered only within
a restricterpopu ion of measurement specialists and
go.verr .onnected linguists. The "yardstick".
activities thernseles'and the pports on the yardstick to
major foreig'n..langUage education cqnstituencies* have-
created extraordinary interest in the project across all

:academic :levels. It is obvious now that 'the original
scope of this project was-far too broad. A result of th9
deliberation's' at the February,meeting of the working
group was a narrowed. focus:On a scale for one of fhe
skill: areas; the one considered of highest priority , oral
interaction. The well-knoWn and respected scale' used
by_ the federal gOvernment has seen limited use in the
academic context primarily because if provides too little
discrimipation at the iower end 0.0 to 2.0. It is precisely
at the (rower- and of the scale where there is greatest
need for evaluation of language skills in sclifools and
colleges.

The proposed .expanded scale is a prbdUct of the
working group's efforts subsequent to. the Februaiy

P ,

1981 meeting and during the October 1981 meeting in
Arlington, Virginia to refine and plan next steps.

The work accomplished through thisject haaterved
and Will contipelto serve a number of related.projects:

The Oorking group members° are actively involved in
continued disseminatiomof the draft scale to various
foreign language constituencies.. The-expanded oral
interaction scale is currently undergoing validation

'under an: 4CTFL-sponsored project and will if proved
valid --- likely become the -yardstick" for describing the

. ability, of American students to function in a real-life
communication situation. Further' work on the .

"yardstick" including further development and
refinement of the existing draft scales for, "pure"
listening :comprehension, reading and writing is
planned.. Support will be sought? from a Variety of
sciorces. Training programs for high school and college
'foreign -language 'teachers are scheduled' for. 1982,
These training programs will foOys on the evaruation of
students' ability to. understand and speak in foreign
language in a real-life context. The scale considered for
use in the eoandenreVised oral-interaction* scale
developed under the , current Common Yardstibk
project Among the sponsors of the training`ere:

The American Council On the Teaching of Foreign
Languages (ACTFL), . `'
The Northeast. Conference `on the Training of
Foreign La ngOages.
Educitional Testing Service,
Vassar College.

'Clark, Freed. Liskin-Gasparro. Lowe. Woodford have reported on the "yardstick" to'such.groups as Southern Conference on LangUage Teaching.
Modern Language Association of. America, Pennsylvania MLA,Flordia Foreign Language Teachers Associaticfn.

I



BEYOND MOrREMENT: USING EVALUATION TO IMPROVE FOREIGN
LANGUAGE EDUCATION

Phyllis L. Nagel Jacobson

Present Crisis of Confidence
,

Background.. Foreign language prograMs have
increasingly come- under attack in recent years. The
following statements indicate-the gravity of-the present
situation facing the profession:ICAmericans' incompe-
tence in foreign' languages is nothing short of
scandalous, and it is becerning worse"; "Our schools
graduate a large majority of students whose knowledge
and vision stops at the American shoreline, whose
approach to international. aflWes 'is provincial, and
whose heads have been 'Tilled with astonishing
misinformation "; and "All of this' underscores that,
crucial to any improvement of an intolerable situation,
there is an urgent need for better trained teachers and
for extensiveuretraining of 'those already serving in the
nation's classrooms, particularly, in view of widespread
expert agreeMent that the decline of foreign language
enrbIlments is in large measure a .response to poor
instruction."t

it
What- conditions have prompted public commissions
and other responsible critics to level, these charges, of
lack of competence on. the part of teachers and lack of
achiiiivement on the 'part of students? One answer is
that the foreign language profession .lacks convincing
eviderice on the effectiveness ,.of foreign language
programs as 'a whole, and of commonly used teaching
methodologies in particular. The, evidence of student
achieverrient generally provided by foreign language
educators is not expressed in the :measurable,
standardized terms commonly deemed acceptable to
researchers, professional commissions 'and/or other
measurement professionals. As Dale Lange noted in a
letter to Representative Paul 'Simon of Illinois on 30
June 1980, ". . the effectiveness of second language..
training at the college and university ievel is as
questionable as that of secondary school language
training. There is no evidence in the literature of second
language learning of such effectiveness; it is only
assumed by those in higher education."2 Few
methodologically rigorous studies have been done on
the effectiveness of foreign language programs as a
whole, or on the effeclivenes's of particular
methodologies. Those studies which have appeared,
such as those done in Albuquerque on intensive
elementary.school Spanish language instruction, and in' /'
Plattsburgh (NY) on the French immersion program at/
the elementary school level, generally pertain to
high-concentration, intensive programs, rather than to

the typical one-period-per-day elective type of program
east commonly found in the nation's schools.

4 . -

A second answer is-that empirical evidencesof the lack
of student' success-an-d-of-ieachere-abilities-is-readily
obtainable by the public. One example of this type of "
evaluative assessment is cited by Paul Simon:

It seemed obvious at the outset that the B.A./
holder in foreign languages would be our prime
candidate. However, it soon became apparent
that most foreign language majors with azB.A.
degree are not fluent enough ... They could not
sit at a negotiation table to discuss contractual
arrangements or the purchase or sale of given
merchandise ... The Other day I had,a student
enroll in our MBA International Program. Her
major was French. When I learned/this, liesked
her a very simple question in Frinch, namely,
that surely she must speak Fpnch well. The
answer coming. back to me in English was, 'I
see I have to pursue my study of. French some/
more: "3 /

Incidents of this type proVide critics with empirical
evidence of lack Of student achievement, and, by
implication, of lack of teadher competence./
Some critics also/accept* hearsay as empirical
"evidence" of the/ lack of demonstrable teacher
competence, as illustrated 'by this correspondence
between Paul Simon and Harry Reinert: "Responding to
my letter of"19, August 1980, in which. I object that.
'teachers at :these levels do not need addi ional
training...foreign language teachers have been t ained
and retrained for more than two decades,' Simon wrote
in a personal letter to me on 25 August 1980: 'many
foreign language professionals tell me that language
teacheiS do need training in more innovative methods
than hose in which they were classically trained'"
(Rei ert, p.249).

ailability of Evaluative Information. What factors have
Constrained the availability of valid and convincing/,program evaluative information to forestall or counter
these criticisms? First, according to the second chapter
of Simon's book, programs have vacillated in their
orientation in response to external social and political
pressures. Lack of consistent goals has resulted in a
lack of reliable program focus and hence a ladk of

1 `-
Strength Through Wisdom: A Critique of U.S. Capability. Washington, D.C.. 1980. pp. 5-8.

p2Cited in Harry Reinert. "Caveat Emptor The President's Commission." Modern Language Journal65(1981). p.250.

3P4 Simon. The Tongue-Tied American.(New York: Continuum.. 1980), p.124.
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standards/goals against' which program implementa-
tion and student achievement can be measured`.

Second, for many year§, "evaltlation" in. the la.nguage
field has been synonymous with "testing," As Omaggio
states: "Evaluation is often thought of in the., very
nartow sense of :tests' and 'grades'," nShe also notes
that tepchers and administrators have not fully
understood the brOader foods of program evaluation
beyond the- measurement of achievement via testing:
"TenBrink asked preservice and inservice teachers to
answer the question, 'what comes to your mind when
you heer the word 'evaluation'? The most frequently
occurring responses were: Preservice teachers: test,
grades, achievement, unfair, judgment; lnservice
teachers: tests, measurements, grades, accountability,
invasion of privacy" (p. 236). While the periodical
literature c$rries numerous articles on focused testing
strategies, few articles deal with applying broader
program evaluation concepts to foregin langtiage
,programs. Recently, however, monographs have begun
totreat this topic.'

Even within the narrower domain of testing; there is still
no consensus within the prOfession as to suitable,
reliable and valid testing methods. For example; each of
the suggested standard teacher proficiency measures in
the field has drawbacks serious enough to make it
Unacceptable as a' valid measure to a significant

segment of the profession (Valette and Linder, p.202).
As Clark points out, ". . . Even the FSI interview falls
somewhat short. of being an absolutely face-valid.
measure of communicative proficiency."'

Third, foreign language educators have not been in the
forefront of the "back to basics" movement which has

< forced a closer look at the major objectives, the

instructional sequences and the evaluation
netbodology of programs as a. whole. Although there
have been recent publications on this topic/ the
profession as a whole has not organized to work either
at the local orthe state level to define the priority goals

. to be achieved within a program, even at a "minimum
competency" level. Indeed, as perhaps a continuing
reaction to events which occurred several decades ago,
foreign language educators still resist efforts to develop
national or state criteria for basic skills in second
language education. As Reinert comments:

's 4

- Such, ,unequivocal imperativee regarding
pedagogical,, priorities in fogeign blanguage
study should alert members of the profession
to some possible undesirable consequences of 4

the Commission's recommendations, The
mondlithic approach found in the4flart has .

,the familiar ring of the strict audiolingualism of
twenty years ago; Veterans within the
profession should be -able to remember vividly
the enormous pressure which. was applied, to .
assure national conformity to a single apprgAh
to teaching foreign languages (p. 260).

Concerted "efforts have not been Made to provide local
or state needs assessment data which would allow
professionals to determine' themselves the objectives
against which their programs could be measured.

Fourth, the profession has seen a proliferation of new
programs and approaches (e.g., FLES, mini-courses.,
vocationally oriented courses, course for "communica-
tive competence,' etc.) which have, in many cases,
been hastily adopted °and just as quickly discarded
before reliable information could be Obtained as to the
worth and/or effectiveness of suCh programs and
methods.

Fifth, most foreign language educators lack professional
training in, the area olevaluation. Few evalubtors have
the linguistic background which would allow them to
work effectively with language educators, .particularly
in the crucial" area of test development. The lack of
trained personnel is reflected in the dearth o
high-quality program evaluation studies. As Omaggio
confirms, "Although.there is an abUndance of literature
pertaining to program evaluatiO-n in general, the foreign
language community has been strangely quiet about
the problem, which leads one to suspect that
evaluations are not being carried out with any regularity
or in any systematic fashion" (p.240). Indeed, .a survey
conducted in 1978 under the euspices of ERIC-CAL on
program evaluation in foreign : language instruction
concluded that "with some notable exceptions, there
appears to be a low level of interest and activity in
program evaluation of foreign language instruction .in
the United States, with the single general exception of
the periodic (and too often pro forma) visits of the
regional accrediation associations" (Omaggio, p. 243).

4Alice Omaggio, "Looking at the Results," Building on Experience-Building for Success, ed. June Phillips (Skokie, National Textbook Co.,.1979),

.13.237.
.

5For example, see Gilbert Jarvis & Shirley Adams, Evaluating a Second Language Program (Arlington, VA: Centel:for Applied Linquistics, 1979):
and Rebecca Valette & Cathy Linder, "Measuring the Variables and Testing the Outcomes," Building on Experience-Building for Success, ed. June
Phillips (Skokie, IL: National Textbook Co., 1979).

6John L.D. Clark, "Measurement Implications of Recent Trends in Foreign Language Teaching." Foreign Language .Education: A Reappraisal, ed.
Dale Lange (Skokie. IL: National Textbook Co., 1972). p. 223.

.7For example, see Renate A. Schultz, "Back to Basics in the Foreign Language Classroom?" Foreign Language Annals 11 11978). pp.647-55: the

report on the Central States Conference. "Alternatives, Basics, and Competencies in Foreign Language Instruction," Modern Language Journal63

..(1979),- pp. 364.66: and Teaching the Basics. in the Foreign Language'Classroorn: Options and 'Strategies. ed. David: P. Benseler (Skokie, IL:

National Textbook Co., .1979).
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Finally, the profession itself continues to be divided
about the ultimate goals of language study. Some
members hold tti a rationale which rests mainly on I
aesthetic ".and humanistic grounds, a rationale
influenced by university- and college-level educators
for whom the study of literature is viewed as thir
ultimate purpose of study at .the beginning
language-learning, level. Others generally at the .

elementary and secondary school level, view langugge
learning p imarili as 'a means for communicating, with

..a 1d und standing other cultures. Still other educators
view beginning language learning as a tool to be used
to further international business and/or diplomacy. As
Reinert observes:

...if the Commission did give us everything the
..

professional associations requested, this
shoujd .properly be. seen as ,an indication of the
terrible price the profession must pay fo is
lack of unity and direction . . . Parochi
concerns of the component members of JNCL
have prevented it from speaking with authority,
One result of this was that the Commission at
its regional hearings. received mixed and even
competing messages from different segments
of .the foreign language profession. We must
conclude, therefore, that the shortcomings
with respect to foreign languages in the
Commission's report are at,least in part due to
the profession's unwillingness to settle internal
differences in order to advance the welfare of
the profession as a whole (p. 252).8

These divisions within the profession further result in a
core of educators who resist being held accountable for
student achievement based on goals which they
personally do not support.

Ultimate Effects. What are the ultimate effects of this
lack of evaluative information on the profession and on
foreign language programs? First and foremost, it has
led to the downgrading of language study as a national
priority in and of itself. Ap Reinert's analysis- of the
President's Commission report points out, ". Equally
clear is that far from being the 'be'st thing that has ever

happened to foreign. langdages,' the report's
recommendations actually threaten the profession with
loss of identity by reducing language learning to a
minor supportive role within international studies" (p.

252).

It has also taken the impetus and the responsibility for
professional investigation, evaluation and improvement
out of the hands of the profession itself. House .Bill HR
7580, "introduced:in the House of Representatives on

13 June 1980, by Representative Paul Simon would
provide for a 'survey of the effectiveness of FL fraining
in grades 7 through 12, and in community colleges:
with an emphasis on . . the desirability and costs of
additional training for FL teachers in grades 7 through
12, and in community colleges' (Sect.3:2C)" (p.252).

Furthermore, the President's Commission report
proposes as one of its. recommendations the creation
and funding of a "National ,Criteria and Assessment
Program" to "develop foreign language proficiancy..
tests, and report on,, monitor, and assess foreign
language teaching in the ,U.S. (p. 13) ... This assessment
program should be administered through competitive
contract by a nationally recognized professional
association or agency with special competence in
foreign. language studies" (p.42). And, finally, the
Commission further recommended the creation of an.
Advisory Council On Foreign languages and
International Studies in each state: "These councils
should be comprised of approximately 10 persons,
including teachers from all levels, representatives from
business and labor and from major ethnic communities,
lay people and at least one student' : . The Councils \
should advise' the governor, the chief education officer
and the state legislative body on Foreign,Language and -
International studies ih the state, and 'make
recommendations towards their irnprovement" (p. 43). It
is significant of the current state of affairs that this
policy-recommending body has no foreign language
teacher representation specified by name; nor must the
"National Criteria and Assessment Program" necessarily
involves recognized foreign language organization.°

Finally, it has led to the further erosion of the public
credibility both of the profession and of language
progrims in general. Even as distinguished an educator
as James B. Conant has suggested that anything less
than four years of a foreign language before college is
worse than nothing (Simon, p. 94). Simon also quotes
Wall 'Street Journalist Vermont Royster as observing
that "students going to college are deficient in language
skills. Some still are When they leave. That is indeed
appalling, and its long past time we raised some hell
about it" (p. 97).

Utility of Evaluation for Foreign Language Education

How can evaluation aid the profession in countering
these negative perceptions and in returning control of
.the future directions of foreign language study to the
hands of professional educators?

The term "evaluation" has had many definitions within
the growing body of evaluation literature.10 Current
emphasis in the field focuses on evaluation as a process

8See. also David P. Benseler,,"The American Language Association: ToWard NeW Strength, Visibility, and Effectiveness' as a PrOfession," Our
Profession: Present Status and Future Directions. ed. Thomas H. Geno (Middlebury, VT: Northeast Conference, 1980), pp. 143-56.

9At the present time. ACTFL has been taking the beginning steps towards a national criteria and assessment program: see also Regina H. Paul,

"Needed: 'Stepladders of Foreign Language Learning." Foreign LnguageAnnals 14 (1981). p. 379-84.

10Both Omaggio and Jarvis & Adams provide illustrative discussions &this point.
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which provides information useful for decision making.
AI On makes a needed distinction between "evaluation"
and "research": "On the one hand, there are studies
designed primarily tl add to qv e body of knowledge,
(researbh), oric t they, those studies designed
Primarilyqo prow
(evaluationl.And
distinct."1"1,Decisi

formation for decision making

dint
ftinctions ars separate and

dut foreign language programs
and staff training a : being formulated today by those
outside the professibn -- the urgent first step. in
regaining control for the profession is. to be able to
provide valid data to'tbe decision makers.

The literature of evaluation provides several pre-

scriptive models fora the techniques of program
assessment, for the collection. of data and for its
subsequent analysis; the reader needing training in
these areas is encouraged to consult these references.'2
There are, however, certain elements common to most'
evaluation designs which, if carried out properly, will
provide useful and reliable information aboUt pyograms
and staff. Each of these general evaluation activities will
be discussed in relation to how they can help foreign
language programs reestablish their, credibility and
provide convincing data to decision makers.

Evaluability Assessment. Evaluability assessment is

defined as a process for determining in advance the
likelihood of 'an evaluation's sUccess.13 It consists of _

two stages: first, an examination of program
characteristics and second, an evaluation feasibility
analysis. Many foreign language "programs" are in fact
not _comprehensive enough to rupport a full-sfiele
prbgram evaluation arld need to, odify their approach
to evaluation to reflect local conditions. Other Programs
lack qualified staff, as seen in this example provided by

Simon: Some years ago I received a letter from as..
mother whose son had taken two years of high school
Spanilh and received straight A's. When he entered the

University of Illinois. he was not admitted to an
advanced class. They advised himthat he had learned
almost nothing in those two years of Spanish. When I
chatted with the principal of that small high school, he
told me that the teacher had only limited knowledge of
Spanish. He was primarily a mathematics teacher" (p.

123). Such programs, whose lack of quality and

effectiveness is evident, are unlikely candidates for
full-scale evaluations and would be weeded out by an
evaluability assessment. On the other hand, a program'
which is deemed feasible for further study can be
assured of the, utility of continuing with ongoing
evaluation activities.

Needs Assessment, Neetls assessment Is defined as the
determination oNthe difference between the desired
status (of program, of learner, etc.) and the current,
status (Popham, pi 65). Qualify needs assessment data
can be used by foreign language programs and staff to:

I provide for community input at to what is seen
as important in language study;

develop defensible goals for language study
which are appropriate to local conditions,
philosophy and resources;

determine the present status of student
achievement relative to program goals:-

determine the educational needs of students in
order to achieve program goals;

design instructional 'sequences based directly
on student needs;

determine priorities-for test development;

determine requisite teacher competencies;

provide evidence of what training needs of
teachers are based on these identified teacher'
competencies;

provide valid data to the public as to the
importance of language study to the nation;

provide valid data to the public as to the need'.
for making language study an integral part of,
rather than an optional adjunct to, international
studies.

Needs assessment data, when categorized and
aggregatedon a national basis, can provide a defensible
focal point for the, joint efforts of the profesSional
organizations. Unfortunately,' needs assessment data
has, to date, been notably lacking and thus, has allowed
critics to level charges unsubstantiated by, hard data

such as those quoted in both the President's

Commission report and Sinn's book, Needs
assessment data can also provide .a defensible basis for
making decisions on the design of a program whichwill
be based on the expressed. wants of the local
community, the needs of the students and the
competencies of the staff.

...Marvin C. Alkin, Richard Daillak and Peter White. Using Evaluations: DoesEvaluation Make a Differendel (Beverly Hills: Sage. 1979). p.13.

At

For example. see W. James'Popham. Educational Evaluation (Englewood
Educational Evaluation. Standards for Evaluations of Educational Program

1.3Bruce Thompson, Jean King and Ellen Pechman. 'Evaluation Utilization:
1971).

Cliffs. NJ: Prentice-Hall. 1975) and, Joint Committee on Standards for
s. Projects and Materials (New York: McGraw-Hill. 1981),

A Bibliography.' Unpublished paper (New .Orleans: Tulane University.
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Implailkentatid -EvaluatIon..Implementation evaluation
ie defined as an assessment of the actual status. of
program activities as compared with the original
program plan. Such a procedure permits an accurate
description of exactly what the program being
evaluated consists of in reality, rather than on paper. It
provides a cqmmon frame of ,reference to all parties
concerned, with the evaluation and allows for the
explanation' of the differences between what was

2
plannq and what was actually .done.'-An
implementation evaluation can provide:

S. a corrirnon definition within the professsion ae
to the -characteristics of different types of
foreign language programs:. *

evidence that a program claiming to be of a
specific type (i.e., "immersion," "individyalized:
"audiolinguall is in fact a program of that
specific type:

evidence that whet is being measured by teAs
and 'other observations represents the learning
environment which is in fact being fostered
through a program's instructional and related
activities.

Implementation evaluation data can allow educators to
establish program categories, and descriptions which
will remain consistent across the nation. The
implementation evaluation process will enable the
profession to use a common set of terminology and
thus, avoid some of the problems ,currently being
encountered by the related field Of bilingual,educatiorC
which has seen a multiplicity of program types,
purposes and methodologies all subjected to
mislabeling under the general heading of "bilingual
education." Implementation evaluation data will also
allow for the setting up of comparative program studies
since educators,can be certain that programs, which are
in fact similar in design, orientation and methodology
are selected for comparison purposes.

Formative Evaluation, Formative evaluation looks at a
program during its early stages while program elements
can still be changed, if desired, in response to local
conditions. This stage can last from the first day of
program implementation until such time as no further
modifications can be made and the program stands
intact as an entity. As Jarvis and Adams explain, The
purpose of formative evaluation is to improve tge
instructions It asks, in effect, about the current status of
the program so .that it can be made better. It is

evaluation that is carried out during the development,
implementation and operation of the program" (p. 6).

Formative evaluation data are solely needed by (and
lacking in) most foreign language programs.

SuCh data can b used to:

exami the effectiveness of current instruc-
tional aterials towards meeting the program's
instruc lona! goals:
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examine the match between program goals
and learner activitiet;

look at the, match, between testing content/
strategies and learner instructional activities;

develop criteria for program self-assessment;

investigate 'the effectiveness of "various
teaching, methodologies in achieving program
goals: P .

examines the relationship between teaching
methodology and -program conditiOns (i.e.,

which teaching methodologies arebest suited
to the various types of pragrams?);

.
identify the most effective cornponents to the
"foreign language teacher style":

s, look at "innovative" programs in their early
years of implementation in order to identify the
most promising elentierits and to jncrease their
effectiveness (John Rassias' program at
Dartmouth would be an example of such: a
program).

Rigorous formative evaluation procedures will provide
defensible evidence I ing to increased credibility for
the profession's fort to improve instructional
programs. Demonst ted program successes can be
more quickly and efficiently communicated, both tQ the
profession and to the general public. Ongoing formative
evaluation as' an integral part of a foreign language
program is a sine qua non for providing valid data to
decision makers. The importance of formative
evaluation for the profestn is also stressed by Jarvis
and Adams: "There is need for a more formative
evaluation in language programs. Rarely do we initiate
evaluation even for the purpose of improving our
programs. Even in the light of the very heavy loads of
most instructors, evaluation is still far too important an
activity to be so neglected" (p.7).

Summative Evaluation. Summative' ev,aluation focuses
on -determining the merits of a program at its
completion. As Jarvis and.. Adams summarize,
"Summative evaluation is terminal evaluation of a
'program that is already operational. Its purpose is to
make judgments about a program's worth . . .

Ultimately, st.Trnmative evaluation is tied to decisions
about support and continuation of a program" (p.6).

Jarvis and Adarns go on to draw some useful
distinctions between "formative" and "summative"
evaluation:

In a ,formative evaluation it is important to
obtain day to day feedback on specifiC aspects
of the Instruction. This information is, however,
often fragmentary and of limited use in a
summative evaluation. Conversely, an
assessment of the impact of a new program on

ii



the irii,age of language study in a particular
school mpy bevery important in s-a summative
evaluation\ but' is inappropriate for a formative
purpose,..FZrrnative and summative.,evaluators
oftep do not 'behave' in tie sarne way. A
formative'evaluatoNprocedures may be more
'partisan than a summative evaluator's
approach. The summative evaluator must be
objective and circumspect. A formative
evaluator can use shortcuts, small samples and
ptuition an effort to i(?yprove the program
pp.6-7). p,

SumMative evaluation data is 'the most authoritative
and defenSible information the profession can provide
to any interested parties. Such data can be used to:

1

provide replicable outcme data for all types of
1

foreign language programs;

provide comparative program,,putconie data for
competing program types; el

determine effeilve instructioAal materials and
ieaching.methodologies;'

identify exemplary program° wor,thy of
dissemination and/or replication;'

provide program cost-effectfveness data.

Improving the Utilization of Evaluation Information

Although data gathering and communication to

relevant audienaes should be ongoing activities ,
throughout the entire evaluation process, there is a
priority need for the foreign language profession to be
able to communicate that information to the audiences
that need to use it the most. In today's climate, these
audiences 'are generally perceived to be the decision
makers, pepple both within and outside the profession,
at the local, state and national levels empowered to
make decisions affecting FL programs.

Recent discussions of evaluation Utilization have led to
the point of view that evaluation data have many
different kinds of use." For example, such data can be

Considered by a local, client or by related external
ripterested partieS as an influence in making decisions,
substantiating previous decisions or actions, or

lishing or altering attitudes (Alkin, p, 232). Within
his context, evaluation use can be instrumental',

conceptual or symbolic: "Instrume tat use occurs
(where) action is taken in direct respo se to the resplts
of an evaluation ... In contrast, conce tual use referh to

cases where evaluation results influence decision
makers' current thinking about (ani potentially their

futte action regorging) an issue or program ... third
type of use has little to do with the actual conten of the
evaluation results. Symbolic use refers to cases where
evaluation results are used indirectly for a 'variety of .

pt.ikposes, for examPlt to garner political support, to
subltitute for a dec ion, or to discredit a disliked ,

petlfCy" (Thompson)'.

Regardless of which type of use is being targeted, three
r elements in the process have been ,.hown to

uence the degree of potential success. These
lements are:

e "
11' the persdnal" factor: The ptarSeval factor is -

defined as the active presence within
evaluatiOn §tudy of at least one person whi
cares about the process and its results and who' ,
takes personal responsibility for prorpotinwuse
of the findings. As Patton discovered, in his
studies on evaluation utilization: "Where suGh
a person or group was present... eveluations
were Oed;. where the personal factor was

\ absent, there was. a correspondiftly marked

factor represents the leadership, interest,
'absence of, evaluatiofi imPact. The personal

enthusiasm', deterthination, commitment,
aggressiveness, and caring of specific
individual people."15,

2) The political considerations factor. Within
Patton's studies, (researchers) "found that the
political factors consistently emerged to affect
the utilization process, whether or not the
decision makers and evaluators were,fully
aware of the political implications of the study
from the outset" (p,49). Patton also identified
the political. nature of the evaluation process.
itself: "the fact that people are involved in
evaluation research; the fact that classification
systems and categories are involved; the fact
that actions and decisions are the desired
result of evaluation; the fact that programs and
organizations are involved; and the fact that
information is involved" (p. 47-8).

the nature and format of the evaluation report.
'As Atkin's team explains,

3)

The evaluator must call on both his personal
and professional skills in determining the
appropriate substance of evaluation, infor-
mation First, s/he must have a clear idea of the-

, . .

people to whom the information will be

addre ed; second, 's /he must decide what
inform tion, from all that has b6en gathered,
will e. ovided to the selected person(s) and
in vvh ay. If it is well enough -tailored to the

users' s cific concerns and questions about

14Carol Weiss, "Utilization of Evaluation: Toward Comparative Study," Evaluating Action Programs: Readings in Social Action and EducatiOn. ed.

C.H. Weiss (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1972). .

15 -Michael Patton, Utilization-Focused Evaluation (Beverly Hills: Sage, 19761, p. 64.



the program, we .can expect that potential
uplity will )e) greatly enhanced . . . Closely.

related to substance, 'of 'course, is the
approrriatom ss of the format in which the
information is presented. What the evaluation
has to offer in the way of data andights may
bet exactly what the program (or other external)
personneLwant/Or need to know, but unless it is
in an intelligible form it may well be ignored or
Considered useless.IPersonal preferences must
be. coneltlared; soite. people are simply
uncomfortable with ' :quantitative data fel:

determine those evaluation activities most likely to help
thorn both 'Improve their programs and demonstrate
success to the public; to, ta)to the initiative to embody
that "personal" factor so crucial to the effective use of
carefully obtained evaluation data and to local public .

relations effbrts to' counter Unlubstentiated
to Identify local and national decision makers end the
political/social 'climate in which these. persons are
operetikilo that they may tiecomorknowledgeable and
influential enough to participate in the decision-making,:

;proCesss,--,and to identify the potpntial audiences for'
evaluation- dye (e.g.,. parents, news media..

example (p. 2-53-4). . J eaministrators, etc.) so that the content .and formarof
7

These research findings convey specifio:suggestions
and recommended courses of action to professionals
desirous of ensuring that foreign language, program
evaluation data will be used. Foreign language
educators need themselves to become conversant with over the direction of foreign language programs within.

evgluatiorf reporta can be tailored to suit the needs and
preferenCes of each auidence. Finally,pnd perhaPemost
importantly, foreign langoage educator6 need to make-
evaluation and evaluators their allies in the processlo
improve programs and thus ultimately to regain control

the purposes and methodologieS 'of evaluatitn; to.look-- the country.
at their own instructional settings and programs to
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USE OF NATIVE LANGUAQE TESTS
FOR PROGRAM PLANNING PURPOSES

. Fldra V. Rodriguez -Brown
University of Illinois-Chicago

Illinois Resource Center

A Rationale for Testing f (Cods in b Bilingual Cliissioom-

Since bilingual edu ation programs supported by
Federal and State fun s are to'be transitional ,inoneture,
English proficiency , is t'he most relevant factor- in
determining-participation in bilingual programs. Most of
the time, ,programs are designed to serve .9hildren's
needs according to ttieir different levels of English
proficiency as shown by their performance on different
language proficiency tests..

Tests currently in Lite .which determine. bilingual
program participation measure proficiency from many
different perspectives. Some tests, measure only one
6spect of language (i,e, vocabularY or syntax). Others
include several variables which the authors defihe as
being important aspects of language development
derived from , their own conceptual framework of
landuage. While some test( tend to measure
proficiency from a more holistic pragmatic perspective,
others measure it from a discrete point perspective. A
recent report from NIE (1981) describes findings of a
comparison of results ofyithe four major.tests currently
used to determine the English language proficiency of
LEP children. In the study, the results of the different
tests showed little correlation in terms of proficiency
levels. It was found that the lack of correlation was due
to the fact that each test selected different aspects of
'language to measure in determining proficiency.

Researchers involved in studies in this area (Hayes,
1982; Slaughter and Bennett, 198 and Rodriguez-
Brown and Elias-Olivares, 1981) hay started to discuss
the need to redefine the concept of language pro-
ficiency. Central to the discussion is the idea of looking
at language from a holistic perspective. In terms of
bilingual education, these researchers urge a.

redefinition of the concept to clarify whether we are
talking of that proficiency necessary to succeed in
school or in life. The idea of looking at language
proficiency from the perspective of what the child can
do, rather than what adults feel the child should be able
to do at different levels orproficiency, has, been posed'
as a more realistic approach. Another area orciiku,ssion
is the relationship of the concept of language pro-
ficiency to communicative competence functional
language ability (Slaughter and Bennett, 1982; Hayes,
1982; and Rodriguez-Brown and Elias-Olivares, 1981).
From the view that language proficiency should be
measured as part of communicative Competence, then,
tests and other measures should take into account not
only what the child can do in L2 (English) but, what s/he

can do in his/her native language (Li)as well: It seems
relevant to know not only the levels of proficiency in L
And L2, but also how the child uses. language (L1 or L
in relation to the setting, topic, and formality .leve1§1,
While natural language samples seem to give a more
holistiC perspective of whit the child can do in each
language, their use is restricted,-4lue lapk of
standardization. Because of the need. to look at
,language from a holistic framework, the need to look at
proficiency in terms of L1 and L2 and the need to
examine proficiency from a.sociolinguisticiperspectiye,
an assessment of a child's language profiotency in both
the L and L2 will be required. In this way, decisions
regarding program planning will be made according to
what children already know. This will facilitate the
learning of children enroll d in bilingual programs.

Research reports by tnabb-Kangas and Toukomaa
(1976), Cziko (1976), and Tucker (1975), among others,
have suggested a strong relationship between the
development of L. and the learning of L2. These
research results add support to the rationale for a need
to assess.L1 and L2 development in children attending
bilingual programs.

Skutnabb-Kangas and Tbukomaa's .study (1976) has
_shown that 'Finnish immigrant4-children who were
instructed in '`ivedi.sh (their L) before they reached the
preoperational stage of development tended to have
problems learning their L2 (Swedish) and achieving at
grkie,dtlevel 'With other students in the system. In
contrast, Finnish. children who began instruction in
Swedish (L2) at an older 'age and who had established
their first language skills before immigration approach
the achievement letels of majority (Swedish) children.
These data suggests that a certain level of development
in Lt is a prerequisite for learning L and achievement in
school. Cummins (1979) stated tha7t before ,bilingualism
can become an asset in leaining, one must reach a
certain threshold level of language development in L1
and L .

2

Along with these developments which show .th
relationship- between L1, and L2 and achievement,
several have shown the need to look
beyond fang e when planning programs , for
"bilingval" 1 children (Bowen, 1977, Troike, 1981;
Tucker, 1977; RodrigUez-Brown, 1979; and Cummins,
1982. These researchers emphasize the 'need to
examine, the child's established sociocultural traits to
determine issues such as participation, in the bilingual
program and media of instruction in the program.

1-Bilinguar children is used in this paper to incl de children whose home language background is not English and who show low profiCiency in

English. As such, the term may include those who only speak-1_1.



In spite4thissesearch evidence which can provide some
direction in lingftprogram design and implementa-
tion, most of the visions currently being mado.aro
based solely on the results - of English-language
proficiency testing. Commonly tests . used to measure
English-language profi6ioncy are narrow in scope, do
not assess common 'Diens or accurately indicate a
child's ability to communicate. If we want to plan
programs that bettor servo the needs of children
attending bilingual programs, it seems necessary to
emphasize the need for,the teacher to know what each
child can do linguistically in both Li and his stage of
cognitive development or readiness for learning and,
sociocultural Informationlhat might 'help enhance the

et program's impact. If teachers had this type of

information, they would be. able to make better
...decisions regarding instructton -to enhance children's

participation and learning opportunities in the program.
While teacher, ,observations can aid in collecting most
of the data described before, testing is a most useful

tool in. gathering program planning information for

specific children.

Some difficulties with formal measures have caused
teachers to acquire negative attitudes toward testing.
They feel they hav,e to administer too many tests and. in
some cases.- do not receive the results. Furthermore,
when they do receive the results; they often do not
know how to ifiterpret and/or use there. Teachers find
that time spent; in testing reduces the:amount of time
available to deliver the curriculum prescribed by the
school.district. In the case of bilingual teachers, it is

important that the benefits which' testing,results may
have for designing and improving instructional
program's become more evident. It is.. important to
emphasize - that whether bilingual programs are

transitional or not, native language testing results offer
a rich source of information which will facilitate
decisions, regarding the language. used for instruction,
teaching methods, grouping and selection of
curriculum materials. Wise decision making-- will
.enhance achievement and compensate for
environmental situations the teacher may not be able to
control directly.

The use of English language proficiency test results
have been overemphasized in.bilingual program design

and planning. It is crucial, following current research
findings (Skutnabb-Kangas and Tobkomaa, 1976.
Cummins, 1979) that we try to look beyond English
proficiency. For children who attend bilingual programs,
it is important to look at native language proficienCy as

well as readiness skills and previous school
achievement. The following section of this 'paper will
address the need to administer native language testing
in different areas to enhance the quality of instruction

. provided in bilingual prOgrams.

Application of Native Language Test Results in tilingual
Programs

Presently in the state of Illinois. bilingual programs have

to report native 'language testing results for children
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attending the programs, As such, testing in native

languages will be required to fulfill 'state bilingual
education guidelines,. Teachers, then, should MO
advanttige of this requirement to collect native
language informatiOn to' aid in planning' plassrooln
activities specific to the needs of ct,ii+dren attending
bilingual programs. In choosing tests, administrators
and teachers shoUld choOse those tests which beat
corrolato witf'i the educational objectives of the district.
Tests should provide users with varied information
regarding both what children do and do not know, as
well as their a'? as of strength and weaknops. I

In regard to native language testing. or,ie of the first
are(as ot. concern is to .determine with accuracy the
native language of the, child. This may not be a problem
if we are dealipg with, Hispanic children, but it, has
prOven to be a problem with Indochinese students.
Some of these children, have lived in several countries
before they immigrated to the United .States, and as a
result. districts tend to assume that the language
spoken in the last country (or area) of residence is the
child's native language. Indochinese students may have,
been in contact with several languages and their
knowledge of etch will vary. Parents should be involved
in the process of defining the child's primary lahguage
before any native language tests are administered.

Since studies (Tucker, 1975, Cziko, 1976) have shown a
strong relationship between L1 and L development in
bilingual children, it seems important, then. to .loolcat
the proficiency of the students in the two languages. It
is necessary not only to compare the proficiency.levels
in L and L but to identify areas of .sii.ength and

1weakness in iwo languages. When looking at language
proficiency in L1 and L2, it is important to look.tt the
proficiency levels by analyzing the results of more than

one measure. Multiple-part tests which measure
different aspects of language,. observational surveys
such as the Student Oral Language Observational.
Matrix (SOLOM Califorriia State Department of
Education, 1981) and teacher informal observations
used together can give a more valid and reliable view of

the students true proficiency. including areas of
strength and weakness. For Hispanic students, a test
such as the Woodcock Proficiency Test (Woodcock.
1981, in English and Spanish) may provide the teacher

with useful diagnostic information for classroom.
planning.

Due to the high -priority given reading in school
curriculum in the United States, this aspect of
proficiency receives special attention from program
planners. Districts are interested in determining , the
children's reading ability,in the native language to place

them at an equivalent level in the test measurement
'providing program direction. The best use of native
language reading test results is that of finding out what
children can do in their native language. For program
planning, it is import6nt to know not only the highest
grade level attained in L but also how relevant the
objectives of the program he attended in L were to the
L

2
instructional program the school district will be

providing for the child.
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We know, Moro tom common sense then train
researchl findings, that some reading skills Oritlifer from. .

1. to 1. This tolls Will Child Who has 501110 backgrounttr,:r,
in reading in L -does not have to start to loam to road in..,
English from scratch. It is for this reason that it it
important to find Out whether the child knows how to
reed and which skills ho briritis to school with him.
Native language test results Nul<1 ho a useful tool i

determining, a child's madams to learn. -Diagno is

tests in L may help dote mine the strengths and
weaknesses in reading, Besides the usefulness of these
data for decision making in reading instruction, 'they
could also be a valt1ablo aid for grouping and general
program planning. 1.

CogAive development ,and readiness levels
deteimined via the native language testing results cSii
affect decisions in the bilingual program: As educators,,,j
many times we judge bilingual children's achievement
problems as related only to their lack of proficiency in
English. Very s ldom do we think of whether the
children have a readiness/ skills or the cognitive
development necessary to perform ,well 'in content
areas in school. Tests such as the Boehm Test of Basic
Concepts administered both in English and the native
language of the children could help teachers determine
if children have acquired concepts which are basic for
learning. 11 the children have those concepts, they are
functionAl in an English-speaking classroom. Otherwise
they may need to -simultaneously acquire both the
concepts and English skills. 41,

Current practices' i 'al of bilingual children for
psychological testing seem to overlook the fact that

fehildren attending bilingual programs usually have

aveticled schools in °ther countries where the language
' of instrection, as well as the children's learning

experiences varied. The tact that children come to the
bilingual program or the regular school with, a certain

.1 degree of development in L1 should not be overlooked.
kbefore making any judgment on the children's abilities.

It is ,important for teachers and school districts' to
colleCt enough observational and/or diagnostic- testing
data related to performance in the native language so
that possible areas of, concern hindering the student's
learning capacity and/or producing' behavioral
disorders might be discovered. Problem areas may be

related directly to cultural and linguistic differe ces,
thereby not suggesting additional psychol ical
testing, or they may, be related to fundamental le rning

problems: .
1.

,

School districts should establish policies in which, as a
general rule, bilingual children are not referred for
psychological testing at, least during their first six
months of schooling in the United States. Additionally,
any referral submitted after this period 4hOuld be
accompanied by a thorough report showing the process
used by the teacher to determine the need for a referral.
This report should include information concerning how

the native language of the Child was determined
(especially in the case of Indochinese students),
observations made by teachers and other school

personnel, and previous and/or citrrent school records

as well as kit-11111U Ifiloriiintion .colloctocl In the native
lariguageof the child. this testa ig ik-notation could be

used to identify area of concern which should be:
further observed and assessed

\
In spite 61 the lack of valid and reliable psychological
tests constructed in .languages other. than English,
school districts have boon trying to toot childreji Nil
'translations' of English language tests, he fact that the

\dietricr is ConScidus that the child does riot speak
`English is dommendat4/ Put this is not enough.
Mistakes have been meda'recentitzven in determining

,:the native lqn Liege of the children., There are cases'
where children have been tested ina different foreign
tanguagethttn t oaf nitti've language with. translations el
tests which were\ not reliable or valid when translated.
Under these conditions- it is important to think of the
number olchildron\who have already been misplaced in
'special ,, programs \following this ,dubious process,
Psychological testing is an area in which erroneous
native language testlpg can be a liability r (her than
help for bilingual"chidren. This is why Is prereferralb

1 assessment,. period th t allows for the 'affection of"

observational as well as diagnostic information from
. the teacher is so crucial. `., (

Availability of Resources fOr NatiLanguage Testing
i .,

When talking
questions
native-lar
can actminist
personnel in
languageS nee

about native language testing, two
are con istently raised: first, . "what

vailable?" and second, "who
uage tests when school
not 'available for specific

An effort, to provide resources which show) the
availability ofetio-language tests is a survey done by
the St'a'te of ,Illinois (Rodriguez-Brown and
Starker-Rowe, 1982). The survey tried to determine a)
whether the state offices of bilingual education or
individual districts recommend specific native-
language tests as part of the program design and
planning procedures, b) whether districts have
deVeloped tests in native languages. which can be
useful for other programs, and c) the availability from
publishersAf 'native-language tests'which can be used
With bilingual students. , \/-
The survey showed that few states recommend any
specific native language tests and furthermore that
most districts surveyed did not require or see a need for
native4anguage testing. In addition, a majority were
unaware of available tests and/or procedures. A few
states and districts, though, referred us to published or
district -made tests in such areas as Li language
proficiency, reading,' general achievement, math,
readiness skills, etc. The languages of the tests found
were varied. Among themwere Arabic. Chinese, Greek,.
Hebrew, Italian, Russian and Vietnamese. A su'!vey of
cuctesit test bibliographies in wide use coupled with
answers received from the states 'and districts have
helped us identify as many as 450 tests in different
areas (language proficiency achievement, etc.) in 39
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dillerent laritkitiges

Many llf these tests have net fit ttivitiwed yet Many
of there DR) tiltialt:i made !hey are but perfect, hat they
stied' lu 5tlIVII all) 111110 tOt--,VV11101 th1V0101)telti

merle the test these tests we riot meant to pievititt
laud assessment iuld/or iiiinnostic stifident's
problems, but they could be utiulul tools Ita teat:hour

and telnimistmtors to fini,1 out what the child knows in
Ihu native 'multiage when HAM ttrfis (1) school I i'
results. Of the survey, Ritmo updates or concerns
available, data its well as a review of the different tests
will be a useful source of Information on the availability
of native language tests in is variety of and
skill areas.

In regard to the administratioc of tests in languages for
which bilingual teaching personnel are unavailable,
teacher aides, parents and 1200 community people
endicieNt in the language (and in cortain cases oven
peers) can provide valuable assistance in. the testing
Another question which has arisen and,( requires

0, attention is what to do when tests in specific languages
do riot exist. In this situation, Illinois is ornmitted to
train teachers in the use of alternatives to testing which
can provide useful information esp ,cially about
language development. Error (miscue) analysis, native.
language sample analysis and the doze procedure are
alternatives to testing which schpol personnel can be

trained to use with bilingual students to sample native
language proficiency. In this way; the design of various
school programs can better serve. the needs of these
children. j

eto--

Error (miscue) analysis, for example, can tie used to
determine 'reading comprehension skills ih the native
language; /'as well as the stage of development of

reading skills in terms of the student's use of graphic

ve )'sus semantic constraints in the text. This

information provides the teacher with information
Which may facilitate the design of a program that serves
better the needs of individual children. The doze
'procedure can be used not only to determine reading
comprehension skills, but vocabulary and. syntax
development. Natural language samples can provide
the teacher with a wider perspective of what children
,can do linguistically without(( limitations to a particular
context and setting. These se?'riples, when analyzed, can

provide invaluable diagnostic informationjn regard .to
the receptive and expressive skills of children. These
analyses can be'focused not only on the formal aspects

..

4

1
of tont-ad& but dt the lonctioorrl level es well Natural
language samples provide the teacher with a more
global view of children's languish': sAUls whit h. in turn,
will facilitate the leadier's rultl. iii plaiiiiing
*hick are relevant to ,ir particular child's needs Itie
school's pieutaiiis thou will he' inure cklrithicive to
learning and better stove the linguistic and academia;

needs ui cliildren in Bilingual programs

Surnmary

"I" this papist is to emphasize 1110 need fur
native lauguage testa 1 ir1 oldie to plan progurms ul
instruction that batter 'it riiwi the'iutnnls of linguistically
and culturally different children Until now, programs
have focused principalLy, if riot exclusively, on Unglish
proficiency lot program design and planning purposes.

'fiestinth evidence exists which shows a strong
relationship between proficiency rri 1, and 1_2 and

acceevement. Native-language' testing, then, can

provide impoitant information to plan programs which
take into account what the child knows and what s/he

Is ready to learn when s/he gets to school
Native-language testing has been carelessly used in
psychological testing of othnolinguistuc minority
children. It is suggested that a moratory period lie
established before referral of non-English-speaking
children to special programs rs made whereby teachers
could collect data that will identify the true native
laAguacK/of the child, as yvell as collect observational
aricfti.ag nos t c data in thenative language which will
help determine the appropriateness of further referral
These data may show specific areas of concern which
may require further testing.

Results of a survey of native-language tests presently
available have shown that there are more available
native language tests than most people believe. These
tests are not perfect, but they serve' a need. The results
from these tests are not final; but they can help the
teach.br in decision making. Data from these tests can
be collected not only by teachers, but by supportive
staff, peers and community people. When tests are riot
available, alternative methods of data collection can be
used. Alternatives discussed are error (miscue) analysis,

native language sample analysis and the doze
procedure. In general, the paper presents an argument
for the need for native-language testing in order tot
provide inforMation to design relevant programs for
children enrolled in bilingual programs.
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ASSESSMENT CONSIDERATIONS FOR *1

LIMITED - ENGLISH- PROFICIENT VOCATIONAL STUDENTS

Joan I Friarlaribaru
Aatiociata Profebadi of thlingual rdUCat1011

LlitivdtS11/

1 amniotic ilnS.rIniticiiit plotfLictit
(LEP) ,clitdcatioti
pioplaitt
ti )naitlefgl ink ttlitio ui ititit ;.1 Witt tiilcngudl
inogl.atM titleerr to 1110161 Mc'

English. in a VOcclatilial
training siltration the
that ItiOri,rail tut survival in the vo4,ottoriol ethic:anon

i(losstooni laliotatury. lit ,shop alit' lot ttoct_t:Is rill Ititi
01)

OM (*fill hilly appiett'ialti the otactkiiia ul
the vuca'hund! iitudtiOlt. it 14 inipottatit to clearly
IIII't tie the rtIfferrinCittl dniitn.g Nttic alitalat I figlish
language instruction and Ohre types of f St, Proglainn
Sin(' of th(111 typal are 5l1111111411Ititi b.0101/V

Gonittal 1110 limpt)tio rif th4 p ograrn is to
provide students with all of the la><stl structural.
and phonological components o English The
stiguence of instruction is ti% t14150-(1

grammatical far miture7i: tr oiti the tit mid most
frequent to the most complex structignal
tectitimuos may tango from few (led (et (4.
Lepetition. substitution, coriversio d ialogiie
,rneryntatitin) to less csintrolled mansfier,
'discussions. and role plays)

2 ESP (English for Special Purposes) The. purpo:ie of
this program is to provide students with The
specific English CuMpOnentS arid ,kitty needed to
function in a given situation Although lob-related
ESL technically fits under this category. ESP
programs in the U S have. thus far. exclusively
served students watt{ strong academic skills who
are preparing for professional-level careers

3 Prevocational ESL The purpose of this program is
to provide learners with the -English necessary to
survive in d 'US community The sequence of
instruction is usually situational and includes such
topics as "calling a doctor," "opening a bank
account: "public transportation: and "reading
want ads"

4 -.VESL (Vocational ESL) The purpose of this
program is to provide learners with the English
language components and skills necessary to
survive in a vocational education classroom and a
Job The sequence of instruction.is situational and is
related to topics in the given occupation In an ideal
setting. VESL instruction is provided simultane-
ously with bilingual vocational education (BVE) or
bilingual.on-the-lob training

Curtis. H. (tradlay
Profeabor of Vocational rdocotioo
Florida.Intarndlional University

(Johisitd Iho taL lob tuld(cAl ESL programs ate
rapidly iiicredhilit) lflara ih ti *taiclUh Igck ul appropmate 3
Obilbb1111111t mit trrtnlanto hit crilialtipla eccor ding to the
Ad/Iwo. via tto% Ala/it'd/ to' . Vtlealitinair
t.)'d/ Pnitioettev /of (Molten PenuiSula. 19t1I)

1.113e311 ritiVellupal to

determine the levet of 1 riglish ptufe:AtniCy of
childten. these tests Ale lint appypr late lot tin
(idyll population 1 utthenmot11. most of the
rigliiti proticienCy tests developed -for adults

were designed to test the loriguctio-tequired lot
college and urrivetsity wok fp 2)

Because of the similarities between.VESL and ESP), and
hoc ritrio of I SI' s °hood start" rn the areas of program
arid materials development, one relight 'suggest that

-VI SL ediieattos model the assessment process atter
that iimplOved by ESP educators However, there is an
equally serious lack Of assessment measures in ESP, as
ptunled out by ;Litroveris (1977)

II

fe,

remains a Major S11011C0(11100 tvS ESP that very
little work has been done to devise fresh
methods of testing, exaTirting and assessment
that match the new courNs of training (p 129)

The ;Appose of this chapter is to present' some
Important considerations in assessing non arid
limitedEnglish-prolecient vocational students.
Although ditscussions are included about VESL
plae.erverit testing and vocational skills assessment, the
nialur focus will be on the process of deriving
occupation-specific content for VESL curricula and
classroom achievement tests A discussion of
appropriate testing techniques is also provided.

Types of Assessment for BVE &,VESL

The assessment proCess for LEP students enrolled in
vocational education programs is a complex one that
requires, a good deal' of collaboration among VESL
instructors, vocational instructors, and vocational
counselors We see this process as containing five
essential components

1. Initial assessment of English language
proficiency.

2. Initial assessment of vocational skills.
3. Vocational skills achievement (for progress).
4 VESL achievement (for mastery). .

5 VESL achievement (for progres0.
1
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Initial Assessment of Vocational English-Language
Proficiency

Bradley and Frieden berg (1982) presented three
&patient characteristics of an English proficiency test

-4Pror LEP adults:

An assessment of English- language proficiency should
take place as soon as the LEP students enroll in the 1.

vocational education program. This assessment serves .2.

rnahy important functions. oi 3.

1. It can provide a measure for VESL -Placement
purposes.'

2. It can provide a measure to determine whether
the assessment of vocational skills must be in
the native language or whether it can be in
English.

3. It can provide a measure to help' determine
growth in, English prdficiency (achievenent)
during the VESL training period. ,

4. It can provide a measure to determine whether
and how much vocational instruction in the
native language is needed.

°
SENTENCE TYPE

-VERB TENSE

does not require reading.
is appropriate in content for adults.
will elicit the. student's ability to communicate
a message as opposed to assessing formal
,grammatical correctness (p. 147).

. °
In addition to these characteristics. it is also important
that the test not focus on content with which' only those
with stro academic backgrounds could feel
comfortable Tr ci.that it reflect the structures used most
frequently in vocational education classes. Figure 1

illustrates the linguistic -istruetures which have a
particularly high frequency across vocational education
classes.

Figure 1,
o

Linguistic Structures Which Have a High Frequency
across Vocational Education Classes'

.NVtrN
NbeN(NVbeN)
N be Adj (N V be Adj)
N be Adv (N V be Adv)
Noun V tr N
NVintN".
N V int Adj

Pres
Past.
Pres Prog
Modal

TRANSFORMATION

Noun Transitive Verb Noun
Noun Verb "be" Noun
Noun Verb "be"Adjecti've
Noun Verbbe" Adverb
Noun Transitive Verb Noun Noun
Noun Intransitive Verb Noun
Noun Intransitive Verb Adjective

Present
- Past

a Present Progressive
Modal

Wh
Yes-No Ques
Comp

CI-Adj
CI-Adv
Cl-Noun
Pass
POrt
Ger
Int
Do
Neg

MODIFIER

Who? What? Whetv?,Where? Why? Question
Yes-NO Question
Compound
Imperative
Clause-Adjective
Clause-Adverb.
Clause-Noun
Passive
Participle
Gerund
Infinitive
"Do" Insertion
Negative

Prep Ph-Adv
Prep Ph-Adj
Adj ti

Adv
Intens

Prepositional Phrase-A erb
Prepositional Phrase-A jective
Adjective
Adverb
Intensifier

MeltoritiPeninsula, 1981 p. 4.
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Ideally, the essment of English language proficiency,
in which an" appropriate standardized test is used,
should .6e' a carefu., collaborative effort between ha
ESL instructor and? vocational counselor. One t 'st,
which was developed exprgssly for the purposes sta ed
here, is the Bilingual Vocational Oral Proficiency Test
(BVOPT): Howesier, if a test such as the -BVOPT is
unavailable or j4. there is ho one, able or Willing to
coriduct a formal measure of English language
proficiency, the vocational, instructor should informally
assess the students' English abilities by interviewing
each of them in class or privately. This will, at least
provide a rough indication of whether the students are
fluent, limited, or non - English- speaking.

Initial Assessment of V9cational Skills

o The initial assessment ^of vocational skills is condu
by the vocational instructor to determine the poin
which Vocational instruction must begin for each

. individual student. The assessment activities noynally
consist of a series of instructor- developed psychombtor
and cognitive items designed to measure student ability
prior to instruction. Thus, in a typical pretest, the
student might be asked to explain and/or deinonstrate a
procedure or process.. Language- related problems often
cause the LEP student to score less well. on this test
than Is warranted by his or her actual.vocational skills

e reforeth le-assess ent-should -be-con d uoted
in the LEP student's native language.

Vocational Skills Achievement (for Progress)

` The vocational instructor develops course objectives
based ,on the tasks derived through occupational
analysiS1 Learning activities are then developed that
enable the student to attain mastery of each objectiye.
Finally, appropriate methods of assessment are

designed.1

Appropriate assessment requires, the studen
perform what the objective asks him or her to perm,
under conditions specified in the objective. For
example, if the objective calls for the student to "giyea
shampoo: appropriate evaluation would require the
student to actually give a shampoo. Asking a student to
tell how to give a shampoo or to list the steps in giving
a shampoo would not be appropriate assessment
because the performance during the assessment differs
from the type of performance called for in the objective.

Assessment of yEst. Achievement,(f or Mastery)

The purpose of an achievement test for mastery is
mainly to assess the degree of success of the, instructional program. Such tests are usually used for
research purposes to evaluate the effectiveness of a
'certain type of "experimental" instruction and for
specifically funded prOgrams'to determine success and
whether funding ought to be continued. They are also
useful to concerned administrators who want, a general
picture of how successful a given program is.

In a VESL program, the instrument used for
r

assessing
overall. .VESL achievement should be the same
instrument used for the initial assessment of vocational
English-language proficiericy. If the measure is to be
used for research or program evaluation-purposes, the
testing ust be formal (e.g. like the -1)1 however, if

'one on wants a general picture of program effective-
ness, informal procedures, such as interviewing, may be
employed. *

-p,..

Assessment of VESL Achievement (for Progress)

Assessing the achieveme'nt (progress) of vocational
English is the most complex, yet the most important
part of. assessing LEP vocational students. It is also the
part which has been least eXplore

Objectives may ,call 'for cognitive, -affective or
psychomotor performances, or any combination of
these behaviors.. Therefore, a widerange of assessment
techniques is utilized with special emphasis on

demonstration of psychol-notor performance_ . In the
,

case of LEP students, directions and even test items, are
often provided in the students' native language. For a
more complete discussion, see Bradley and Friedenberg
(1982).

Like in general ,ESL' "courses, the content of the
'assessment instrument for VESL should be a reflection
of the course. The content of a VESL course-is based on
language derived from the vocational content. Thus, a
good deal of close collaboration between VESL and
vocational instructors is essential.

Deriving Curriculum Content

The goal .of vocational education is to prepare
individuals for initial employment, upgrading, retraining
and advancement in busihess and industry. It is
essential, therefore, that vocational education courses
be based upon the actual job requirements of business
and industry. The most widely used method of
determining vocational education course content is
called occupational analysis or task analysis.

The effective use of' Iasi analysis, to develop a
vocational education course, assures course content
baged upon the skills and knowledge currently re,quired
of workers in the occupation being taught. In addition,
task analysis provides the ESL instructor with concrete
datp regarding the language that ,must be taught and,.
therefore, assessed. Following is a brief description of
some of the important steps involved 'ir) planning
vocational educatipm programs. For a more complete
description of the process, see Bradley and Friedenberg
(1982).

4,-/- -129-



The Job Description ;

The first step in analyzing an occupation is to obtain or
develop a written job description. A job description is a
general statement that define the scope of the course
by describing all of the kinds of duties a specific worker
performs. A job description includes the various duties
involved and lists any special or ujiusual conditions
under which the dutiettare carried out (e.g., works
out -of- doors; long periods of standing, heavy lifting,
special clothing, and so forth).

The job description promotes a job-oriented point of
view that guides the selection of only the most relevant
subject' matter and learning activities for the course.
The job description also helps to communicate to
students, community and other educators

--including ESL teachers he purpose of the course.

Task Listing

Many occupations require more skills and knowledge
than.can possibly be fitted into the time available in a
particular course. The instructor in such a situation
must make certain decisions. Which skills are
absolutely essential for the entry-level job? Which skills
are required a little later on the job? Which skills ares
expected only of the experienced worker? The answers
to these questions help the instructor make informal
instructional decisions.

Duties and Tasks. When analyzing complex occupa-
tions such as automobile mechanic, cosmetologist, and
nurse, it becomes immediately apparent that workers in
each of these occupations perform numerous tasks and
that certain .tasks are logically related to each other. It
makes sense for the course developer, the instructor, to
place these related tasks into logical groupings. One
method of placing tasks in logical groups is to begin by
first identifying the major duties of that occupation,
then fisting each task under the related duty

A duty is one of the distinct maj activities or units
involved in the work performed in an cupation. For
example, analyzing the automobile imechanic's
occupation would reveal that certain activities can be
categorized as diagnosing, others as repairing,
replacing, 'servicing and so forth. Each of these broad
categories is known as a duty. Each of these duties is
composed of a set of related tasks. Figure 2 presents the
duties, of a cosmetologist.

After the duties have been listed, each of the tasks is
identified and placed under the appropriate duty. A task
is a unit of work comprised of a set of related behaviors
(Steps) that make up a particular portion of a job. For
example, one of the tasks of an auto body worker is to
replace fiberglass panels. All of the steps involved in
replacing fiberglass panels serve to make: up the
complete task. Part of a waiter's job is to take the
customer's order. Taking a customer's order, then, is
one of the tasks that make up the waiter's job. Typing a
business letter is one of the tasks of the clerk-typist's
job. Figure 3 presents an example of, the tasks that
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would be listed under one of the duties of a
cosmetologist.

Figure 2

Duties of a Cosmetologist

Mixing Supplies and Sanitizing Equipment

Shampooing and Rinsing Hair.

Cutting and Shaping Hair

Setting and Combing Hair into Style

Cleaning and Styling Wigs and Hairpieces

Treating Special Scalp Conditions

Cur .119 and Relaxing Heir

BI in and Tinting Hair

Manicuring and Pedicuring Nails

Giving Facial Treatments

Keeping Records

Figure 3

Example of a Duty and Related Tasks

Occupation: Co'smetologist

Duty: Shampooing and Rinsing Hair

Tasks:-

1. Give a Plain Shampoo.

2. Shampoo Lightened Hair.

3. Give a Mild Acid Rinse.

Soine joys such as key punch operator, retail store
cashier, and window washer are ordinarily referred to as
singie-duty occupations and a task listing is sufficient.
,However, when analyzing a multi-duty occupation, the
process is normally begun by first identifying the major
duties of that occupation and then the tasks related to
each duty. .

The instructor develops a task listing by reviewing the
formal written job description. Then, since actual work
experience in the occupation to be taught is required of
each vocational instructor, the instructor reviews his or
her own occupational experience and the literature to
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develop an initial task listing. However, for accuracy
and up-to-date information, the instructor finds it
essential to observe and talk with workers who are
currently performing the job being analyzed. Thus; the
task listing provides a list of all of the tasks workers are
currently required to perform in the opcupation being
analyzed.

Task Detailing

Dtgailing is the process. of listing each step required to
perform a particular task. Drawing upon occupation
literature, personal experience, and observation of and
disbussions with experienced workers actually
-performing the task, the instructor writes in sequential
order every step required to perform the task. For
example, detailing the task of baking a sheet cake
would produce the following steps: read the recipe,
gather the necessary ingredients and equipment, wash
hands, cream the sugar, shortening and salt, and so
forth. The purpose of detailing is to be certairiithatevery
aspect of each task is included in the instruction. Figure

When detailing a task, experienced instructors also
often identify the major type of performance involved in
each step. Many instructors simply classify the behavior
as cognitive or psychomotor. However, a growing
number use the behavior categories provided by MEiger
and Beach (1967): Recall, Discrimination, Problem
Solving, Manipulation and Speech. Identifying the type
of performance enables the instructor to ascertain that
students will practice the kinds of performances
required in the task. For example, if speaking to the
customer is a step in the task, the instructor notes
speech as the performance and makes certain that
when learning activities are selected, students have the
opportunity to practice the exact performance required
on the job speaking to the customer.

The task listing also often includes who performs the
task (e.g. entry-level worker or experienced worker) and
how often it is performed.. Instructors also note the tools
and. -materials being used while,the tasks are being
performed. Therefore, task detailing also provides a list
of tools, materials, equipment and supplies that must be
obtanie-d for the instructional program. Figure 5
presents a list of the tools, materials, equipment and
supplies obtained while detailing the task of giving a
plain shampoo. However, the primary reason that -the
vocational instructor details each task is to assure that
every step of every task is included in the instructional
plan.

4 presents the steps required for a cosmetologist to give
a patron a plain shampoo.

Figure 4

Example of Task Detailing

Occupation:

'Duty:,

Task:

Steps:

Cosmetologist

Shampooing and Rinsing Hair

Give a Plain Shampoo/

1. Select and arrange all materials.

2. Sanitize hands.

3. Greet patron.

4 Seat patron comfortably.

5. Ask patron to remove neck jewelry or ear
. jewelry and glasses.

6.. Drape patron.

7. Remove any hair pins from hair.

Examinecohditionof patron's hair and scalp.

9. Brush hair thoroughly. .

10. Adjust shampoo cape Over back of shampoo
chair.

11. Adjust volume and temperature of water
spray.

Wet hair thoroughly.

Apply shampoo.

14.. Give.manipulations..

Rinse hair.

Apply shampoo again.

Give manipulations.

Rinse hair throughly,

Towel-dry hair.,

12.

13.

15.

16

17.

18

19.

A
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Figure 5

Took, Materials, Equipment and Supplies list:

OcCupation: Cosmetologist

Duty: Shampooing and Rinsing Hair

Task: Give a Plain Shampoo

Sterilized Towel

Sanitized Comb

Sanitized Brush

Neck Strip

Shampoo Cape

Shampoo. (According to patron's needs)

Hair Rinse or Conditioner

Task Analysis for LEP Students.

A limited, but growing number of vocational instructors
are professionally prepared in bilingual vocational)education methodology. Thes trained instructors
recognize the importance of th languaw associated
with the safe and successful completion very task.
Therefore, during task detailing, the uctors
identify the special language associated with eac task.

12G



In addition to listing the names of tools, equipment and
sugplies, these instructors note the technical terms and
phrases related to each task. They also record the types
of qUestions and directions workers respond to when
performing each task, These instructors recognize that
this language of the trade" is an important part of the
preparation of all vocational education students, but
that for LEP students, acquiring the language of the
trade-is a survival skill.

The specially' trained vocational instructor Of LEP
students uses the language of the trade in at least two
ways. First, the instructor includes these terms, phrases,
questions and directions in his or her instructional plan.
Second, the list of essential terms, phrases, questions
and directions is shared and discussed with the ESL
teacher. A cooperative plan is developed whereby the
ESL , instructor teaches the , needed :language at
appropriate times and the vocational instructor
provides opportunities for practice and reinforcement of
the use.of the needed language as it is being used. Such
collaboration between the ESL , teacher and the
vocational instructor is essential to essure that ESL
instruction is, in fact, job-related and presented in
appropriatg sequence.

Uriforturrately. only a limited number of both ESL
teachers and vocational instructors are trained in the
techniques of collaboration.-However-it _js-notediffitult
for the ESL instructor, to determine what and when
language must be taught even when the vocational
instructor is not trained in bilingual vocational
education.

\kDeriving Co tent and Sequence for ESL

When the vocational instructor is trained in bilingual
vocational education methodology, the essential
language of the trade is determined through task
detailing and shared during the collaborative process.
When the vocational instructor is not trained in
bilingual yocationai. education methodology. the ESL
teacher determines ESL content and sequence through
discussions with the vocational instructor.

The ESL instructor is aware that the vocational
instructor has a list of the tools, equipment, materials
andsupplies required for each-task. Thus, a lexicon is
readily available: Task detailing sheets provide a list of
the imperatives that must be learned and the order in
which they must be learned. The ESL instructor begins,
the meeting with the vocational instructor by
requesting a copy of the. appropriate task detailing
sheet and a list of related tools, equiprnent. materials
and supplies (inventory). A few questions provide the
balance of the needed information.

The ESL instructor asks the vocational instructor
questions, such as, "What oral questions or directions
will be- directed to .the student while perfOrming the
task?" "What will the student be expected to say (to
customers, peers. ,supervisor) while performing this
task?" "What must the student read while performing

this task?" The answers to questions such as these
added to the lexicon, task, detailing sheet, course
hand-outs and text provide the ESL teacher,with a
comprehensive knowledge of the language that must
be taught. Sequence is then discussed and agreed upon.

The ESL instructor then organizes the languau:
samples collected from the vocational teacher. Thesci
samples will contain safety expressions, technical
terms, sub-technical terms, classroom-related
expressions, non-technical words, Sid various
grammatical structures.

It must be remembered that the vocational instructor,
whether or not trained in bilingual methodology, is not
a language teacher. The vocational instructor must
receive guidance and suggestions from the ESL teacher
regarding how and when to reinforce the language
learning. Thus, frequent collaboration is essential.

Assessment Techniques

Just as the content of the VESL achievement test
should reflect the content of the VESL course, the
testing techniques ,should also reflect the learning
activities employed during, the course. These learning
activities should reflect authentic on-the-job or
vocational classroom activities as much as possible.
Henee,VESL-learning-activities-are-cornmunicative and
require students to integrate language components for
comprehension and production, as opposed to
manipulative where students focus on discrete
elements. a

Up until recently, few ESL techniques had been
developed which gave practice in integrating language
components meaningfully, Now several language
educators have exciting .and innovative learning

>activities that promote communication. These activities
include discussions, information getting, reporting, and
description (Savignon, 1812): group dialogue (Fend,
1976): microcounseling (FriedenberV and Bradley,
1981); and others.

If few communicative teaching techniques exist, even
fewer integrative testing techniques exist. The
challenge is even greater for VESL students, many of
whom possess no literacty skills. The following sampling
of activities may grove successful for VESL
achievement testing which requires neither reading nor
writing.

j. Oral Presentation students explain processes or
procedures.

2. Pictorial Multiple Choice students choose
correct drawing of equipment or process based
on what they hear (taped or live).

3. Acting Out Situations students role play
real-life situations.

4. Paraphrasing students reword an utterance
they hear. ,

5. Physical Response students carry out
commands.
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Conclusion

The assessment of ,LEP vocational students is

comprised of five essential qpmponents: 1) Initial
assessment of English language proficiency, 2) Initial
assessment of vocational skills, 3) Vocational skills
achievement, 4) English language achievement for
mastery, and 5) EnVsh language achievement for
progress. This assessment process is a uniquely
challenging one which requires collaboration among
the vocational instructor, the vocational counselor, and
the ESL instructor,

This chapter focused mainly on the considerations
necessary to develop the content for vocational ESL

achievement tests ffor progress). Like general ESL
courses, the content and techniques of the assessment
instrument should reflect the content and learning

activities experienced in the course. Unlike general ESL
courses, however, the content, of a VESL course
contains only the langua
vocational education class
for success on the job. This
task analysis.

e necessary to survive in the
m, laboratory, or shop and
ntent is derived from the

Although slow is coming, bilingual vocational
education and vocational ESL programs have become
importaht developments in our field. They help
language-minority youth' and adults to enter the job
market and gain self-satisfaction and adequate`pay, and
they contribute to the economic growth of our nation. In
order to increase the effectiveness of these programs,
we must strive to develop well-trained staff, suitable
instructional materials, and assessment instruments
that evaluate LEP students relidbly and fairly.
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TEACHING AND TESTINGBOTH COMMUNICATIVE AND ACADEMIC SKILLS
IN ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE'

Muriel Saville - Troike
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

The focus in second language research, testing, and
teaching has shifted during the past decade from the,
attainment of grammatical profiCiency to the acquisi-
tion or leaning of "communicative competence." This is
generally defined as including all of the knowledge
about grammar and vocabulary considered in earlier
theory and practice, plus knowledge about appropriate
use of the language in naturally occurring social
contexts. ability to use the' language for desired
purposes (for example, to request, command, or inform).
and skill in suph interactional tasks as initiating and
Maintaining a conversation.

In spite of change of focus, however, there have
been, to date, ery few studies which have examined
such..things .a (1) the development of communicative
forms in a naturalistic setting, (2) the nature and relative
effectiveness of different communicative tactics that
limited English-speaking children use while they still
have very limited linguistic means at their disposal, or
(3) the relationship of growth in communicative
competence to academic achievement when that must
be acquired and evaluated primarily through the
medium of English.

For years. we, proceeded under the assumption that
learning to use a language was a unitary phenomenon
and that whatever proficiency was developed would
serve both communicative and academic needs. James
CumminS (eg. 1980) and other's have made us aware in
recent years, however, that some students may become
'quite effective in intetpersonal communication, in a

language, and yet apparently not possess the linguistic
skills rpcitiired to succeed academically through the
mediu of that same language, This is true in
first-language acquisition as well as second-language
learning, as we observe many children (and older

.students) who communicate quite effectively in the
highly contextual ized. situations of face-to-face
interaction, and yet fail in the context=reduced linguistic
tasks required in reading, writing, and more advanced
cognitive processing.

Now the general assumption in both our teaching and
testing is that interpersonal communicative skills are
lower on a developmental continuum than the skills for
academic linguistic competence. We assume. for
instance, that the communicative 'training we now
include in ESL lessons will contribute significantly to
our studepts' success in learning through the medium
of English, but we remain .generally unaware of what
the linguistic demands on them actually are when they
are in science classes, mathematics classes, and other
content areas. And our evaluative scales including

FSI-type ratings assume that ability to function
effectively in academic contexts in a language
presupposes ability to fiinction effectively in
interpersonal contexts as well. But this is not
necessarily the case.

8ecause empirical evidence to supp rt our assumptions
about such issues is still quite limit I wish to present
some results from research I have be conducting with
Erica McClure and Mary Fritz (cf. Saville-Troike et al.,
1982 and McClure et al.,,1982), Then I would like to
draw some tentative conclusions from our findings, to
date, and discuss their possible relevance to research
methods, testing procedures, and classroom practices.

Our research-th us-farhas-addressed-the-fo
specific questions:

1. 'What do children whb are new to an
English-speaking milieu need to accomplish in
various communicative contexts during their
first weeks and months of school?

2. What tactics do they use to fulfill these
functions, and how do these develop over
time? (By "communicative tactics" I mean the
linguistic or nonlinguistic means at their
disposal that children select to try to
accomplish their communicative goals.)

3 What is the relative effectiveness of different
tacticsfor accomplishing the children's intent?

4. And finally, how do communicative tactics and
grammatical development relate to how well
the children succeed in learning through the
medium of English?

I would like to begin by briefly describing our
population and procedures.

The population for our research consisted of twenty
speakers of Japanese, Korean, Hebrew, Spanish,
Iceland, and Polish who were enrolled in .a
multilingbel program during 1981-82. of whom 18.
completed the school year. In the elementary school
where we carried out this research, almost half of the
students are native speakers of a language other than
English, and all native English-speaking students are
required.to study a second language.

The children in our sample ranged in age from 7 to 12
years (grades 2 through 6). At the time of their selection
at the beginning of the fall semester, all of the subjects

a

1The research cited in this report was supported in part by the Center for the Study of Reading, under a grant from the National Instituteof
Education, and in part by a grant from the University of Illinois Research Board. Their help is gratefully acknowledged.
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(a) knew very little, or no English, (b) wore already

literate In their native languages, and (c) had

well-educated parents (professors or graduate studonts

at the University of Illinois), 1I - N,

The twenty children were divided into two groups for

daily 30tninute pull-out ESL instructional periods,
according to their age and maturity level. I 'videotaped
these sessions once a week for 30 weeks during the
1981-82 school year, and one of my colleagues
observed and audiotaped the first ten minutes of each
session another two times a week. As part of the
researchfdesign (but in a situation also occurring
naturally in prmiious years), the children were

videotaped while' without adult supervision or
intervention before the ESL teacher came into the room,
as, well as during the ESL, lesson. Additionally, we
o served weekly in regular classrooms and in other

hoof- contexts, videotaped once a month in regular
lassrooms, and audiotaped and videotaped, irregularly

in other situations (e.g. on the playground, in the library
-and halls, and in native-language reading sessions).

We began our determination of the communicative
tasks these students faced with a microanalysis of the
ESL instructional. periods, Videotapes were scripted,
and then all communicative acts in sixteen of the
sessions wer9 coded for inferred speaker intent, using a
system adapted from Dore (1978). This system includes
such categories of communicative acts as requests,

responses to requests, descriptions of facts, statements
of rules and beliefs, acknowledgments which recognize

and evaluate responses, organizational devices that
regulate contact and conversation, and performatives.
Our most significant modification-was in extending the
system to include nonverbal as well as verbal

communicative acts; additionally, we have added
request and response types which may be unique to
language teaching situations (e.g. "Use a complete
sentence), and new categories for translation and

interaction between children (e.g. invitation,
acceptance and rejection of interaction, display
behavior, and phatic communion' with no propositional
content).

Our first relevant finding is that children needor want to

communicate for very different reasons in different
types of social or instructional events, even within one
time slot that is considered a single lesson.

The ESL lessons, foinstance, divided themselves into a
regular, ,sequence of events that required variety of
communicative skills. The first was "unstructured" or
"child-directed: as the children interacted with one
another before the teacher arrived and called them to
the instructional area. When she did, there followed an
event we called "claiming a seat," during which the
children challenged, claimed, and negotiated for the.ir
favorite position at a single large table.
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During these two ovents, almost all communication that

took placo was between children and generally
between children that did not share a common native
language. Their primary reasons . for communicating
were either Interactional or Performative, and they had _

little need to request or give information of any kind...,
The most common communicative goals were
engaging another child in play, teasing, protesting,
calling attention to things, and claiming objects or
territory. To achieve ese goals, children do not really
need language, as chi dren demonstrated. The
form of most of th acts was ntirely nonverbal, i.e.

gestures and physical contact accompanied by
non-speech sounds. It is interesting to note that there
was almost no increase in the amount of verbalization
used in these events throughout the year, even as the

children developed proficiency in English. One

significant change in the verbalizations that did occur
was from use of the native language to protest and
claim (even with children who didn't understand it) to
such English routines as "Don't do" and 'cThat's mine."
Observations and recordings on the playground yielded
the same finding: Children can and do participate in a

great deal of social activity, even when fairly

complicated rules are involved, with little or no
language. Other chifdren taught non- ngli h speakers
games by demonstrating 'What to do a correcting
their mistakes with a simple "No," or h physical
intervention.

The earliest tactics that our subjects. used to converse
with one another can be illustrated with an episode that

occurred in the third week of videotaping. This
sequence occurred as three boys speakers of
Japanese (J), Korean (K), and Spanish (S) -- worked
together to assemble a puzzle map of the world.
Con ersational rounds consisted mainly of one ,child
name g a referent and the other children taking turns
repe ting the term in round robin fashion.

S: "America."
' (He found a' puzzle piece of the United

States and put it in place.)

J picked up S's hand and moved it out of the way.

J: ."Japani, Japani."
(He pointed to the place in the puzzle frame)
where the Japan piece will go.)

K: "Japani."
S: "Japani."

"Japani."
S: "Japani."
sd: "Ah. Japan':

(He found the Japan piece to the puzzle.)

"Korea."
(He also claimed to have found Korea.)
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Adding only "No," and using different stress and
Intonational contours, the children disagreed and
questioned one ariother,

K; `11.10 Korea:
J; "Korea."
K; "No."
J; "Korea."
S; "Korea?"
K: "No."

S: (Spanish) "Si?"

The Korean boy offered an explanation, which the
others acknowledged by repeating it after hien,

K: "Yes, yes, yes.
No Korea. Pink Korea." (Stress on "pink")

"Pink" referred to the color of, the Korean map piece: i.e.,
"It can't be Korea, because Korea is pink."

J:
S:
K:

"Pink."
"Pink."
"Korea."

(He found the piece and put it in place.)

The ESL teacher entered the scene, telling the class to
put away their games. The Korean boy unsuccessfully
tried to protest, saying to her Korean (which the
teacher doesn't understand):

"Ahl I have to fi

This sequence concluded with more repetgion and
nonverbal tactics as J and K leap d up and ran toward
the table, and the teacher gently stopped K with her
arm around his neck and shoulder,

K said "He: as he pointed toward the table, protesting
that J got away with running to claim a chair. He then
used the most complex English structure of this whole
sequence when he yelled to J, "Hey, walking.**

J responded in Japanese, "Damarer, hich means,
"Shut up."

It is apparent that from the beginning these children
have conversational skills for attention getting and turn
taking, and even with minimal language, relate their
moves in a coherent manner to the form and content of
the One.that precedes it. In Gripe's (1975) terms, they
know the cooperative principle of conversation, and are
"relevant.**

The earliest communicative forms availAle to these
children (as for children acquiring a first language) are
nonvocal behaviors, sound play and nonspeech sounds,
simple routines, repetition of part or all of previous
utterances, and single s referential terms they are
beginning to learn in English (cf. Keenan, 1974; Peck,
1978). Additionally,. these second language learners
have access to first language forms and tactics and
have -had experience interacting wit hother children.

This pattern held true for all of the children In this study
who did Interact socially with other children, but some
of our subjects did not. I will return to this point to
discuss the relationship of peer Interaction to language
development.

A second type of event during the ESL sessions was
highly structured and teacher-directed, Including such
opening routines as "What day is it today?" nd the
focal instructional activity (usually introduc n of new
vocabulary or new grammatical structur ). During
these events, almost all communication that ok place
was between child and teacher. The aim of most of the
children's communicative acts was to respond to a
question or request from the teacher. The only other
acts that occurred with any frequency were children's
bids for the teacher's attention. The teachers' requests
changed in form through the year from requests to
repeat after them and identify single lexical items to
yes/no questions and WH-questions. The children's
responses matched these changes, going from primarily
repetition, to nodding yes or no, to single words, to
(primarily memorized) phrase and sentence patterns.
Observation and recording in the children's regular
classrooms indicated that this same participant
structure occurred in small group instruction where all
students in the group were at a similar level in their
language proficiency, especially for reading, or when

--the iegutar c urked with students
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individually,. but this seldom accounted for more than .

another 20 minutes out of.their 5 lahour school day.

Occasionally we observed instances where the
children's facility in responding to such questions /
(combined with the skill in learning procedures/
nonverbally frodl, her children that I have alread
mentioned) sled an adult in the, regular classroom
into thinking children understood much more English
than they actually did. Early in the year, for instance,
children learned the nar$s for shapes in ESL. Back/in
his classroom, ne very limited-English speaker was
building an el borate pyramid for an art leson by
gluing tooth Oks together when he-, was asked, "What
geometrica shape is that?" He .certainly understood
only the / ord "shape," but appropriately responded,
"Tri gle.'l When the adult workin§ with him was asked
to valuate his English at the end of the.art lesson, she

ortecl.that he Was quite fluent.

The third type of event during the ESL session was,
semi-directed by the teacher, but included children
addressing each other as well as her. These events were
characterized primarily by the need for a rea/exchange
of information and constituted the largest time blocklin
the classes we obseiVed. This included the teacher
asking the whereabouts of absent children before the
structured2esson began and less structured follow-up
activities, usually including explanation and
implementation of an art project or game. It was only in
this type of event throughout the year that the functions
of the children's communicative production regularly
included the categories of Requests, Descriptions, and

- Statements, and it was only in, this type of event that
they went beyond memorized patterns as they
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struggit d to obtain needed information, or to express
themse ves to the teacher and other childrlin. Tice.
results were often ungrammatical, but it is interesting
to not that grartintar was never corrected when real
comm nication was at stake. Successful communica-
tion, 'h fact, often included a combination of English,
nonv rbal miming, and the speaker's native language. A

.preli mary analysis of the correlation of the language
for s presented in the strueturod lessons and the
language forms actually used by the children for less
structured communicative purposes shows little
carryover except for vocabularY.2 The "is" of "This is a
pencil" for'instance, was generally not used for weeks

or months in other contexts, and (along with articles
and bast tense or plural inflections) is still absent for
some'Who have by now achieved considerable fluency
in both communicative and academic uses of English.

There was of course intragroup variability. A few of the
children sought interaction only with the teacher during
these events, and a few almost entirely with other
children. When another child in the group spoke the
same native langudge, some fulfilled these goals
primarily through that language rather than English,
especially during the first half of the year. Again, I will
return to this point when I discuss the relationship of

peer interaction to English language development, and
to academic achievement through the medium of
English:

Observation and recording during the rest of .the
children's five and one-half-hour school day showed
much more carryover of these communicative needs
and skills to other learning situations, with some
interesting similarities and differences in tactics and
results. Children who preferred to request information
and express themselves in their native language
Continued to do so, either seeking out a bilingual adult.
or making use of bilingual classmates to explain
directions that had been given in English; Not

infrequently, these limited-English speakers joined

forces to figure out problems they could not
understand. Translations of the non-English portions of
our recordings indicate a very high percentage of native
language communicative acts was directly related to
the assigned academic tasks. Some children used their
native language in this context even when there were
no bilingual adults or children in the class who shared
their language, verbalizing extensively to themselves as
they worked. Standardized achievement tests adminis-
tered to all students in the school in English at the end
of the year (the CTBS) show us in retrospect that this
language preference group includes three of the five
children who scored highest in English reading and
science.

convey Information about). Completion of the,
proposition required a cooperative addressee, who
asked one or 1110r0 questions that allowed the child to
respond with a simple "yes" or "no," This tactic was,
used more frequently with adults' than with other

. children'.

The following sequence, which exemplifies this tactic,
was a Japanese speaker's (J) response the teacher's (T)
question about why another child had not dome to class.

J: "Picture."
T: "She's making a picture?"
J: "Yes."
T: "Will she come when she's finished?"
J: "Ye."

The same coopers ve process con tiriTed for the
construction of longer texts even after children could
express a whole proposition themselves by stringing
together multiple terms in English, with adults first
providing expanded models, and later prompting
expansions by asking WH- questions. This rarely
occurred in child-child communication, and never
between limited - English speakers.

In contrast to the similarities in early conversational
tactics, children used basically different means for
describing events and actions during the early stages of
learning English. One tactic was to use a single lexical
term (usually the name of the topic the child wanted to

The second tactic was to create a complete
topic-comment proposition by using both verbal and
nonverbalmeans, usuall
and then providing a nonverbal comment.

In the following example, a Korean boy (K) named both
agent and object as he communicated to the teacher (T)

that Takilhad thrown a pencil at him while 'passing out
supplies.

K: "Teacher. Teacher."
(The teacher Went over to him.)

K: "Taki. Pencil."
(He made a throwing motion.)

"Taki. Un he."
(He made a throwing motion again.)

"Taki, please don't throw pencils."

Most children used this tactic more frequently with
other children than with adults, but
exclusively for any situation. The general pattern that
developed for longer n ratives by children who
preferred this tactic was:
"Look, look"), (2) indicating focus (e.g. "this," "right here;
tapping the object that was in focus), (3) naming
objects, and (4) acting out the event.

Students who developed considerable early
competence in communicating with a combination of
English and miming to other limited-English-speaking
children and the teachers in ESL did not have the same
success with teachers in their regular classroom. This

tactic, however, proved to be very successful for
communicating with English-speaking children: and
was used by all of the children who from the beginning

2The ESL teachers observed in this study made a particular 'effort to incorporate terms in their lessons that the children needed to know for Content

areas taught in English in their regular classrooms.
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of the year interacted most with English.spoaking peers
at school. But this group included none who
subsequently scored highest on the CTRS.

This was a surprising finding since our original
assumption wasdhat children who interacted tho most
socially with other English-speaking children would

learn English faster, and thus do better in
English-medium instruction; this turned out not to be
the case. In fact, along with the three strong
native-language-preference students who scored
among the top five, the other two top achievers rarely
spoke at all to the other children during the ESL
sessions that wore audio and videotaped. Even in their
regular classrooms and on the playground, they
appeared to make minimal use of their developing
English-for social purposes.

On the other hand, some of the other children who did
not engage in much verbal interaction with their peers
proved to be among the poorest .in their language

--development and academic achievement in English, so I
am not suggesting any simple correlation and certainly
no cause-effect relationship. A striking_ observation,
nevertheless, is that some of the more successful
communicators, at least in the contexts we recorded,
fossilized at fairly early levels of development,
suggesting that their very success may have reduced
their motivation to learn more complex linguistic forTs.
This fossilization was particularly evident arn)brig those
who continued to combine verbal and nonverbal
actions to express propositions.

In addition to the typesof communicative events I have
just described, two other kinds of instructional events
were frequently, observed and recorded in regular
classrooms, but never in ESL (in part because of the
smaller class size), and it was in these that we Saw most
of the limited-English-speaking children entirely unable
to cope: staring out windows, doodling, poking their
neighbors one even crawling under hit desk in
retreat.

These are the. teacher-to-,whole-class participant
structure, where the group was being talked to (or read
to) as a whole, and its opposite, the fully independent
work activity period, where students were given written
or oral instructions in English and expected.to proceed
without additional interaction with adults or peers. The
amount of time spent in these types of events varied
greatly from class to class, but occurred to some extent
in all. In the classrooms we observed through the year,
these kinds of events constituted from ten to over fifty
percent of the instructional day. The percentage
generally increased with grade level, and I feel sure we
would find students engaged in or disengaged from

even more of these kinds of instructional situations if
our research had continued into junior high and high
school.

In ,spite of the, very similar nature of our subject's'
socioeconomic status, family educational level, prior -

literacy in their native languages, and even type 61
residence and play facilities (they all lived in the same
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universityrowned housing complex(, by tho at of the

year they differed greatly in the degree to which they
had mastered English and in their level of
accomplishment In reading and other subjects taught
and leshid through the medium of English As I

summarize the final results of our study. important
questions to keep in mind tire: What did rm. contribute
to the achievement the successful students? And
what more can it do?

First, roost children do not have to be taught to

communicate with one another; while social Interaction
between them is certainly to be encouraged. we cannot
depend on that alone for developing English language
skills.

Second, there is a qualitative difference between the
communicative tactics' and skills children find effective
for meeting their social needs and goals and those that
are necessary for successful academic achievement in
the classroom. As teachers of students who must learn
to learn through the medium of Englip,-we-stieulcibe
concerned that academic achievement not just the
learning of English has a clear priority in our curricula.

Third, the portions of our lessons which focus on
structural patterns, especially on English morphology,
appear to have least _applicability to students'
immediate academic needs. Not only. do most
beginning students not use the grammatical inflections
when attention is on receiving or imparting information,
they really don't need to. One example is provided by a
third grade student in our sample, a Japanese girl, who
scored at the 65th percentile of national norms in
reading on the CTBS after only one year of English, and'rabove the 90th percentile in all content areas in test
battery. Yet, she still systematiCally omitted lurals;
articles, and tense markers in her spoken English, as did
four out of five others among the top six academic
achievers. On the other hand, thePolish, Icelandic, and
Spanish speakers ranking 13th, 14th, and 17th out of 18
in achievement scores had a far better mastery of°
English morphology -because of positive transfer of
inflections from their native languages.

This is also quite relevant for testing and placement,
since we found no significant correlation between
students' scores on the Bilingual Syntax Measure
(which emphasizes morphology) and their ability to
achieve in English-medium instructional contexts( The
only language factor that does appear to be critical is
vocabulary, which usually receives woefully inadequate
attention in ESL teaching and testing. The
determination of which vocdbulary is critical for
specific studentt requires closer coordination with
regular classroom teachers than most specialized ESL
teachers maintain and a better knowledge On their part
of the content areas of the curriculum.

Fourth, as I reported' earlier, the lowesj., academic
achievers in our sample were among the most
successful at interpersonal communication, especially
wit other children. Academic success . requires
cort$,etence in using and un rstanding language in
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eontest,redueed situations in which students cannot
rely on nonverbal elements of cur iii The
language skill which is most likely to develop. this
Cartipettifien IS Wilting, yetatt is Sadly tint riot only in the
listening-speaking reading-writing sequence we recite.
but also in the time and attention allotted it in moot ESL

closes.

The few students in our sample who could cope- with
independent itlatIOCtional activities in regular
classrooms possessed skills that were nut taught in
ESL, but could be One important skill they shared, for

instance. was their ability to make good use of a
bilingual dictionary. One mother had taught her child
this skill by encouraging her to write sentences in her
native language and then look the words up and

translate the sentences into English. This yielded
ungrammatical sentences, of course, especially since
the mother 'did not speak enough English herself to
provide correction (Koda, 1982). Still, the skill proved to
be very -useful in school and might well be added to
elementary-level. ESL objectives for the benefit of
children whose parents do not provide this instruction

Finally, I would like to emphasize again that most of the
childrett who achieved best in content, areas, as,

measured by teSts in English. were those who had the
opportunity to discuss the concepts they wore learning
in their native language with other child4en or adults.

t.

Evan in lIbUtrISlicalty hoitn4,,)woodilut* '1#1.pocit.-Hno such

as those in our leatiar0: least some degree of
bilingual education is proying to be feasible and clearly
provides the best cuntest.:Pr conceptual development

and for learning English.

I bdUan by tuning that we in 11.4, have shifted our
locus from grammatical competence to COMOMICatiVe
competence, and I consider, this a positive
development But I must close by saying that this still
falls short of our responsibility to students who must
learn to learn through the medium. of English .which
includes most of our students. We need to develop their
academic competence as well, and this calls for even
more k.hanges in our priorities and in our procedures.
Developing communicative competence alone is a

desirable but insufficient goal for English teaching, and
ironically -- may even interfere with academic

achievement We must begin to place more emphasis
on vocabulary learning and less on grammar (You will
note I have not oven mentioned pronunciation) We
must recognize the value and importance of the native
language as a basis on which to build the learning of
English And above all, we must realize that for our
students. learning English is never an end it itself, but
always a means to en end We must strive to keep our
students' needs uppermost in mind in determining our
own priorities
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!ROMOTING CONCEPT AND LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT"IN THE 'CLASSROOM

Rodolfo ,Jacobson, Ph
Uohiertity of TeXtila at Stan Antonio

lett oduettori

HUI rictus to t house in tally., tilt it i hiltr VVtit'tht1 toot
larigtnigti I tigli111 It) hot (Min truly cunipatihvn in a
setting with children who are hpeidittilS tit E 'WW1
is neither the hasty ladling horn a hilimpal etlmatfon
proufarn nor oho preniature submersion labeled
immersion." into an I riglish only IticiiiVitrtictrn "311ttilig

the answer in tutu, orients to be in the successful.
association of two differ .tit but by nu means
contradictory, goals the achievement of the threshold
Inver) in 1,thui a steitile as well at balanced distribution
oft and while conceptual learning takes place It is
the objective Of this paper to elaborate on these two
goals and to report on some early teSultfi hOYTI the
1(110101MM lat101) tit .1 1)1,-,1"1 the Title VII

Demonstratem Project in Itilingual Instructional
Methodology which precisely seek% to lest the
validity of this hypothesis

Prior Research. the author's research leading to the
instructional design of the Protect funded fly din US
Department of Education' goes back a number of years
including consultani work arid research activities in
Laredo and San -Antonio. Texas (11)75 82) The findings
that resulted from these act iv it vs have appeared in

lournals and anthologies. and it may be in order. to
briefly summarize these to lend greater credit to the
objectives of the ongoing project ,

The author's studies during the last decade save
tociased on three topical areas ,.,(al.cornmunity verbal
befiavior with emphasis on Spanish-English
codeswitching. (b) Chicano 0English as an emerging
speech variety of American ,English. and (c) bilingual
instructional methodology with emphasis on language
distributional aspects. The first and the last topic turned
out to be most relevant to the formation of the program
design. since this former determined the extent to which
the two languages could and should be jointly utilized
in the teaching of bilingual children and the latter led to
the development of a bilingual teaching strategy knows
as the New Concurrent Approach which upgrades the
somewhat questionable Concurreht Translation
Approach that' underwent some criticism by scholars
like Theodore Andersson. Bruce Gaarder. Christiana
Bratt Paulston1 and others

The author's'studies on codeswitching comprised The
Social Implications of Intrasentential Codeswitching"
(Jacobson, 1977; -Anticipatory Embedding and
Imaginary Content" (Jacobson, 1978b) and "Consensus
and Divergence in Bilingual Co-occurrence Patterns

Meikicati American Versions if lis a Night httillinzi
t (14:111tIf tICIIVOr Ott al (lie thts/M. University of

Wfscuribill al MilVvaulkaa, t.fritjuiStics Syffillt.16111111. 19/1.1,
uripeblisliete Ilia need to adapt the 0:immunity
swot -hut) to author limit it for' olatta0Orti pufp0fie5i
poi:Edna evident from the very begireurie end the
venous papers on bilingual eiettiedolegy ernithesite the
itripor tame f ft avoiLluit) any SWItChing inside the
sentence end developine a set of strategies designed to
trloke !fierier intersenlonlial fees/110mq) events purposeful,
that is, to render them IniWuistically. psychplogically

-"°arid s000logrcelly Justifiable .. e.

I ()hewing the publication of his paper presented at the
Ity/b ILSOL (TeaChfil9 E. nulls') to Speakers of Other

nguades) cVorenCe. the author has attempted a
constant retardment Of the.' language alternation
strategy urea a satisfactory model would evolve that
jest itself to demonstrate the effectiveness of the cited
approach The publiC'elfOn9 that reflect this gredual.
emergence of an approach i controlling the dual
langpago use' of teachers and stcidonts show that what
is sought here is neither random riot dRlusing. but
rather sociollieguisticalty relevant as reflects the
norms found in multiple settings where two languages
are in continuous coritact (Jacobson 1976a, 1975b.
1978. 1979a, 1.979b, 1981, 1982a. forthcoming/.

Threshold Level and Second Language Acquisition. The
educational research in Canada (Cummins, 1980) has
offered abundant evidence for the need of developing
the child's home language and helping him/her to reach
in it a threshold level that then permits the (earner to
gain proficiency in the school language. The analogy of
the iceberg in attempting to conceptualize the
problems of L., acquisition is by now widely known
(Curri'mins, .1980. 29-36) Equally well, known are he
acronyms CALP arid BICS in picturing the acquisition
process controlling the success or the failure of the
child expected 'to learn .inschool through a language
other than hits native language (Cummins, 1980: 28-401.
Both arguments show the urgency of developing L1 in
the child and making him/her literate 'in it so that the
child may transfer to Ll the deeper cognitive skills that
he/she has developed in his/her first language.

The question however arises whether L, should be
acquired only after the threshold level in 11 has been
achieved or whether both languages can be acquired or
cie'Veloped in an almost simultaneous fashion An Li/L2
consecutive acquisition is hardly viable in a setting like
the U S where early exposure to English is unavoidable
and the learning of the mainstream language is usually

The difTerence between the NCA- method and its carter vt,qs,or, the Lori:. urren t Trarislati:'n ApProa,:h is still Poorly understood The opposition to
the latter is merely transferred v.., the turner without further study Soe Chnst,nd Br,rlt Paulston.s ntroducis ri to a collection of papers delivered

in Racine . Wiscorisin (Valdman Hartford. Foster. 1982 XIII)
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equated with mainstreaming and upward' mobility. It
has been rewarding to see that simultanedus or almost .
simultaneous acquisition is now also considered a
possible option even for the Canadian setting
(Cummins, this volume). This author has been certain

tfor some time now that such a near concurrence of..
L1 develobrnen't and L2 acquisition is most feasible and
even necessary for settings where the pressure of
learning L2 is as formidable as in the other words,
the home . language can be developed effectively
through dual language learning tasks if one keeps in

that the threshold level in the first languwt must
eventually be, reached.

s.

,As this latter objective is beingpursued, the languag
of the majority is.,also learned producing in the child an
early bilinguality that then Permits the parallel
deyelopment of his/her two, languages. This early

nguality, however, is not only the result of the child's
exposure, to two languages and hisiher dual language
`development but also and to a very considerable
extent to the notion of stability 4 in language
'distribution that characterizes the truly bilingual person.
As a matter of fact, the balanced`distribution of his two
langteges, that is, the use of as Much L2 as ,L1, denotes
equal- language status or prestige. Hence, any L,
increase in the bilingual classroom that is accompanied
by a decrease in the use of L. however gradual this

maybe realized -- Will always be interpreted as a "put
down" of one's vernacular, a situation 'that will
ultimately lead to the apparent or even the actual loss of
the home language.

.

.

Examine the 'following table that illustrates that
instructional design observed in the K level of the cited
Federal Project. Regardless of its identification as

comparison or treatment ,Classrbom; the amount. of
Spanish (L.1) used to teach the children is such that the
threshold in that langua . can eventually be reached.
On the other hand, onl the treatment kindergarten
demonstrates the stabi y of language distribution
discussed before (see ab e) as its ratio is a steady 90%
to 10% in favor' of the borne language. The .10% of
second language instruction, furthermore; is restricted
there to language arts' (ESL). The comparison
kindergarten, in turn, shows the decrease-increase
pattern as the ratio of 90 %:10% in favor of Spanish at
the beginning of the year is gradually changed to a
75%:25% ratio. Within this 25% of English, not only
language arts but also math, science or health can be
taught. This introduces the child to the trend in
conventional bilingual education where the teaching in
the vernacular is decreased as the teaching in English is
increased. It also introduces the child to the separation
of the two languages on the basis of school subjects-, as.
such is found in every traditional prodram.

Table 1

Comparison
,

Treatment

English 1 Spanish Englis'h '1 Spanish
it

90-75%
of time

1 90% of time

10-25% of time
(lang. arts & content)

I/
I ,

1

. ,

ESI.:-(10% of time
as tang. arts)

I
I

I

L ...

Answers to questions that are addressed in e project
implementing such a design are of great-Importance to
any bilingual instructor and likely to provide us with
some interesting' data as to what does and does not
work in bilingual education. Some of these questions

"' might be as follows:

Do all the children at the K level eventualreac0
the threshold level in their home language?

Does the decrease-increase pattern in the
comparison classes, in effect, produce a feeling of
.English language superiority and Spanish language
inferiority?

3 Does the stability, of 'distribution in the treatment
group; in turn, give the child greater security in
regard to his/her attitude to English and Spanish?

4: Does the use of English in science-related subjects
give the child the impression that only English can

4

handle these areas of content?

5. Is the limited use of English in the treatment classes
unrealistic for a child who is expected, in the
following year, to receive half of his/her content
teaching in that language?

Without any doubt, the. kindergarten level presents
itself as the -ideal stage to set the groundwork for later
achievements. It. is here where.we can develop further
the language that the child brings from his/her home
and, at the same time, attend to his/her language
attitude formation. Since_ no specific . academic
achievement is required at the pre-primary level, there
is sufficient time not only to use the home language in
the classroom, but also to correct any biased perception
that the child may hold of the language of the home or
any overrating of the majority. language that the child
may feel to exist.' The 'prejudices that the' child does
bring to school are rarely deep-rooted and can thus be
removed quite easily so that he/she begins his/her

13



primary. education with few, if any, psychological
problemi.

oncept Development through the New Concurrent
Approach

The New Concurrent. Approach has been' defined and
-explained-by-the-author-11-ra -nUtnber :o- recent -as- well -as

in forthcoming publications. The New Concurrerit
Approach," he argued in a- paper 'delivered at the
I.Ethnoperspectives 111.Conference in Ypsilanti:Michigan
(J6cobson.1981: 14-29):

resulted tTorn the author's deSire to bring together
the 811HO/two languageS' in a way that would
further the latter's language development,and, at
the same time, lead lo satisfactory school
performance. To accomplish this objective, he had
to addreds several issues:

thethe extent to which the native language must
be developed in order to succeed in learning a
secolp language; (see above).

(2), the extent to; which the, home language should
be used.in school to develop a positive attitude,

$joward
° s-

'13). ttle extent to which first laliguage maintenance
in\the primary grades would not interfere with
the transition to English in post-primary
education;

lapguages concurrently, that is switching from one
language to the other' as the teaching/learning.
situation may requirq.

"Each switching instance," he continues saying, i'shall
be {pedagogically justifiable in light of four criteria:

(1):'the two languages are distributed at an
ximate_ratiaof

(2) the teaching of content is not interrupted:,

(3)' Vie teacher is conscious of his/her alternation
between the two languages; and

1

(4) the alternation accomplisres a specific
learning gtsar

(Jacobson, 1981:14)

The intersentential switching for Which the author is
rguing is, based on the utilization of a framework

known as the System of Cues. "Cues, in NCA (New
Concurrent Approach)" explains the author in the The
Role of the Vernacular in Transitional Bilingual
Education" (in Hartford, Valdman.Foster, eds., 1982:

are 'signals that the teacher identifies in her class
and that she wishes to respond to. As ar-si

,enthnograp her seeks to gather all the elements of a
social situation and, then arrange, them in a

meaningful order, so the teacher identifies the
various aspects, pedagodical and social, that she
'feels she must address':` These elements, or cues,
are categorized depending on their relevance to
classroom management, language development,
curriculum, or teaching-student interactional
norms.

(4)1 the extent to which the use of both languages
would lead to an, understanding of the bilingual
functioning of some'sectors of our society;

(5) the extent to which school subjects would be
learned through two language media.

In elaborating on this last issue, the author has
emphasized that, in the primary grades:,

School subjects other than language arts utilize
concurrent teaching techniques in which the
teacher shifts, smoothly from one-language to the
other as the lesson is carped on. This alternation
enables the teacher jointly to develop the bilingual
child's two languages without jeopardizing his
school progress. Thde concepts are forced or
reenforced in both languages, the lexicon is
expanded and many other meaningful activities go
on,in both languages simultaneously.'

(Ibid., 18).

In the actual proposal submitted to the Office of
Bilingual Education and Minority,Languages (OBEMLA), -

U.S. Department of Ethication, the author has atternp,ted
to define the approach more concisely as: .

A strategy 'through which the bilingual teacher
teaches the school curriculum (except language
arts) in the child's two languages by using both

Table 2 lists a these pedagogical areas and the
corresponding cues.

Table 2

System of Cues

(1)' Classroom Strategies ' (2) Curriculum

a. Conceptual' a. Language
Reinforcement Appropriateness

b. ''Review b. Content
c. Capturing of c. Text

d.
Attention
Approval/Disapproval

(8)

13s

Language Development (4) Interpersonal
Relationships

a Variable Language a. Intimacy-Formality
Dominance b. Courtesy

b. Lexical Enrichment c. Free Choice
c Translatability d.

e.

f.

Fatigue
Self-Awareness
Rapport



The planned language alternation,. as discussed in' the
quotes above,, is serving as the teaching methcid in the
treatment group of the cited 'Title VII Demonstration
Project. The dual language use in the comparison group,
on' .the other hand, is' conventional as there, the two
langubges are strictly separated on the, basis of content,
that-is, social studies, Music, art, and phySical education
are,itaught in Spanish, whereas math, science and
h'ealth 'are- taught-in -English:-lris:-in: particular-in-the...-.
treatment group, that the close correlation between
language development and conceptual reenforcement
is observed. As a concept is taught, the teacher
assesses the 'need for further language development,
whether in the area of phonology, grammar or lexicon.
By 'the same token, as, the language is being developed
during content classes, the specific concept to be
taught is never,disregarded.

,As for the switching from one to the other language
during content classes, three reasons can be cited that
justify the dual language use in class. It is, justifiable on
pedagogical grounds as it promotes desirable language
behavior in each one of the child's languages. It is

equally justifiable on psychological grounds as it
promotes the 'status of the home language and places
boll codes on equal grounds. The distributional
balance found in the 50-50 ratio and the utilization of
both languages in the teaching arld learning tasks
cannot buticonvey the message that nothing is learned
in one language that cannot also be learned in the other.

Finally, the switching is justifiable also on
sociolinguistic grounds in view of the similarity ,that
exists in respect to certain community behavioral
patterns that are being observed. Obviously, the
difference between intrasentential d intersentential
switching is merely one of deg e and as long as
alternations do occur, they will i press the child as

intrasentential

strategies present in home and neighborhood.

In addition to the theoretical justification on whatever
grounds, it must be ascertained that the NCA Method is
being implemented successfully. The prerequisites of
successful implementation are, however, such that they
require special training either in the form of a university
course2 or as part of inservice workshops: Of four'such

, prerequisites, two have been discussed .above when'a
working definition for the approach was proposed'and
when the system of cues was suggested as a -viable
framework for triggering language, alternation with a'
pretonceived objective in mind. To be more specific,
the author .has contended that the success of this
method depends on the balanced distribution of the
two codes and the 'ever-present goal conciousness as
the teacher responds to the cues that he/she has been
trained to identifyand to react to.

A' further prerequiSite could be labeled self-monitoring
of dual language use. It is the need for the teacher to be

able to detach him/herself from the teaching task and
monitor the relative time that he/she stays in 'either

language, as well as the extent to which he/she
observes the educational objectives agreed upon in
advance, in other words, was as much Spanish as
English used in teaching, say, a social studies lesson,
and were the language switches actually geared to
tasks, such as, conceptual development, lexical
enrichment, the notion of language. appropriatenesS
and so forth?

More from the methodological perspective, an effort
(shall be made to convey continuity in whatever content
a lesson is taught. The language alternation must not, e

disruptive. As a matter of fact, planning an NCA less
differs from preparing a lesson in a singlejanguage)on.1
in the language medium, not in the content' nor the
teaching strategy.

The strict observance of these prerequisites, i.e. (1)

balanced distribution, (2) continuity of class
performance, (3)' self-monitoring of dual languege use,'
and (4) goal consciousness, all contribute to the
effective use of intersentential codeswitching in the
classroom allowing for concept development and dual

language growth.

Community Behavior in Contact Situations: A Rationale

for NCA

It may be in order to elaborate somewhat further on the
relationship between the NCA method and language
distributional patterns' in bilingual settings. Wherever
two languages- are in continuous contact, three'
situations may prevail. Only one language is spoken at a
time.for reasons of language appropriateness or out of
courtesy to the L1 or L2 dominant member of:a given
bilingual' community. Accordingly, a balanced
Spanish-English bilingual will address interlocutor A in

Spanish only and,interlocutor B in English only.

More frequent than a unilingual pattern of this nature is

the 'switching of codes, whenever pertinent, such that
5egments of both languages occur either in the same
sentence (intrasentential) or from sentence to sentence
or between two discourse episodes (intersentential). To
summarize, the bilingual's distributional patterns to use
In his/her bilingual community are of three kinds:

(a) unilingual one language at a time, but not
both;

(b) intersentential -- one language in one
sentence and the other language in the next;

(c) intrasentential. both languages in the same
sentence.

Recent research on codeswitching has focused mainly
on (c) although some data have also been gathered =-
especially in the' author's research on b (Jacobson,

.1977). The following examples from the study "The

Social Implications of IntrasententiaL Codeswitching-
(ibid.) illustrate these two switching strategies.

k

2The course Special Pr lerns; "Sociolinguistic Approaches to Bilingual Instruction" has been offered at the University of Texas at San Antonio

since 1979 and provides posure and practice in NCA methodology.
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Table 3

INTERSENTENTIAL INTRASENTENTIAL

1. -It' takes - Es pas despa-cio la manera
(EQ:Z41,147.35). (Felsp8tart),.... .....

esa. 1. -And I tell you-another thing que I'd shoot body ...
.....

. . I wished they'd come more often! -You
ought to get on the phone-y dijo mama que
vinieran a visitar; Ives? (EC-3.20-23) (CODE:
Initiation of response)

3. -Sabe lo que me gusta a mi vest Man! That's all
kinds of bbers ahil (EC-25.10) (CODE: Continued
speech after switching)

. -No he podido grabarla conversaciA. Que'es que
dijo?
-/ was unable to record the conversation.-
(RJ- memory) (CODE: Clarification)

5. j..No?
-Si. He is going to be training for a manager right
now (EC-6.7-9) (Employment Domain)

6. -Well, you do a lot of P.R. Cuando vienen las
mamases muy bien, tienes que calmarlas.
(VC-1.3-5) (Culture: Persohs)

7. -(Wife to mother) Con la misma chaqueta porgy
cuatro efts.
- (Wife to husband) You are the one wearing the
same jacket. (EC-7,19-21) (between spouses).

8. -Z.Me aprobo mi sopa? Ah, that's good. Este no es
rnacaroni de la bolsa. (METHAPHOR: For contrast)

.

ibamos alli siempre cada alio. We went there
every year (VC-6.506) (Metaphor: For emphasis)

1 ,1

. -I lose my temper porque a mi me cla mucho
coraje...(FM 1.16 -16) (Emotion)

3 . she would tell me things like-este-you
know (FM-5.11) (Hesitation)

4. -. . . L Le borro y le pongo speak? (FM-3.1.-2)
(CODE: Prior code use)

-Ah, no-it's. not a sound problem, it's more of a
like como' donde acentua uno la palabra.
(VC-12.9-10) (CODE: As topic)

se no'biera ella dicho eso, We would take for
granted that it was the laSt Saturday? (CODE:
Anticipatory embedding) (Specialized terms)

-"How long have you 'been here?" Pos le ded;
"twenty-nine, thirty years: (EC-10.1L2) (CODE:
Quote)

.

. . un hombre precabido vale por dos.-Ahora
digo yo si toca lo de males, OK but I did What I
could to prevent it. (FM-2.5-7) (CODE:.Precoining)

9. - Mistimobrinis are the typical-you know-they
can understand it,. . (FM-4.12-13) Home /Family
(DOMAIN)

10. -Oh, si. Si porque /hotice.que if! write something.-
down./ can remember it better (ED-28.7-8) (School
Dwain)

11. -It was the day you went al parque. (R-1.6)
(Culture: EnVirOnment)

12. ---;Cuando comenzcr esto todo, lo que andaban
mechudos, they believe that they were no good ...
(EC-9.16-18) (CULTURE: Attitude/Bias)

13. -Los doctores que vienen de Me.xico igualmente.
hacen lo mismo after being here for a while.
(FM-6,10-11) (CULTURE: Language-Locales)

14. -I went qnly for one sole reason to
Mexico- porque no me contaran como era. I went
when I was twenty a la capital., (FM-9.22-23)
(CULTURE: Heritage)

15. -Ah...bueno, como me estg's grabando- /7/ take
the fifth amendment-on that one. (VC-1.3-5)
,ICULTURE: Social/Political Institution)

16. -And maybe it's part of the culture, too, because,
you know, like con nosotros 7.que7"you know, se
oye muy mal. I mean, en mi casa todo el tiempo es
"mantle." (VC-13.19-21) (CULTURE: Language)
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Given the presence of both strategies in our community
and one of them being acceptable on educational
grounds, this language. alternation strategy, if
transferred to the classroom, could accomplish one of
the most cherished but also least attained goals, not
only in bilingual education, but in all education settings:
that of bringirigdioser together the school and the

_community. I--lencet the use of intersentential
codeswitchrng in trig NCA clae'S"
contribution toward, balancing two communicative
competencies that of Spanish and English, both of
which must be brought to a common denominator if
one wishes to improve-the self-image of the bilingual

minority child.

The Long7Term,Olijectives of the Demonstration Project

One can identify in the cited project at least six distinct
strands or objectives which, when interrelated with one
another, represent the long-term goal of the Title VII
Demonstration , Project in . Bilingual Instructional
Methodology. More specifically! the author has
attempted to address in it issues that can be identified
under the following headings:

(1) Methodology,
(2) 'Ethnography,
(3) Pedagogy,
(4) Education in the broadest sense,
(5) Network of Information,
(6) Evaluation.

Methodology is addressed in the sense that the
potentials of the NCA Method are investigated. On the
other hand, before conducting the teaching of content
through alternation between the child's two languages,
the teacher must come to grips with a series of related
'aspects. How is the child in this project assisted in
reaching the threshold level in his/her home language?
What is the child's attitude to, the home and the
majority,language as he/she strives for the L.1 threshold
level? How does the child envision the future role of
his/her two languages?. The latter question obviously
relates to the equal or erUbordinated status of L1 as an
overall means of communication.

The rapprochement between school and community
discussed earlier is obviously a concern of ethnography
if the investigation of parental language attitudes and
patterns is included here. The acknowledgement of the
importance of ethnography of communication (Hymes,
1974) as a scholarly field of study and its incorporation
into this project points to the fact that the children's
altitudes to language in general, and their two
languages in particular, can only be developed in school
if support in'this respect is also found in the homes and

the immediate community.

The training of the teaching staff is a necessity in a
project as pedagogically demanding as this one.
Pedagogy comprises two different phas,es of the
personnel's intellectUal giowth, inservice training and
continued education. In the former, teachers and aidev
are acquiring the sp,eific expertise to successfully
implement the teat mg method to which they may
have been assigned; in the latter, they are upgrading

rProfet ton-aleducatio nattheundergradu
graduate level, whichever may, apply. The adyantages of
providing training and college education to the
participating teaching staff are many, some benefiting
the teachers and aides, others the project itself. As the
teaching staff become more knowledgeable, they also
contribute more effectively to the project.

The impact of the cited prOject on the schools, the
school district and theWnediate community is a
noteworthy aspect and addresses education in its
broadest sense. More than merely accepting the project
per se, one deals here with a much broader issue: the
feasibility of bilingual education for minority children,
as long as the ingredients of such a. program are
comparable to those observed-in this project. Also, is
the implementation of a project of this nature actually
leading to the institutionalization of the approach on a
wider. scale?- As for the district under consideration
here, this impact is already recognizable as additional
bilingual classrooms are being established with local
funds, and enrollment figures for the project grades are
showing far greater stability than what is usually noted

%in comparable grades of the two schools.

Finally, for the information on the project to become
available to the interested educator, a network has been
conceived that will allow participants to share the
experiences being gained in the Demonstration Project.
Within this general framework, the awareness and the
demonstrability phases are designed to release
information on its progress locally and also nationally.
In addition, the project in operation shall be made
available for site visitations in the hope that these may
ultimately lead to the replication of the NCA model on
school campuses where instructional innovation in the
field of bilingual education is currently sought.
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Conblusion

It is expected that incoming data during\he following
years of the grant period will provide hard evidence on
the greater success of second-language acquisition
when the first language is also ,being developed and a
comparable success in conceptual learning' when
bilingual children are made comfortable with the
presence in their lives of two languages and two
cultures, as they grow up and learn to adjust to their
roles in a mainstream setting.
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TEST AND SPONTANEOUS LANGUAGE BEHAVIOR OF
LATE PREADOLESCENT SPANISH-ENGLISH
BILINGUALS: MORPHOLOGY VS. SYNTAX

Benji Wald
National Center for Bilingual Research

introduction

The most immediate aim of this paper is to explore and
discuss the relationship, between the spontaneous and
test speech of a sample of 10-12-year-old Hispanic
bilinguals. This aim, in turn, serves a larger purpose of
interpreting .the implications of the findings for the
testing of oral speech and the projection of, school
achievement in literacy.

-
Certain questions of relevance to educational concerns
are involved. In somewhat direct form, the two most
prominent question are:

1. What does an oral language test tell us about'
what a speaker knows and can,be used for
further language learning?

2 What role does knowledge of oral language
play in learning to read and write?

As the title, suggests, the answers to both of these
questions depend on distinguishing various
components of language (components shared by both
spoken and written forms of language). The most
fundamental components of language which carry
meaning and yield to precise analysis are morphology
and syntax. To anticipate later discussion, the
distinction between morphological and syntactic
behavior will reveal the theories of language
acquisition, which have emphasized language
development up to the age of six, have underestimated
the complexity of the purposes which syntax serves
and how knowledge of syntax is integrated into
increasingly complex demands made on communi-
cation in the course of the social development of
children into adults, whether or not literacy is part of
this development. Syntactic behavior, in particular, will
be shown to have relevance to certain widely known
hypotheses concerning the relation of bilingualism to
literacy ,achievement among lower SES minority
groups, hypotheses generated from information
grounded exclusively in test language behavior.

2. Basic concepts

The project reported on here was designed to
investigate, the influence of situation and topic on the
language behavior of 10-12-year-old Spanish-English

bilinguals who are from lower-than-middle socio-.
economic backgrounds in a highly concentrated
Mexican-American community in Los Angel s. One of
the overall objectives of the study was to gain insight
into which aspects of each language were Most
influenced in quality and/or quantity by changes in
situation.

It is well-known to sociolinguistic research that
language behavior changes according to situation, but
that not all aspects of language change in the same way
(cf. Wald:1980, 1981 for reviews of sociolingujstio
studies of the relation of language behavior to
situation), AcCordingly, we reasoned that, to the extent
that language proficiency tests are intended to measure
behavior representative of the actual language abilities
(knowledge, competence, or

'resources)
of speakers in

communicative situations, some tests may be more
appropriate than others for this purpose, depending on
the particular aspects of language which are
emphasized in_their test designs. For example, among
the language proficiency tests, widely used for
classifying students as limited or fluent, the BSM
(Bilingual Syntax Measure) and the BINL (Basic
Inventory of Natural Language) are virtually
diametrically opposed in their emphases (see Herbert,
1979; Burt & Dulay, 1976).

1. BSM: emphasizes morphology, i.e. word-
composition, particularly the use of inflections,
e.g, fall+ Paste fell.

, 2. BINL: morphology is intentionally ignored in
favor of sentential syntax, i.e. the organization
of words into sentences. The BINL measures
mean length of utterance and syntactic
complexity. The use of subordination (the
adjoining of additional clauses to some
element of the main clause of a sentence) is
highly valued, e.g. the use of the relative
clause, as in: there was a silly old monster who
liked to drink pittk lemonade.

In discussing the language behavior of the speakers, it
is useful to define and distinguish test and spontaneous
speech as follows:

?est Speech: speech elicited by son oral language
proficiency assessment instrument following the

'An earlier version of this pager was presented at the.HisPanic Research SIG of the AERA in New York City on March 2O. 1982.-I would like to thank
Jim Cummins for comments on the discussion of his ideas. The research reported was funded by ME through the National Center for Bilingual
Research. However. this acknowledgement does not imply any agreement or endorsement of anything contained in this paper by the fUnding

sources.
.
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Instructions for administration of the instrument. In the
present study, the Spanish and English versions of parts

of the 8SM-1 and the LAS-1 (Language Assessment
Scales) production task were used (see De Avila &
Duncan, 1977).

Spontaneous Speech: speech produced in peer
situations where speakers were free to initiate and/or
reject topics, and to speak in whichever language they
preferred (during the first hour).

Each type of speech is situationally distinct but both
types reflect aspects of each speaker's total...ranguage

resources.

At issue is the correspondence between the two types
of speech, and subsequently7-the relevance of the
correspondence for eduqational purposes, in particular
tN achievement of literacy.

_

Below we consider, in turn, certain aspects 'of
morphology and syntax. ti

3. Morphplogical behavior

For purpose of display, the speakers will be divided by
age of arrival into three groups. Due to the narrow
age-range of the sample, 10-12-year-Olds, age of arrival
is introconvertible with length of residence and grade of

entry into the U.S. school system. The three
Agfkpizartv al. gr °ups will be referred to as the early (Ogg ....

of arrival 0-6 years, mod* second generation), middlt,
(age of arrival 6-8 years), and late (age of arrival 94::
years). This grouping is a heuristic found to correspond
close(' to the language preference of the speakers in

spontaneous speech, so that English was preferred by
earlier ages of arrivals, and Spanish was progressively
preferred by later arrivals (cf. Wald, 1981a).

Figure 1 below displays the percentage of speakers in
each group using the indicated morphological form in
response to the 8SM sections designed to elicit the
standard versions of the features. The figure only
displays the speakers who responded to the item in
either a standard or non-standard form, not those who
did not respond at all.

Percentage
of speakers
using
indicated
fOrms

100

80

60

ao

20

Figure 1

Percentage of Speakers in Each Age of Arrival Group
Using the Indicated Morphological Form in Response

to the BSM-1 English Proficiency Test

ate (N-21/6/7)

wants (N =20/7/3)

fell (4-21/6/6)

would have (N-22/8/6)

early Middle late

Figure 1 shows a gradient pattern, indicating that,
speakers with earlier ages of arrival (or longer lengths of
residence) more frequently use the morphological
features tested. Such a pattern is familiar to many
studies correlating various aspects of language
acquisition with length of residence (although there are
studies which show that length of residence is an
important indicator of linguistic development only for a
while, about 4 -5 years, among adults and adolescents,

e.g. Heidelberger. 1978: Snow & Hofnagel-Hohle. 1978).

The implication is that' the use of these features reflect
the acquisition of the features by the speakers.

Similar gridience is found for the speakers in

spontaneous speech. For example, Table 1 below gives
the unweighted average (average oPindividual means)
of each group for English subject-verb agreement (the

suffixation of - s to' a present tense verb with a third
person singular subject, e.g. she look-s vs. they look).
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On the whole, cdrrespondence between test and
spontaneous speech preserves the gradience by age of
arrival and length of residence, This indicates steady
development of the morphological process with length
of residence.

A similar correspondence is found with the use of
irregular._ ...(strong). ... past.. tense....forms..of yerbs in
spontaneous speech (represented in,BSM test speech
bythie pasts of the verb eat and fall). The LAS story
retelling presented a greater number of possible
contexts for strong pasts than the BSM. Table 2 below
shows the closeness of fit between test and
spontaneous speech for speakers whose use of the
strong past was not fully developed in spontaneous
speech.

Table 2 indicates that as the number of possible

contexts in test speech increases, the pefcentage of use
converges with the percentage of use in spontaneous
speech, At 4116 tokens (elicited by the LAS story
retelling), test behavior in irregular past use
corresponds to spontaneous behavior with 86%
accuracy.

So far the corrappoMenge,,hetween morphological...
behavior in test and spontaneous speech looks good,
The gradient patterns in both situations indicate that'
the tests are tapping actual developmental patterns. For
these speakers and the communities thec represent,
English morphology and its measurement in test
situations is relatively unproblematic.

At this point, we turn to a syntactic feature which
shows a different pattern and requires a different
explanation.

Age of Arrival

TABLE 1

Unweighted Average of Subject-Verb Agreement for the
Three Age of Arrival Groups in Spontaneous Speech

Average N Speakers
N Possible
Contexts

0-5 99 '22 648
6-8' 70 . 7 135

911- 55 3 37

(Table includes only speakers with at least 5 possible contexts-each.)

TABLE 2
,

Correspondence between Test and Spontaneous Speech for
Speakers Showing Variation in the Marking of Irregular Past Tenses

Test

BSM LAS Spontaneous.

Range (N of contexts) 2-4 4-15 5-128
Average N contexts/speaker- 2.0 8.2 48.6
AArage %difference
from spontaneous speedh 310/c* 15% (

4. Syntactic behavior

The most crucial difference between syntax and
morphology is in the difficulty of specifying possible
contexts for complex syntactic features. Possible
contexts in morphology tend to be straight-forward and
are specifiable in terms of linguistic Contexts alone. An
example given above is English supject-'verb
agreement. On the other hand, complex sax, which
involves more than one clause in a single sentence; is
not specifiable in this way. Various .possibilities often
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exist for integrating a number of clauses into spoken
discourse. To use the example to be discussed at length
below, the information contained in a relative clause
can be expressed in a main clause without
violating any known linguistic norms of any form of
spoken or written English or Spanish. Both of these
languages show a great deal of surface structural
similarity for this and many other features of syntax.
Example' (1) below shows relative,cla uses used in both
languages in test speech.
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(1) a. It was about a silly old monster who useta
like m pink lemonade. (JS 12m)

b. Se trate de una giganta qua le qustabari
los helados de-de fresas. (EG 121)

(Parentheses, following the citations identify
the speaker by code name, age, and sex, in that
order.)

The same content can also be expressed in two
independent clauses, as exemplified by the test speech
in (2) below.

(2) a. Qnce there was . .. a big monster n he liked
... lime ice cream. (YL 11f)

b. habia una giganta y -este- le gustaba
las fresas. (JS 12m)

In measuring syntactic 'complexity, testers "tend to
disregard the problem of possible context In favor of

_scoring -for freqUency of use of all -syntactic
constructions, Complex syntax is highly valued by tests
concerned with syntax; sol that the exairfles In (1)

contribute more-to a syntacitic score than the example?
in (2) above.

.

Following this tradition,.,Figure 2 below displays the
percentage of speakers 'in each group who used a
relative clause structure at least once in the 'English
retelling of the LAS-1 English story. The LAS-1 stimulus
itself contains three instance3 of the relative clause
structure. (K ,

Figure 2

Percentage of Speakers in Each Age of Arrival Group
Using the Relative Clause Structure At Least Onc4 in the

Retelling of the LAS-1 English Story /
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80

Percentage 60
of speakers

40
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00

early
N: 22

middle
7

late
7

.41

The striking -feature of the pattern is the dip in the
middle group, those speakers first . exposed to a

predominantly English environment at ages 6-8 years
and entering, the school system between first and third
grade. Since we have divided the sample of continuous
ages of arrival into three. groupsAt is convenient to refer
to this -pattern as the pattern of the depressed middle
group.

The pattern is striking because we might have expected
to find a gradient pattern 'suggesting that age of arrival

(or length of residence) monotonically influences
development and use of relative clauses in English. The
assumption that leads to this expectation implicitly
equates use in test speech with acquisition an
development of the feature. At first glance, this see s

reasonable if we transfer our exp,9ctations fr m
morphological features of test speech discussed in he
preceding section. Although our data on spontaneous
speech allows us to investigate, this assumption
directly, it is useful to try to explain the pattern in terms
of a number of recent and current hypotheses which are
limited, to test language behavior. It will turn out that

a

these, hypotheses are inadequate. Nevertheless, they
are /worth considering 'because they)have been
influential in the recent educational research on
bilingualism, and because the observations on which
they are based must be explained in some way. These
hypotheses are discussed immediately below.

/5. Cross-Language Hypotheses: Development and
Transfer

One of the crudest hypotheses that can be brought to
bear on the depressed middle group pattern is

SkUtnabb-Kangas and Toukomaa's semilingual
hypothesis. Based on a study of tested Swedish
language skills of Finns in several Swedish primary
schools, Skutnabb-Kangas and Toukomaa conclude
that middle age of arrival Finns, especially- those
arriving between the ages of 7-8 years, are less likely to
develop language skills equivalent to monolingual
SwedeS than either those Finns who arrived before the
age of 6 or those who arrived at age 10+ years, if
educated only in Swedish after arrival -(Skutnabb-
Kangas and Toukomaa, 1976,75). Skutnabb-Kangas_ and
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Toukomaa's hypothesis implies that the arrivals before
age 6 have an advantage over the age 7.8 arrivals,
presumably because of their headstart In the
acquisition of Swedish, but that. those Finns who arrive
at later ages, 10+, are in an even more advantageous
position to learn Swedish, presumably due to the lack of
interruption of the development of their Finnish
language skills and the ease with which those skills can
be transferred to Swedish at older ages.

As quickly pointed out by critics of tf e hypothesis" 01
familiar with the findings of sociolinguistic research, the
semilingual hypothesis is extremely crude since it is
creates the iMpression in consurrieri of the theory that
the so-called "semilingual" Fintis are less able to
express themselves in either language than
monolingual Finns Or Swedes (cf. Brent-Palmer. 1979;
Leap, 1979). Since the ,Finnish findings are restricted to
tests in 'academic contexts, extension of the findings to
spontaneous speech is unwarranted.

In a number of influential papers adding original
analyses from Canadian L2 studies, Cummins modified
the semilingual hypothesis in a direction responsive to
the sociolinguistic criticisms," while attempting to
preserve its apparent insights. Particularly in a

reanalysis of a study by Wright & Ramsey of a mixed
batch of L2 English speakers in fifth, seventh and ninth
grade in the Toronto school system, Cummins noted
that when length..9f psi& ce was held cOnstarit, of
students showed eg cWo perform better o
many language skills'ounger studebts (se
especially Cummins, 1 or example. Cummins
observes that as a group, students arriving at the
adolescent ages of 14-15 learned more vocabulary in
one year, as measured by- a picture vocabulary test,
than students arriving at ages 4-5 learned in 7 years (op
cit, 146). This leads to the conclusion that older
speakers are learning the same skills at e much more
rapid rate.

Cummins further noted that not all language skills favor
older over younger speakers in rate of development. For
example, language skills such as native-like
pronunbiation, fluency. and oral comprehension appear
to favor y6unger speakers, accordipg to the studies
Cummins reviews, while vocabulary, sound
discrimination, morphology, and the aspects of syntax
implicit in the test items appear to favor older speaker
(cf. Cummins, 1980). Using the criterion of whether rate
of developmen.1 favored younger or older speakers.
Cummins suggested that language skills favoring older
over. younger speakers are different in kind from the
other language skills and that tligy are more relevant_to
school achievement (Cummins. 1980, 177ff).

By positing differences in relevance of different aspects
of language to academic achievement, measured by
test performance, Cummins constrains the semilingual
issue more clearly than Skutnabb-Kangas & Toukomaa.
However, unclarities still remain about precisely what
skills are most relevant to school achievement, and,
even more importantly,'why this is so. This point will
recur as discussion proceeds.
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Cummins reformulates Skutnabb-Kangas & Toukomaa'a
hypothesis with multi greeter precision In the
interdependence hypothesis According to this
hypothesis, those skills which are most relevant to
academic achievement can be transferred from L1 to L2
at -a rapid rate as the speaker approaches adolescence,
On the other hand, Cummins suggests that, for speakers
from minority populations historically discriminated
against and concentrated in subordinate statuses in the
society represented by the educational system
(conditions fulfilled by both the majorities of the Finnish
community in Sweden and the Mexican-American
community among others), if students do not acquire
the relevant skills in L1 first, they will take much longer
to develop in L2, and consequently the student will fall
further' behind grade level (cf. especially Cummins,
forthcoming, 12ff).

The interdependence hypothesii- has two ,basic
features: development and transfer. If this hypothesis is
applied to the pattern of Figure 2 above, the simplest
interpretation would be as follows:

Both extreme groups (i.e. the early and late groups)
show similar relative clause use because they have
similar relative clause development. The early group
shows relatively advanced English relative clause
development because early acquisition of English has
allowed sufficient time for the structure to develop. The
late group shows English relative clause development
comparable to the early group because its speakers
have had sufficient time to develop the structure in
Spanish and have been able to transfer that skill
relatively quickly as their English develops.

Following, this logic, the depressed position of the
middle group reflects a disruption of. Spanish syntactic
development without compensation in English
development, due to a relatively late age of arrival and
short length of residence compared to the early group.

6. Group Cross-Language Comparison

If the interdependence hypothesis is taken literally, we
would expect to find a patterning of relative clause use
across groups in Spanish similar to the English one.

Figure 3 Lif; I o w superimposes the pattern of relative
clause use in Spanish on the English pattern already
seen in Figure 1' .above, for the same speakers. The
Spanish data comes from the Spanish version of the
LAS story retelling 'task. The Spanish LAS stimulus
story is identical to the English LAS story in all relevant
respects, up to the use of the same three stimulus
relative clauSes in their Spanish guises.

Unlike the English pattern of the deprested middle
group, the Spanish pattern shows the gradience usually
associated with monotonic development.

While the comparison of the Spanish and English
patterns does not confirm the interdependence
hypothesis, it does not disconfirm it either. For examfle,
one might argue as follows:

1 4 7



The early group shows equivalent development in

Spanish and English, but the later groups show more
development in Spanish. In this case, the problem of

. transfer ts restricted to those who have developed the
relatiVe clause in Spanish, but not in English, One might
propose that those who have developed the relative

clausein--Swishy -but-- not in English, have not
qeveloped their English well enough to effect transfer,

This stil ekes )he, middle group look the most
underdeveloped, since they show relatively little
differencir from the early group in apparent Spanish

developmerit, along with a relatively depreased
development in Engfish, Considering the longer length
of residenite of the middle arc*, along with the
apparent depressed development of their English skill
compared to the late group, the middle group arrears
not only to be relatively lacking in development, but
also in abi.lity to 'transfer across languages7Finelly,lhe
apparent lack of development of many members of the
early group In either language makes them look,jnforlor
to the late group, and only superior to the middtel group

In English.

Figure 3

Percentage of Speakers in Each Age of .Arrival GroupUsing the
Relative Clause Structure At-Liast Once in the

Retelling of the LAS-1 Stories in the Language Indicated
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7. kidividual Cross - language Comparison

The finer resolution of Table 3 below alters
perspective of Figure 3 to some extent.

the

Here we see the actual match of use of the relative
clause in English and Spanish for the individuals in each

group.

The interdependence of relative clause development in
Spanish and English is-now.seen tci be very unclear for
the early group. Very few sPeakers show use of the
structure in both languages. Most use it in only one of
the two languages without any appreciable, difference
of likelihood in either language. On the other hand, the
middle and late groups preserve the impression that the
relative clause must develop in Spanish before
develOps in English. This allows us to continue to
maintain that for non-early English speakers, the

structure . develops first in Spanish and is then

transferred to. English, rather than independently
developing in Englishoregardless of Spanish

development.
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a

The depressed middle group pattern is reflected in the
proportion of members of eAch_group who. used the
structure in neither language. The middle group shows
the greatest proportion of individuals failing to exhibit
development in either language. This is followed by .the
early group, which shows less use than the late group in

at least one language.

8. Syntax: Test Speech Compared to Spontaneous

Speech

Table 4 below now adds the situational variable to
relative clause use of the students. It compares use,of
the-structure in test speech, discussed above, with its
use in spontaneous speech.

The results reveal serious 'discrepancies between
observed performance in spontaneous speech and'in
test speech. Only two speakers show no evidence of the
relative clause in any observed context. Both of these
speakers were members of the early group. They talked
relatively little in either language. For them, as for all the
others, we Cannot assert that failure to use the relative
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Clause in either language implies failure to have
developed the structure: All other speaker's had (1,

4-developed the structure lit at least one language. Thus,
the patterns of use reflected in the test speech are not
reliable Indicators of spontaneous ..tip-tFeCh for this

..t...4Yrstacticstrlidure. Most importantly, the peUernS of
test speech are not accurate indicators Of the linbuistic
knowledge and resources underlying the use of this
syntactic structure in either spontaneous or test speech.

These results immediately belle any 'et tempted
semilingual hypothesis in explanation of the test
speech patterns. For the interdependence hypothesis.

'the question becomes not only the problem of transfer
across languages, but of transfer across situatigns

Viginigti'INS;"titthough-all Ow .

group,. speakers used the relative clause in English
spontaneous speech, only one of them transferred this
use to the test situation.

TABLE 3

Comr%rison of RC Use in Spanish and English Story- Retelling by ADA

Spanish Only Both English Only Neither N

0-5 27 22 .22 27 (22)

6-8 43 14 oo 43 (7)

9+ 57 43 .00 00 (7)

TABLE 4

Comparison of Use of RC in LAS-E and -S Story-Retelling and
Use of RC in English Spontaneous Speech

Sp. Only
RC use in LAS ,

Bbth Eng. Only Neither

Percent of Speakers .62 .55 1.00 78
using English RC in D1 (13) (9) (5) (9)

(N)

9. Discussion

This final ection discusses the implications of the
behavior distussed above for relevance to educational
concerns.

A. The use of test speech without control or possible
contexts for complex syntax leads to an unreliable
measure of the actual language resources of the
speaker tested.

First, the possibility of using complex syntax may
depend on how much the speaker chooses to say.
Setting aside actual language resources, one
cannot safely assume that all students approach
the same task of story retelling or_ picture
description with the same interest or enthusiasm.

We may expect syntax to be richest when the
speaker has greater access than the tester to the
information to be expressed in speech (cf. Guthrie &
Steffersen. 1980). To the extent that syntactic
organization reflects the speaker's evaluation of
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how information should be presented (e.g. by a
subordinate or independent clause), the speaker's
additional task of gUessing 'which information is
most important in the test situation (communicat-
ing to a tester who ay be assumed to already
know the information r complicates the process ,of
formulating a test response. The speaker must not
only evaluate which irriformation to present. but
how to frame that information in ',some syntactic
form.

The lack of control of possible context for relative
clause vs. independent (or conjoined) sentence, as
in (1) and (2) above, can be contrasted with the
control of possible context within narrower, more
rigorou* defined syntactic contexts. For example,
in the (literacy standards of both English and
Spanish, relativization on the object of a prepositio
allows the preposition to precede the relativ
marker (literary Spanish requires it while liter y
English is more flexible in allowing alternati n
between the two syntactic types), as illustrated in
(3) below:

l Q o



(3) Car about which I told lieu
b. at hombre c10 gown/quo (yo) estoy

hablendo

HOweivet, in spontaneous speech hum all speakers
for .. whom_ propostlignal...!O .............e obw"
the constructions tepresented in CD were never

observed The equivaletiti are presented in (4)

below

(4) A the car (that)1 lust told you about (Al. 121)
b el quay° ostoy hablando (OM 10m)

In the speakers' spontaneous English, the

preposition waa,, always. left stranded In the
equivalent Spanish. it was always unexpressed

BOCAU telativization on a prepositional objective
is 'strict defined in terms of linguistic elements,
the possible context for the literary construction is
clear. Speakers' use of the types in (4), but not in (3).

indicates that the spoken versions of English and
Spanish used by the . speakers differ from the
standard literary versions of both 'languages for this
feature.

In contrast, the possible contexts which include the
relative clauses of (1) and the adjacent main clause
pairs of (2) cannot be strictly defined in linguistic
terms. No matter how many adjacent main clause
pairs we find, we cannot conclude that the speaker
has not acquired the relative clause structure.

It is possible to create favorable contexts for

eliciting the relative ciduse structure. e.g. by asking

"rehat's a teacher?" (expected answer: somebody

who teaches, cf. Chiang. 1980). However, the
holistic measurement of syntactic development
would require a large number of specially designed
discrete-point items. Until proficiency testing has

decided precisely what points of syntax it wants to
measure for what purposes. it is unlikely that such a
test will be widely used in evaluating students'
language .proficiency for academic purposes. But
until such decisions are made. language proficiency

testing for syntax continues to ren the risk of

seriously underestimating the student's linguistic
resources and supporting programs which retard
the student's academic progress in either or both
languages.

B. The transfer aspect of the bilingual inter-
dependence hypothesis is complex. It applies not
only to transfer across languages. but also'. to
transfer within a single languageperots situations.

From the perspective presented here. the primary
value of the interdependence hypothesis is that it
recognizes that different aspects of a language
develop independently and are ifferentially related

to literacy achievement. In assigning special

attention to features of language which show a
more rapid rate of development in L2 for older
speakers, it has potential for contributing to the
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development ,of rational, well-rnoti'vatad WOO(firliti
for teaching oral- and literacy related skills to

limited- English speakers

Ono case where it may be justified in its
assignment of diffeteotell importance to aspects of
language; ((it .thePutptiStiOf hldtey is to its

discounting ,of pronunciation as an important
literacy related skill. The common observation that
native-like pronunciation of 1,2 is developed more
rapidly by younger speakers implies that it is not
anion() the most important litotacy4elated skille,

according to the hypothesis. This has direct

implications for the procedures used to teach
reading:, convergent evidence comes from a

rnicroethnographic study reported by Moll (1981).
Moll discuNkes a group of sophisticated,third grade
readers rtiOlo to draw inferences from their Spanish.
reading material. Drawing inferences is a high-level
reading skill. At the same time. in a totally
independent English feeding class. the same
students are only 'required to praCtice
pronunciation and to perform low-level decoding
tasks. The implication is that these students. who
are capable of much more demanding tasks in
English reading, are held back by a methodology
which placeS unduly heavy emphasis on phonics
and narrow decoding skills, as if reading skills in the
two languages wore independent of, each other.
The issue of unduly emphasizing pronunciation and

even of misinterpreting pronunciatipn differences
between standard and nonstandard varieties of a
language as decoding errors has been identified by

Labov (1972) for teachers of stud'ents. speaking
black- English vernacular. Thus, pronuacation
represents a case of convergence between the
predictions of interdependence hypothesis and the
observations of scholars concerned with
misinterpretations of language behavior .in
instructional situations.

However, the findings reported in this paper
indicate that conclusions about the role of complex
syntax in literacy achievement may be ol. a quite
different order. The present case of the relative
clause suggests that many tests do not simply test
the language resources of students. but also their
test-taking abilities. The relative clause, a feature of
high value in the test-taking situation, is commonly

used in spontaneous speech by virtually all,

speakers. but reflects a pattern associated with
literacy-related language skills in test speech. It is,
therefore, not a straightforward task to separate
aspects of L2 and claim that they have a faster rate
of development for older speakers without adding
in a test situation.

The evidence sugpests that syntactic behavior is

very much influenced by features related to the
school situation, both in testing and achieving
literacy. It follows that difficultids in the acquisition
of literacy and in language proficiency testing
proceed not only from lack of language
development, but also, and perhaps more
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commonly, from difficulties in transferring already
developed language resources- to academic
situations. Thus, the route to improved literacy
achievement must include identification and
academic development of resources which the
speaker already possesses. How to-do this will be
labelled the transfer problem.

C. Production and icorp-Oehension of complex syntaxr
is a literacy-related skill. The relation between
syntactic complexity in vernacular and literate
standard languages needs to be recognized in order

e to solve the transfer problem.

Complex syntax contributes.to the organization of
information in spoken.discourse and written texts.
The written language has a highly developed
hierarchical information structure which, in its full
form in the school textbook, includes chapters,
sections, -subsections, paragraphs and sentences.
The sentences include those with more than one
clause, either conjoined or subordinate.
Recognition of this organization and ability to use it
for information retrieval. is a high-level goal of
reading instruction. It is used, for example, for
finding passages in a text which support inferences
made Uttuistd the actual text, as well as for locating
information actually expressed in the text.
Complerhentarily, a high-level goal of writing
instruction is to provide students with the
khOWledge necessary to reproduce this information
structure (e.g. in the extended book report).

The relation of the organization of spoken to written
language is the subject of some current. research.
Evidence is beginning to accumulate that there are
differences between sortie" of the devices used to
organize information in the spoken language of
scinw.lower SES cofrImunit,i3O and the standard
written language, and that primary schOol students
transfer these spoken devices to the written
language in violation of thistandard literary norms
(cf. Michaels, 1981)..

At the same time, the unqualified assertion that
written language is. less contextually dependent
than spoken language has.. been challenged for
some genres of speech and writing by some
scholars (e.g. Prince, -1'981 contra Olson, 1977;.
Fillmore and KaY's work on inferencing strategies
used in real -time. Jeading and in choosing among
multiple ;choice 'answers is also relevant, cf.
Fillmore & Kay, 1980). Certainly the stereotype that
characterizes spoken languages as largely .

dependent on what is present in the speech
situation has been exaggerated where school-age
children are concerned. In our own research, we
found that virtually all students in the 10-12 age
range are highly capable of formulating complex
narratives of personal experience about ppople and
events not present' or evident in any way in the
speep situation.

Within the domain of the sentence, there has long
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been evidence that cognitively and structurally
complex forms are used by speakers of all SES
levels, whether or not they conform to standard
written norms (cf. Labov, 1972). 4

In the case of the relative clause, as an example of
complex syntax, there is some evidence accruing
that it is sensitive to medium so that it tends to be
used Mgr() often in, written than in spoken
presentatiOn of *the same informational content (A.
Kroch, p.c. on a University of Pennsylvania project
comparing spoken and'written versions of the same
text produced by undergraduate, largely working
and, lower middle class, college students). This
connection between structures like the relative
clause and literacy, indicates why it is highly valued
by some test designs. .

.
Our findings show that there is a non-literate
spoken base for the relative clause (among other
types of complex syntax). For the most part, the
educational prOblem is not one of teaching the form
of the relative 'clause or even of transferring its form
from one language to another (for Ll Spanish`
speakers), but rather of teaching the difference
between The uses of the relative clause (and other
syntactic features) in spoken. and written language.
Toward this goal, it is essential to knowthe
difference between the vernacular uses in the
community served and the uses in the standard

,----)language.

As a final note, it is also important to recognize
whatever formal differences occur between written
and spoken, language. As discussed above, the
vernacular forms of Spanish and English of the
community of speakers studied differ from the
standard forms of'both languages in relativizing on
a prepositional object (as in (3) and (4) above). The
standard forms of Spanish and. English are
congruent across these languages as a result of a
Common origin in the same Latinate literary
tradition. The 'vernacular forms have evolved
through an independent spoken. tradition. In the
case of English, the vernacular form is much older
than the standard form, and reflects a durable
tradition acquired by Ll Spanish _speakers in L2
withocit trahsference from Spanish (cf. Jespersen,
1965 on the history of the different forms of the
relative clause in English). This indicates
acquisition of these features of 02 is effectively
taking place outside of the acade is context The
impact of vernacular syntactic for e' of English for
the bilinguals discussed here statids in striking
contrast to the lack of impact of syntactic forms
restricted to the standard literary language. The
standard English form of relativization on a

preposition is already found in second grade
textbooks, although we have seen that it is not used
in speech even at the sixth grade level (cf.
Lan age Skills Framework, 1980282):

Possible difficulty in interpreting the standard
construction in reading on thg part of such students



is not necessarily the ' result of bilingualism
(although the first impulse of the educator
insulated from the realities of vernacular speech is
often to draw that conclusion), but rather of the

`acquisition of a nonstandard form of English shared
by most lower SES groups.

iThe consequences of our findings are:

Hypottleses about syntactic development
based -7on test speech exclusively, while
possibly symptomatic- of literacy-related
probletristkdo not rest on a reliable data base as
indicators of language resources of bilingual
students of lower SES backgrounds.

2. Transference of language resources across
both languages and situations are literacy-
related problems which must be distinguished

from developmental problems in oral second
language development.

.
B. Differences between standard and non-

standard syntax known to exist in many
monolingual English (and Spanish) also exist in.
(at least) some lower, SES bilingual communi-
ties and must be carefully distinguished from
differences caused by direCt bilingual trans-

In separating the various sources of problems
involving language resources toward the goal of
literacy, it is necessary to develop a firm
informational base distinguishing both forms and
uses of syntactic structures in vernacular and
standard, languages no less for bilinguals ihan
for anyone else.
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GRADE LEVEL AND ENGLISH ACQUISITION:
AGE, YEAR OF BIRTH, OR SOMETHING ELSE?

Gerald E. DeMauro
New Jersey State Department of Education

Abstract

Recent analyses of achievement in New Jersey's
categorical programs have shown that the amount that
students gain, relative to test norms, is related to grade
level. Younger students make the largest gains. The
characteristic grade function seems to describe gains
made by New Jersey bilingual education students on
the Language Assessment Battery (Cumbo, O'Neill,
.Tilis and Weichun, 1976). However, on closer
examination, differences in scoring gains reflect

'changes in test levels, rather than changes in grades.
The 'phenomenon is related to changes in aptitude
noted on recent intelligence tests. Younger children
have been scoring higher on these tests in recent years
(Herman, 1979). Perhaps cultural influences are causing
temporary verbal aptitUde changes. Decreases in these
changes over time (Lazar and Darlington, 1982) may
coincide with declines in the rate of langoage
acquisition over grades. Other theories including the
influence of .accAlturation, etc.; are presented as
possiblealiernatd Wplana,tions of the grade effect.

Gains made in_reading.,(Figure 1) and math (Figure 2)
scores by Nev _JerSey's. State compensatory education
and Title I studehts in recent years have been negatively
related to grade level (De Mauro, 1980, 1981a). Since
analyses are conducted in Normal Curve Equivalent
(NCE) scores, which gauge student performance
relative to test norms (Tallr5.adge, 1976), these results
show that younger program students make. larger
improvements relative to grade peers.
1.

Echternacht (1980) reports that early attempts were
made to standardize Title I program effects by
transforming mean student scale scores from 23 states
on fall; 1977 pretests and spring, 1978 posttests to
NCEs. The results, termed "normal growth: agree with
New Jersey's findings of greatest gains in the lowest
grades.'

Similar results, are common . in bilingual education.
Douglas and Johnson (1981) claim that reading and
math gains of first and second grade Title VII students
surpass what could be expected from the test norms.
The effect has some generality over academid Yearsand
treatment populations.

In a 1979-80 study of English acquisition by New Jersey
bilingual studentsiDeMauro, 1981b), the relationship of

gains in NCEs to grade level was similar except in
grades 1 and 7. The scores in Figures 1 and 2 repr ent
means of average grade level gains reported to t New
Jersey Department of Education by 'local districts. The
scores in Figure 3 are student mean gains.

The data .in' Figure 3 are derived from the fall, 1979 and
spring, 1980 administrations of the Language
Assessment Battery2 (Cumbo, O'Neill, Tilis and
Weichun, 1.976) to 729 bilingual education students.
The sample, from grades 1-12, was stratified to
represent New Jersey's bilingual education population
in educational environment (pullout, center approach,
etc.), socioeconomic status, region of the state, and
years of program experience.

The English skills acquisition data is the focUs of the
discussion because!

.a) The single instrument requires no assumptions
concerning the equivalence of NCE scores from
various tests;

bl The sample represents New Jersey's bilingual
education population;

c) The sample stratification permits analyses of
meaningful effects, such as program
experience.

The current paper examines grade level (and age) as a
determinant of English skills acquisition by bilingual
education students. It discusses the general grade
effect evidence when standardized scores (such as
NCEs) are used as well as other grade.effects specific to
the acquisition of English as a second language. Finally,
several cognitive and noncognitive explanations for the
observed effects are discussed. First, the effect is
defined as accurately as possible through covariance.

Regressibn Scores

To reduce 'the large error component of difference
scores (Thorndike and Hagen, 1969), the pretest was
covaried from the posttest of the New Jersey English
acquisition data and the adjusted means were plotted
by ,grade and years of program experience (Figure 4).

1 The author recommends caution as program selection was based on pretest scores, and some gain mayvbe attributed to regression to the mean.

2This instrument has four eubtests. listening. speaking, reading and writing. The scores used in analyses were NCEs derived from New York City's
total test norms.
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Figure 2

Mean Reading Gains (in NCEs) of
New Jersey Titlel and State Compensatory
Education Students; 1978-1980, By Grade
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Figure 3

Mean Gains (in NCEs) of
a Representative Sample of

New Jersey Bilingual Education Students
on the LAB, 1979-1980
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Figure 4

Adjusted Posttest Means On NCEs) of a
Representative Sample of New Jersey

Bilingual Education Students on
the LAB, 1979 -1980
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The LAB is divided into three levels, spannLng grades
K-2,' 3.8, arid 7-12, The covariance analysis is

conducted within each level. Main effects are program
experience and grade, tho dependent variable IsOhe
posttest and the covariate is the pretest.

Significant effects are only found in level 1. The grade
effect (F (1,257)5.09, p<1..025) shows that second
graders outscored first graders. Students with more
program experience outscored those with less (nd first
graders had three years of experience) (F (3,267)=3.68,
p < .016). The grade and program experience
interaction (F (3,257) -3.93, p < .048) shows that more
experienced students scored higher in second grade,

but lower in first,

As shown in Figure 4, the characteristic grade effect is
better described in these data as differences among test
levels and not grades Within levels. One major
assumption underlying 'the use of English norms is that
tests that are more difficult for monolingual English

-students are proportionally, more difficult for
limited-English-proficient (LEP) students. Therefore, a
harder level of a test should yield the same distribution
of NCE scores because the test is harder for both the
English norming sample and the LEP target population.

mIn fact, a more difficult test may depress LEP student
.performance much more than it depresses the
performance of the monolingual English norms groups
This would explain the relatively poorer performance of
LEP students on different levels of a test that is normed
on monolingual English samples of equivalent abilities.
Although the LAB standardization procedures
attempted to control for student abilities across levels
(see the technical manual), these levels may have had
varying difficulty for LEP students.

Alternately, the differences in scoring across levels may

reflect real differences in language acquisition that
coincide with test levels. Younger children may learn

English more quickly. This argument is consistent with
the fact that grade has been a significant effect in all of
the achievement analyses in New Jersey and is not an
artifact of a particular test. Moreover, analyses of

English language achievement on various tests

administered by New Jersey local bilingual education
programs show.that grade is significant both as a main
effect (F (3,70)-10,241, p< .001) and in interaction
with pretest to posttest gains (F (3,71)=7.028, p < .001)

(Table 1).

CritiCal Period Hypothesis

Perhaps Figure 3 may be explained by a critical period
phenomenon. Younger children appear to approach
English skill _levels of monolingual grade peers more
rapidly.

When English gains are examined without reference to

grade norms, the superibrity of younger -children
vanishes. In their examination of the critical period

hypothesis, Snow and Floefnagel-Hohle (1978) report
that children acquire Dutch morphology and syntax and
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listening comprehension more rapidly. Contrary to the
hypothesis, 12-16 year olds learned Dutch most rapidly

and 3-6 year olds, least rapidly,

After reviewing language acquisition literature,
Krashen, Long and Scarcella -0979) conclude that
adults and other children acquire syntax and
morphology faster, at least in the first year, than
younger children, However, people who are naturally
exposed to second languages as children become more
proficient than those who are first exposed as adults.

Grade
Cluster

Table I

Achievement Test Gains in NCEs of
Bilingual Programs in New Jersey

During the 1980-81 Academic Year
in Reports to the State

Pretest Posttest

Number Mean Mean Mean Gain

1-3 21 . 27.9 52.2 24.3

4-6 16 28.0 42.0 14.0

7-9 16 24.4 34.2 10.2 .

10-12 18 10.4 15.8 6.4
r'r

'Becauser the unit of analysis is program means. the number of
available tneans is small, and grades are clustered to increase stability.

These studies do not conflict with the achievement data
findings: The achievement data do not show . that
younger children outperform older children. Rather,
they show that today's younger children acquire
EngliSh more rapidly than the younger children in the
test norms. Similar results have been noted when
comparing performances in 10 tests between today's
children and age peers from years ago. .

Herman (1979) notes that the 'same raw score yields, a
lower ID on the W/SC (Wechsler, 1949) than on the
WISC-R '(Wechsler, 1974). He theorizes that these
differences may either reflect differences in
standardization samples or true 'increases in abilities
that result from improvements in underlying capacities,
test wiseness or cultural exposure to toys, bookS or
television.

Herman's data on the Binet (Terfnan and Merrill, 1972)

show that interedition I differences are more

pronounced for younger children. This implies a

curvilinear relationship between measured abilities and

year of birth.

As an illuStratiOn, suppose that the improvements in

measured abilities were predicted by the year. of the
child's birth. Six-year-olds (first graders)iwho took the
test in 1979 would average thlree score .units higher
than six-year-olds who took the test in 1976 under a
siMple linear model (growthbirth year + constant).
The same three units would separate children of any
age."

'Actually, the same three units times the regression slope.



Under the sipplest quadratic model, e.g. growth(b)
(birth years)`+. c, the differences for. six-year-olds

would follow:.a(y+3)2+c-(b(y) 2 +c),-.8by-I-9b, where b
is the slope of year on growth, y is a linear function of ?-
the birth year and c is a constant. For 11- year -aids, this
difference would be smaller, because they would have
been born five years earlier, and y would be five units
less.

10 differences between the W/SC and W/SC-R are
greater on the performance scale than on the verbal
scale and interact With age, (Doppelt and Kaufman,
1977). Below age 11, lOs average about four points
lower on the verbal scale and about seven points lower
on the performance scale. Above age 11, the
performance scale still averaged about six points
difference, while there were virtually no differences on
the verbal scale.

Herman (1979) argues tliat today's children are
"brighter In rates of language acquisition, the
differences between contemporary children and age
peers of a few years ago are larger or younger children.
This is consistent with the finding that differences in
verbal 10 fall off after age, 11 (interestingly, at about
sixth grade --- the last grade in LABlevel 2).

Lazar and Darlington (1982) Similarly report that 10
gains made by children who participate in early school
intervention projects are not permanent. They are
largest after one or two years.,The authors claim that 10
and achieveMent tests are related indices of developed
abilities. The early intervention promotes cognitive and
noncognitive skills, such as attentiveness,
perserverence, etc., which influence 10 and school
achievement.

The aptitude gains which Herman cites may result from
cultural influences (books, toys, television, etc.) which
act like the early school projects, If so, they may well
drop off after a certain period. Tests measuring these
aptitudes would show large (and perhaps nonlinear)
grade effects. Interestingly, Lazar and Darlington (1982)
report such achievement test gains by program
participants, but attribute these to methodological
artifacts.

Troike (1981) believes that IQ and achievement scores
may be largely determined. bracculturation to middle
class American. If so, the patterns described by. Title 1
and bilingual education students maybe accounted for
by a cultural interference hypothesis. Younger children
make larger culture) gains in the same time period
simply because they have less experience with (and
less interference from) other cultural values.

This is a simplistic elaboration of Troike's hypothesis. In
fact, other factors may be operant in acculturation of
various grade levels. For example, the hypothesis does
not account for the significant grade effect in Level 1. In,
the original study analysis, (repeated measured).
pretest-posttest growth was significantly larger for
second graders (F (1,247)=11.72, p < .001), when by
hypothesis, it should have been smaller.

The First Grade Anomaly
s.

The linguistic interdependence hypothesis (Cummins,
1979) states that a child's first-langUage competence at
the time of intensive exposure to tho second language
predicts second-language acquisition, Cummins (1981)
also believes that skills in both languages are predicted
by a common underlying proficiency, The W /SC -R
would certainly be sensitive to such a construct.
Moreover, this underlying ability may well contribute to
achievement in math and reading.

Cummins' two hypotheses are consonant with the data.
First graders with more program experience actually.
score lower than those with less program experience,
More experienced students may have been prematurely
exposed to intensive English. By second grade, these
differences favor students with more experience.
Perhaps any growth-inhibiting effects of premature
English exposure have been overcome (third-year
second. graderd scored highest) because the bilingual
program and maturation sufficiently strengthen the
native-language skills by the third year of the program.

The interdependence of language skills explains the
nonlinear age (year of birth) function. Verbal skills,
which are more developed among contemporary
children, stimulate cognitive growth which aids further
verbal skills development (Cummins, 1979).

Summary

The current paper easily raises as many questions as it
answers.- Much of the scoring variance on language
acquisition tests is determined by program effects.
However, there are obviously non-program effects
which contribute to this variance as well.

Primarily, there is a general grade effect, in which the
amount of gain relative to test norms, is typically very
large in the early grades. Younger children are not
outscoring older children, but are scoring higher
compared to grade peers from years ago than are older
children. This effect is, at least in some part, related to
IQ increaas among today's children, particularly in
verbal scales.

The relationship between grade and score improvement
appears to bd' nonlinear. However, this could not be
shown with the current data, in which there was no
effect for grade within any level.

The large differences in test scoring among test levels
probably has several components. Since this instrument
is not vertically, equated, one cannot assess if the
difficulty of the levels are different for bilingual
populations. However, one must question whether
.variations in test difficulty have a larger effect on
depressing the performance of LEP students than on
monolingual English students.

Recent test literature and achievement score analyses.
suggest that the grade effect is not so easily explained.
In fact, the scores are so similar to findings in other
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areas that improved. verbal abilities of today's children
may well explain various findings.

Finally, longitudinal research shows that Interventions
which raise aptitudes may not be permanent. Perhaps
factors such as improvements in cultural stimulation
available to contemporary. children account for
improve 'performance on 10 tests and achievement
tests u to the sixth grade. Beyond sixth grade, the
flatter of ect of improvements over grades is attributed
to the constant influence of the bilingual program.
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SYMBOLIC FORMS BETWEEN YOUTHFUL SAME-SEXED, CLOSEST FRIENDS.

S. Kirson Weinberg, Ph.D.
. Sociological and Psychological Associates

Abstract

In this Inquiry, we analyze the relationship between the
rudimentary linguistic forms and same-sexed closest
friendship among college youths, Our concern is to
deteirnine the types of verbal and gestural symbols that
arise and characterize this mode of socially Intimate
relations. The forms of address between intimate equals
are differentiated from those between status unequals
and betvieen socially distant equals; the specific types
of personal address between closest rends and their
meaning for intimacy are presented. The situations and
circumstances, which influence the spontaneous
formation of idiomatic verbal forms and gestures and
the categories of these improvised and expressive
symbckls are described and their effects upon the
intimate relationship elaborated. The generic
hypothesis between socially intimate relations and
cognition and modes of speech is characterized and
distinguished from the theory of established culture as
heritage and its cumulative prokerty as it affects
language and thought.

SYMBOLIC FORMS BETWEEN SAME-SEXED,
CLOSEST FRIENDS

Symbolic. expressions of special words, phrases and
gestures are aspects of cognitive communication
between same-sexed. closest friends. Since social
relations are the matrices from which symbolic forms as
meaningful consensus emerge. the modes of verbal and
gestural expressions within personal relations would
differ from the verbal and gestural forms in impersonal
relations (Mead, 1934. 1938). Consistent with this
perspective, the social styles of speech. the turns of
phrases. the "slangy" terminologies arise from the ways
social relations .arrange themselves (Sapir. 1949).1-his
approach is applied to the study of the modes of
linguistic expressions of same-sexed. closest
friendships among single undergraduate college
students in the urban community. Our specific concerns,
include 1) the variations between the elaborate
language and argot systems in specialized subcultures
and the spars6 and simple verbal forms in closest
personal relations; 2) the modes of address between
persons of unequal status, and those of equal status as
well as between social intimates; 3) the situations and
circumstances as contexts within which words. phrases
and gestures are incorporated into their peculiar stream
of communication; 4) the types of words, phrases and
gestures that characterize the social intimacy between
closest friends;-and 5) the effects of these modes of
expressive language upon these relationships.

Rita M. Weinberg, Ph.D.
Department of Psychology
National College of Education

The subjects consisted of single, undergraduate
students from four urban colleges and universities, The
subjects were urban-reared, 98 percent native
American with some foreign-born who had immigrated
during childhood, single or never married,
predominantly white 97 percent and in the broad
middle class of white collar ,and skilled laboring or
artisan fathers, The age interval of 18 through 25 was
used for these integral reasons: First, they were
accessible. Second, they were in a time span when they
were disengaged or disengaging from the fAily and
were not completely committed to a mate. As
individuals; they are reaching out for peers, so that the
same-sexed friendships are perhaps the closeSt of any
that they have formed or will form in the future. By
disengaging from the family, their friendships are
individually rather than family motivated and activated.
Since peer adolescent relationships generally share a
pervasive subculture. their modes of interaction also
share a distinctive language at variance from that of the
adult subculture. This adolescent subculture with its
emphasis on informality provides the basis for the
modes of. speech between closest friends'who tend to
incorporate selected words, phrases and modes of
speech to express their social intimacy.

Since this particular inquiry is a phase of a larger study.
the information analyzed was drawn from 210
semi-guided personal documents. The kubjects who
composed these docurflents were asked to describe the
development and crucial features of their friendship.
The aim of the analysis of these documents was to
determine the degree of social intimacy between the
closest friends. 'From these personal documents we
constructed a series of questionnaires and scales for
measuring specific traits of social intimacy. One
questionnaire concerning the linguistic expressions of
social intimacy between same-sexed, closest friends
was adfninistered to 51 subjects.

Closest friendships, as we found, vary considerably in
degree of social intimacy. Hence, their modes Of speech
may also vary. The same-sexed, closest friends
comprise the peers selected by the subjects because
only each subject_ can designate his or her closest
friend. The degree of social closeneslween thesV
closest friends then became the object of inquiry,
and the modes of speech between closest friends
would reflect the variations in their social intimacy. This
paper, however, is to present the linguistic expiessions
of the closest friends who are indeed intimate because
those closest friends, who are somewhat distant
despite pretensions of a close relationship. have

The four colleges and universities included in this study'are Roosevelt University. Portland State Univeysity, Loyola University of Chicago, and
National College of Education. J
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syrnboIic expressions simile( to others In their age and
sox Cato Uonms

II

An interest in the idiomatic verbal symbols between (
friendly intimates as a Ohm of linguistic inquiry may
be regarded an extension of the study of specialized
languages and argots of subcultures including ethnic,
deviant and occupational types, The languages of
foreign groups as ethnic units Settling in and becoming:
transplanted into the American pluralistic urban
community . were noted as integral and even central
parts of their specialized subcultures. The basic feature
of these linguistic systems is their cumulative character'
of an established tradition and heritage (Thome, and
Znaniecke, 1921; Wirth, 1927.1 The techniques used in
studying ethnic subcultures and their languages were
extended to the study of deviant and occupational
argots. Thus elaborated argots we synthesized for

:varied criminal groups such as t e pickpocket, the
professional thief, the career cri final and the drug
addict (Maurer. 1936, 1938. 1956; Sutherland, 1937;
Lindesmith, 1947; Weinberg, 1942). The argot as a
specialized form of linguistic system was noted too
among doctors. lawyers, and other groups (Becker,

1964).

The distinctive trait of these argots is their cumulative
property, in that the language grows and changes

through a process of accretion'of new generatiohs" of
recruits as these become incorporated into specialized
units. and they in turn add words to the specialized
vocabulary. as these terms are transmitted further to
recruits and members. Verbal accumulation is lacking in

the sparse symbolic forms generated between
same-sexed, closest friends whose particular modes of
expression arise de novo from the closeness, of their
relationship and dissipate with its dissolution . or
disruption.

Ill

At the outset, it is evident that in several cultures, e.g../
French. German. Japanese. Lower English. the modes of
address for social intimates vary from those in unequal
status positions and in some degree from equals
generally. Status equals. whether intimate or distant,

address each other in French by "Tti," while superior
end inferior address each other by "Tie and "Vows"
respectively. A superior IS addrtifititicl by a title, afl, Mr..
Mrs. or Miss, and a last name (TLN). while the
subordinate Is addressed by a first name (FN) (Brown,
1066; Silverberg 1949: Fey, 1920). Equals address each
other at least by their first marries, but intinata equals
may use abbreviated first names as well as nicknames.
In Japan080 the pronoun for you, "lirrii," is the mode of
address for inferiors but also between equals, while
"anata" terms for you. and in German for "sle" is the
address to superiors in contrast to -du" and to strangers.
Brown has regarded these modes of address as
Invariant norms in lingui tiC behavior. (See Chart I).

The change of address botw'b n dyads from Vous to Tu

represents a change from unequals to equals. In
Germany this change in mode of address is done by a
rite of passage. a brief informal ceremony called the
"Bruderschaft." One person who waits for a congenial
mood. probably over a glass of wine, suggests: "Why
don't we use Tu to address each other?" The response is
favorable and means a shift in Image that is reciprocal.
However. one necessarily non-reciprocal pUtse of the
relationship exists, specifically that one of the persons
most be explicit in verbalizing the suggestion. But in the
American society. these German modes of address do
not exist.- Indeed, it is chardtterized by informality
which is especially pervasive in the adolescent
subsociety.

Among our subjects. 55 percent addressed their closest
friends by full or abbreviated first names, Mile 37.3
percent addressed their closest friends by a variation of
a first name or a last name e.g.. Mac for Mackenzie
or by a nickname. Only 3 percent addressed their
friends by their last names and one percent used the
formal title of Mr. or Miss. Most of those who addressed
or were addressed by their closest friends with
nicknames had known them from childhood. Since the
preponderant 96 percent of the subjects had lost their
childhood friends, a minority of the subjects as we have

indicated used a variation of the first name or a
nickname. Seemingly. those in the upper
socioeconomic stratum are more likely to sustain their
friendships from childhood: they call each other in
private by their nicknames or twisted first names.
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Chart I

forme of Address among Superiors and inferiors, intimate Squats and
Non,linimate Equals- ,

. siip nor ,

Ti.14 FN

inferior

Superior

omits kyr?,

inferior

superior

Y X

inferior

T

.11tiffltitte 6(01115

FN

intimate equals

bin/

intimate equals

V

not ntiMata equals

TLN

not intimate equals

snare

not intimate equals

a Examples of the invariant norm

X

intimate equals not intimate equals,

b .General form of the invariant norm

From Roger firo'wn. Social Psychology. (New York: The Free Press, 1965.) pp.93.

Another mode of address among equals and especially
between intimates is the diminutive, Characterized in
the suffix by an added "y". or "ey." ror ekample. Joseph
is abbreviated to Joe and in the diminutive becomes
"Joey." Gertrude. is abbreviated to Gert and in the
diminutive becomes -Gertie." The subjects inter-
mittently added the diminutive to the abbreviated first
name, ,but few used the diminutive continually, except
for certain names, such as Jerry for Gerald or Jerome.
The subjects felt that the diminutive is more
appropriate for other socially intimate relations.

' -173-

particularly between parent .and child. The subjects as
adolescents and youths seemingly wanted to grow out
of their childhood role, the kid stuff. Hence they
regarded a diminutive reference as not desirable
continually, although occasional references were
acceptable, even desirable. Another influence in the use
of the diminutive is the recourse of some politicians to
accept the inforMal diminutive of their first names.
President Carter insisted upon the use of the name
"Jimmy," rather than Jiin or James. Governor Brown has
acquired the name "Jerry: while former Vice-President
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NelsonaRockefeller was called "Rooky." But it should-be
emphasized that in daily interaction with subordinates
and formal associates the politician is not called,by his

diminutiye first name anymore than President
Eisenhower in his daily relations was called "Ike."

Does the made of address affect the self-conception of
the friend in the relationship? The reciprocity of an

_informal. role-identity of friendship, by the manner of
address indicates the closeness of the relationship and,

. 'at times, the manner of affection from and for the friend.'
An abbreviated first name may create the opening of an
informal relationship and also a feeling ,of potential
approval and acceptance. Although thediminutive of a

first name is used infrequently and for some friends not
at all, its use pertinente to, a given mode of affection
indicates a rebction of closeness and 'emotional
warmth.. Paren. fheticaiily, between nonintimates, it can
be used and interpreted' as a sign of familiarity and
depreciation. None of the subjects used. the diminutive
first name in thiS,,latter manner

lv

We have determined that about -70 percent of the
subjects are socially intimate with their closest friends.
About 23 percent were informal, but not socially
intimate with their closest friends, and about 7 percent
seemingly lacked same-sexed, 'closest friends
(Weinberg, 1970). Among 'the 'present group of 51
subjects, all Of whom claimed to have closest friends,
45.1 percent and35.3 percent claimed that their modes

of speech differed "markedly" and "slightly,"
respectively, from those with same-sexed peers

generally;' 19.6 percent of the subjects averred thgt
their mode of speech with their closest friends did not :

differ from that with other same-sexed peers.

Table

Mode of Difference in Speech
between Same-Sexed, Closest Friends

and between Others of Same Age,and Sex
.0

Percent (N = 51)ode of Difference

Markedly Different
Slightly Different

,Not Discernibly Different

"Total,

45.1
35.3
19.6.

100:0
, 4

consequent.mode of communication is escribed in the
following statement! "Our relationship d ring the major:
pa'rt of our friendship was somehow cha acterized by a
mutual exclusion of other friends. I.- spe t most of my
spare timewitti Diane and participate feW activities
or groups .without tier. Besides Diane, I. had no other
close friends, though I knew some Girl Scouts; But. these
friends did 'not. knoW Diane, who was. not a Scout'. So,

most of the time _..I 'spent with Diane... was
unaccompanied.by others. I remember sharing secrets
with her,,which We' pledged nevertorepeat 'to.others..'_
Since neither - of us 'had other close friends, it was very
likely that we confided to a-gre.at extent.'Wedevised a
code by which,we could relay messages. through. the

-, classroom. The code was part of our.secrets. which was
:known-to no one but us. BeCause of the Way we-acted,
we recognized each ,other as best friends . and were
identified as best friends by all our 'school mates".

Since closest friends are informal, they are also
spontaneous with each other and careless of their mode

of speech and sentence structure or syntax.

"I think there is complete lack of formality, between
Edith and I. When I talk about Edith I usually call her by
her first name, but when I talk fo her, I usually call her
Edie. She calls me Maureen or Maur.

,

"I certainly talk freely in just about everything. and.
don't think that either of us hesitates to express
ourselveS better, or more formally. We say ,what we
want to say when we want to say it. One reason I feel is
the cause of our lack of ,sentence structure and very
frequent use, of symbols is the °fact that Edith's parents
are foreign-bornarid Edith is not very good in English.
She gets her sentences mixed up-- sometimes: or
sometimes she uses the wrong word to express herself.

I do not hesitate 'to laugh when she expresses
something in a funny way. I do not know how Edie takes

my joking_around like this - I .feel thatOthers who do
not underAarfti handicap;will even be
worse than I..and I te a should trust in a friend.
What I armtryirig to' s at' when I laugh at her 1:am,
not laughing at her bait at what she says. Sometiines
when I make errors io my speech. I kinctof compare her

'errors with mine. In this Way, Lam hoping that she witty
not feet, bad when 1,5 he ,rrial<es these errors in front of
strangers or those she . wishes to 'Ma ake good

,

im ion upon." -

Since .continuoup_
.

socially intimate relations betweeni

clbsest friends intensify mutual confidence.and trust
that more pernal secrets and ,private reactions are
disclosed, theytend to develop an "In" franie of
reference. As: consequence, their mode 'of
communication.becO condensed so that a word ova
'phrase or at -times, a ,gesture may' connote an
elaborate episode of xperiences. This kind of talk also
excludes others .as o isiderS" from understanding the
communication. This re of close friendship and a

,5;,* Since spontreoua and expressive, speech ?pimps'
frorl1/2- close ftiendshipd the mode of cOnversaittii'May
become idi
gestural for
such as,du,
at the fri
when up

atio on%this These verbal and
,prise.dpring circumstances of relaxation;

gland affpr parties or danceS, during a stay
home; 31.4 percent: on weekends or

35.3,,'percent. The friends slOugh their
speech. re 2( and rdgress. They resort to silly behavior,

as the foil' ing ins once illustrates.
-

,



Table II

Circumstances Stimulating Spontaneous
end Informal Speech between
Same-Sexed, Closest Friends

,Circumstances

Before, during or after. Party,
Dance or Celebration

Staying. Up Late, At Friend's Home,
Weekend Meeting

Being "Together a Lot"

After Argument or Trouble

No Response

Total

"Whenever possible one of us' would spend the
weekend &the others homa We followed a pattern of
activities each time. We ate, 'danced. to the 'latest
records, set each other's hair, then ate some more and
read Mad comic books all hours of the night ancistarted
using' gushy words. Then we would start laughing
ourselves sick, turn off the light and laugh some more.
Some of the time we were in absolute hysterics over
absolutely nothing. Our parents or one of them would
then tell us to stop acting like kids. We would then try
to settle down and go to sleep."

Percent
, (N =51')

31.4

35.3

19.6

7.8

5.9

100.0

In another situation, the movies, the ,following two
friends reacted in hilarity and `generated word of
singular meaning to the two friends.

"Mary and I have always had words and names for each
Other. I recall- one typical experience that led to new
words. Once we went to the movies and saw a jungle
picture; the.story was about a man's struggle against
red ants, or marabunta. For some reason we thotight the
situation was hilarious. We came away from the movie
roaring with laughter and never forgot the word. For
years afterward, one of us would interject the word
"marabunta" into serious conversation and it would
proyoke laughter. People around us were baffled by our
behavjor and wondered what we were laughing about.'

Thus the more hilario:Us and relp3ted the circumstances,
the more apt are tnellriends triOlect or to distort words
about. -Which to laUgh'WhiCti:iwouprlack the inside
dibmatiC meaning between the4jendS.:''

AnotherCharacteristiCOTTOrt-nunicetion is the manner,
of expressiop betweer.r.c19,p6t;11riends that occurs
during relaxed, )43:000S,IFIti fagressive experiences.
Words may be ellil*,ieis4ttyntax may change to
incoherence Vitus ories.:0*ot admittedly omitted the
"r's" from words sOthat "bitter" became "betta," harder"
became "herda," became "botha: and this

change was known by the other friend as an acceptable
vocal mannerism.

this spontaneous speech leads to spontaneous
distortion of words or to syntax incoherence, as the
following characterization attests.

"We speak incoherently, in a. sort .of shorthand that
others have a hard time following. Neither of us are very
organized in speech; and through our knowing each
other we hate developed patterns of speech which we

/ use mainly when'we are alone with each other."

Closest friend§'Who are socially intimate differ in their
speech with each other from their mode of speech with,-
others. As can be seem from Table III, the subjects claim
that they more freqtiently use sldng, swear and employ
pet phrases. In addition, those persons in Bilingual
families incorporate these bilingual words into their
dialogue. Sorne have devised new words and even
phrases:

Table III

Modes of Speech Used by Subjects
More Frequently with Closest
,Same-.Saxed Friends Than.

With Peers of the Same Age and Sex

Mode-of Speech

Slang Expressions

Swear Words

Pet Phrases

Foreign or Bilingyal Words
or Phrases

Percent (N=73)*

4
NeWlif Devised Worlds or Phrases

Other:
"Open-up" More

Sarcastic and Teasing

Seemiiigly No Difference

Total.

24.7

20.5

19.2

12.3

9.6

4.1

4.1

5.5

100.0

The number exceeds 51 because the subjects used
more than one "mode of speech."

In addition to the words and pet 'phrases that some
closest friends incorporate into their dialogue, they also
may adopt certain physical gestures which may have a
specific or even a unique or idiomatic meaning for
them. The specific meaning of a given gesture may be
similar ,to the interpretation which others, in the
adolescent Culture express. The types- and frequencies
of the gestures indicate that innovative and original
gestures tend.to be sparse between closest friends. By
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far, most gestures are through eyes, 27.1 percent and
fingers, 28.8 percent, with the body generally, 18.6

percent; the mouth, 13.6 percent; and the hand, 11.9

percent (Table IV).

Table IV.

Types of Gestures Used in the
Interaction between Same-Sexed,

. Closest Friends

Type of Gesture Percept (Nr-59)

Fingers 28.8
insertfinger iwouth (disapproval),
Number of fingers for time and
place of meeting

Mouth_f
Speak inaudibly with slow mouth movements;
Quick, short smile (Bad); Prolonged smile
(Good)

Eyes
Roll eyes (Confused)
Blink eyes (Approval)
Shift eyes from side to side (Doubt)

Hand
Insert fist under chin (disapproval)
Place hand on chest

Body Generally
Bow to each other Japanese style
(No specific meaning)

Hug friend (general approval)
'Pat on the back (no "lie")

Total

13.6

27.1

11.9

"18.6

100.0

'Since subjects used more than one gesture, the
total, is more than the number of subjects, 51. Six of
the subjects indicated that they used no particular
gestures that have a special meaning for them.

.01

We have pointed out that social intimacy between
same-sexed. closeit friends tends to influence a mode
of speech, consisting of words, word enunciation and
gestures, that serves, to sustain and reinforce the
intimate relationship. On the other hand, the recourse to
critical, hostile words or phrases serves to cool and

recede or even disrupt the relationship.

On a positive level, informal, spontaneous symbolic
interaction pertinent to an intimate friendship
relationship may - contribute to such personal
gratification that the expressive process makes the

mode of speech and the substantive symbols
end-values. By contrast. the impersonal, instrumental or
utilitarian relationships are means to ulterior ends so

that the modes of speech and words used are designed
for effect to achieve a different objective.

When the mode of speech, modes of address and the
words used become formal, hostile or depreciating,
then the relationship may cool and recede to one of
distance. But when the modes of address and words
used emotionally support and, enhance the self-esteem,
the relationship may become sustained in its closeness.

The verbal symbols as "idioms of social intimacy" imply
an in-group reaction as well as attitudes of solidarity
and unity. The friends as interactants realize that they
alone have the meaning of these 'terms so that others
are "outsiders! The more frequent the use, of idiomatic
words and gestural signals, the more pervasive the
close friends represent an "in" social unit (Slater, 1963;
Newcomb, 1961.)

The spontaneous recourse to slang, slurred and swear
words characterize' %meal forms of informality and'ease
of presence as well as expressive release and catharsis
in some situations. Hence these substantive aspects of
communication indicate the interpersonal moods of
trust ana relaxation between the friends. These types of

expression in interaction make the relationship
satisfying and pleasurable and tend to intensify the
bond between the friends.

Conclusions

The demonstrated consistency between socially
intimate friendships of the same sex and the modes ,of
emerging symbolic forms as an 'object of inquiry is a
discontinuous extension of the study between culture,
thought and language. This approach to linguistic forms
is unlike the conception of language as an aspect of a

growing, accruing cultural heritage 'which 'is
transmitted to incoming novices and reinforced among
those of the same generation. Instead this relational

--approach too, the formation-and-retention of verbal and
gestural ,forms emphasizes that these arise from the
modes of intimate interaction, lack any cumulative
characteristics and dissipate with the. receding
closeness of the friendship. The cultural approach to
cognition and language is consistent with the
Durkheimian approach and developed largely by 8apir
(1949) and Whorf (1956). The relational approach is

consistent with the Meadian view (Durkheim, 1951;
Schneider and Homans, 1955; Barnow, 1973; Mead,
1934; Weinberg, 1952; Gibson, 1969; Horowitz, 1970;

Neisser, 1976.)

The modes of intimate social interaction are the bases

for distinct if fragmentary .types of idiomatic linguistic
forms and gestures that arise from and reinforce this
type of relationship. We have presented the
circumstances and types of verbal forms that arise in
this interactional context. Although Whorf has
emphasized that the language as an integral aspect of
the culture influences the modes of thought, we have
found in socially intimate relations the ,improvised and
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spontaneous terms that are spoken are infldenced by
the interpersonal feeling, tone, and uncritical expressive
thinking. ,Thus the words and gestures as these are
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THE INFLUENCE OF PUBLIC POLICY ON LANGUAGE
ASSESSMENT OF BILINGUAL STUDENTS

Rudolph C. Troike
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

From a policy-oriented point of view, it is interesting to
see how concern in recent years for language
assessment in bilingual education has been primarily
the consequence of legislative and judicial decisions,.
rather than of purely educational decisions. If we.
recognize that all educational policy is fundamentally
political (indeed, the word politica in Spanish
comprehends both policy and politics), this situation
should perhaps not be turprising. Nevertheless, it is true
that few other areas of the educational arena have been
so directly affected by the force of legislative and
judicial events as this one.

Two strands can be discerned in the policy decisions
which have led to the present demand for. language
assessment and language assessment instruments. One
of these is accountability to funding sources or courts,
and the other is determination or limitation of access to
bilingual services. Policy decisions requiring language
assessment arise from several sources:

1: Congressional legislation,
2. Court decisions,
3. State mandates.

We shall examine each of these in turn below.

Congressional Legislation

The original bilingual Education Act (PL 90-247), which
was signed into law by President Johnson in 1968, was
the first major piece of federal legislation to recognize
the special educational needs of children of limited
,English-speaking ability. By providing funds for
demonstration programs, whiCh were required to
conduct evaluations, the Act created a limited demand
for language assessment instruments to measure
student progress.

The 1974 amendments to the Act (PL 93-380) restated
its aim as being , to establish equal educational
opportunity by supporting programs designed to enable
students, while using their native language, to achieve
competence in the English, language" (Sec. 702a).
Discussions about "maintenance" programs to the
contrary, notwithstanding; the attainment of. compe-
tence in English.was specifically one of the declared
goals of federal policy in providing pthgram assistance
for limited English-speaking *students, with the use of
the native language merely serving as a means to that
end.

.The 1978 legislation (PL 95-561) narrowed this focus'.
even further by defining 'a bilingual program as one in
which instruction was designed to allow a child to
achieve competence in the Engli-6h. language" (Section
703a). This should have dispelled though it did not

er 1

any illusions or misconceptions, either by opponents
or proponents_ of bilingual education, that the
legislation supported maintenance of other languages.
or linguistic separatism. The 'title "Bilingual Education
Act" was clearly a misnomer; it would have been more
accurate to refer to it as the "English Assimilation Act"
since it was designed, in fact, primarily as an instrument ,

for linguistic assimilation.

The 1978 amendments also explicitly revised and
expanded the designation of the target population in
two ways: (1) by changing limited English-speaking
ability" (LESA) to limited-English proficiency" (LEP),
which included reading and writing, and '(2) by allowing
the inclusion of students from non-English language
background (NELB) homes, even though the students
might be, at least superficially, fluent. English speakers.
The latter provision enabled American Indian
communities which had largely lost their. native
languages to apply for. Title VII funds, since research
had shown that their English was still limited in ways
that caused academic difficulties.

The em4asis on English in Title VII has continued to
the most recent steps toward reauthorization, with a
proposed Administration bill which would specifically
allow funding for nonbilingual instruction in English,
and another bill by Sen. Huddleston, which would
-require program exit based on. English-proficiency test
scores.

. .

Although at no time have evaluation guidelines for Title
VII-funded programs required English-proficiency tests,
these have widely been used as a means of assessing
program effectiveness. The 'further use of English
pthficiency to screen students in program intake was
given a strong impetus by the Congressionally adopted
limitation on percentages of non-LEP students included
in programs, a provision sparked by the finding of the
American Institutes for Research national evaluation
(Danoff, 1978) that large numbers of (apparently)
competent English speakers were enrolled in Title VII
progranis. Since lack of English proficiency had been
the motivatiorObr offering bilingual education. in the

t place, 4 should not be surprising that the
ainment oi-proficiency in English should be seen as

the basis for qualifying or riot qualifying for inclusion in
a program At the same time, the move to adopt English
proficiency as a criterion for' program exit, as part of a
policy of limiting bilingual. 'services, also appears
plausible though research ,(C'ummins, 1980a and b;
Troike. 1978) suggests that. it it only speciously so.

The Civil Rights Act of 1964, under Title VI of the act,
forbade discrimination on the basis of race, color, or
national origin in the operation of federally assisted
programs. In an important memorandum issued on
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May 26, 1970 by the then Director of the Office of Civil
Rights J. Stanley Pottinger, the protection of the Act
was extended to cover children who were "deficient in
English language skills".by virtue of their national origin
minority backgroLind. Schools were required to provide
equal educational opportunity to such children and
were forbidden to discriminate on the basis of language.'
This broadened interpretation of the Civil Rights Act
brought about compliance efforts on the part of OCR,
though they were not strongly pursued until the Lau
decision by the Supreme Court gave them added force.

Court Decisions

The most far-reaching court decision was that by the
Supreme Court in the case of Lau vs Nichols, which
held that the Civil Rights Act (and the CR
interpretation of it) was being violated by failure to
provide special assistance to students of limited-
English ability. The opinion of the Court, written by
Justice Douglas, observed that "Basic English skills are
at the very core of what these public schools teach ...
students who do not understand English are effectively
foreclosed from any meaningful education."

Although the Court specified no re dy, the Office of
Civil Rights developed guidelines for enforcing
compliance with the decision, known as the "Lau
Remedies." These guidelines specified hat school
districts found in noncompliance m st identify
students' primary or home language and their
functional ability in the home language and English.
This requirement, more than any other, coming as it did
with the weight of compliance with .a Supreme court
decision, stimulated the national search for valid,
reliable, and easily administered instruments to classify
students by their English ability.

Specific court decisions, most, notably the Aspire
consent decree in New York City, have had the effecthf
reinforcing the requirements for language assessment
at the local level:

State Mandates

Beginning with the State of Massachusetts in 1971.

state, have passed legislation providing for or'
mandating, bilingual education, Many of these acts or
their enabling regulations specify language assessment
criteria for program placement, and some states also
specify criteria for program exit.

In Illinois, school districts are required by the State
Board of Education to have a district assessment

:=.procedure plan which must specify the criteria and
instruments to be used, training for administration, and

a description of procedures to be followed. The annual
bilingual census classifies students into those
categories according to their level of English.

A number of states have Mandated the use of particular
language tests which are considered acceptable. such
as the LAS (Language Assessment Scales), BSM
(Bilingual Syntax Measure). or BINL (Bilingual Inventory

of Natural Language). Most states require or encourage
multiple criteria for program placement or exit, though
in some cases English test scores are the sole criterion.

A recent departure, taken in California and Texas, is to
require the use of a standardized achievement test
given in English, rather than a language proficiency test
per se. iThis move accords with my own belief that such
a test provides a far better integrative assessment of the
language necessary for successful achievement at a
given level than would an isolated language-focused
instrument.)

Discussion

We have seen that the growth of language proficiency
testing for. English, with notably lesser attention to
other languages, was initially stimulated by the
Bilingual Education Act of 1968 and given particular
impetus by the Lau decision and related court actions.
State mandates have 'added to the demand for tests,
though the withdrawal of the proposed Lau regulations
'bY the Department of Education in early 1981 and the
shift of some states to requiring standardized
achievement tests may signal that the demand has now
peaked and will begin to decline. However, possible
moves in some states and even nationally to tighten
exit requirements in terms of language proficiency,
being pushed most strongly by those who see bilingual
education primarily as an assimilative device, could in
fact increase the demand for tests.

Thus the market for. English language assessment
instruments has been created almost entirely by federal
and state legislation and regulations and court
decisions. (A few ancillary demands have appeared,
such as the need for instruments' and procedures to
collect and validate census data on the number of
limited-English-proficient persons of school age in the
country, but this was generated by the same Title VII
legislation in. 1978). It is significant from the larger
social perspective, however, to recognize the lack of
interest nationwide in .such tests on the part of major
testing organizations and marketers. Test development
and marketing in the area of language proficiency has
beer) largely a cottage industry, in spite of the size of the
potential market created by these `legislative and
judicial actions. This situation results, I believe, from the
deep-seated antipathy toward bilingual education
which is endemic in the educational-industrial complex
and which ultimately reflects the hostility toward.
cultural and linguistic differences that characterizes our
profoundly xenophobic society. No other explanation
on purely rational economic grounds would account for
this$apparent lack of interest.

To return to the point with which we began, the
demand for language assessment has been created by

the imposition of public policy decisions on the
educational system. Had educational institutions and
educators been appropriately concerned about the best
interests of their linguistic minority students, such
decisions would not have had to be imposed from

outside. Policies requiring bilingual education have



been perceived (and denounced) as political because
they threaten the status quo obscuring the fact that
the status quo itself is political. The existing power
relationships are fundamentally political and serve to
determine allocation of. resources ' and policy
development within the . system. However, these
matters are rarely viewed as political since it is not in
the interests of those in control to have them
recognized as such. .

One unfortunate fact about educational policies
developed outside* the educational system is that,
desirable as they may be; they sometimes lack the
research base or educational realism that policies
which arise from informed educational practice might
have. In this instance, educational practice was little
better informed than legislative and judicial decision
making

As I have suggested earlier, the whole policy of
language assessment for program entry and exit is
seriously flawed, for it gives unwarranted status to
isolated language skills as indicators of 'ability to
"participate effectively in the educational program" (Lau
v. Nichols). As recent research has shown (Saville-
Troike et al., 1982; Cummins, 1980 a and we, in fact,
know little about This relationship, certainly not enough
to justify some of the educational decisions which are
being made on the basis of language-proficiency assess-
ment alone. What is needed is closer cooperation
among policy- makers; researchers, and educators to
develop more rational, effective, and educationally
sound policies and procedures for their implementa-
tions. In the meanwhile, educators should insist that
language measures alone are not enough for making
educational decisions, and that other educationally
grounded criteria must be used in addition, or even
instead.
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THE ISSUE kLANGUAGE PROFICIENCY TESTING
AS A REQUIREMENT FOR

BILINGUAL EDUCATION TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Guillermo Duron
Governors State University, Park Forest South, Illinois

Introduction and Statement of the Problem

The issue of language proficiency requirements for
bilingual education teachers has been one of
controversy since the' first Title VII programs were
initiated. While no one will disagee that bilingual
teachers must possess some minimum) level of
proficiency in the langu e or languages in which they
are expected to teach agreement arises when the
details are addressed. ious answers have been given
to the following questions: -..--
1. What are the areas of language to be addressed in

setting minimum requirements (oral, written,
vocabulary,,syntax, etc.)?

2. Should the minimum language proficiency testing
be conducted in the language of instruction or in
both the target language and English?

Should the minimum language proficiency
requirements be the same both in English and the
target language of certification?

4. Should the criteria vary according to target
language (i.e., Tess stringent requirements for
languages for which there is a teacher shortage)?

What criteria will be used to determine language
proficiency?

. Who will set the minimum language proficiency
requirements?

Several individuals and organizations have examined
the issue of language proficiency requirements of
bilingual teachers. A review of the relevant literature
reveals that publications in the area of teacher
certification of bilingual/bicultural teachers tend to
encompass general guidelines which state education
agencies or institutions of higher education can use to
develop their own policies and procedures. In addition,
all of the states which offer certification or endorsement
in bilingual education require some evidence of
proficiency in a language other than English.

In 1974 the Center for Applied Linguistics published a
set of guidelines for teacher preparatibn and
certification in bilingual /bicultural education. Included
in these guidelines are language proficiency criteria
which the authors felt should be required of
bilingual/bicultural teachers. The guidelines indicated
that bilingual/bicultural teachers should demonstrate
the ability to:

'Delaware has since prohibited bilingual education.

1. Communicate effectively,, In speaking and
understanding in the languages and within the
cultures of both the home and the school. The
ability will include adequate control of
pronounciation, grammar, vocabulary, and regional
stylistic and nonverbal variants appropriate to the
communication concept.

. Carry out instruction in all areas of, the curriculum
using a standard variety of both languages. (Center
for Applied Linguistics, 1974. Pp. 2-3.)

The National Association of State Directors of Teacher
Education and Certification has adopted several
standards which they designated as being appropriate
to all college programs preparing teachers in
bilingual/bicultural education. Standard Two addresses
the area of language proficiency. As stated, The
programs shall develop and/or evaluate the ability of.
the prospective teacher to function and instruct
students both in English and in the language of the
target student population with fluency and accuracy,
good pronounciation and intonation." (Waggoner, 1976,
p. 41.)

Acosta and Blanco (1978) recommended that students
completing a bilingual teacher education program
should have a command .of English and the target
language in the areas of listening, speaking, reading and
writing. They recommended that graduating students
be able to provide instruction using standard language
both in English and the target language as well as
possess comprehension and speaking ability in the
language variety of the student, Thi,/ strongly)
encourage the use of an exit language proficiency test
evaluating both general language skills and educational
terminology in both languages.

National Perspective

In a survey conducted by the National Center for
Education Statistics, Waggoner (1976) found that
eleven states had adopted, special requirements -.for
bilingual education teachers.* All eleven required
proficiency in a language other than English, while five
required proficiency' in English (see Table 1).
Regulations concerning language proficiency
requirements varied from a single sentence indicating
that oral and written proficiency in the target language
was required' to a full description of criteria used to
determine-competencies in language skills.
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STATE

Table 1

TYPE OF BILINGUAL LEGISLATION, CERTIFICATION AND
REQUIREMENTS FOR TEACHERS IN BILINGUAL/BICULTURAL PROGRAMS IN T_HE U.S.

Legislation Bilingual Education Language Pro-

Permissiva/Mandatory Certification/Endorsement ficiency Requirement

Alaska
Arizona
California'
Colorado
Connecticut
Florida
Idaho
Illinois'

,y Indiana'
lovva
Kansas
Louisiana

''d Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts'
Michigan'
Minnesota
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico'
New York
Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island'
Texas'
Utah
Washington
Wisconsin

M
P

M
M
M
P

P

M
P

P

P

P

P

M
M A-

P

P

M
P

P

P

P.

M
M
P

P

M

Were found to require language proficiency according to Waggoner(1976)

C

C&E

2 Information compiled from Waggoner (1976). Gray (1981) and Woellner (1982)

The most brief, and general references made concerning
language proficiency of bilingual education teachers
werefoundin the regulations of the following states:

Indiana "The candidate for the bilingual and
bicultural endorstment must show
oral and written proficiency in the
target language!

The requirements are as follows:
demonstration of verbal and written
proficiency in. English and in one other
language used as a medium of
instruction! (Waggoner, 1978, p. 29)

In the State of Delaware, language proficiency could be
demonstrated thiough completion of a -minimum of
fifteen semester hours in the language area at or above
the third year college level or demonstrate fluency in

the language area of assignment as determined by the
NTE score at the 50th percentile! (Waggoner, 1976, p.

15)

New Jersey --

f

C

C

E

' E

E

C

(English/Target)

E &T.

E

E&T
E

E&T
E&T

E&T
E

E&T
E

E

E&T

t.

Rhode Island also required a demonstrated proficiency
in speaking, reading and writing in a language other
than English. Proficiency would be attested to by the
Commissioner of Education at approved colleges or
universities in Rhode Island. In Arizona, proficiency in
the second language or English must be verified y the113

language department of a regionally or na
accredited institution. The New Mexico Department of
Education included several specific requirements in its
regulations. Candidates in New Mexico must
demonstrate fluency in the local dialect as measured by
observation in the field as well as an extended
functional vocabulary of classroom terminology and
literary skills. In Twos, proficiency in English and the
target 'language at the highest level for which
certification is taught is required. Proficiency is

determined by a public school committee as designated
by the Texas Education Agency (Waggoner, 1976).



Figure 1

BILINGUAL TEACHER CERTIFICATION MODEL VARIABLES

STATE
CERTIFICATE

Minimum
Competency

Qualifications

- /I 00'

Methods
course

Materials
course

ESL Instr.
course

Assessment
course

Lu

-t
CrZ

L:75L

Oral Interview

Spontaneous
language
evaluation

Demonstration
lesson

Waggoner (1976) .describes California's requirements
and states that target language proficiency must be
verified in oral comprehension, aural comprehension, .

reading and writing. Proficiency is verified through
successful completion of an examination covering each .)
of these areas. The examination may be administered
by the. Commission for. Teacher Preparation and
Licensing, ecoMmission-approved California institution
or the governing board of a local educational agency or
county superintendent of schools.

Since the Waggoner study, several states have
introduced bilingual education legislation with
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provisions related to bilingual teacher certification (see
Table 1). Maine, New Hampshire and Louisiana have
specified that bilingual teachers must possess skills and
demonstrate proficiency above and beyond that which
is required of general elementary and secondary school
teachers. The three states. 'mentioned abgve have
utilized the bilingual teacher certification models
devised prior to 1975 with individual alterations. All of
the states currently requiring certification use one or a
combination of the variables listed in Figure ,1 to
evaluate bilingual teachercandidates.

1



Illinois Perspective

In the State of Illinois bilingual educators and
certification specialists have been actively investigating
the area of language proficiency of bilingual teachers
for the past fifteen years. When the first bilingual
programs were initiated, wafters were desperately
needed to fill the newly created bilingual positions.
Since most of the first programs were created in

response to a need to serve limited-English-proficient
Spanish-speaking children, teachers were mainly
recruited from the ranks of Spanish, language
departments.

Requirements in the early years included fluency in the
target language and residence of two or more years in a

country where the .target language is used. Another
means for satisfying certification requirements was to
have been raised in a home where the target language
was spoken.

Any attempt to require minimum language proficiency
and to determine whether teachers met those
minimums was done informally at the diStrict level.
More often than not, school districts did not have

anyone on staff who could make those judgments
concerning the target language. As a result, teachers
were hired for bilingual education positions who
possessed varying degrees of proficiency in the target
language and in English.

No formal testing was conducted in the early years,
rather school officials were asked to make use of the
advisory council in determining the langua'de',7;
qualification of teachers. Later, Office of Education

monitors would visit the schools and informally
evaluate the teacher's language proficiency (Seelye,

1976).

In 1976 the Illinois State Legialature passed the
Transitional Bilingual Education Act (Illinois School
Code, 1976). Included in this legislation were provisions
for transitional bilingual education certification. This

was manifested as a nonrenewable six-year certificate
which was required of all teachers employed in

mandated transitional bilingual education positions.
The mandate required fluency in the target language
and communicative competence in English.

f
Following the adoption of the Illinois bilingual mandate,
procedures ...vvere developed to conduct language
proficiency teeth of bilingual teachers. Candidates
were to be tested in English if they had graduated from
an institution of higher education where a language
other than English wds used as the medium of
instruction, If the candidate had graduated from an
instituion where English was used, the candidate was
tested in the target language. The assumption made
was that graduation from an institution was sufficient
evidence that the person was proficient in the language
used for instruction in the institutional setting.

In accordance with the Rules and Regulations for
Transitional Bilingual Education (1976), testing was to
be conducted only in the areas'of speaking and reading.
Educational Testing. Services's (ETS) Foreign Service
Institute (FS') Survey was selected as the measurement
tool to be used in evaluating oral proficiency. Several
persons affiliated with the Illinois Office of Education or
the Bilingual Education Service Center were trained in
conducting and evaluating oral interviews by the ETS.
The Spanish Language Proficiency Test, published by
the Modern Language Association was adopted for

evaluating Spanish reading ability and the
Nelson-Denny Reading Test was chosen to test reading
ability in English.

In an effort to determine the minimum proficiency level

to be required for demonstrating fluency leading to
certification, the State took language samples from
employed bilingual teachers and evaluated their
language abilities using the FSI Language Proficiency
Interview Scale (see Table 2). Teaghers were examined
in both English and the target language and proficiency,
levels were found 40 range from Level Two to Level Five
in both; languages. Because of the shortage of teachers,
minimum proficiency was set at Level Two in English
and Level Four in Spanish based on the FSI scale. The
lower proficiency level required in English was justified
based on the contention that teachers conducting
classes all day in the target language need not be highly
proficient in English. Therefore, it was decided the
"communicative competence in English meant that
they (teachers) could just fuhction rudimentarily in the
school building" (Seelye, 1976. p. 38).

Table 2 .

LEVELS OF PROFICIENCY OF THE LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY INTERVIEW
(Educational Testing Service, 1979)

LEVEL STANDARD

Level 1. Able to satisfy routine travel needs and minimum courtesy requirements

Level 2. Able to satisfy routine social demands and limited work requirements

Level 3 Able to speak the language with sufficient structural accuracy and vocabulary to partiCipate effectively in

most formal'and informal conversations on practical. social. and professional topics

Level 4 Able to use the language fluently and accurately on all levels. orMally pertinent to professional needs

Level 5 . Speaking proficiency equivalent to that of an educated native speaker'



Six institutions have been approved by the Illinois State
Board of Education to serve as testing sites which
administer the Transitional Bilingual Education
Certification EX1111111111t1011. Testing site approval has
been consistent with approval for certification
progran'Ss in bilingual education, Tho institutions which
now servo as testing sites are: Governors State
University, Illinois State University, Mundelein College,
Northern 'Illinois University, University of Illinois at
Chicago Circle, and Western Illinois University, In the
last three years, however, only Gov mbrs State
University and Northern Illinois Universit e offered
the examination on a regular basis.

Since the establishment of the first testing sites,
procedures, instrumentation and standards have
changed and/or vary from site to site. One institution
requires testing in both English and the target language,
while the others only test in one language. Although the
MLA and the Nelson-Denny are used at most
institutions, the Prueba de LectOra and
criterion-referenced tests are also used by approved
sites. Since most of the testing sites were established
several years after the original procedures were
introduced. many of the individuals involved in testing
did not take part in the training provided by ETS. In
1980, the State Board sponsored a special training
session conducted by ETS. However, not all individuals
involved in interviewing and evaluating oral proficiency
were willing or able to participate. The fact that all test
evaluators and interviewers have not received the same
training may result 'in discrepancies and less than
perfect reliability in the evaluation results.

The Illinois State Board of Education is presently
engaged in the process of changing certification
requirements for Transitional Bilingual Education
Certification. Included in the changes are requirements
in coursework in bilingual education as well as
language proficiency. It seems, therefore, that this
Would be an ideal time to reevaluate the existing
language testing procedures and implement changes
which would ensure that:

a. certified bilingual teachers are available in
sufficient numbers in all languages,

b. the language ability of newly certified teachers
is sufficient to enable them to function in
bilingual classrooms, and

teachers who can function in bilingual
classrooms are able to paSs the testing criteria.

In addressing these issues, consideration must be given
to the questions presented in the opening paragraph of
this paper. Each of these issues will now be discussed
and suggestions made concerning implementation of
changes_in language testing procedures.
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Language Testinilssues and Implications

LAN6UAGE AREAS TO BE MEASURED

In order to convoy a sense of the elements of language
proficiency testing, Figure 2 includes a graphic
representation of the components of language,
Theorists conclude that language is composed of four
elements. They include: phonemes (sounds), lexicon
(vocabulary), syntax (grammar) and semantics
(meaning). These elements are communicato'd through
expressive and receptive modes and can be conveyed
through vocal or graphic channels. Tho testing of
language proficiency should measure all elements'
(directly or indirectly) in both modes arid both channels.

Thus la bilingual teacher carididate should be tested in
the areas of understanding, speaking, reading and
writing utilizing instruments which measure the
phonemic, syntaetrc7rtrxical and semantic elements of
language. Since these are usually integrated in
language use, separate tests need not be administered
for each area. However, instrumentation should be
analyzed to insure that all elements are measured4n the
total test battery. These procedures would insure that
successful candidates have an adequate sound system,
sufficient vocabulary, proper use of grammar and an
understanding and ability to convey meaning when
using the language. These characteristics are basic to
the'communication which is needed to be successful in
a bilingual education classroom.

Figure 2

COMPONENTS OF LANGUAGE

PHONEMES SYNTAX

LEXICON SEMANTICS



LANGUAGES TO BE TESTED

If a bilingual education teacher Is to be successful, s/he
must be able to communicate with everyone s/he deals
with. Since Interactions occur among monolingual

English speakers as well as persons who are
monolingual in the target language, the .bilingual
education teacher must be proficient in both languages:

Graduation from on institution whore a specific
language is spoken has not proven to be sufficient
evidence of a person's proficiency in the language used
in that institution. Similarly, college credits earned in
language courses, cannot verify a person's language
capabilities. The testing of language proficiency in both

languages utilizing valid procedures with valid
standards appears, at this time, to be the best method
of assuring thdt a potential bilingual education teacher
has the skills necessary to be successful in a, teaching

SituaitiOn. ,

-` LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY REQUIREMENTS IN
ENGLISH AND THE TARGET LANGUAGE t

The level of proficiency required in terms of minimu
standards should be determined separately in eia"
language. These levels should be based on the language

behavior expected in each language. Reading

requirements should be based on the difficulty levels of
the material the teacher is expected to' read in each
language.. Similarly, the different contexts in which the
teacher must speak English and the target language
must be taken intaconsideration when determining the
minimum oral proficiency level required. These

minimums can be determined separately through the
procedures described in a later section of this paper.

VARIATION OF LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY
REQUIREMENTS

A

The great shortage of bilingual education teachers that

existed in the early 197G's no longer exists.

Spanish/English bilingual programs for the most part
are able to hire qualified, certified personnel. A shortage
does, however, exist in some languages such as Hmong

and Laotian. The Illinois State Board of Edecation
should maintain an annual record of such shortages and
deem special status to those languages for which

teachers are scarce or difficult to hire. Special

temporary certification could then be granted to

qualified persons in these languages. A qualifier to this
certification wpuld allow for the teactier to teach only in

the target language until passing the regular certificate
examination. At .that time, individuals who did not
previously 'achieve the required cut-off score or above

would receive the appropriate credentials for bilingual

teacher certification.

CRITERIA USED TO DETERMINE LANGUAGE

PROFICIENCY

One of the most essential characteristics which all
testing procedures must possess is validity. "Validity
refers to the. extent to which the results of an evaluation
procedure serve the particular uses; for which they are

a

Intended: (Grohlund, 1976, p, 79), If the results are to be

used to datermina the ability of a person to function
linguistically In a bilingual classroom, then the criteria ,

should reflect the specific behaviors which are needed

to provide as accurate an estimate of future success as
possible. Testing procedures for bilingual education
certification purposes should attempt to evaluate the
candidates' language proficiency In relation to the
following:

1. 'Ability to read texts and reference manuals;
2. Ability to communicate with students, parents,

teadhers and administrators; .

'3. Ability to present oral instruction in a clear and

understandable manner;
4. Ability . to write to parents, %Wpers and

administrators; (
6, Ability to write original content for lessons.

The above criteria should be used in selecting
instruments and in establishing the total test battery.
Measures should be used to obtain an estimate of the

candidate's understanding, speaking, reading

writing ability within the social and educatlo 1

contexts in tkhich the language will be used. Although

actual observation of the candidate within these
environments would not be feasible, the content of the
instruments must reflect an adequate sample of the
universe of language' behavior required of bilingual
teachers.

SETTING THE MINIMUM LANGUAGE
PROFICIENCY REQUIREMENTS

Livingston (1978) described an eight-step procedure for
conducting an empirical standard-setting study. This
procedure can be outlined as follows:

1. Identify the behaviors to be evaluated.
.2. Identify valid meabures of those behaviors.
3. Ideritify judges qualified' to evaluate the-

performance Of an individual.
4. Select a sample from the population of persons

for which the standard is to be set.
5. Obtain evaluations from the judges.
6. Analyze the data and establish the probability

of error.
7. Consider the seriousness of the two types of

errors: passing a candidate whose performance
is inadequate and f a candidate whose
performance is adeq ate.

8, Establish the stands at a point determined by
the acceptable probability of reducing the two
types of errors listed in #7 above.

Language proficiency requirements in Illinois should be
established utilizing these procedures. The behaviors to
be evaluated are the language areas mentioned earlier
in this paper. Specific tests, including modificatiOn of
the FSI meeting the criteria listed in THE CRITERIA
USED TO DETERMINE LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY

section of this paper, should be identified and
developed. A group of judges can be identified which
are representative of all persons qualified to evaluate
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the adequacy of d Cant fiddle's language proficiency
These may include bilingual leachers: Coordiridlors.
prdicip,Ifs, education ripecirdlids 011(1 toddled framers
I kiwi' oi lli Iirdime in the lei iguage to be addressed

Test scores from the language measures selected can
be collected from a sample of potential candidates at
win of 'the present lusting sires. The data from this
sample can then he reedy/1rd frdloweit) the
acceptability pirlumehrd technique described by
Livingston (1978. These procedures determine the
probability of errors is considered scores Once the
seriousness of the two types of errors is P.Onsiciored and
an acceptable probability of error dotormined, this
information can be used to set the minimum cut off
scores for the various measures

Conclusion

ex The, state.of the .art of language proficiency testing for
bilingual teachei candidates is one which can be
characterized by diversity, flexibility and fluctuation,
The impact .of federal and state legislation which
ultimately dictates whether bilingual programs will be
mandatory or permissive greatly affects the status of

't4

bilingual education teacher Certification. Fluctuation in
public opinion which is reflecfbd by legialatiVe
manifestations contribute to the It n y changes that
have been experienced by slates Nine the mid-1970's.

Language proficiency testing for teacher certification is
developmental in most states. which combine One or
more variables to achieve the model best suited to local
needs. These variables include university coursework,'
English and target iangunge fluency. English and target
language literacy. and classroom teaching competenCy

In one state. lihnois, bilingual teacher certification has
changed considerably over the past several.years. and
combinations of the above variables have been
operationalized. Presently, efforts are underway to
reexamine certification criteria using a multicriteria
approach. Each state must look to its own requirements
and resources to determine the best certification plan.
However, a plan that inculcateS the language testing
issues discussed in this paper in response to the
questions found in the introduction would have
universal applicatipn for bilingual education teacher
certification.
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CURRIbULUM PLANNINOAND INdTITUTIONALIZI .,BIVINGUAL EDUCATION: .

, s . SOME RECENT DATA AND MARELS: ,', ';' '

. --- ,.. .,..o°
.. ,' 4. :',:

arclvBaecOer -.A*...,,,;; ;

.Univeroity'at.LinOoin'itenteir` NeW,; ork
. l-

.. .

;), While retrenchment and scarcity of Urces are ' , teacher train 1programs within institutions of higher
trapidly :changing the forrrial highe '`education -i.oucation (IH s)lar 1978-.1979 (Binkley et al., 19811, :.

!';:landscaPe,. the :process, f :institutt it'an i itile infoimation- of ,explariatory and useful value is
innovation such as .biling0 ki...edticatioki; 2 i in ,t:Vaiflibltto addresS', these two crucial questions: (1)rs
postfSecondary,:ad001160 's 419 in the ahead ..'' '.' hpirt-"`--;.41.--,(..4ticatPfactor(S) , influehce the.. process of,4

: needs CarefureXernination!Ba lik,(.1 &:103)::refers,., . stitOtional4iipn within an IHE?, and (2) HOw.:-Can the
to the consequences of eCono id. de '4-. e 144 'oeeSs of institutionalization endure in the period' of.

-AuSterity" Which.forCes us to'ask agai estrbn t e'siliArt/ austerity"? Based upon a variety of
What is the purpose of educetio.n?fn p t %Ti t apprlOathes employing literature- survey -materials,
the puypOseof teacher .'and \\prOfessiO edk sktetoorttlOts bOrrviied frorri educational change
progrars'. ;within formal higher, educat n.?'.A .1* -. theory ati:d.pUrrant conceptual frameworks, my paper

,,,PublicatiOn froNthe' Office of BilingUal Ucation.1 will den.'egte.a.nd suggest answers. to these important
'-' ':Minority Language, Affairs (OBENALA). tlefaa'yon , .,...:, issues 'periaininglo the past, present, and future efforts

the Myths.' Title VII and ijilingUal 7 EC/IOU ionin the\-:,-i-pt .institutionalizing bilingual education, Within higher
United. States poignantly charts the deolyiedf.federal q".::itidUtiat4)))....,;16:thi Paper, 7ipstitutibnalization" refers. to
support for Title V11.1?ilinqual progranis;':tor exatriple.1; V,:itiakk6cib706:uCati,. narprocess whereby committed and
since? 19P1, Federal support for basic rants,T.tralnihg ;i\ ..7'10-16011edltealile gerfiberS of the formal higher educatiOn

. grantsSand support services has plunge 41 ar6apt: ., :-.;::.ant4ris: itiOsily ;Couple and SyStematically integrate. 1

. sel4tted.iPn9perties of the field: or,bilinguel. education,
What .appears' to be happening today is cenar16 With thethe academic system Of the uni'yersityor colletje
'captured bsrlbahneider..(197fi,. p,' 162)in: he Unk 1 .... . 4 aJpitii-i6 isoeq* ,.purpose. of preparing bilingual,

,, .

and iii,'terpratatiCiri, of the 1974 Bilingua ,,v ,,3' profeisitinalk::and;.'sPe6ialists to -intelligently, and
as,On40 °I- vocutipn, reaCtioripo(r reform '.seKsitiVelirAervide language minority and majority

,
..:stuolentS.. 1?, ..,17

- ,- .. .....,
-,,,' Aree tionary, riiece Of lgielationwokrl :.,,.. -, . . , ..,(,...:t.,7,:?.;

Peef..i ne ';that' totally deleted th ;ISSUE ONE:;':Wiiat,. critical JaCtor. or factors influenCe

o'ro.gr. '' or , one which a dO 0.1 a,
'the proCess,ockUnstitutionalization within

.: :.'"AdrrinItt ation'S initial prdposal9f.fecith-r,-000 iFis?'
vII..40 ober ., qbiego r iO64., Pragriir-O:in* a \i,

.
., . ,Tilik::question has een a major conCern. of 08EMLA,

. special revenue sharing apOillOaci),"' trii-tha't. ,, 1 .

,?7,,,irtEsed:, inpartidu : directors of bilingual pddgrams.
instanCe .. the "onus .efor.: bigrigua4leptUral: ".,. aria; invOlved in bilingual programs since the first

.-,education prOgragi's wbUld hawer:been renNved ,. ,ladari:` grants' became available . to' post `secondary
',..frOM !,the Federal *goVerhinent.:-,z Since, Ifie.. "'institutions under the 1974 Bilingual. Education 'Act.

deCiSion on. the leVel.vol.'expeliditUreS.:for i.. ..., .

SeOtibn 723 of the 1974:Act provided the .impetus for
bilhoual-bicultutaf content would havebeerira: : 'the issue: '.1 ,.,-; .
Proposal to -meet. the problert of -the Iiiijitetl
EngliSh;Speaking not with 8,..bilingual-bicOtural
apbrdaOh, ."...66r..rrather ttith -0ilish-as 7a=

...-----, . .

sebond-langufge witii60 any mandated
t (Emphasiscultuiral Contenhasis ahead) ''

..-

AlthOugh:'.'SChneider.'S analVeis discou d this
reactio.naryesult.-in. the caSe.Of the 197
Educatiiih ACt.reC.6nt AdministratiOn's'
attempt. to convert Title... VII,

rhe:

into a blOCk\ grant," the
steadi/drop.'ri'..f0deralyfOrds,-:efforts to-and current
bilingual .education legiSlation' ibaker and do Kanter.,
1981), attest to 'the:.major. shift in .philosopiliCal and.-
prag,rnatio.,-eriiphases amongHimportant policy and

'decision makers.

With regard to the.4opic of this paper Curribulum
Planning and Institaibnalizing Bilingual Education.
the literature and research 'are praCtically nonexistent.
Except. for scattered papers and symposia at national
and regional conferences .See the bibliography for a
listing.); :and a recent desCriptive survey of bilingual
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_"(A).(i) training,,carried Out in coordination with
:'..any other programs training:, auxiliary

designededucational personnel, s (I) to prepare
personnel to participate in; or; for personnel

',,,,participating in, the conduct of programs of
education: ?including programs

:.:emphasizing -,,Opp6rfunities for career
deVeloprnent,., adVanCement, and lateral.
mobility, (II) to train teachers, administrators,
paraprofessionals, teacher aideS, and parents,
and (III) to train persons to teach and counsel
such persons, and (ii) special training :Programs'
designed (I) to meet individual needs, and (II) to
encourage reforner innovation, and iMpr,o.ye-
.ment in applicable education cUiriou*,in .

`gradUate education,. in the structure 67::'-ihe
academic prolession,.and in recruitment and
retention ,Of highef education and graduate:
school facilities, as related to bilingual
education,.. (Public Law 93 -380, Sec. 723, cited.
i4Schneider, 1976, (p. 218).





INDICAYORS OF PROGRAM INGTITIMONALIZATION
'(Adapted from Binkley et al., 1981)

COMMENT

. Administrators-actively support program.

..2:...Mbst_nonbilingual_faculty :have -positive. attitudes
toward prograrkor at least do not create obstacles
to institutionitlition.

Some faculty are supported institutional funds.

4. Some faculty are on tenure track.

Manifested though allocation of institutional
funds, tenure; formation of,, bilingual advisory
committees by , deans:. "brrnessional regard' in
which director and bilingual education faculty are
held in the IHE.

Although -administrator-support- is- more-critical-to ----
survival, negative attitudes of a large number of
nonbilingual.faculty can be detrimental; an area of
serious concern as formal higher education
"downsizes" in the years ahead.

3. & 4. Related, to indicator #1; more obvious indicator
of institutional commitment.

. Program is reported to continue in absence of Title
VII funds.

6: Program operation involves the efforts of several
brofessional staff and4s not dependent on one' or

. b/vo prime movers.

"Expressed' opinions are held opinions ";
administrators/directors report continuation of
program without Title VII funds.

., This point is debatable, depending upon the size of
institution anddegree to which program is coupled
with existing university structures. However, one or
two faculty members must be responsible for the
management of the prograM along with- its
academic quality.

. Program is compatible with established Degree tti;*hich program's goals correspond to
institutional' priorities: traditional "ISurposes of a university instruction,

research, service; likewise, state bilingual
education certification legitimizes the existence of
the program within the School of Education.

8. Enrollment levels would be high enough to sustain 8. Probably the most important indicatdr. of program
the program..: institutionalization. Level of Title VII of

tuition and financial sUpport at the institution,
geographic proXiMity of, competing Bilingual
Education, programs, andstate certification all
differentially infkience eadllment; another area of
consternation title VII support for training is
reduced,



Table 2

VARIABLES INFLUENCING INSTITUTIP,,NALIZiplON
(Carey/and Marsh, 1980, ppZ

Variable

Characteristics \Of thWOrOject`

1: The extent that thaproposal
includeS the innovation as
a n/aspept ofproject

2.. Proposal; eniphasizes
inStitutionalitation.,
of theihnovat,prisas goal.

3 the.inndvatibin :i highly
linterconnePt&with:other
project aCtivities
prect iceKi

The innovation is an explicit
goal for the project as
stated in the proposal.

Institutionalization of the
innovation is an explicit goal
for the project.

The innovation is highly
inferconectpd yvith Cher,.,.

prajeet43Ctiyities.

Chatacteristics Of the Instil

The ingitatiO.
highly if ilia id

flOhitptiOn4
iS.,a7rrierillSer Of

+...,96U 1 ty,

3 the
,ahc

.',.of

rojeat taff
tirejity4" Cj010*ht
.the jphitkaClk.witri
thepfc'ect

The innovation is not .

Mentioned not implied
in the project proposal.

Institutionalization is
not mentioned nor implied
in the proposal.

The innovation is not
connected to other project
activities.

Thekey institutionalizer is a
Vnber of the core project
staff.

The key institutionalizer is a
tenured faculty rriehiber.

Extensive staff time was given
to implementing the innovation
within-ihe ppject.

T;helarriatint of project staff
ffin14:03Yen.to institutionalizing
itieMbOOetion.: ,

?`.

Charge ristios of the Innovation

The irOvation is an adaption
Of innOCiation developed/created
outside the local setting.

:The:innovation is a tangible''i
product or program (degree
of transportability).

Extehsive staff t me was given
to institutionali ing the .'
innovation.

The key institutionalizer
was not affiliated with
the project.

The key institutionalizer
is a soft-money project
persdn on the tenure track.

Very little staff time was
given to implementing the
innovation 'within the project.

Very little staff time was
given to institutionalizing
the innovation.

The innovation came from outside
with no local revision.

The innovation is a tangible.
easily transportable product.

The innovatiOh Was entirely
locally develOped:-

,

The innovation is an amorphous
entity which would be awkward
to transport.



Characteristics of the Institution

The institutional leadership
wants tgLinsphitionalize
the innovation.

2 Colleagues value and want to
institutionalize-the
innovation.

3. The innovation does not
violate the turf of
colleagues.

The innovation has the
the promise of generating
significant levels of revenue.

5: "-The innovation is easily
tfansiated into the
adminisirative building
bloCksbfihe institution
(courses:programs',
credentials, departments):

Leadership provided funds,
extensive support, and
expressed strong interest
in the innovation.

Colleagues highly valued or
Wanted innovation.

No intrusion on existing
faculty's turf.

innovation more than pays
for itself When used by
institution".

InnoVation explicitly framed
in terms of IHE courses,
program,requirents or

Leadership did not provide
funding; no expression of
interest in innovatio.h (or
negative reaction).

Colleagues were neutral
or opposed innovation. *1

Extensive intrusion on
existing faculty's turf.

Innovation cannot pay for
its use by institution.

Innovation very, difficult
to translate into IHE
courses, program
requirements or

*credentials.

In a subSeiiieijtStUttnarey anclAsh (1989) use& a
-ii'step,WipegressiqrLanalysis,t6..Olerify the relationship
' "betweere titre .model's predictor variables; i.e.

characteristiciijaf the project and institution, and the
achieVeti leVgiqf institutionalization for each Teacher
Corps innovation. 14reir findings indeed Shedi-soine light
on the issue of critical factOris influencing educational
change..101)se four PredictOr.-Veriebles,/.atcCounting for
70% of the, variance, were stro4y,assoPitited,with
achieved level of. institutionalization."(The)(tre, listed
their order Of importance.)

1 Colleagues value and want to institutionalize
the innovation. .

2. The amount of project staff tinte given to
implementing the innovatiohwith the project is
important.
The institutionalizer is a member of the regular.
faculty.
The innovation iient,adaptation of innovation
developed/created 7.bOtside the local setting.
(pp. 38-39)

These resulti clearly indicate that each category of their
model --** characteristics of the project, of the
institutionalizer. of the innovation, and of the institution
-- made an independent contribution toward
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accomplishirig successful institutionalization. Among
the implications of their studies, these three stand 'out:,
(1) .themocess Of institutionalization entails a cluster of
factOrboRtthe innovation, the institutionalizer, and
the instinron. respectively, and neither one single
variable nor cluster of variableq. in their findings
explained the tote/ variance; (2) individuals interested
in increasio institutionalization car? manipulate these
variables _ some ass uraribe 'that levels of
institutionalizatiog: can be inciase& and (3) the
iinportilice of organizational 'f el in any effort to
innovate. e '4

Cr

,On the basis of this review.g the research and literature
pertaining6 to critical factoks that influence
institutionalketion within gn IHE, one can conclude that ,'
a combination of feactoks to be identified.
Although considerable overla , evident in the
models presented,' they all negate the fallacy of
conceiving of institutionalization as a single, valued

'process. Further, research is .necessary to empirid,ally
verify any aggregate of factors (See Note. fr. I

recommend that IHEs explore these critical factors
along with others not mentioned within their own
geographic settings, the .extent to which they; haVe
institutionalized it!eir bilingual programs. and wayS to
sustain "student enrollmentS in an era of economid
1183



decline. The latter remark leads directly into the next
issue of this paper..

4," I.

ISSUE TWO; How can the process of institu-
tiorialilation endure in the peri6d of the
"new austerity?"

This issue has many "angles" and "rough edges" to it,
e.g.. the attitude of institutional decision makers toward
the meaning'and effectivenss of bilingual education, the
beliefs of bilingual faculty concerning their role and
future within formal higher educatiOn the extent to
which. the Federal government will .downsize training
grants. in the next five years, how the State willrespond
to and advocate the need for qualified., .bilingual
personnel, and the images we have of schoolS and the
types of change that correspond to. each (Firestone,
1980).'The question also assumes that some form of

tlilingual education will persist, thereby raising the
stralegies.that xvAiJld 1)P.mPSL5,1-1.PPQ;stuj, e.g.,

./4mploxing a "cooperative" 'strategy, consolidating
current gaina.. appealing to private and corporate
funding authorities, etc.

While the issue ofe,whether or not bilingual education
will survive in po4-secondary institutions at, ap.rjh the

absence of Title Vll funds is an irnporfatitone,
ultimately, its retolution will depend up457n-'-:the

Commitment, capacity, and Competence of' -the
individuals who qilong to the institution.

hat steps. then, might be considered .to ma
r.

.
pFbcess of institutionalization that will, be a
the education of language minority and 'Etta
stadenta in this country? Since I do not ha'

coupled' Systems" connotes the degree of bureaucratiC,
heavily 'rationalized linkages that are easily located

within eh, institution, e.g., the bilingual teacher

eduCation;jotiiel.;" With its direCtors, staff and other
visible orgariOtional elements. Another positive
feature ,Of" this perspective is that it points out the
fallacy that institutionalization can follow traditional
models. of 'educational innovatioh. To this writer, the

image of "loosely ark tightly coupled systerris"

expresses the fluidity and structural stability that
characterize this procesS. Since 1975, the bilingual
faculty at Fordham has been 'successful "coupling"
with the College at Lincoln Center to establish an
undergraduate bilingual teacher education program:
with the Division of Administration, Policy and Urban

'Education 9f the School- of Education., to provide a

professional diploma program -for bilingual
administrators agsuperv&rs: with special education,

to develop a. bilingual speCial education master's
degree.,. with the DiVision of Psychological and

Educational Services, to establish a bilingual urban
schook'psychology prograrn;, and finally,' within the

Division: of Curriculum, and Teaching, to provide a. N.
master's degree in bilingual bicultural educatio he

concept of "fbosely coupled systems" allows one

on the "loOkout" for unexpected and pote
promising bonds: See Appendix A, "Fordham UniverSity

Higher EdUcation PrOgrams" for more information
.(justiz et al., 1980, pp. 157-160):

at is important about Step I is th4t.tr each

stitylona llier" make explicit
Alf) rsWrding of institutionalization along yvith

ignificant others" within the institution.

crystal ball that sok tpa,following paqace..
.Easy Ways to Gu -F"`if:S.teasional Occbatron'

in the Lean,Yearsc,, ..11o1)19.;:ilescribe some of

my oyvn though andn iitles!?ttla:t;cile gently make
sense of the ,t -`,Wiiic,h7t,,belorig;.! As
Firestone (19e iiiN LiS -'biiii.','Otight notii ..... .,ought
assume a univers#1, ,,._....:-fOr;-pranned change;

'projects must bktlitreti-ita--;t4SPeeilie:settiings in
_ hwhic,they will be used: Hopefully,'MY.ideas will assist,,

, .

readers in their own deliberations. The bibliography can
b'e,conSulted for other sources such as Arciniega (1980)

.,

and Carey and Marsh (1
.

981): I end these few
steps.(ho'fribrity given to the fl 14

Step I. View the process 'of in lization as an
adaptive socioeducational 'ocess'cOmbining
the bet elements of loosely id tightly coupled
systems within -the' academic System of the
institution. .4.

.In my opinion, this -view 'simply responds to Weick's
(1980. p;1) observatioh. that "parts of the organiiations
are heavily rationalized, but many parts also prove
intractable- to :.akialYsis through, rational..assumptions,''.
The image ortio8419"coupied systems captures the
latter whereby structures /elements' within the institu-
tions, e.g., bilingual eduCatior0 end. administratiOn,
preserve their own identity, uniqueness, and

separate, ' over a period of time. The irriageof.,"tightly

-P.AL:Secure approval: and
prograrn(s).

certification of your

BesideS legitirAiing:thelprodram within tisle instiftitiOn,
this step just might ;,assure future enrollments At
Fordham, we have reCentlY.,decided to "tightly couple

with the College,at Linceln'genter and therefore'ltd:'
initiate a four year liberal arts program with certificafi66:-.
in bilingual elementary education:' We've come to
realize, that bilingual education at the elementary level
is absolutely nece'ssary. My own research (Beecher.
1981, 1982)' and that of Cummins (1981) pertaining to

; the cognitive leancting styles of bilingual. children and
the develePrhental aspects of bilingual proficiency,

respectively; point the need for early bilingual
intervention in learning and augmentatione cognitive
styles. And one place to begin is at thwe-1F rvice level,
adequately and forcefully documented irbGaspar (1981).' , .

dealing with Hispanics and the U.S. economy , and the
Research Bulletin of the HispaniC Research 'Center
describing Hispanic American diversity (19£P).

Step III. Don't abdicate your role as bilingual educators v>
and leaders within your institution.
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Vist transformations Kaye been predicted for the
educational-system in the yeas ahead. While these
changes are inevitable and postibly beneficial, thereby
impacting. bilingual programs and their curriculum



Another indication that the IPT ignores characteristics
of L2 learners is the fact that language

itlevels Lim correlated 'grade 'levels: While it is possible
to correlate Lt. 1. 1 11111(pilge development with
his/her grade in SaoOl, such a correlation in the case of
the.. L2 learner does not reflect, the same amount' of
exposure to the language. A child who is a new arrival
and who is beginning to learn. Eriglish.n the' 6th grade
can not be expected to' have the same langu Age skills as
a .native, English7speaking child who is. i r`r 141 e same
grade. rurthermore, such -a system .fails f6' accurately
distinguish among L2 learners in the same grade who
may have differing amounts of expoSure to English due
to their'date.of arrival in the United States in the case of
older immigrant children, or due to- sporadic school
attendance in the. case of migrant children.

Construct Validity'

Dalton concludes that those data: validate the
constructs which state that language is developmental,
incremental and systematic. In addition, he data are
also said to validate the use of the IPT as a method of
assessing oral language profidiency through linguiStic
performance.

The fact that there is at strong positive correlation
between the age and grade in school of native Speakers
of English hardly seems to be a worthy subject for
research. Furthermore, one has to wonder why the
construct validity study was conducted and wha.t its
apPliCability ,ag a 'rationale for %Language-prOficiency
measure,,for L2 learners is. An even more basic problem
with the study is its definition of linguistic perforMance
whichis cornposed of vague generalities which are not

.,accurate. While language rit4y.be said to be systematic
and incremental in its development, one's linguistic
perforMance is not. Linguistic perfbrmance is a

The IPT has even more serious problems of a theoretical speaker's 'Use. of his/her linguistic competence
Lieture.irj,that. yvflikh it purports-.to ,_,_(uncilerly.iin knowledge of The syStem of a language) at
measure is not-clearly defined, N'hile the'lPri; Ta`biec1.4 any one tiMe.(66rialive" 'Speaker --of -a language,
as an oral language proficiendy test. the word mastery linguistic performance mayvary from one occasion to
is used interchangeably with proficiency throughout. the next due, to such factors as memory. diStractions,
The point 'is made that linguistic competence .must be shifts of attention, etc. (MgClay & Osgood, 1959;p.;24)
inferred from linguistic performance data and that the
.constructs which underlie linguistic performance and Language profiCiencymeasures,Aatteinpt to accuretely,_
:upon which the IPT is based are the following: a). measure one's linguistic competenceftipference,frp&,:
language is developMental; b) s incremental;' c) it is linguistic performance data whici-.1S variable. Due:t.4..,:
systematic: d) it is used to communicate in a social this fact a more germane constgict upon whicb00,..
context; and e) it involves -both receptive and measure a test for L2 learners is what is the nature of
productive skills (Dalton, 1E479, p',A-3). It is implied that ,cdrrirheniCative competence? What knowledge must
some. of the constructs. which underlie linguistic V4'one posseSs itt,erder to producergrammaticaily correct

,:'OerfOi-mance, as described by the author, are inherent in 'speech 'in siteatiorallyappropriate contexts? Such an
the IPT, due to its format. which places the. chtOd in a approach requires the!irticulatiOn and validation of the .

socialocial situation with the examiner w el* the tearner*Stages of language acquisition in the areas of
child must comprehend and produce p "491Y syritax;.; morphology, lexicon, phonology, functional
more difficult languagerrorn the child's riohses, ,e language and sociolinguiStic skills. A 9ontple.te-'4heory
his/her linguistic performance is evalOated an e level or. Corninunicative .compe.tence would / also have to
of language proficiency is determined" Dalt .6r.der--and weight items tp..jndicate which are the most
"Validation of the above constructs can be initrred if -z.--,,trUciat.forachieving inteOgibility in a language
the data generated through the (construct validity) %yerra theory has not been -fully developed to date,
Study demonstrate positive correlation with the age and 'researchers. in theareeof language testing are working

. grade of:the student and the IPT level resu4S7 (Dalton, toward tIpt end.,Federal and state regulations whiCh

1979,'p. tOeqtrnguage- proficiency testing for children in

The conglfUct validity .study was conklUcted- on: 364
Students in a suburban school district in California. An
analysis was made of the correlation between age and
IPT resillis on form Aand B of the English version of the
test The data were fUrther analyzed after excluding the C aontent

scores of NEP /LEP Students which res ted in a sample
:which waszcoMprised of native spec s of English or Content validity is the:464410 test dyers -a
L2 learners who were fluent speaker ,of nglish. The - representative.sample of behavior in the dohiairrto
Same procedures were follueLy'ed to de a correlation measurji:P.The IPT purports to measure, raiib,4

Mastery I* the areas of syntax, lexicon, phondlOgy.
morphology. 'comprehension aridOral expression 'an'd."-,s.:'

reports extremely high percentages of items which44.::
correspond to and measure each one. This stems from
the fact that test items were scored for all of the at;lotee,
categories'which could possibly pertain to a respbri
and not to those which are reflected in the IPT ScaAng
system, Ear 'example, the... item: 'Who is this"? which
requiresIhe student to supply the lexical item, t'eaC44-v

bi .-progra have caused great strides to occur in t'

the 4:1'..L n recent ars. UnfortunateN, the IPT doesnot,
1

ref 1,;'!,,iedett-te ry and suggested practices in the -'
field ''`'4C'''."

,.,

... - .

between IPT results and th:tudents' grade leYel. Not
'-..-'surprisingly, 'the study Obtained ,high positive

*. Correlations between IPT .results arid.11.,nd_ grade
level with high levels...of significanCdoh both forms, ;of
the test.

,---;Flaving shown that a strong positive correlation existed.
°, 'between the age and grade of native speakers.. of

En.glish nd language proficiency in their own language.

:8
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ABSTRACT

CURRICULUM PLANNING:
IMPLEMENTING PROGRAMS THAT WORK

Anne M. Kiefer
lOngual Education Service Center

provided for the scope of the change involved in the
program being designed and implemented, (See Figure
1, Berman, 1979.)

Using Berman's terms to summarizer they have not
provided a planned process of adaptive implementation
which would\ensti4e&ologram that worked.

The design and implementation of language assess-
ment programs involve professional staff in a complex
change process. Recent studies of program design and
implementation suggest procedures which would
convert that complex changh ptocess into a more
specific series of steps toward a goal. They also provide
a series of recommendations for program planners.

This paper will apply those recommendations to
assessment processes and the decision making.
involved in language programs for limited-English-
proficient students at a local school or district level. It
will make use of the theories mentioned above as well
as concepts of assessment procedures: effective
programs, inservice and staff. development, in addition.
to the core theories of language assessment which are
the. focus of this institute.

The summary will include a series of recommendations
for an adaptive implementation process 'which take
into account: the level of 'certainty involved in the
theories or technology of language assessment; the
ttyels of stability in the environment; the kind of
organizatiOnal structure (loosely or tightly coupled); the

vPliajfel of conflict among persons involved in the process
(contfir4,0VO:gbals' and means); and finally, the scope
of the change involved in'the new program.

INTRODUCTION

The, key to establishing programs , of 'language
assessment thatowork is to establish a flexible change
process of implementation before beginning to design
the program. . 411.

,
Prog,ra'rns of lariguage assessinent that "don't woik7.ara

k 'a .

thosewhich are totally-Oesigned ahead of time,*.itti,no
4 lirovision made for the process of change. TheY..:are.

programs that have -not allowed for the uncertainty and
amb4uity_involved in language learning and lar?guage
assessment theory and technology:Their planners have
not rhade provision for the conflict resulting from that
uncertainty 'nor from differing;- ideas on - teaching/

. learning processes, on evalua on and on instruments
are effective for asse sment...These- programs

have acted as if schools,, and sChool.systems are as
)tightly structured as arausiness organizations with
each unit.operating as a part of the whole. Thus they
have not,acknowledged educational organizations as
loosely coupled" (Weick, 1982), nor have they made
praivisions for the resulting best prbctices. The
"not-working" programs have not examined the context
of the environment nor its: .stability or lack of stability.
Finally, they have not. analyzed, acknowledged or.

10

Figure 1

MATCHING IMPLEMENTATION TO SITUATION

Situational Parameters, Implementation Approach
Programmed Adaptive

1. Scope of change minor major:

2. Certainty of technology ncertaior
theories (within ti

uncertain
(high risk)

3. Conflict over goals low high
or means

4. Structure of the setting tightly (coupled) lo'osely

5. Stability of the
environment

(BermVil, 1979)se: : . 6

In too mar4(5aseS; the programs that did not .wor ere
designed by one or two persons irfisolation, flirm6lated
under time pressuresimplemented in a,4grnent.Of a
school system or a part of a school buildiak given an
identity that confused or irritated staff and assigned to
persons unfamiliar with the total school environment
and the system's environment in the community. There
were no provisions made for flexible adaptation to
chaKging theory, technology. values,. opinions.
resources or methods. If you change -tiff perspedtive
on what,was just stated, you will recognize that what
was intended was an efficient, carefully planned and
precisely implemented program. But because it did not
take, into account all of the previously mentioned
variables, ii'became an imposed; resisted, attacked.
invader in the schOol system.

Since 1968, we have seen mounting conflict centered
around education for language minority children, We
have seen bilingual education attacked, resisted. and
condemned at all levels of both.education and society,
even though not in all situations. le 1968, few persons
were yet . aware of the scope of the change being
asked/demanded of the educational institutions in the
United States of America. There was no agreement
then, nor is there tsid the character of language

or the metlkis, and
tiV is; of course, tied

e differences and
the allocation of
t howeVer is only
.,

stable unstable

acquisition or as
:instruments to be
to many deep cult
to the powet lss
educational resourc
tangential to the pre



,,'''...

Figure 2

A
We ar only now be?priniffirto -realize how loosely
school systems,are coupled or tied to each other. We,

there re, do not have formulas fdr operating with such
systems, nor do we have an understanding of alit of the
implications of that kind orkganizational.Pattern. We
are only now learning matl'agement strategies to deal

with the instability produced by changes in the

environment where schools operate.
. . 0'41.

The remainder,of this paper will deteribe a process of
design and -.implementation., that takes the above
concepts mid uses them,res base for planning and
organizingranguage'assessment programs.

Ao

ho00
Theory' leo-1 Kiefer (after Berman)

PLANNING k511CHANGE

If we wantrours..to be one of the language assessment
Programs, that work, then welave a complex change:, .

process ahead of us. First, we will-have to-acknowledge-4.4'
all of Ihe variables involved. We cannot simply choose a

test and tell teachers to give it. Second, we will need to '3,,

collect inforination on the etliflionment in which the--?
'program will be implemented and the persons in that

, environment. Thirdir,WEA will need boih 'cdu'rade and
patience to live with uncertairity, keeping the assurance

, ambiguity are both forces- Ich can paralyze us into
"that =we''will become moert-ain. Uncertainty and

par

- inaction 'and/Or force ,us intdArbitrary pronouncements .

that*
Sy. there are certainjfigigs that we can c1C0402;;1,

:-implefiCkfit-language assessment-programs that vork..---
These":70ngs" are related io the following questiecris

andari0Vart of Planning clejripe. They establish 'the

environi-rignt and start the plarining,i-i-

2

1. Do we know the present status,of assessment
iP the system?
Do4m)movv 10)o .directs assessment and what
h ciiiieftiidii4 Ori'assessment theory?',

,,

at instruments are used?
. i .

.

2. Do we know how decisions on ,assessmiot.are
made? I., .4,

(A person? a committee? 'with withodeor
recommendations?)

3. I gi(age proficiency assessnient a major or
a minor change in this aspessment program?
Is there a form of langocalgi assessment being
used for another program? (Speech ,ppd

Language Prograric? Special .Educatio0
Reading?, Foreig rilanguage ?) ,fr

.-
4. How can we relate to anrkimake'use of the

'district program in our own planniR0

5. Who is involved in language teaching/
assessment for other programs?

6. What theorieS -of language learning are

generally accepted?,

7. How familiar are staff members with thqie
theories? With kinds of tests? With aspects'Bf
language that are assessed? With using test
data?

)

8. How familiar are staff members with language
and reading theories?



9. How much conflict is there among these
language people" about the tbeories of
language?

10. What are the various segments or units of the
school or system which would be involved with
the language assessment procedures?

11. How are these units related and 'how do they
communicate?

12. Is there a central committee to which new
programs need to be submitted?

13. What projections have been made on students,
languages, systems growth or decline, etc.? In
other words, what other changes are in process
or being projected?

14. What resources' are available? How much
money can be spent for tests? For training
personnel to Mister them ? For scoring,
grading, reporting and using the results of
tests?

It is possible for one perso' to sit alone in an office and
work out answers to t ese questions, then seek
information on the ar°dt yhich are unclear. It is also
possible and much more ective for a core group to
meet and analVie these questions, clarify and discover
common understanding of these concepts and, then
proceed to the next step: formulating a description of
the situation with a clear policy statement that directs
program development efforts.

<r-
Why wait until a prograin is in operation to discover
that you have a different concept of assessment than I
do; that you perceive different purp9ses. for an
assessment program than I perceive; that you know
more about the district assessment program than I do
and that neither of us has a clear picture of the staff
available to do the -assessing"? Even if you sit alone to
formulate a beginning to focus the discussion, you
need to verify your perceptions And check with
persons on their perceptiOns andp*pcopts. A progr
that works will have a .core-disension to initiate the
prodees of program design and implementation.

In the second step, this group can formulate a list of
further information needed as well as sources 'for 'Oat
information. The members of the group can establish
the process and time line for collecting this information
and fitting it into the total design process.

It should be obvious that one necessity is, time: time for
g -and clarifying, time for research, time for

analyze g, time ?for deciding and time for training..One
of the ost effective ways to u e time is to spend it at
the ou et to make the process c ar. We may not know
what we are going to do, but we ally are clear on ho
we are going to do it.

THE PLANNING PROCESS

The key to effective implementation is a process-that ,

allows for and encourages an adaptive process of
change. The first step in that process is designing the
process Itself. The chart on the following page (Figure 3)
outlines the steps which should follow that initial
discussion. Each of the steps will be discussed and then
applied to a sample development's of a language
assessment program. (It Can be mentio d here,,that
this is' a devefoProental,prOcess.that in ect has now
end. A policy may the osi IA°
iirst 9pe considered. Wit INA:f P8ItYttelMaini IS' step
tOvytifOpie ,j5npirimeruitign\ refinement of the
original;,'

Change needs to be considered as an ongoing
develcorental prdcess of increasing precision and
refinerirent inpolicy and program.

Policy Development

A policy statement is a formulation of a consensus of
the group on a particular response to a problem or
condition.

Example:

Problem: We do not know how nor when to initiate
readlit 'instruction for language minority
students.

Policy: All incoming first grade language minority
students will be given an assessment of
oral language -proficiency to determine
which language provides a skills base for
the reading process.

Figure 3

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT FOR CHANGE

1. Policy Statement Total Staff Consensus

2. Program be§itife Cornr7A4 task Force
Staff Input

3. Implementation. Manager Following Design

4. Evaluation Total Staff Following Design

5. Conclusidns Total Staff Consensus Decision

6. Revised Policy Total Staff. Consensus Decision



At this stage we acknowledge. that we do not have the
experts who can tell us with certainty that we have
made a perfect choice of response. We cannot oven

sure that wo have made the bast choice. We know that
there is controversy over the relationship between oral
skills and literacy skills. We know there is no cartainty.
that we will not change the policy when we have
accumulated more information on the students and.
more skill in asseSsiing language and predicting reading
success, We can prevent sudden and arbitrary changes
of policy and program by establishing regular times for
evaluation. We can be sure that we have agreed upon a
course of action that seems to start us in the direction
of clear and careful planning for the instruction of
children. We also know that the policy will be reviewed

after a stated length of time and after carefully
collecting facts about what happens to the students.

'44.

-The- review- will -enable -us - tO,:re-decide with more
precision. This is in no way an experiment. An
experiment is designed to see if something works or
how it works. What we are doing is acknowledging that
information, on language is exploding along with all
other categories of information. It is no longer tioSsible
to know all there is to know before we make a decision.
(One of the current problems is that language research

was not available to today's teachers at, the time they;,
were being trained. Since 1950, and especially in the
last ten years, we have profited from many persons'

efforts to learri' exactly What language i5 and how we
acquire it.)

A consensus, therefore, on what course will be folibwed
is the first step in the process of seeing how a program
that will enable us to teach/learn more effectively.can
be developed. We can be paralyzed in our efforts'if we
expect to know beforehand everything that we will
know after the program is implemented.

(A side note: we have to trust ourselves aspro essionals

to discover what the questions are and to seek from the
"experts" answers for what we know are ourquestions.)

Policy determination is best done after clarifying all the
concepts and coming to a consensus decision' of the
persons involved in the program.

Design
--°1-

This process, however, seldom works for the next task.

The discussion and consensus-building, decision-
s flounAftorhen a group tries to 'design

the implementatiOariltreVethition steps to see that a
policy becomes eperatisoi To'haiie:_e task force of about

five persons recekiie:rAireetitirikftm the group (A list of
NioakC.h out foci"please irKleile;" "don't," etc.) before
ileginnipg the PikWilllifrect .efforts.

Back to the sample a Ste might give the following
tasks to the group:

DoPlan for multiple language groups, not just
Spanish.

Do Provide both pre- and post-tests.

Don'tUse norm-referenced tests.

DoProvide inserviCe to all staff,

Do--:-Check with the Director of Pupil Personnel
Services for a representative to review the
design.

DOBe finished by July 1,

etc.

This way the task force hetrs.ahead of time what the
group will be looking for in the final review. (Few groups

seem to be able to identify all these points ahead of
time, but theta -Will usually be a sufficient number of
"Caveats" to provide direction for the _ task. JorOal

Projects that "don't .work" find that the long hours of
designing a program can be wasted, and the staff
frustattect, if their project is sexprely changed by the
committee revieW.. All members knowthet they need to
be flekible avid respond to criticisms-and suggestions,
but the "do's and don't's" can ,focus their time and
efforts to prevent some of the frustrations.

The sample again: A, design. nap all the information:
Who is going to do what to whom, when, where and
with what. It will list the personnel, the resources and
materials, the process, the persons involved, the dates,

the person or persons responsible, the locations, and
the questions which will direct the collection of
information for the evaluation. It will, most of all, be
aimed at providing a process to solve the original .

problem: Will this design for implementation and

evaluation provide us with a way to decide on the time

and the language in which to initiate reading

instruction for language minority children?

DATE TIME

July 30
Aug. 15
Sept, 2

Sept. 10

Sept. 20

10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
2:00 p.m.

GROUP

Inservice Staff
Inservice Testers
Awareness Session

9:00 a.m. Begin speech and
fariltuage screening.
Evaluation report on
screening: tow many
screened. how many
identified as needing
testing. etc.

STAFF RESPONSIBLE

Program Manager
Program Manager

Manager & Staff
All Secondary Staff

The complete time line/action plan will lead to a
formulation of all the resources, both personnel arid.,

materials, that will be needed to implement and
'evaluate the program. The design, therefore, needs to
antic/pate problems in all aspects of implementation

, and evaluation. When the design is completed to the

satisfaction of the task force, following the -
specifications of the staff, it goes back to that staff for
finalizing, then to the program manager to begin.to
make it happen.
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C-IirpjamentatIon and Eyaluatlob

As a transition,- to stkpree., -implemeaation, one
manager toldnie that he Triedto iifie'tfieexact language
of the design and policy for training, for awareness
sessions, and even for the necessary reports. ,.Thus,
feedback could be coded to certain sections of the
design and used for 'kith formative and summative
evaluation of the prograM,

Remembering the sample again: We atm the
implementation at the original problem; decisions heed
to be made on initial rading instruction, Our program
,t:if evaluation, our °choice of test .instruments, 'our
training of the testers, our analysis Of the test results: all
should provide us with facts that can clarify tho
decision on reading. Implementation (operationalizing
and institutionalizing the design) also operationalizes
the evaluation process. For. even though implemen-
tation is listed as step three and evaluati,kn as p four,
they are concurrent processes. In addiflon, they are
both now a matter of taking the design and seeing that
it happens.

Our evaluation will begin with the question: Do we now
have sufficient data for decisions? If the answer is yes,
continue and refine the process. If no, why not? What
have we learned about the instruments, the aides giving
tests, the reading series, the opinions, values and
attitudes of the personnel that will enable us to refine
the original policy.or the design? The sample again: we
might find that:

Those monolingual in another language may
not have a sufficient language base for reading
in either language.
The tests we have chosen do not provide what
we need.. Some native speakers of'English do not have a
sufficient langtuage base for reading.
We did not sufficiently train those who .
administered the tests.

Ira other. words, we wills able to pinpoint Jae reasons
why. we still need more information on students to
'adapt, the design or the policy. We nowa have an

, alternative to .5c4apping the procedure Ind either
returrlioli to thia former arbitrary decisions or
frciundefing with randbm'atterhpts, to discoVer "what
went wrong."

y
We may discover that the policy ie correct and
implementation irieffectitieorthat-the implementation
went well' but the evaluation_ information was not.

11 syStematically collected, recorded and. analyzed. In
encAiTihroireat;jon in a useable

format to...liateterAneho'a-aactitist to the results of the
} evaluation:'

Summary

To "make prograrna'wOrt," wo:nOtti

--. to onticipate,
pl'ql
InVostiga
wVt5ale,

. -
and Id be flexible in all the proCesses without being'
arbitrary and/or, casual in our decisions. We should. ;
have a program that works in our own termst:we
why we are doing what we are going; hoW we are doing .

it: who .did or did not:do what: and the opinipns anG
reactions of those involVed.

I
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We will be able to describe:

-- the scope of the chiltage Wei-projected and the
change we'accom kited,

'- 'ihe amount Of cq a.L er gdalS and means,
the organizati..,-; or setting in which
the program ex
the stability
the eertallt ainty 'of the theories and
technology-in v

v.-0T

This collection of paPe 4iftahaly adds to your general
understanding.., of ..1=g;,att,,,of tOse theories, as

uncertain to say, the I:: .carkt conflicting to say a little
more. Perhaps kn. 47:t.: how we will work can provide a
compensation for,...me uncertainty involved in the exact
content of what we need to do. Perhaps a definite. but
flexible, change process can direct our efforts to
deferrnine and refine what needs doing.

APPENDIX

Appended to this article are two drafts of the results of
the process of planning. Patricia. Chamberlain of the
Illinois Resource Center in Arlington Heights shared
what is being developed by a staff in a lodal district. The
charts are examples of the increasing precis ionthat can
be obtained in describing exactly wharwill be done and
how. The samples provide a demonstration of how the
group understanding grows and how the myriads of
details involved In 'a program' begtn to organize
thernselves in a ktkb,that supports and encourages
implementation. :,'

There may be a'third draft and a fourth draft-as well, as
the knowledge thatsubject to both formative and
summative evaluation, the "final form" need nevertand.
may never be developed.

c



POLICY

Students will be identified
by the Home Language
Committee

APPENDIX
DRAFT #1
July, 1982

ENTRY/EXIT PROCEDURE

DESIGN

All entering students
will complete the Ilorne
Language Survey form

Children should be given-.
an English 'language .;
proficiency test.

Children wit bb, en.
the LanguigiAseaseteen t
Scales in English It-8).

- Children (4.6) will be
given either the LA$ pr
a language-sample reking
system.

, . )
i ..

IMPILEMENTATION EVALUATION .
,

Students That answer a
language other than English
Iv questions 1, 2 or 3
wilt be screened further
via testing and observation.

Ail pre-school achieve-
mentdafe will be reported

receiving teacher.

Students must achieve a .

level _4 proficiency to exit
the bilingual program.

Children should be
given.an achievement
test in English.

Children will take the
LABS:

Children will take the
SAT (where possible).

Students must achieve
the following on English
achievement tests to' '
exit the bilingual prOgi.am:

70% or above on LABS or
2/3 at or above district
norms on the SAT.

4

A falow-up evaluation
will be conductdd twice a
year as part of teacher/
principal meetings.

Placement decisions will
be made by b building
committee.

All children in bilingual
programs should be
tested in .native
language:

The Commit tee will consist
of the bilingual teacher,.
principal, the receiving
teacher, parents and other
informed participants.

Children (1-8) will be
tested using the Language
Assessment Scales in
Spanish, if appropriate.

All children will be
tested using the
California Test of '
Basic Skills ICTBS)
Spanish.

Children will not
be tested using the
Boehm test of basic
concepts.,

Children-D-3/%4611
be tested using the
Santillana Reading
tests.

Placement may include,bi-
lingual program, all ErIgilsh
program, ESL only, Title!,
Special Edu cation referrals,
others.

°Children will be tested
in the spring of each
academic year.

Preschool students
will be tested.
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POLICY DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION EVALUATION.

Lincoln, Paul Revere,
Whittier, Greenwood,
Greenbriar, and Kerr
Schools will house
bilingual programs.

Pull-out: Bilingual
teachers will receive
an aide if they
teach more than 3 grade
levels.

a,

Lincoln will adopt an inte-
gratedmodel. All other
schools will adopt a pull-out
model.

A job description for
bilingual teachers will
be written.

(For pull-out programs)
Schedules will be developed
cooperatively by the
bilingual teacher,
classroom teachers, the
building principal and
the administrator of
bilingual program.

Teachers in both the
integrated and the pull-
out models will hive planning ,

time as designated by the
Professional Negotiations

,Agreement.

Principal may provide up to
60 minutes per week release
time for pull-out teachers for
testing, conferencing and
translating.

Level 1 & 2 bilingual
students (1-8) will
receive 150 minutes
per day of instructional
time in the bilingual
program.

This inludes native
language in reading,
language arts, science,
social studie, math:
and tSL instruction:

The Santillana Reading in
Two LanguagesSeries
in Spanish will be adopted for
grades.K-4 for reading.

The Santillana EGB Sond,
Series Will be adopted for
grades 5-8 for reading and
language arts.

Other eligible students
will receive a minimum
of 90 minutes per day -

of instructional time
in the Pilingual program.

Content areas will be
taught in native language'
based on individual
needs.

The selection of supple-
mentary materials in science
and social studies will be
made at the fall bilingual
monthly staff meeting.

S

Addison-Wesley's Math
in Our Wor /dwill be
adopted in Spanish for
grades 1-8 for math. .

-1-Scott Foresman /Like
English will be adopted
for ESLinstruction
in grades K-5.

The seleCtion of supple-
mentary ESL.materials for
grades K-8 will be made
during the monthly bilingual
meeting.

'Additional money should .
be made available for
language/experience sup-
plies and activities
for grades K-8.

;Formal reading instruc-
tion will bedgiven,
in the student's
str ger language
coillhitive.



POLICY DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION EVALUATION

New bilingual staff
will be trained to work
with the limited-
English-proficient
students.

Training will be provided
in the following areas:
bilingual/bicultural
education, district
and state policies
and prodedures, and
district bilingual cur-
riculum.

. Training will take place
two days prior to the
opening of the school.

The bilingual staff will
meet once a month during
the school year.

The bilingual administrator,
bilingual staff and princi-
pals of bilingual buildings
will be. invited.

A basieskills curriculum
in Spanish language arts
will be developed,

October 4 Institute Day will
be designated as a work ses-
sion for bilingual teachers
to begin curriculum develop-
ment.

An ESL curricUlum Will be
developed.

Report cards will be re-
vised.

, Two sections will be added
to the existing report card:
Spanish language arts and ESL

NONBILINGUAL PERSONNEL

POLICY DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION EVALUATION

Nonbilingual personnel ,

will be provided with re-
. sources and information re-,.

garding the bilingual pro-
gram and student.

Two copies of Handbook for
Classroom Teachers of I,EP
Students will be dissemina-
ted to each building with
LEP students by the project
administrator.

Materials for LEP students
to use in the nonbilingual
classroom will be made
available to'all staff mem-
bers.

The selection of resource
materials will be made at
the fall bilingual staff
eeting.The materials
will be housed in the
Learning Media Centers
at each building. -

Administrators and nonbi-
lingual staff will be'pro-
vided inservice on trilingual
policies and procedures as
soon as possible during the
82-83 school year.

Bilingual materials avail-
able in individual buildings
'Willbe combined and housed
in the LMC.



JC
APPENDIX
DRAFT #2

Septerriber, 1982
POLICY DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION

to

Lincoln, Paul Revere,
Whittier, GreenwoodAreen-
briar; and Kerr Schools will --

house bilingual programs.
, .

Lincoln will adopt an
grated model. All other
schools will adopt a pull-
out model.

Pull-out
Bilingual teachers will re-
ceive an aide if they teach
more than three grade levels.

A job description for bilin-
gual teachers will be written.

a°

(For pull-out programs).
TeaChers in both-the inte-
grated and the pull-out
models will have planning
time as designated by the
Professional Negotiations
Agreement. The bilindual
program administrator will
.monitor compliance.

Schedules will be developed
cooperatively by the bilin-
gual teacher, classroom
teachers. the building,prin-
cipal and'the administrator
of the bilingual program by

Principal may Provide up to
60 minutesperweek release
ti_

_

me for pa out teachers
for testing. conferencing
and translating.

Formal reading instruction
will be given in the
student's strongerfanguage
cognitive.

Level 1 & 2 bilingual
students (grades 1-8) will
receive 150 minutes per day
of instructional tirrie in the
bilingual program.

The-Santillana Reading in
Two Language Series in
Spanish will be adopted for
grades K-4 for reading.

The Santillana EBB Seoda
Series will be adopted for,
grades 5-8 for reading and
language arts.

Students will receive first
language instruction based
on need in order to provide
for cognitive growth.

Instruction includes native
language reading, language
arts, science, social
studies, math. and ESL

,
Oth r eligible ,students will
recei e a minimum of 90
minutes peiddy of in-
structional time in the bi-
lingual program..

The selection of supple raen-
tary materials in science nd
social studies will be made
at the fall bilingual month-
ly staff meeting..

Addison-Wesley's Markin
Our Wor/dwill be adopted
in'Spanish for grades 4-8
for math.

*

Scott Forespan / Like
English will be adopted f6r
ESL instruction in grades .

K-5. .

The selection of supolemen-
, tafy ESL materials for

grades K-8 will be made
during the monthly bilin-
gual meeting.

Additional money should be
made available for lan-
guage experience supplies
and activities for grades.
K-8.
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POLICY DESIGN IMYLtMtIN4 I Hi 'vim

.Klew bilingual staff will be
trained, to work with the
limitep-Eriglish-proficient
students,

Training,will be provided in
the following areas: bilin- -

gual/biCultural education.
district and state policies
and procedures, and district
bilingual curriCulum.1

Training will take place
two days prior to the open-
ing of the school and be,
provided by. (person).

The bilingual staff will
meet once a month String

.the school year.

The bilingual adriiinitratoy
bilingual staff and prin-
cipals of bilingual build-
ingS will be invited.

A parallel bilingual curri-.
culum will be developed to
ensure. a sr000,th transition
frbm The bilingual program.

A basic skills curriculum
in Spanish language arts
will be developed:

An ESL curriculum will be d
veloped. (See attached sheet)

October 4 Institute Day will z

be designated as a work
session for bilingual teach-
ers to begin curriculum
development.

Report cards will reflect
the bilingual curriculum.

Two sections will be added
to the existing report card;
Spanish language arts and
ESL.

The additions will be made
by (person) by (time).

STEPS TO DEVELOP AN ESL CURRICULUM

1. Clearly define levels:

Example , Level 1 1. Understand very little spoken English. but can distinguish some words/phrases.

2. Can label certain concepts: i.e., book, door, etc.

Assign percentage of time devoted to four skill areas by level.

Example

a

Level)
Beg. End

Level II
Beg. End

Level III
Beg. End

level IV
Beg. 'End

Level V
Beg. End

Listening 90% 50% .
70% -0,50% 60% 40% 40% 20% 30% 15%

Speaking 10% 50% 30% '60% 40% 60% 40% 60%

Reading ;0% 30% -15% 35% 20% 40% l( 25% 45%

Writing- 10% 25% 15% 30% 20% 40%

Levels) and II should sperid more timeon listening and speaking.
Levels III and IV should spend a little more time on reading and writing.

3. Brainstorm for topics (survival) and then think of one language experience activity for each topic.

4. Brainstorm and-assign topics to different levels ensure that the topics are spiraled throughout levels (when

appropriate).

=- Forekample: Level I: Greetings and Leave Taking Language Experience = have kids line up outside of

room and walk in one at a time. Each one should say hi hello, how are you, etc.

5. Go back, brainstorm and think of appropriate language that fits the situations (tonics) and functions.
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NONBILINGUAL PERSONNEL

POLICY DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION EVALUATION

Nonbilingual personnel
will be provided with re-
sources and information re-
garding the bilingual pro-
gram and students.

Resource materials will be
available in every bilingual
building.

Two copies of Handbook for
Classroom Teachers of LEP
Students will be dissemina"-
ted to each building with
LEP students by the project

,administrator by (date).

Materials for LEP students
to use in tht nonbilingual
classroom will be made
available to all staff mem
bers.

The selection of resource
materials will be made at
the fall bilingual staff
meeting. The materials will
be housed in the Learning
Media Centers at each build-

.* ing. (Personlwill be respon-
sible for implementation.

Bilingual materials current-
ly available in individual
buildings will be combined
by (personland housed in

4 the LMC by (time).

%

Administrators and nonbi-
lingual staff will be provi-
ded inservice on bilingual
policies and procedures as
soon as possible during the
82-83 school ,yea r.

A committee of staff re-
presentatives will be
formed to review the bi-
lingual program policies,
procedures. design and.i,m-
plementation.

The committee should have
representatives from the

',bilingual program, the non-
bilingual staff, the admin-
istration and the preschool
program.

The committee will meet one
week in June. It will re-.
convene in November and May.

A bilingual program manual
will be developed by Septem-
ber of 198.2 by (people)

Parent are critical to
st is chool success.

Bilingual records Will be
accessible to authorized
Personnel.

The Parent Advisory Council
will meet publicly a mini-
mum of three times per year.

Bilingual Census data will
be housed in each bilingual

d
building.

District personnel as well
as parents should be in-
formed of meeting dates.,

The bilingual teachers will
keep the information. Data
will be collected (time)by
(person).

A bilingual student informa- -
tion sheet will be main-
tained in the temporary
cumulative record file for"
each student considered for
or placed in the bilingual
program. (See attached
sheet.)

Each teacher will maintain
up-to-date records on the
students in his/her class.
The program administrator
will monitor compliance.

,A part-time bilingual pro-
ject director should be
assigned/hired for super-
vision of the program.

r--

Parents should be inser-
oviced on a regular basis.

Topics for parent education
should include: Bilingual
Education in Two Languages,
The District Bilingual Pro-
gram, and How to Help Your
Children at.Home.

Meetings should be held
quarterly.
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SCHOOL DISTRICT #130

Bilingual Student Infocmation
(to be filed- in s'tudent's temporary record)

I

Name Birthdate, Referral date

Address
Phone

Language Survey . Parent ate

Teacher_ Date

Kindergarten Assessment/Evaluation InformiFttn:

YEAR

GRADE 1 2 3 4

SAT Total Reading/GE

SAT Total. Math/GE

SAT Total Auditory/GE

LABS (% C/M) or
LABS Survey Test %

. -

English Language Proficiencyjest

Test
Proficiency Level Date

Test ProficicyLevel 1. Date

Test Proficiency'Level Date

Native Language Aca emic Testing:

Date
Pretest 1 2 3 4 5 6 7V 8

Reading Test

GE/
Score

Math Test

GE/
Score

'-210-
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tsossment Committee Conferences

t.
Date.

In Attendance

RecomMendations:

/

Date.

In Attendance

ft

Recommendations:

4 .0

Dkte

In Attendance

Reccimmendations:

-

>

4

J

O



POLICY

Student's hove language
,vill be identified upon
entry:

Students should be.give.n
teSts in English to de-
termine theirjevel of
functioning in an all-

k English program.

uT3

.DESIGN

, ENTRY /EXIT PROCEDURE

IMPLEMENTATION EVALUATION.....

All stude110 will complete
the Home Language Survey
(HI2S) form upon entrance.

ti

HLS will be reviewed tSy
(persbn) The (person)will
assure the completion'of the

form by (date).

Students that answer a Ian-
',page other than Englishto
cfuestions 1. 2. or 3 will be
screened further via testing
and observation within (time).

,Students should be given an
,English language proficiency
test.
Students will be given the
language Assessment Scales
in English lgrades 1-8).

Students (ages/I-6) will be
given either the LAS or a
language sample rating system.

Stlidents should be given an
achievement test in English.

Students will take.the LABS.

Students will take the SAT,
where possible.

Students must achieve a level
4proficiency to exit the.bi-
lingual program,

. Level 4 proficiency alone is
not sufficient for program
exit. Students will be
tested by (person)within

.

J

The tests will be adminis-
tered by (person)on (date).

Students must achieve the
following on.English achieve-
ment tests to exit the bi-
lingual Program:

70% or above on LABS or
2/3 at or above district
.norms on the SAT.

Test data will be reviewed by
the committee within (time).

A follow- evaltation will
be conducted twice a-year as ,
part of tOkher/principal
meetings. Is the studlnt
functioning at or above grade

.
level in English?

A committee should be formed
to review all placements to
ensure educational appro-
priateness.

All students in bilingual
programs should be tested
in native language in order
to have diagnostic incorma-
tion regarding ctinceptual
development.

Placement decisions will be
made by .a building committee...

.611102.

Students grades.(1 -8) will
be tested using the Language
Assessment Scales in Spanish,
if appropriate.

All.students will be tested
using the California Test of
Basic Skills ICTBS) in Span- -
ish,

Students will not be tested
using the Boehm Test of Basic

Contepts.

Studentearades 1-3) will be
tested using the Santillana.'.

"Reading tests.

The committee will consist of
the bilinguarteacher, the \
receiving teacher, principal,
parent and' then informed
parlicip`ants.

Placement may include bi-
lingual program), all-English
program, ESL only, Title I,
Special-Education referrals,
others.

The committee will 'meet
(when).

Bilingual teachers will test
program students in the
(spring of each academic
school year.

New students will be tested
by (personlwithin (time)
of entry.
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\POLICY DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION EVALUATION

..Preschoql students will be
tested using the (test)

4 . (when)

All preschool achievement
data will be reported to/14e
receivingieacher by the
syding teacher (at the end
of the school year)

The preschool teacher will
administer the test and
record the data on the
student information sheet
(when).
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,,,,NWABERS'AND NEEDS: ESTIMATING BIONGUAL EDUCATION POPULATIONS

. ...

I Dorotpy WaggOne1r, Ph:D.
Wagner and'Associates

Washington, D.C.

Introduction

A variety of estimates of the numbers of ranguage
minority children who need or might benefit from
bilingual education programs has been put forward in
the years since the first federal bilifiguaj education
legislation was passed in 1068. These estimates have
y'arying c.ources and varying degrees of reliability. They
describe populations defined in various ways. They
respond to different concepts of the benefits of bilingual
education. This paper discusses some of these
estimat.e/ ft describes, in particular. the issues
underlying the 3.6 mrlliQn estimate resulting from the
178 Children's English and Services Stydy (CESS). the
minimum of 34 million based upon findings from the
CESS applied to th'e 1980 Census results both
responding tip the definition in the Bilingual Education
Act and the less thana million to 1.5 million est,imate
of the Department of Education's Office of Planning,
Budget and Evaluation -10PBE), originally developed in
connection. with 'the Department's Proposed
Regulations for compliance with national origin
nondiscrimination Lau compliance. It sets forth the
implications cif the published estimates on language
minority children' from the 1980 Census and the
relationship of those estimates to the limited-English.-
proficient ch'ilr4ren defined in the Bilingual Education
Act. It affirms the need to support the present*definition
.of the target group in the Bilingual Education Act so
that.all limited-English-proficient Flildreri may continue
to,be served and so that the advantages of integrated
programs and of bilingualism for minority and majority
children in the wider society may be realized.

There were in 1960 about. five, million' persons 'of
school age'(6-18) in the United States who had a
non-English mother tongue. It is reliably estimated
that over three million of this group did .in fpct
retain the use of that tongue . The situation is not
known to have changed notably since 1960. These
are the children we are concerned with; plus
another`rnillion or so in the same category under six
years of age and soon to enter the schools. They are
necessarily arid. unavoidably bilingual children.

Bruce Gaarder, U.S. Office of
Education, testifying before Senator
Yarborouit's Special Subcommittee
on Bilingual Education, May 18, 1967

4 (Andersson and Boyer 1970:1, 49-50) -,

According. to the 1970 Census, about five million
4,imingsters..in this country conic Kim homes in

IIwhich the language generally sp ikenas something
other than English. A-numbvr o these youngster;;

istl,:ak Etnglish, of 'course. but .estimates based on

L

recent samplings in several States are that between
1.8and 2.5 million others need bili2671qducation.

Article in American Education. July
1974 (U.S. Office.of Education, DREW)

An estimated .2!1 million children with limited-
English language proficiency aged 5 to 14 were
living in the United States in the spring of 1978.
This number represents 63 perCent?of all children
aged 5 to 14 yeaTr-living in households where a
language other than English was spoken. In

addition, there vyere estimated tote.as many as 12
million children of limited-English proficiency who
were younger or older than the study group but
who were also of schb:ol age.

Josue Gonzalez announcing the results
of the ildren's English and Services
Study at he 1979 NABE conference
(NABE New . June 1979:1)

In these proposed rules. the Education Department
addresses one of the most serious barriers to equal
opportunity in education. It- proposes standards for
teaching students whose primary language is not
English and who have limited proficiency in

English. The number of these students is'large and
growing. Estimates by the National Institute of
Education and the National Center for Education
Statistics place the "number of limited- English-
proficient school-age children at over thee and a
half million.

Proposed Lau RegUlations, U.S.
Department Education. August .5.
1980 (FederatRegister..52052-53)

We believe that the number of children whose
opportunities to. benefit from education .are
curtailed by dependence on a non-English
language is almost' certainly not more than 1.5
milliOn and possibly lessthan 1 million.

Robert E. Barnes, Office' of Planning,
Budget, and Evaluation. Department of
Edtrcat ion, in the draft final report "Size
of the Eligible Language Minority
Population"(Septernber 25. 1981)

In 1980, one out otyloyery ten persons (5 ,fears old
and Over) reported speaking a language other than
English at home . Well over one 'half' million
school-age children . Min speak a foreign
language, at home characterized their ability to.
speak English as "not well" or "nut at all"
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students ir, t, titidet, the
A,-.t

argue that students vvin proticienc'y finite t in

buththeir .native Iayguage Emil English w.itild riot
be effectively served by native language

Article. in Educ-arion Week, June 9.
1982 (F-cAter and Matzke 1982 6)

Back of tfuise differences in esomates"are a fturnber of

issues and implicatioio There T: the issue of the
definition of the group whOse size is be''tg estimated
There is the issue of who needs special programs, such

as bilingual education, arid who can benefit horn them
There are sociopolitical implications in the size of the

estimates The smaller the size of the group huh Must

be served, is 'eligible" for services, urn bOneht from
them, the lower the ootempal cost to. file Federal
Government. the states or the .school district,: The
smaller the number, the More ,difficult it will Ile for
concerned.TmontieS to obtain a -hearing Thsmaller
the number, the easier for. 'opp4onts to.disiniss the
peed for special programs and tO, comfort therhselves
that it will eventually go away 0'

The, issue of the, definition 'of the 'group whose size 'es

being estimated developed ..an connection with the
issuance of the Proposed Lau Regulations by ti),e

[4Arrtment of. Education on August. 5, 1980. The .,,

oliginal Bilingual Education Act Titlo011 of the
Elementary and Secondary Education 'Act of .1965'as

amended In '1968 .'defined the target group ,a,s

children of lenitedEnglish,-speaking ability "who curie
from environments where the dominant language is

other than English" '(Andersson and Boyer, 1970:11, 1).

The 1974 and 1978 amendments ..tr, the Act .chafiged,
and refined .t he definition of the target groirp -and

modified the termlnolog.y. TIAe. amendments
recognized that riot all langw;itge-mmonty elUlp en have

difficulty with English. an implication in the original

definition Both specified that "the, language normally

used by the parents of-the child" should be considered
the native language of the child Neither placed 'any
restriction. on inclusion in the target group, of the

Rented-English Nceaking (197-4). or limite.dinglish '
proficient (1978) on the basis of- the child's language

usage. The 19,(8 amendments further specified that, in

the case of Native American children. the' Indian
language need only td have had a "significant unpact on
their level of English language proficiency" (Bilingtlai
Education, Act, Sec., 703(a) (1)t and (2)).kdid riot even
have to be dorregant in their current environment ..,

, . . AThe es finial() of 2.4 million children, age( to 1.4, or SG

Million total of school age, repre.Ats th.. loop winch

meets the 1,3ilingual Educahon Act definition arti

presently enacted This nrenber "Nimes Icons the 19/Ji

Chddron's English. .intl'Servicris Study. It was produced

,r: tr,---.0:7.'. 1.k the (.,, ,n1/1'-,intil r71,it)ci110 I: :.,,t.if,1

1tlittki t ntjtv,t11.!co,h( wilt' C!isidt,(., ,iflj ,r- Lilt'; -ii, Ii.
tilling.i.il f du, ,itikii iti i .1,., vi.nifeit in M'!.;,iii,r;`),'ti
I ht, l'1 Y.;,,',Itit,,10; v..ir ri the bo,..,1..,r Ow II!,ii,,rn.t,,
!A,..rit.,, troirointtist ti' the,(.khitri-,,, lo't ve,ir:o . akLitt.ol

re4)-11'.f..li) the etaildote Ihi,,,ee,:t-elob-. vw;r Anil

`,till ore. the ,,,t1IY ...i4ollable espinoti.:, t,o,..iL1 ap..n o

riohyriat .sart4ile ii longii.icr mirioilly i'hil,ir,t,il ,,vh,i

wilt! tested fri their living; with an objective measure ef

\.\[si..lioul.rel:iteil Erighst skills especially cleyelil(1, ItI
this purpose Thee esti mite's yill 44e superseWil later
this year by the findings fruin'a new study which will be
discussed rn the conclusion of this article.

-The Proposed /au Regulations _which were issued by

the Department of Education on August 5. 1980. used

The 36 million estimate from the CESS However, they
employed a complicated set of clettnitiori of the

childreh for whom school districts would be expected

to provide services' to, comply with nationalorigin
itchic1iF.cri.rnin:Itic41 its upheld by the Supreme Court in

Lau v Nichols In the Proposed Rules, children, with a'

prupary , landuaVe other Or" English, who were
limited English proficient ILEP) were to be classified
accOrding 0--their relative proficiency in English and

their'kyirnary'languaqe. Depending upon their ielatrve
proficiency, they .vere to be classified as English-

- superior. ecrOparatily liMited, on primary lan.guage-

superior 'The primary languSge was delined as thAirst
Language 1-earned- r the lanuage norrhlilly used by the

., Student. Different treatments Were to be based upon

these classifiLats, inclUding eight ,of equal access to ,
compensatory programs '.*!or LEP students classified as ,.

-English-,s.u.perior- (Proposed 'Lou Regulations.

1980 pars 100.33 arid 100.39) The CESS findings did

not address these classificatians'except indirectly The

4f30inbual Educ'ation Act does nut contain'thern ..

. ..
.The ,Regulrhory Analysis Review Group. (RAFiG) of the

. .Councit.ori Wage arid. Price Stability of the Execute:/e

Offii:t. of the s.President. has authority wader

legislation passed in 1974 to. ietervene in goveirnmentat

0.11enialcing It did sO in the case of, the Proposed Lau.
Regulations.shertly after they were issued It explained

illat it took this action because, ..tinse were "the first,

. itnportant one:, (regulations) 'to he issued, ,by the

Deparqnerit '(of Education) singe it waj established-

' S. Ceuncil 1980). Tdrneet one. of the requirements of
ILJ

-.... he RARG, Retsunriel in the. Depprtrnon tk'pl. Education's

ffice of Planning, Budget, and Evaluation (OPBE)

began attempting to estimate thei numbers of students

who "wo'Olci..be,affectud by (he PropOsed Regulations

ad'ofiniing to the relative kioliciency clAsilications.
Although al4 .LEP. children, yecjardless. of .relat'ivtf

proficiency classif ica tion, were covered by the

Pr(Prosed p 'ules,OPBE determined to reduce the

rruniben; to 'those who-- might be classified as

'prinnuy
langtiagr%sfrperior. The estimate of less than a

ipillici,o to no more than 1.5 million children conies from

the' °PRE draft final prnort. "Size of the Eligible

Language Velocity Popuyion." 1 kil.; report was, issuer'

wttli a'ttincAmitei that it"ckToS riot few en'ent the official,

piAtion of the U.S. 1/hpalliipermt of liducation."lt .was
issued a vow-allot the liAliG's Immo', of the Propol,nii

t,

ii," , /./.., ii .
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fiegulatiOns and six months after the inauguration of
the Reagan Administration and he withdrawal of the
regulations-which triggered the fort..This latter point.
is not unimportant-Having emb d 'upon revising the
res -lts of the Department's effort to meet the Bilingual
Education ACt Tandate, althOugh for Lat.] compliance
purposes, OPBE appeared to be reluctant to discontinue '
the effort even when the reason for it ngd disappeared.
The estimate was; acccirdingly, proposed tb be an
.estimate of the Bilingual Education Act targegrOup..
The latter was . redefined to consist only. Of those
considered tolibe "eligible". for bilingual services or
entitled" to receive them by virue 'of "dependence on a

non-English Language" 4Barnes 1981)..The BilingUal
Education. Act program is not an entitlement program.
Instead, ,school districts apply for grants to' serve LEP
children they believe will benefit from them. The
Department's General Counsel disallowed . OPBEI's
limitation: of .the target group to those in some serer
dependent on a non-_English language. The GC pointed
out that dependence on a language other ttlan English
is not .a criterion for limited-English proficiency as
defined in the Act..The GC's'opinion led, in turn, to the.
Administration's proposed amendment..to the Act to
give a funding priority to projects which would serve
LEP 'children whose usual _language is other than
English.

Back of this determination to restrict. Participation in ,

bilingual education Programs with resulting reduction
in the numbers is a pedagogical issue concerning-the
benefits to be derived from these programs. Consider.
these quotations:

Since:these limited- English proficient students'
stronger language is English (the English-superior
group), it follows that they would suffer less, of an
academic.,handicap if the academic curriculum
were taught in English, rather than in their home
language., .

. . We would recommend that equally limited
bilinguals who speak English at home would best
be instructed in English, while those Who speak
another language at home might benefit more from
instruction through that language: (Dulay and Burt,
1980:16, 19).

id I
It is our contention that a child who is not
dependent on a language other than English,
regardless of the child's limitations in English,
should not require and would, not benefit- from
services provided in the non-English language".
(Barnes. 1981:.17)n,

The research evidence . . . strongly suggests that
programs that aim to develop a high level of
proficiency in two languages provide greater
potential for academic development for a//children
than education through the medium. of only one
language . . . Research has failed to identify any
category of student for whom a bilingual educatiCin
would be less suitable than a monolingual
education . . . (There is) no educatiOnal support,

either empirical or theoretical, (for) !Milting access
to bilingual Ueducation by mited-English-Phbfigient
(LEP) students (on-the. basiS of "English-superiority"
or use of English at home.) (Cumn-fins, 19B1:42)

Bilingual education in the United Sates, as in many
countries in the world, was originally justified by 'citing
the 1953 UNESCO axiom that the best medium for
teaching children is theirimOthertongue. Reinterpreted
as meaning that children should be taught in their
stronger lahgrge, this, theory leads directly to the.
notions of 'English-suPerier," "primary-language-
superior: etc., _With different treatments for each,
embodied in the Proposed Lauflules. It is exemplified in
the quotations from Dulay and Burt and from the OPBE
report cited above. It is not, however, embodied in the
Bilingual Education. Act definition which, as indicated,
emPhasizes the limited - English proficiency of language-
minority children as the cruqal. charagteristic. As!:

,presently enacted, the legislatiqn enables schook'
districts to apply for funds to develop and implement,
bilingual prograrns for all LEP children whom they)
believe will benefit ,frorn them. As presently enacted,
the degislation permits school districts, to,. apply for
funds to develop and implemenx programs in which as
many as forty percent of the participating children are
English-speaking majority Children. If, as affirmed at the
1983 National AssociatiOn for Bilingual Education
conference., bilingualism is in the national interest, then
these aspects of the present Bilingual Education Act
must be defended. All LEP children' who can benefit
from bilingual programs must continue to be able to
participate in-them. Majority children must continue. to
be able to participte up to the limit of forty percent.
Only in this way will the advantages which follow froM
integrated programs for minority and majority children
and kir the Wider society be realized.

k

The estimates from the 1980 Census published lby the
. .

'Bureau of the Census- have the most serious
socioPelitical implications because of the danger of.
Misinterpretation and because Census, data have a way
of becoming the. final,werd. The national number, about
650,000, and equivalent 'estimates for states and
smaller geographic units represent' children. aged 5.to
17, reported to speak languages other than English at
home and not to speak English -well, or not to speak it at
all. The 650.000 is a provisional estimate froma sample
of the 1980 Census sample which was: published last
spring. The estimate from the whole" sample will
eventually be'publiSned. Final estimatesfrom the entire
sample are already being published for the states. In the.
"CESS, thereWas a considerable dif,ference between the
ratingS, of children's English- speaking, skills, by their
parents or guardians and objective testing of the
school related English skills. including reading and
writing, of those same children. Applying* the
limited-English-proficiency (LEP) rates from the CESS to
the total of 4.5 million school-age children who were
reported in the Census to speak non-English languages
at home yields about 2.9 million 1 children with
limited-English proficiency as defined' in the Bilingual
Education- Act. However, these are on/ythe LEP ctfiil,dreril? .

reported to speak non-English languages at° home.
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' -
Language minority children whd speak English athome

were not 'included, Information on their
English-speaking,skills was not gathered irrthe Qensus.

Again applying rates from the CESS, it is estimated that

there are at least 544,000 other languazge-millority
children who only speak English. but who lack Sufficient

proficiency in the school-related' English skills to

succeed -without special help in the English-medium
'.school SyStern. Thus, a minimum of 314 million children
in the United State"s in 1980 meet the definition in the
8ilingualo Education Act. A minimum Of 3.4 million
children have inufficient English-language skills to

succeed without assistance in the English-medium
school, Moreover, because the preCise interpretation of

the language question in the Census ss presently
unknown, it is possible that there are consider-ably more

school-age LEP childreljhe 3.4 million is 'a difference

of 2.8 million fwm the-Census's published estimate of
those reported Ily their households to speak languages,
other than English and to lack English-speaking skills. It

is a.difference in the proportion of school-age children

in the. United States in 1980 of nearly 6 percent. Those
reported to speak languages other than English at home

and to lack English-speaking skills constituted 1.4

percent of the total school-age population in 1980'
Those ptimated to be LEP constituted a-minimum Of.
7.2 percent. of the total school-age population. The
differences are much more' dramatic in states and
localities With high concentrations of language-

,
minority children.

As stated earlier in this paper: the C&SS estimates are

the :only ones.noW'available. Similarly, the rates which

. were used to extrapolate the estimates of LEP children

from the 1980 Census data are the only ones currently
available. The CESS estimates and LEP rates are

,,
national ones. They do not reflect differencee related to
concentrations, much Tess differences which will15e.
revealed when the data are. analyzed by language

group. -To remedy these problems and to obtain LEP
data krated On,. an actual sample . of 1980 Census
respondents,--lhe Bureau of the. Census conducted a

special study last summer for the Department.

Education. The.test used in the CESS was administere
to children and an adult, test, developed for this

purf)ose, to' language minority adults- in; a naticifial
sample, Results of this study will be available late 'this

year. They will make possible estimates of LEP.c. ildren

and adults, based on the 1980 Census, for a nu" ber of

states and different language groups. They Will make

possible new national estimates. The CESSl'estimates

and the extrapolations from the 1980 Census based on
the. CESS findings will serve as bench marks for
comparison with the findings of the new study.

/.
The estimates of the size of the popufation in need will
play an important role in the publj 'perception of the

importance of bilingual educatiory and other programs
and services for language minor/hies. They will play an

important role in continued p6blic support for these
programs and services in 19Ps.'The understanding of

the potential benefits of these programs for minority
children and for majority children will gre2tly affect the
extent to which bilingual education is continued and

expanded. If bilingualiVn is in the national interest for

all the population, then the varying estimates must be
understood for whth they are. NarroW concepts of
benefit mtist not 0 allowed to obscure the extent of
need among mpority children. They must not be
allowed to obscure the, possibilities for minority and
majority children to interact in mutually . rewarding
language-learning experiences.
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